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Abstract

An expert is traditionally viewed as someone with a high level of expertise in a particular area. This expertise is reflected in their knowledge, their experience and how they
utilise and learn from these aspects when interacting with others and problem solving.
However, the concept of ‘Expert’ is also a social label. A member of a social group is
given the Expert label if their expertise about a topic is acknowledged to be superior to
that of other group members. Therefore, the level of expertise required to be an Expert
is dependent on the expertise of the group as a whole.
Researchers have developed expertise finding software systems that identify the experts
within groups using staff knowledge directories (‘yellow pages’) or simple term-based search
engines that examine documents like staff publications. The resulting profiles of people’s
expertise are incomplete and vague. These systems do not explore the social dimension of
expertise in groups like online communities.
This thesis argues that the Duality of Expertise construct consists of a person’s knowledge contributions to their group as a whole and how the group responds to those contributions. More specifically, this research considers the linguistic evidence of such aspects
of expertise within online forums. Only public postings within the forum are studied,
restricting any measure of expertise to utilising the public interactions within the forum.
Various forums are studied.
The Expertise Finding Model is presented as a process which deploys the Duality of
Expertise in an expertise finding system. It examines the linguistic features of forum
postings, utilising existing methodologies from information retrieval and computational
linguistics in a novel way. The model’s knowledge component regards each author’s contributions as evidence of their claims at expertise in particular topics, through their use
of specialised terms and senses as well as recognising which terms are semantically associated and relate to the same topic. The model’s community component is based on the
reply postings each author receives from other community members, using the dialogue
acts in these replies to profile the community’s opinions towards the author’s expertise
xi

claims. These dialogue acts include positive and negative statements towards the content
of the original posting. Thus the Expertise Finding Model relates to expertise claims and
community opinions.
The model is evaluated through a series of experiments using forum postings from the
W3C corpus and a test-set from TREC2006’s Enterprise track. Preprocessing extracts
the postings and identifies their linguistic features. A modified Indri IR system indexes
postings and ranks the corresponding authors according to their expertise claims. The
community’s dialogue acts are used to rank authors according to the community’s opinions
towards them. Finally, an Areas of Interest → Community Opinion → Expertise Ranking
relationship combines the two components to rank the authors’ topic expertise based on
both their expertise claims and the community’s opinions. The Duality of Expertise and
the Expertise Finding Model contribute new approaches to expertise and expert finding
systems. This relationship is also related to dialogue act and dialogic action-reaction
theories.
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Section 1.1: Overview

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Overview
“We’re what you call “experts”” - Jamie Hyneman, MythBusters1

Expertise is vital in both life and society. The knowledge and skills of experts are
regularly needed for problem solving and developing new ideas. However, experts are not
identical. Each person’s expertise is unique to them. For that reason, it is not always
easy to find an expert with the expertise you need. Our society contains many people who
proclaim to possess the required abilities, but how do we determine whether people like
Jamie Hyneman should be considered experts?
Many people claim they have the knowledge, experience and training to be called an
‘expert’. However, when they try to utilise these skills in a community environment, it
is the community who judges whether they should wear the social label of the ‘Expert’.
The expert and the Expert label are related to each other. Without someone’s claims
of expertise, the community will never determine whether they are the Expert. If the
community considers them an Expert, then they must have more expertise than others
in the community. This relationship is the base of the Duality of Expertise within a
community.
Online communities often specialise in particular areas of knowledge, for instance electronics or finance. This makes such communities good areas in which to study this duality
as the community members will not have same levels and focuses of their specialisation.
They will not all claim to have exactly the same expertise or be regarded as Experts by
the community. However, finding specific expertise even in these communities is not easy.
Search engines can help them find relevant documents, but not experts. More specialised
expertise finding software systems tend to focus only on finding an expert, without considering which community members are treated as experts. They do not consider the social
dimension of expertise.
My research considers how experts interact with communities and presents the relationship as the Duality of Expertise construct. The focus of my research is online communities
and their linguistic interaction through discussion forums like newsgroups and mailing lists.
1
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My new Expertise Finding Model is a process that can be used in an expertise finding
system, enacting the Duality of Expertise to determine the community’s experts in any
topic being sought by a user. This is done by examining the linguistic interaction in the
community’s forum and considering the depth of each expert’s knowledge and the social
environment in which the knowledge is utilised. Using linguistic principles, evidence of
the expertise claims of each author and the community’s opinion towards those claims
is identified. Through a series of experiments and using computational linguistic and information retrieval methodologies and tools in a novel combination, I will demonstrate
that my Expertise Finding Model can be used in an expertise finding system to produce
a ranked list of experts for any given topic.
This chapter explains the motivation behind this research and the underlying research
questions. The methodology used to answer these questions will be described and its outcome summarised, indicating my contributions to literature. The content of the remainder
of the thesis is also outlined.

1.2

Motivation and purpose

Expertise is normally defined solely as an internal aspect of an individual. Traditionally,
experts are thought of as people who have undergone extensive training and have more
experience than most others in their field, for instance professionals like medical doctors
or lawyers. This knowledge and skill is considered part of their expertise. It is based
on what they have learnt and done and the individual presents themselves as the expert,
without any external dependency. They feel that they have earned the label.
In fact, a variety of other things contribute towards someone’s expertise. Expertise
demonstrates an understanding of what to do and when to do it as well as the experience
of putting it into practise in a variety of environments and circumstances. Expertise allows
an expert to be flexible and adapt old methods for new situations. Expertise allows an
expert to recognise when completely new methods have to be developed. However, each
expert has had different training and experiences. The capabilities of two experts cannot
be expected to be identical. Each person has their own type of expertise. The expertise
of an expert cannot be given simple labels.
Therefore, expertise must be treated as a flexible concept. Different people have different expertise. Therefore any model of expertise should recognise that the depth and
breadth of each expert differs.
Furthermore, within a community not all experts will be treated as such. Not everyone
is regarded by their community as an expert just because they have particular areas of
interest. The community decides who they will bestow the social label of ‘Expert’ upon
and for what topics. Many may claim to be an expert in a topic, but not all will be
regarded as one of the community’s experts.
Therefore, expertise claims are the internal aspect of expertise but the community’s
opinion towards those claims is the external aspect of expertise. The claims are presented
by the individual, but it is the community who determines their opinion.
2
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Within a community, expertise must also be considered as a relative concept. A person’s expertise needs to be judged according to an expertise seeker’s needs and with respect
to the other expertise profiles within that community. The Expert label is dynamically bestowed by others as a social role. Furthermore, someone cannot simply consider themselves
to always be regarded as an expert on every topic. The external Expert label changes as
the situation or context changes.
My Duality of Expertise construct represents this relationship between the internal
and external aspects of expertise. Both aspects are dependent on each other within a
community environment. However, there has been little research into constructs like the
Duality of Expertise that look at expertise from multiple perspectives. Even less research
has explored how such models can be used to find expertise. This inspired me to look
deeper into experts and their interaction with communities.
Online communities are a good area in which to study this interaction. These include many specialised communities that contain experts in a wide variety of areas. For
instance, the sci.electronics USENET newsgroup is a group of professionals and hobbyists involved in electronics. In their online interaction, community members demonstrate
their knowledge, skill, experience, judgement and reasoning about a variety of topics. The
community, in turn, evaluates these expertise claims and compare them to those of others
in the community. This allows them to judge the relative expertise of each member and
decide whether any deserve the social label of ‘Expert’.
Such groups commonly communicate through online discussion forums or other social
media, posting messages to other members. A forum records dialogue on a variety of
topics. Members interact, displaying their knowledge and capabilities, revealing what
they do and don’t know. The community environment of such an online forum allows the
community to cast their own judgement on whether expertise is exhibited in the linguistic
interactions within the community. The forum members can evaluate the accuracy of an
author’s expertise claims within their postings and respond to them. The community
can express its opinion on the relative expertise based on the level of expertise in the
community. The community can indicate within the forum who they consider to have
the authority to be an expert within the community. This can be seen in postings which
disagree on facts and knowledge as well as contain queries from novices. For instance,
in Figure 1.1 the author RTA is a novice about radar detecting technology. However,
while NH and GA claim to be experts, GA is critical of NH’s claims, placing doubt on
whether the community considers NH to be an Expert on this topic. Therefore, evidence
of the Duality of Expertise may be found in the community’s linguistic interactions. This
allowed me to apply linguistic principles and methodologies to my analysis.
Considering the Duality of Expertise in online communities also allows it to be examined in a practical setting. A lot of research has been conducted into finding expertise
through the analysis of online documents, including emails and forum postings. However,
little consideration has been made of both the internal and external aspects of expertise.
I chose to focus my research on the Duality of Expertise in online community forums and
to show how this construct could be used to find expertise within such an environment.
3
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Author: RTA
Posting 52794
So, the questions are What do the radar detector detectors actually detect?
Would additional shielding/grounding/bypassing shield stray RF generated by
a radar detector, or is the RF actually being emitted by the detector
antenna?
Are any brands ”quieter” than others?
Author: NH
Posting 52800
Replying to Posting 52794
From what I understand about radar detectors all they are is a passive device much
like the radio in your car. They work as an antenna picking up that radar signals
that the radar gun sends out. Therefore there would be no way of detecting a radar
detector any more than there would be of detecting whether some one had a radio
in their car.
Author: GA
Posting 52812
Replying to Posting 52800
Unfortunately, you’re wrong on both counts. The most common method of implementing a tunable receiver is to have a local oscillator. The local oscillator’s
frequency can be radiated out of the receiver via the antenna unless the circuit is
designed and constructed with great care.
Figure 1.1: Discourse extracts (from sci.electronics in 20 Newsgroups)
Much of the research to date relating to expertise in online communities has also
proposed methodologies to find expertise in such an environment. Such expertise finding
systems tend to examine community documents, like forum postings, and evaluate and
rank the expertise of people whom they associate with those documents. This association
may be based on who wrote the articles or simply whose name appeared in the documents.
For any new approach to expertise to be beneficial, it needs to be usable in an expertise
finding system. Therefore, the Duality of Expertise must also be demonstrated as viable
in such a system. For this reason, I was motivated to design a new process for expertise
finding systems that enables this duality. My new Expertise Finding Model deploys the
Duality of Expertise by utilising linguistic concepts and methods to analyse a forum’s
postings and construct expertise profiles for each forum author. These profiles can then
be searched for any particular topic of expertise, with the relative expertise of the members
ranked so as to find the community’s topic experts. The basis of each profile and ranking
would be evidence extracted from the community’s dialogue in the online forums.
In order to demonstrate the practicality of my Expertise Finding Model, I implemented
and evaluated it within an example expertise finding system using an established testbed
4
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from the TREC2006 information retrieval series. Given that the Expertise Finding Model
was dependent on using established linguistic analysis, an objective of this evaluation was
to make use of established computational linguistics methods and technology to automate
and execute such analysis. This also extended to the manner in which the relative expertise
of each forum author was ranked. The evaluation was designed using a novel combination
of computational linguistics modules and approaches including elements from third party
software in order to demonstrate the viability of the Expertise Finding Model and the
benefits of using the Duality of Expertise construct to represent expertise in an online
community.
Therefore, my research aimed to expand on our knowledge of expertise in communities and how this can be utilised in online expertise finding systems. The lack of research into the internal and external aspects of expertise and its relative nature motivated
me to conduct research into how people’s expertise claims within their communities and
their community’s responses related to the concept of expertise. The convenience of the
recorded dialogue in online forums and its practical benefits encouraged me to look at how
conversations conducted online could provide a better interpretation of expertise within
the community. These internal and external aspects of expertise formed the basis of my
Duality of Expertise construct.
These issues were also the inspiration for my research into new technological approaches
at recognising the expertise found in online communities, so that future expertise finding
systems can better determine who is the expert for a specific topic. This thesis demonstrates that my Expertise Finding Model for such a system enacts the Duality of Expertise,
such that the model is based on what a forum author claims to know as well as the forum
community’s collective opinion of the author’s expertise. The relative nature of expertise
is reflected in the ranking of each author’s expertise, which is different for each topic and
specific to the author. Using the linguistic interactions found in the forum postings, the
ranking and profiling in the Expertise Finding Model will be conducted using computational linguistics in a novel way.

1.3

Aims and research questions

My research had one main research question and two sub-questions.
Broad question
Can someone’s expertise be socially determined from their online interaction within a
community?
Narrow questions
1. What computational linguistics techniques can be deployed to identify expertise in
a community?
2. How can existing techniques be assembled to automate the identification of evidence
of expertise?
5
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The main aim was to show that a person’s expertise can be identified based on linguistic interaction with other community members. For this, I needed to investigate the
nature of expertise, how experts are recognised and the relationship they have with their
communities. I focused on experts in online communities, as such groups are a modern
source of information and expertise. An objective of my research was to demonstrate
that within the online forums of specialised communities, a Duality of Expertise exists
consisting of each author’s claims of expertise and the corresponding community opinions
towards those claims. This objective was addressed by extracting and using linguistic evidence of each aspect of this duality. This evidence came from both their forum postings
and the responses they received in the community’s replies.
The sub-questions relate to how this interaction and the linguistic evidence can be
utilised within an expertise finding system. The first sub-question relates to the type
of computational linguistics technology needed for this to occur. The aim is to make
use of existing technologies and linguistic methods in such a way that the system can
be automated. This sub-question is answered by my Expertise Finding Model, which
represents a process which uses such technology to identify and rank the expertise of
online forum authors.
The second sub-question relates to how this process can be structured and enabled.
This includes the order and data sharing required for each processing module, in order
to enact the Duality of Expertise and identify the required expertise using computational
linguistics. This is answered by the Expertise Finding Model. The viability of the Expertise Finding Model and the Duality of Expertise in an expertise finding system are
demonstrated through the experiments run to evaluate the Expertise Finding Model.
Postings
To:
From:
Subject

Forum
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Preprocessor

Expertise claims
Text usage
Ranking
Expertise
profile
of author

Metadata and
linguistic tagging
To:
From:
Subject
In−reply−to:

Expertise scores

Community
Topic Expert

Dialogue acts

Topic
Replies

Community opinion

Figure 1.2: Outline of my Expertise Finding Model

1.4

Methodology

My research questions are answered using the scientific method to examine the validity
of the Duality of Expertise when deployed within an expertise finding system. This is
achieved through a series of controlled experiments that examine and evaluate various
representations of elements of the duality. These elements include manners in which computational linguistics can identify and rank the internal and external aspects of expertise
based on the linguistic interactions within a community’s online forum. The results of the
6
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experiments enable me to develop and present my Expertise Finding Model (Figure 1.2)
as an approach to recognising expertise in an online community by enacting the Duality
of Expertise.
The Expertise Finding Model constructs expertise profiles for each forum author based
on the results of linguistic analysis conducted during a preprocessing stage, using computational linguistics methodologies and tools. For the internal aspect of the Duality of
Expertise (the expertise claims), the term usage in the author’s postings is indexed. For
the external aspect of the Duality of Expertise (the community opinion), the dialogue
acts in the community’s replies to those postings are recorded. Given a certain topic and
the related query terms, the expertise in each profile is then scored with the top ranked
authors being regarded as the community’s experts in the required topic.
The experiments are divided according to how they represent expertise:
• Knowledge Model - The internal aspects only
• Community Model - The external aspects only
• Combined approach - The internal and external aspects of the Duality of Expertise
Each experiment uses computational linguistics to interpret the linguistic interactions
found in a testbed based on the postings from an online forum. In the Knowledge Model
experiments, only linguistic data relating to the expertise claims is identified and ranked.
For the Community Model experiments, only the community’s opinion towards each of its
members is determined and scored. The experiments using a combined approach evaluate
how all of the Duality of Expertise can be deployed within an Expertise Finding Model
through computational linguistics.
In order to design and execute this experimental approach and determine how computational linguistics can be used within the Expertise Finding Model, various steps were
undertaken.
1. Exploring the concept and nature of experts and their expertise.
2. Collating a corpora of postings from sample forum discussions.
3. Developing the preprocessing of the forum postings using linguistic analysis and
computational linguistics technologies.
4. Deriving expertise profiles from the data, based on the linguistic evidence of expertise
identified by the preprocessing.
5. Conducting controlled experiments using the scientific method to evaluate aspects
of the Duality of Expertise within an expertise finding system.
6. Developing my Expertise Finding Model, based on the outcome of the previous
research.
The nature of expertise was established through a literature review of existing published research and an examination of the interactions of example online communities. The
role of expertise in organisations and a consideration of professionals as experts was elaborated. The relationships between experts and communities, especially online communities, were explored. Previous research into expertise finding technologies was summarised,
7
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including attempts to incorporate social networking with information retrieval methodologies. From this review, I determined the internal and external aspects of expertise,
developed the Duality of Expertise construct and developed my research questions.
In order to better understand and analyse expertise within online communities, I studied three corpora of forum postings from online communities. Early in my research, the
20 Newsgroups corpus was used to explore how experts and communities relate to
each other and develop the Duality of Expertise. It is a corpus of postings from twenty
USENET newsgroups that is commonly used for research, but rarely for expertise finding.
This corpus was also used for the early development of the preprocessing software required
by the Expertise Finding Model, particularly that which gave a universal format to the
postings’ metadata. The second set of postings, the Corvus corpus, was collated by me
from the mailing lists of five professional and semi-professional communities. This was
studied in order to finalise my research questions. The outcome of this analysis also identified possible elements of my Expertise Finding Model that needed further investigation,
especially how computational linguistics can be used to recognise and score the author’s
expertise according to the Duality of Expertise. For my experimental approach, a test-set
of postings were extracted from the third corpus, the W3C corpus, which is a body of
web-pages from a specialised community including discussions from their forums.
The development of the preprocessing helped prepare the postings in each corpus for
further research. This included standardising their format and identifying linguistic data
that can later be used to identify the expertise of each author. This preparation and
processing was automated through a combination of established computational linguistics
processes, including document parsing, sentence and token segmentation, part-of-speech
tagging, lemmatisation and semantic labelling through the use of the WordNet lexical
database. The dialogue acts present in various reply postings were also annotated, but
this was done manually by me.
Expertise profiles were constructed by indexing the preprocessed data using a modified
Indri search engine. The main indexes were associated with each author’s postings, incorporating the linguistic data relating to their term usage. Further indexes linked authors
to any postings sent in reply to their messages and the linguistic data of these replies,
particularly the dialogue acts.
The experiments were conducted using postings from the W3C corpus and test conditions from the Expert Search task in the TREC2006 Enterprise track (Soboroff, de Vries
and Craswell, 2006). Each experiment generated a ranked list of experts for each set of
topic query terms provided by TREC. The output of these tests was evaluated and compared to a Gold list of known experts using TREC’s standard evaluation script. This
method of evaluation enabled me to compare the results of each experimental run to
each other using conditions that are well respected by researchers. It also enables future
research to repeat or expand my experiments.
8
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The development of my Expertise Finding Model was the outcome of my literature
review, analysing the data to identify crucial factors, using established linguistic methodologies and computational linguistic technology to process the data and evaluating the
validity of the model and the importance of its components through experimentation.

1.5

Outcome and contribution

My research contributes to the knowledge of expertise by proposing a new concept the Duality of Expertise construct. This construct fills a gap in our understanding and
interpretation of expertise within communities. This incorporates both the internal and
external aspects of experts and expertise within a community and regards expertise as
being dependent on and relative to the context in which it is exercised.
My Expertise Finding Model is a new process for finding expertise within an online
community that enacts the Duality of Expertise, such that the expertise of community
members is identified and scored according to both aspects of the duality. Such analysis
is based on the linguistic interaction within the community’s online forums. An expert’s
expertise claims are associated with the term usage in their postings. The community’s
opinion towards any such claims are identified through the dialogue acts used in the
community’s replies. This use of linguistic elements and methods together with the Duality
of Expertise is original. It provides a new perspective to locating expertise within a
community.
Through my experimentation and evaluation, I demonstrated that my Expertise Finding Model can be used in an expertise finding system, and that its use of the Duality
of Expertise is more beneficial than other expertise finding methods that only consider
the internal or external aspects of expertise. Furthermore, this demonstrated that the
Expertise Finding Model can contribute to an automated system through its use of computational linguistics technology. This extends the capabilities of previous systems by
enabling them to include the Expertise Finding Model using existing methods and tools,
rather than having to develop new complex modules.
My experiments also demonstrated how such computational linguistics technology can
be combined in order to deploy the Duality of Expertise construct. The inclusion of such
tools in the preprocessing, profiling and ranking stages of the Expertise Finding Model is
novel as is the manner in which they were combined. The development of the Expertise
Opinion Measure (EOM) scoring method also provides a new approach to scoring opinions
based on community discussions. These too are beneficial to expertise finding systems as
such assemblage can easily be incorporated within an existing expertise finding system,
rather than having to construct a new system.
Therefore, both the Duality of Expertise and the Expertise Finding Model extend the
concept of expertise to include the social dimension as well as the knowledge and skills of
the individual. This fills a gap in our treatment of expertise in expertise finding systems
that examine expertise within communities, especially online communities.
The field of linguistics will also benefit through the use and exploration of dialogue
acts and other linguistic elements within this research, utilising them for novel purposes
9
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and as part of a new process. The discussion and correlation of the Expertise Finding
Model to dialogue act theory and Weigand’s (2010) dialogic dialogue model expands the
knowledge of how the concept of expertise can relate to language use.

1.6

Structure of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis presents my research in six chapters. Background details of
some of the analysis and processing conducted are given in three appendices followed by
a bibliography of all the references cited.
Chapter 2: Literature Review comments on previous research relating to expertise,
communities and related technologies. The nature of expertise and experts is explained
as well as the relationships between experts, communities and organisations. Previous
research into expertise finding technologies is surveyed, identifying the lack of consideration of community attitudes when modelling expertise. It also reveals the need for such
technology to better represent the depth and breadth of knowledge an expert possesses
when analysing their expertise.
The methodology used for this thesis is described in Chapter 3: Research methods. The
research questions and objectives are defined as well as the Duality of Expertise and the
research process. The corpora of forum postings are explained. The existing technology
incorporated in my research is described. The need for and the design of the preprocessing
of the data is given. To evaluate various aspects of the Expertise Finding Model, this
chapter argues the reasoning behind a series of experiments that were conducted and
outlines their content.
Chapter 4: Knowledge Model: Expertise based on an author’s contributions examines
how forum authors can be profiled and ranked through the relevance of their postings to
topics. The outcomes of the related Knowledge Model experiments introduced in Chapter 3
are discussed in the context of the postings being evidence of authors’ expertise claims.
This includes investigations into how morphological and semantic relationships between
the terms in their postings can be used to represent the depth of expertise on topics they
have claimed to have.
The online forum’s replies to postings are analysed in Chapter 5: Community Model:
Expertise based on the community’s opinion of expertise claims. The initial Community
Model experiments rank the authors’ expertise based solely on the community’s opinions,
as evident in their replies. This chapter also investigates profiling expertise using both
an author’s claims and the community opinions. From this, the final Expertise Finding
Model is developed and described.
Chapter 6: Discussion reviews the findings of the previous two chapters and how this
demonstrates the Duality of Expertise in the context of an online community. Further
discussion explores the Duality of Expertise construct and its correlation to Weigand’s
(2010) dialogic dialogue model and Searle (1969; 1975) and Austin’s (1975) dialogue act
theories. The social dimensions of experts and expertise are also discussed as are any issues
or limitations of my research. The possible directions of future research is also described.
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A summarisation of the outcome of my research is in Chapter 7: Conclusion. My
conclusions are outlined and the research questions are answered. My main contributions
are presented.
Appendix A: Preprocessing summarises the processes and tools used to prepare corpora
for analysis and testing. A sample analysis of the opinions expressed in a forum thread
is listed in Appendix B: Thread analysis. Appendix C: Dialogue act annotation explains
the definitions and limitations of the annotations used in the research.
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Section 2.1: The aim of the literature review

Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1

The aim of the literature review

The research described in this thesis investigates identifying expertise within online communities. In order to better understand the present state of the art in expertise finding
systems, a literature review was conducted relating to various areas of interest of this
research.
At the base of the research is the question of what is an expert and what constitutes
expertise. Various aspects of expertise will be explored, ranging from the links of knowledge and expertise, to the social role of experts and the related social label of the Expert.
This highlights the multi-faceted nature of expertise and the importance of considering
the ramifications of the social context when modelling expertise.
To further investigate the social aspects of expertise, the relationships between communities and experts are discussed. Communities of practise and the concept of legitimate
peripheral participation are analysed with respect to the expertise of community members
and their roles in the community. The recognition and role of expertise within professional bodies and social groups is compared, with exploration of whether a professional is
an expert and the importance of expertise to organisations.
The use of technology to profile the expertise of members is described. Simple database
systems are compared to expertise seeking systems that analyse the contents of text documents, especially using computational linguistics technologies and methodologies. These
systems do not consider various aspects of expertise, especially the vastly different expertise that people have as well as the social aspects. Systems that use social networks or
human feedback are analysed but shown not to consider the community level of the social
dimension.
In contrast, the dialogue acts in natural language are shown to relate the opinions of
individuals, including whether they approve or disapprove of another person’s statements.
Linguistic theories are outlined which support this action/reaction analysis of dialogue.
Furthermore, there is a discussion of computational linguistic technologies that show that
the automated identification of such opinions is achievable for text files related to dialogue
between individuals.

Section 2.2: The nature of experts and expertise
One possible source of such recorded dialogue in a community environment is online
forums. A variety of formal and informal relationships have been identified between these
communities and experts within the communities. The suitability of using such dialogue
as the focus of my research is discussed.
The review of literature relating to all of these matters reveals a lack of research
into the use of community attitudes and opinions in expertise profiling, especially when
considering linguistic interaction between community members and those considered to be
experts. In the final section of this chapter, the direction of the remainder of this research
will be outlined, based on the issues raised during the literature review and the gaps in
our knowledge that are identified.

2.2

The nature of experts and expertise

An expert is generally regarded as someone who knows more about a certain area of interest
than most other people (Oxford, 1989). The knowledge or skills that are particular to an
expert are commonly known as their expertise. People rely on experts when they require
something to be done which is beyond their own level of expertise. People look for experts
because no-one can know everything. Experts are needed for their knowledge, assistance
in problem solving and other collaborations. An expert’s capabilities relating to some
topics is superior to that of other people.
There are various theories on what makes one an expert and the exact nature of expertise. They have ranged from experts being people with a lot of knowledge (Section 2.2.1)
to those who are very experienced at doing things and have a knack for knowing when to
do what (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).
However, I believe that people aren’t really seeking experts when they find their own
knowledge and skills are inadequate. What they need to find is expertise. Furthermore, the
appropriate expertise is dependent on the context in which the expertise is being sought.
The expertise must be appropriate to the role for which it is needed. For instance, if I
need a legal expert, I won’t just want any lawyer or barrister. I will need someone that has
expertise relevant to my particular issue. I would also consider other aspects of a person
beyond their knowledge and skill in legal matters. I would consider how well I could work
with them, given my needs and the context in which they appear. As such, who I would
regard as an expert would depend on the context and scenario in which they are needed.
More than one person may have knowledge in the required area, but each person’s
expertise is not identical. Furthermore, while a person’s skills and abilities may be particular to them, their suitability as an expert is dependent on whether other people would
assign that role to them. Their interactions with others influence that decision as there is
a social aspect to being an expert (Section 2.2.4).
Therefore, the nature of expertise is not defined by any competing theories in isolation.
Instead, it is a combination of factors particular to each individual. An outline of these
factors is given in this chapter.
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2.2.1

Expertise by knowledge

One of the key distinguishing features of an expert is that their knowledge is greater than
that of most other people (Oxford, 1989). Knowledge takes many forms so any review of
expertise must consider each source of knowledge and how it relates to a person’s expertise.
Ericsson (2000) found an expert’s knowledge is actually limited as it tends to be concentrated within their domain or field of specialisation. An expert will know many facts,
rules and procedures required in their particular domain and examples of when to use
them. The terminology they use and their opinions on matters will be specific to the
domain (Ayling, 2007).
If expertise was merely knowledge then anyone could be an expert by reading the
relevant domain-based literature. However, this is not enough. One of the indications
that someone is regarded as a novice in a domain is their regular use of such textbook
rules (Berliner, 2004; Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986; Muscari, 2000). An expert is expected
to do more than that. An expert’s knowledge is built up over the years through experience
(Section 2.2.2) and discussing their experiences with others (Section 2.3.2).
Attempts have been made to preserve the knowledge of experts by recording it in
some form, like reports, manuals or electronic files.

This enables the knowledge to

be used by others. For instance, Chrysler produces its “Engineering Books of Knowledge” in order to preserve knowledge for its automobile platform teams (Davenport and
Prusak, 1997). However, much of an expert’s exceptional knowledge is tacit knowledge
(Nonaka, 1991; Polanyi, 1998) which by its nature is unrecordable. Tacit knowledge is in
the subconscious, gained after years of experience in a domain. This knowledge can not
simply be transferred by writing manuals and textbooks. However, aspects of it are communicated between people through story-telling and other interactions (Linde, 2001; Nonaka, 1991). Therefore, an important part of determining someone’s expertise is to examine
how they interact with others. In such interaction they may reveal not only where their
knowledge lies but also what experiences they have benefited from.
Therefore, two key factors must be considered about an expert’s knowledge. Firstly,
while each expert in a domain will know many things in common with each other, the
knowledge of each expert will be different. The knowledge of an expert cannot be simply
labelled by their particular fields of interest, for instance medicine or astronomy. Nor can
it be defined by a predefined list of terms or concepts that relate to that field, like ‘cancer’
or ‘pulsars’. The knowledge of each expert is particular to them.
Secondly, expertise can partially be attributed to a person’s knowledge, but knowledge
is not limited to what is found in textbooks. Expertise also requires experience and
understanding that is tacit knowledge. The presence of this knowledge may be witnessed
through observation of an expert interacting with others.

2.2.2

Expertise by experience and learning

Through using their knowledge, an expert gains experience. They learn what knowledge
and skills are more appropriate to specific scenarios (Gould, 1999). This enables them to
match a new scenario to one that has previously been encountered. Learning this pattern
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matching is a vital component of their expertise. However, learning can also be improved
when combined with deliberate practice, mentoring and reflection.
Thus, an expert develops their expertise over a large period of time. Ericsson’s (2000)
10 year rule stipulates that it will take at least 10 years of exposure before someone will
reach the level of expertise in a domain that would be expected of an expert. Any time after that, an expert’s performance plateaus out. While Ericsson, Krampe and Tesch-Römer
(1993) do admit that some domains like music require even longer, it is still evident that
expertise is not gained quickly. Cohen (2005, as cited in Morris, 2009) claims that this
learning process is not even limited by age as the human brain develops throughout life, enabling new concepts and approaches to be learnt, with the brain adapting to accommodate
them.
However, even time isn’t enough. A novice may know all the rules and practices, but
that won’t make them an expert (Bellot, 2006; Benner, 1982; Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986).
Even providing them with expert rules will not help (Germain, 2006a). Ultimately “not
all practice makes perfect” (Ericsson, Prietula and Cokely, 2007, p. 118). It is useless
to practise if efforts are not made to improve (Rolfe, 1997). Ericsson (2000) argues that
deliberate practice enables an expert to better understand the reasoning behind what they
doing. They will gain an understanding of what is correct and incorrect about their actions
and thus can improve over time. The human body and brain can even adapt and change
in response to intense physical activity (Ericsson et al., 1993). Exposure to a domain and
its practices is not sufficient if nothing is improved.
Part of this training may require the guidance and feedback of another expert through
coaching and mentoring (Berliner, 2004). The participation can be structured within
a controlled environment that helps improve a person’s understanding of their actions
(Morris, 2009) such that scenarios can be repeated and re-examined in depth. As such,
no-one is born with expertise (Ericsson, 2000; Morris, 2009). It is something that must
be gained over time through experience, training and making of use of resources like the
expertise of others.
One of the key aspects of deliberate practice is the habit of looking back on experiences
and examining what happened in order to better understand the situation in the future
(Ayling, 2007). Through this “retrospective contemplation of practice” (Bellot, 2006, sec
7) a person gains knowledge about the scenario and the practice they applied to it. Schön
(1983) calls this reflection-on-action, where you learn from reflecting on your experiences
after the fact. Thus your expertise is improved and new concepts and approaches are
developed in response to the reflection.
So just like not all expert knowledge can be recorded, expertise must also be gained
through practice. An expert’s knowledge is useless if they don’t apply it to suitable
situations. It is only then that it has meaning (Gould, 1999). Therefore, the past history
of an expert and their training contributes to their expertise. Any analysis of someone’s
expertise must take such historical factors into consideration.
So no two people will have identical expertise as they will have had different experiences. What they will have learnt will be particular to those experiences, even if they were
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in the same domain or discipline. For this reason, any analysis of someone’s expertise must
consider their past history. This analysis needs to be flexible as someone who is considered
to have the expertise for one situation may not always be appropriate to the particular
needs of an expertise seeker. The expert may not have the experience required, regardless
of whether their expertise is in the correct field or not.

2.2.3

Expertise by intuition

However, expertise cannot just rely on past experiences. Relying on only matching a
new situation to those previously encountered is still considered to be mark of a novice
or journeyman level (Gould, 1999; Muscari, 2000). Such knowledge is limited to those
circumstances. An expert has the ability to adapt to new situations and consider the
ramifications of their actions.
An expert can draw on past experiences to determine how they have previously responded to a situation but they also adapt their past practices to the present situation
(Rolfe, 1997). This reflexive evaluation of the practice is more dynamic than reflection-onaction as it allows an expert to do problem-solving in new circumstances. It does not rely
on the expert having encountered similar situations before. The expert deliberates during
the event, rather than afterwards. While the knowledge gained from their previous experience and training gives an expert a good understanding of the background to the situation,
their decision-making requires immediate conscious processing (Benner, 1982; Rolfe, 1997).
Therefore, an expert’s adaptability within their domain is part of their expertise.
Schön (1983) labels this approach as reflection-in-action which Rolfe (1997, p. 95)
describes as where the “reflection takes place in the practice setting rather than retrospectively”. When presented with a situation, an expert considers their past experiences
and generalises their responses to the present situation. Using a cycle of “on-the-spot
experimenting” (Schön, 1983, p. 999) and further observations and generalisations, an
expert can apply their expertise (Rolfe, 1997). An expert does not work just from a
set of prescribed responses or rules. They allow for alternative solutions and unknown
circumstances (Benner, 1982).
In addition, an expert can consider how their response will affect themselves and others
(Ayling, 2007; Bellot, 2006; Bolam, Gleeson and Murphy, 2003). This is a crucial factor
when the expert’s actions may directly impact the well-being of other people, as in a
medical scenario (Bellot, 2006). Such reflexive practice has also been observed amongst
researchers who considered how their interactions with their human subjects may influence
the outcomes of their research (Ayling, 2007; Bolam et al., 2003). This is an indication that
expertise includes a social aspect, where an expert is able to think beyond the immediate
task-at-hand and take into consideration the broader outcome of their actions, including
the social ramifications for the participants and the community as well as the expert
themselves.
However, even novices can take this approach (Berliner, 2004). One of the things that
makes an expert different is their ability to recognise when and how a situation is different
to those they have previously experienced. This ‘knack’ or intuition (Bellot, 2006; Benner,
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1982) allows an expert to determine when they need to adapt their behaviour for a new
situation. Rolfe (1997) calls this the “unconscious workings of a prepared mind” (p. 94).
Eventually an expert will become so familiar with basic practice that they are “no
longer aware of features and rules, and his/her performance becomes fluid and flexible
and highly proficient” (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1977, as cited in Rolfe, 1997, p. 94). However Schön (1983) warns that if an expert makes a particular practice too routine or
commonplace, then they may “over-learn” what they know (p. 61). This would limit
their expertise as they may lessen their intuition of recognising when a scenario does not
match those previously experienced.
In fact, the adaptability of an expert is advantageous to them as it expands the range of
experiences they can reflect on in the future. It also helps maintain their ability to adapt.
Such flexible reflexive behaviour must considered as a part of someone’s expertise. An
expert’s adaptability must be recognised as well as their ability to recall past experiences
that relate to the present situation. An expert is also able to offer alternative responses
to the scenario and change their mind when given new information. An expert may know
the standard textbook approach but that does not mean that they always follow it.
Any expertise analysis also needs to recognise that an expert considers more than
just the immediate situation. Experts evaluate the effect of the circumstances, their
advice and possible actions on themselves and others. The social, political and economical
ramifications of their response may also affect their recognition as an expert (Ericsson and
Charness, 1997).
This implies that any analysis of expertise must also consider the social status of an
expert, for someone’s expertise may not just relate to their domain knowledge but also
their use of it in a social environment.

2.2.4

The Expert as a social role

While an expert considers the effects of their actions on the social environment, the environment can independently affect an expert too. Someone’s social standing as an expert
and recognition of their expertise can be determined by the environment in which they
work. Interaction with others may result in them being labelled as an expert for some
topics but not for others. Therefore, it is vital for an expert to have expertise at working within the social boundaries around them. Otherwise they may not be treated as an
expert when appropriate needs arise.
The degree of expertise required in a situation depends on the context in which it
is needed. For example, a tourist may be looking for someone to give them directions
to a gallery, but they don’t require someone who has extensive knowledge of the local
history. The identification of who is an expert will be influenced by the context in which
the identification is made.
Mieg (2006) labels the social form as “The Expert” and defines ‘relative experts’ who
are dependent on the social need and viewpoint of the situation for which they are required.
A person may have expertise related to a particular field, but it is the social environment
that decides whether someone is regarded as the Expert and given such a label. It is the
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social environment that decides the status of each individual and whether their expertise
is suitable to a need.
Someone can be assigned the label of being “The Expert”, but this is not necessarily
reliant on them having a superior performance or years of experience in a particular
domain. The abilities of an Expert may be no more than being able to direct someone
to the local train station. This Expert tag may then change as the domain, focus of
conversation or participants in a situation change (Mieg, 2006). For example, the need
for the expertise may shift from street directions to the local public transport system. A
new person may arrive who has much greater expertise in the relevant domain than those
already present. Mieg (2006) refers to this as a shift in the “valence of expertise”.
Mieg (2001) also separates expertise into two perspectives, the “I” and “me”, based
on Jacoby and Gonzales’s (1991) “Self” and “Other” features. The Self or “I” relates to a
person’s personal nature, their knowledge, experiences and circumstances. The Other or
“me” is the social role as an “Expert” placed upon them by others. Mieg (2009) relates
these to the cognitive and attributional aspects of expertise proposed by Sternberg and
Frensch (1992). These two sides of expertise do not always match as they are dependent
on interaction between the Expert and others. Until that interaction supports or counters
the “I” and the “me”, they are just “candidate constructions” (Jacoby and Gonzales, 1991,
p. 149) that are open to change.
For the remainder of this thesis, the term ‘expert’ shall be used to refer generally to
those who claim to have expertise in a field. This includes all people whose expertise in
the field is superior to what the “average person” would have. The term ‘Expert’ is used
to refer to those who are treated as an expert in a given situation or by a community.
Like the use of the term in (Mieg, 2006), Expert is a social label. Generally, the Expert
label will be applied to those who are experts, but not every expert will be regarded as
an Expert in every scenario.
This distinction between the expert and the Expert relates to what I regard as the
internal and external aspects of expertise. The internal dimension is like Mieg’s (2001)
“I”. It is controlled by the individual, what they do, what they learn and what expertise
they profess to possess. The external aspect of expertise is similar to Mieg’s (2001) “me”
in that it is reliant on acknowledge of a person’s expertise within a social environment.
A model of expertise needs to consider multiple aspects of what makes a person be
considered an expert. This can include the skills and knowledge of the individual as well
as the social environment in which they demonstrate their expertise. The knowledge of
the individual is an internal dimension of their expertise, something which only they can
alter or demonstrate. The social environment alters their reputation and whether they are
considered to be the community’s Expert about something, the social role indicating that
their expertise is superior in that area to others in the community. This social dimension
is external to the individual, as it relates to the views of others about the individual’s
expertise.
One further factor that influences the assignment of the Expert label is an expert’s
social standing. Their reputation as the Expert is not permanent. It is a dynamic social
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feature that can easily change depending on the nature of their interaction with others. Even a change in the audience can change the expectations placed upon an Expert
(Mieg, 2001). Germain’s (2006b) Generalised Expertise Measure (GEM) includes skills
in leading, communicating and inspiring people. She considers them to be part of the
trend toward including emotional intelligence as an attribute of experts (Germain, 2006a).
While Germain’s GEM has not been extensively tested, it does recognise that part of
what people expect from an Expert is skills in interacting with others.
Furthermore, an expert is motivated to maintain or improve their social standing so
as to continually be considered an expert of their domain. van der Heijden (2000) defines
five dimensions of professional expertise. Four of these dimensions relate to the traditional
skill and knowledge aspects of expertise, but the fifth is “acquiring social recognition”
[p. 11]. Mieg (2009) sees professionalism as “engagement for a profession” [p. 91] or
setting and adhering to the expected behaviours of the profession. As such, a distinction
is made between professionalism as a “domain performance” [p. 111] that is judged by
and executed before an audience, and excellence which is “defined through individual
performance” [p. 111]. While not all experts are professionals, their role as Expert needs
ratification by others. An expert needs to consider more than just the immediate situation
when deciding how best to respond. Therefore, expertise also contains social aspects. An
expert must use their knowledge and skills to suitably meet the needs of others in order
to be considered an Expert.
However, even Mieg (2006) recognises that some people are, by default, expected to be
experts due to their professions. Through the nature of their qualifications, professionals
like lawyers, medical practitioners and accountants are known to have completed specialist
training which gives them knowledge and skills that are not readily available. This capability earns them the Expert label by default but even that is not permanent. A profession
may change its expectations of its members in response to internal and external pressures
and developments and new jurisdictions (Abbott, 1988). Even in court, the concept of a
professional being an expert can be challenged (Australian Law Reform Commission, New
South Wales Law Reform Commission and Victorian Law Reform Commission, 2006).
Likewise, the court can treat anyone who they believe has more knowledge, experience
and capability than their peers about a matter to be an Expert. Such use of the Expert
label is always dependent on the need for expertise.
Therefore, the social role of an expert must also be considered when analysing their
expertise. It is not sufficient to merely judge a person’s expertise based on their raw
knowledge and skills. The way they execute their tasks must be examined and placed
within a social context. It is insufficient to solely look at people in isolation when assessing
their expertise. One must consider the entire context in which they utilise their expertise
and all who are in it. The Expert role is not an “impersonal force” (Mieg, 2001, p. 49).
The reputation of a person’s expertise in a social environment needs to be incorporated
within any expertise analysis. Just because someone frequently discusses their topics of
interest does not mean that they are considered the Expert by those around them.
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Just as an Expert’s decision-making must be flexible and dynamic, so too should be
any analysis of their expertise. Someone who is knowledgeable about one topic may not
be about another. Someone who is regarded as the Expert in one social situation may not
be in another. Their expertise is relative to the circumstances, just as is the application of
their role as an expert. The label of the Expert is dependent on which expertise is needed
at a given time. An expertise seeker defines expertise they are after. It is up to the people
who interact with those who may have that expertise to decide who they regard as being
a suitable Expert.
In this light, one way to determine someone’s expertise is to examine them in a group
setting where they have an audience. Their interaction with this audience and their practice can be evaluated in a social context. Their expertise can be analysed by assessing
their practise, the knowledge demonstrated within it and the roles and expectations placed
upon them by the audience. The analysis can be structured such that the evidence of the
expertise is divided into its internal and external aspects. The internal aspect is particular
to the individual, reflects the skills and knowledge they utilise and the experiences upon
which they reflect. The external aspect is dependent on those they interact with. It is evidence of the audience’s perception of those individual capabilities and whether they would
apply the social label of the Expert to the individual. This internal/external relationship
is the Duality of Expertise which my research will further demonstrate and utilise.

2.3

Experts and their social contexts

In order to best evaluate the social context of the Expert and their practice, one must
consider audiences that have regular interaction with the Expert. Consequently, my research concentrates on how experts work within a community environment and how the
community may recognise them as an Expert. Rather than being an occasional audience,
the members of a community can, over time, establish opinions and viewpoints about each
other and their expertise. While each individual action could be examined in isolation,
analysis of a community determines whether there are any community-wide opinions about
a member. Thus expertise analysis can incorporate social aspects based on interactions
between community members.
Experts practise in a variety of social environments. They are found in businesses,
working with people who do similar tasks as well as those who have different expertise
altogether. An expert may practise in front of a client or their teacher. The practice may
not be related to an occupation at all, but performed as a hobby, e.g., sewing, cooking,
woodwork, sport and be found in domain-based clubs and societies.
In this section, various types of communities are examined. The relationship between
expertise and membership in a community of practise is explored, especially the concept of
legitimate peripheral participation within such groups. The connection between experts
and professionals is compared to the relationships between experts and other groups.
Finally, the dependency of organisations on expertise is identified.
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2.3.1

What is a community

Communities are groups of people who share a common interest. This interest may be
their location, a physical or medical similarity or ethnic or cultural links. It can also
include people who have a particular area of interest, like a sport, hobby or profession.
Expertise can be found in a range of groups, including workplaces, families and clubs.
These can often be considered to be communities as their members have shared or communal interests in particular issues or topics, or are geographically close to each other
(Kono, 2006; McMillan and Chavis, 1986).

MacQueen, McLellan, Metzger, Kegeles,

Strauss, Scotti, Blanchard and Trotter II (2001) describe a community as “a group of
people with diverse characteristics who are linked by social ties, share common perspectives, and engage in joint action in geographic locations or settings” (p. 1929). However,
there is no definitive meaning given to the term ‘community’ with one study finding over
94 definitions had been used (Hillery, 1955, as cited in Porter, 2004).
The members of a community interact with each other in a variety of ways to varying
degrees. The community may or may not formally define its own expectations of who
it considers to be members and how the community expects members to participate.
Some groups are based around industrial concerns, and hence strongly delineate who they
consider to be members, e.g., the Fellows of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians
(Australian Medical Council, 2009; Australian Medical Council, 2012). Other groups are
structured with rules on membership and participation but have a more social nature, e.g.,
‘sporting clubs, hobby societies, or support groups (e.g., Rotary or Friends of the Zoo).
Some communities or groups are purely social and have little formally defined structure,
e.g., a coffee club at a workplace.

2.3.2

Experts participating in a community

Some communities are defined by their members being involved in a set of core practices,
e.g., seamstresses, butchers, naval divers. The extent of the expertise of members and
how much they interact within a community varies. For this reason, when studying the
social context of expertise, the expectations of the group must be identified as well as the
expectations of those within the group. There may be strict rules and requirements or
they may be subject to change over time.
Lave and Wenger (1991) regard such groups as being part of a community of practice
(CoP). A CoP represents the resources and members that endeavour to develop the knowledge and skills relating to the practice within the community. A CoP includes co-workers,
teachers, mentors and regular clients. Those members with expertise help other members
gain expertise. While many communities of practice relate to work skills in specific domains, the practice does not have to be utilised for or related to occupational activities.
Lave and Wenger give Alcoholics Anonymous as an example of a type of CoP that is based
around personal well-being and knowledge, rather than workplace skills. Similarly, social
clubs that have a focus like a sport or recreational activity like knitting may be considered
as communities of practice.
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Experts are also associated within other looser defined groups but it is harder to regard
them as communities. We all have various networks of friends and associates. However,
the people in these groups may not have interests in the same domain, nor similar levels of
expertise. Unlike in communities of practice, there may be no clear core practise defining
the network. Likewise, the membership and boundaries of the network may not be as
clearly defined as in a CoP. A network with such loose connections and expectations of its
members is hard to regard as a community. Each person in the network may utilise and
witness the expertise of those members with whom they interact and even regard some as
topic experts, but there is less likely to be any sense of a community opinion.
One of the key aspects of any social group, especially a CoP, is legitimate peripheral
participation (LPP) (Lave and Wenger, 1991). The concept of membership in a group
is based on each individual’s participation in the group. The group defines what participation it regards as expected or legitimate of its members. Through this it decides the
level of membership appropriate to a member. People with low participation levels and
low skill levels in any practise associated with the group are regarded as peripheral, but
may still be regarded as legitimate members. While a group may have no ideal member
who participates in every way possible, it will have key people who are regarded as fully
participating in the group. These people are normally given the social role of the Expert.
According to Lave and Wenger (1991), LPP in a community enables a member to
improve their expertise in a relevant domain. Through their legitimate participation, they
are accepted as a member of the group. In return, the group is expected to nurture its
members by encouraging, motivating and enhancing a member’s opportunities at further
LPP, enabling them to further enhance their expertise within the domain of interest.
A group’s establishment of norms of behaviour and concepts of LPP also helps mould
the nature of its members (Mieg, 2006). With their membership comes requirements that
the group places upon its members, like expected behaviours and further interaction within
the group. Through LPP, a member learns and participates in the group’s activities relating to its practise and culture. A member learns how best to maintain their membership
in the group as well as judge the membership of others. Thus, the group helps its members
have the dual role of student and teacher. Given time within the group, a member will
be regarded as a full participant. The group will treat them as the Expert of particular
topics, a fine example of the group’s expectations of its members.
Such participation allows an expert to demonstrate their expertise in the domain.
However they also need to understand the social ramifications of their actions within the
group. LPP furthers their reputation within the group and reinforces their social role
as the Expert. It also places them amongst peers, each with their own expertise, who
can provide further knowledge and training to each other. Thus, continuing LPP within
such groups is advantageous to them as it helps maintain their expertise as well as their
legitimacy in the role of the Expert (Mieg, 2006). Mieg (2006) describes this as part of
the social validation of their expertise.
Understandably, having experts or full participants is also advantageous to the group.
Not only do they help provide the training for members but also shape the social norms
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of the group, which helps define the nature of the group’s membership. The presence of
experts in the group also helps legitimise the group’s existence (Landqvist and Teigland,
2005) as well as their norms, practice and the reputations of other members. This in
turn encourages new membership (Germain, 2006b; Salas, Rosen, Burke and Fiore, 2006)
and thus new expertise into the group. The experts motivate other members, encouraging
further participation and growth in the expertise of members. The experts also help define,
change and maintain the standards expected for membership through LPP. Therefore, an
expert helps ensure that that both the membership and the expertise of all members is
not static.
In fact, the dynamic nature of a group also extends to the concept of LPP. As the
expertise of the members changes, so do the expectations that go with LPP (Lave and
Wenger, 1991). New knowledge, skills and practice change the participation, which in
turn changes what a group considers to be full participation. This too means that the
expectations of an expert change. For them to continue to be given the social role of the
Expert, they must adapt and maintain LPP according to the new criteria.
Consequently, just as the social role of the Expert should be viewed as a flexible label
that is not always held by any individual within a CoP, so too must the requirements of the
roles be treated as dynamic and open to change over time. No one set of rules or attributes
can be regarded as permanently the norm for an expert in a group. The concept of who
a group considers to be an Expert cannot be defined simply by a community member’s
training or experience. While such past history may be an important factor, its role in the
community’s judgement of whether someone is an Expert changes. Just as the opinions of
the community and its members change as circumstances change, so must any analysis of
expertise within the community. Any model of expertise must allow for such change over
time and circumstance.
Therefore, communities and experts play important roles to each other. Each is vital
to the maintenance and development of each other. Each contributes to the shape of the
other through their interactions. Any analysis of someone’s expertise should examine how
her or she participates within a community environment over time.

2.3.3

Professionals and experts

To some people, professionals may seem different from other experts. Various professions
tend to be automatically stereotyped as the Expert by society due to their occupation
and training (Mieg, 2006). However, for individuals this label too is subject to change
over time and circumstance. A professional may have had more training about a field
compared to others in society but whether or not they have the expertise required by an
expertise seeker depends on the seeker’s need. A professional may be an expert but they
may not always be the Expert.
The training of professionals is normally done at a formal institution and commonly
relates to a range of specific fields, e.g., medicine, law and accounting. Professionals in
each domain are accredited by an professional body that may be granted such powers by
law and is recognised by the public (Freidson, 1970). For instance, the Australian Medical
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Council sets out its expectations of the Australian medical community and how they
recognise specialists or experts in areas of medicine (Australian Medical Council, 2009;
Australian Medical Council, 2012). By this internal evaluation, the public is assured that
a professional has the required expertise to practise within the domain (Freidson, 1970).
A professional needs to maintain their expertise but the standards set by the professional bodies or associations may define any required on-going professional development.
For example, the Pharmacy Board of Australia requires members to undergo further training each year to maintain their awareness of current rules, technology and skills (Pharmacy
Board of Australia, 2010). The association can also define a variety of internal ranks or
levels of expertise and the requirements associated with them (Mieg, 2006). From this,
some professionals can be judged to be more expert than others. With this comes a certain degree of conflict as sometimes multiple associations can claim governance over a
particular area of a domain, e.g., Institute of Charted Accountants Australia,1 Commercial Practising Accountants Australia (CPA Australia),2 Institute of Public Accountants
(IPA).3 Abbott (1988) considers these as competing jurisdictions over professions and
tasks. Furthermore it could be viewed as an association judging its own members rather
than their performance being judged independently (Mieg, 2006).
However, a professional association can be viewed as a type of CoP. Its members are
working towards a practice, which is the core of the profession. It endeavours to maintain
the training of its members and improve their level of expertise. Abbott (1988) likens
experts in such groups to Larson’s (1977) elite practitioners who “seek personal rewards
through collective mobility” (Abbott, 1988, p. 13). However such professional groups
are more formalised and institutionalised than other communities of practice in how they
define their expectations of theirs members.
In addition, the use of internal ranking systems is not unique to professions. Any
group may have such a system. Lave and Wenger (1991) describe the traditional novice/
journeyman/master approach to apprenticeship as well as the “Twelve Steps” of progress
in the Alcoholics Anonymous program. While internally those at the highest level of the
program clearly have the most expertise, people outside the program may still consider
members at the lower levels to be Experts. It will all depend on whether a member’s
expertise is sufficient for the context in which it is required.
Conversely, even a professional may not be considered to be an Expert outside their
own CoP. A professional is subject to the social aspects of expertise like any other person. Through their interactions with professionals, a person applies their own personal
judgement as to the professionalism (and hence expertise) that is displayed. While they
may not themselves have the knowledge and critical criteria that is found in a CoP, they
can judge a professional’s actions against their own expectations and needs. Mieg (2006)
distinguishes between the different roles played by experts when fulfilling the needs of
someone seeking experts. Professionals and formal experts are judged by others on their
1
http://www.charteredaccountants.com.au/Chartered-Accountants/What-is-a-Chartered-Accountant/
What-makes-a-Chartered-Accountant-different
2
http://www.cpaaustralia.com.au/cps/rde/xchg/cpa-site/hs.xsl/become-where-cpa-program.html
3
http://www.publicaccountants.org.au/about-us/ipa-mission--vision
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effectiveness and efficiency in their assessment and treatment of a situation, be it a real
or hypothetical issue. In contrast, relative experts and local experts are those who can
provide information relevant to only certain specific situations. As such, they are judged
on the accuracy of the information. Similarly, expert researchers and analysts are judged
on the accuracy of their assessments.
However, each of these different types of expert are still being judged by those who
interact with them so there is a social aspect to them being regarded as an expert. A
person may feel that a particular professional, e.g., a doctor, lawyer, engineer or architect,
may have had extensive training but they do not earn the label of being the Expert because
of the way they applied their knowledge in the past. It is a person’s interactions with the
professional that will allow them to form an opinion of whether they can be truly labelled
as an Expert (Freidson, 1970). Their expectations of a professional Expert may just be
different than for other types of expert.
Freidson (1970) distinguishes between learned scientific professions that focus on extending knowledge and those professions which regularly interact with the public to solve
their problems. These consulting professionals, like medical staff, heavily rely on convincing their clients of their expertise in order to maintain a good reputation and gain
further consultations. Freidson feels that the scholarly professionals need only convince a
single rich benefactor of their expertise in order to receive the funding and resources they
need. However this is still a reliance on interacting with others and convincing them of
the professional’s expertise.
Therefore the expertise of a professional is little different to that of any other expert.
While the training and accreditation may be traditionally treated as a major factor in a
person’s level of knowledge, the social aspects are just as important as for any other expert.
Any analysis of the expertise still needs to allow for changes in the expertise over time,
following further training and experience. Any expertise model needs to accommodate
changes in an individual’s social interactions whilst they utilise their expertise. The fact
that they are also labelled as a professional is just another aspect of how they may be
socially given the role of the Expert.

2.3.4

Organisations and experts

Large organisations are reliant on operating with good knowledge bases. An organisation’s
knowledge helps it make sure its products and services are more efficient, more effective
and of better quality (Grant, 1996). Knowledge determines how organisations execute processes and procedures and maintain standards. It is vital that this knowledge is available
on demand. It must be able to be found whenever needed.
Experts have both the explicit and tacit knowledge required by organisations. While
explicit knowledge can be stored in documents like manuals and reports, an expert’s
expertise can provide much more. Their expertise provides skills required for training
and problem solving and an ability to experiment with new approaches and reflect on
old ones. By interacting directly with experts, members of an organisation may access
tacit knowledge that would not otherwise be available. In fact, managers receive up to
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two-thirds of their knowledge from talking to people, rather than accessing documents
(Davenport and Prusak, 1997; Hale, 1986; Mintzberg, 1973).
The need for an expert’s expertise may be driven by a demand
• for skills that are not readily available (Balog et al., 2006; Yimam-Seid and Kobsa,
2003),
• for help in interpreting a technical problem or the scenario in which it occurs (Balog
et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008; Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003),
• to minimise the workload and costs of employees (Balog et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008;
Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003),
• for training and assisting new staff (Tedmori, 2008), or
• to ease the complexity of fulfilling a task using devices (Tedmori, 2008).
McManus, Wilson and Snyder (2004) found that if an organisation tried to record the
knowledge of an expert, especially one who was not always available, then it could improve
the organisation’s return by six to ten times the initial investment. Such knowledge sharing
is also beneficial to the expert as it has various possible incentives (Viehland, 2005):
• recognition of their skill level within the organisation, thus treating them as the
Expert,
• a sense of give and take, generating an expectation that they too will be provided
with knowledge on demand, and
• feedback indicating the benefit that their expertise provides to others.
Some staff members may also be regarded as the Expert by other groups the organisation works with. This aids the organisation in various ways. The Expert’s mere presence
provides credence to the organisation’s participation in a domain. The Expert also gives
legitimacy to the actions of those within the organisation, even if they are not experts
themselves (Landqvist and Teigland, 2005). The Expert can act as a filtering and safety
measure that can be used to check and validate the organisation’s practices, providing
benchmarks and standards for future actions (Mieg, 2006). The Expert helps maintain
the knowledge within the organisation. As the expertise of any expert develops over time,
so too does the general level of expertise within the organisation through interactions with
the Expert. While an expert may have the greatest expertise relating to a field, the organisation will benefit from having further knowledge internally about current approaches
and practises. Without the Expert, the organisation may be disadvantaged. In this sense,
expertise is human capital (Mieg, 2006).
Therefore, an expert is an important asset to any organisation in a similar way to
experts being vital in a CoP. In turn, such recognition helps the expert maintain their
social role as the Expert for a particular domain. However organisations commonly have
the problem of incomplete knowledge about the human assets it has available and their
capabilities. As previously indicated, expertise is a changing thing. No one expert is the
same as any other. The expertise needed for a particular task depends on the context in
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which the task appears. An organisation needs to be able to determine who can be given
the label of the Expert for the occasion.
Organisations have attempted to use technology to find this expertise. Some organisations have tried to store profiles of their staff’s expertise on electronic records, like human
resources records or using staff web-pages. Researchers have developed electronic finding
systems that access internal and external electronic documents like emails and publications
to determine who discusses the required topics. These systems use a variety of information
retrieval and mathematical techniques but with only a moderate level of success. In order
to understand why, we must examine what this technology regards as an expert and what
it regards as evidence of their expertise.

2.4

Profiling and locating expertise

While the skills of experts are vital in an organisation, so too is the ability to access this
expertise when required. If such an expert is part of the organisation, then identifying
who has the appropriate expertise is an internal matter. For this reason, organisations
need to have some way of linking their staff and expertise. Various methods have been
developed. Some are just asking around. Others are attempts to record expertise in
databases or other documents. Expertise seeking software systems have been developed
that use expertise profiles or networking to suggest experts. However, these existing
approaches have significant limitations.
Some people may use the organisation’s structure to identify where a suitable expert is
likely to be situated, e.g., which department or division. They could then utilise another
person (e.g., the departmental head) to assist with the search for an expert. McDonald
and Ackerman (1998) found that some organisations have employees who are regularly
used as “expertise concierges” due to their skills at mapping people’s information needs
to the skill sets of others.
However, even using other people to find experts can have complications. Davenport
and Prusak (1997) discovered that organisations with more than three hundred staff were
too large for anyone to be truly aware of the capabilities of all of their staff. At that size,
no staff member is to be able to grasp the scope of all expertise within the organisation.
Similarly, when surveyed, IBM staff were unable to accurately describe the areas of interest
of other employees (Amitay, Carmel, Har’El, Ofek-Koifman, Soffer, Yogev and Golbandi,
2009). The organisation’s structure may also hinder such knowledge being gained (YimamSeid and Kobsa, 2003). The organisational culture or design may impede interaction
between its divisions or the employees may be in geographically distributed locations.
Without this interaction, staff cannot judge who may be the Expert they require.
Alternatively, the organisation may attempt to record the capabilities of its staff. These
staff expertise profiles can then be searched in order to find the employees who best match
any needs within the organisation.
If no suitable expertise can be found within the organisation, then there is a need to
look for expertise externally, even if the people considered never had any association with
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the organisation before. For such searches, expertise profiles need to be constructed from
available data relating to possible relevant individuals.
Viable profiles need to have a degree of commonality about them whilst clearly differentiating between the people they represent. Their structures and form must be similar
in order to allow simple searching processes to be developed. They must contain similar
types of data to maintain consistent content. Any process to modify or use them must
also be consistent in the way it works across all profiles.
A profile must also be flexible enough to represent a variety of aspects about an individual. It needs to be updated or corrected regularly. Ideally, it must consider the
accuracy and age of its content such that the more recent the changes, the more faith
the profile and its processes have in the data being accurate. This is required in order to
factor in the changes to a person’s expertise over time.
Expertise profiling has been used both for human expertise seeking as well as expertise
finding implemented using software tools. Likewise, profiles have been constructed by
hand but also by automatic software expertise profilers. The second of these approaches
allows for the profiling of expertise both inside and outside of an organisation in a uniform
manner. My research will concentrate on improving the ability to perform such automatic
profiling and its subsequent use in expertise finding.

2.4.1

Simple computerised profiling

Many simple attempts at expertise profiling are not very successful. The common problems
are that the sets of profiles are inconsistent, imprecise, incomplete and at times inaccurate.
Many of these issues are caused by simplistic or inadequate interpretations of expertise.
The individual seeking the expertise (the expertise seeker) could determine potential
experts themselves and evaluate their suitability based solely on any previous interactions.
This would truly mean that the seeker is determining who they consider to be the Expert. However, this would limit the seeker to only consider people within any social and
professional networks they have established.
Efforts have been made to locate expertise through the use of information technology,
rather than solely relying on personal judgement. The key to a good expertise finding
system is a suitable model of an individual’s expertise. Many systems have based this
around each expert having a profile in the system which can be accessed in order to match
an expertise seeker’s needs to that of an expert. The system may use a centralised database
or may construct its own profiles from electronic documents.
The most basic profiles are those that are handmade. Early expertise finders used preconstructed specialised databases (Ackerman and Halverson, 2003), also called ‘knowledge
directories’ or ‘knowledge maps’, which hold information specifically relating to the skills
of an organisation’s employees and what are regarded as their areas of expertise (c.f. Microsoft’s SPUD (Davenport, 1997), Hewlett-Packard’s CONNEX (Davenport, 1999), the
SAGE People Finder,4 IBM’s BluePages (Nevo, Benbasat and Wand, 2012)). More
4

http://www.sage.fiu.edu
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recently, some organisations have placed similar information on staff web pages (YimamSeid and Kobsa, 2003) or collaborative facilities like Oracle’s Beehive and Microsoft’s
Sharepoint (Lemons and Trees, 2013; Nevo et al., 2012). These entries are manually entered into the database by staff and each employee’s entries are used as their expertise
profile. Employees and visitors can search for staff with expertise in specific areas or
examine the specialisation of a particular staff member by searching or browsing these
profiles. For this reason, they are sometimes known as ‘yellow pages’ of experts.
Such manual creation of expertise profiles has a number of problems.
• The task costs time, money and resources (Balog et al., 2006; Yimam-Seid and
Kobsa, 2003).
• The expertise descriptions are not guaranteed to be complete nor comprehensive
(Balog et al., 2006; Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003).
• The descriptions are often more general than an expertise seeker’s queries (Kautz,
Selman and Milewski, 1996).
• No distinction is made between different levels of expertise.
• The profiles need to be continually updated as staff develop new skills, change the
nature or location of their work or leave the organisation (Yimam-Seid and Kobsa,
2003).
• The technology provided to search and access the profiles tends to be rudimentary or
non-existent. For some web page profiles, an expertise seeker may have to manually
search the web pages themselves for experts (Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003).
Lemons and Trees’s (2013) study of organisations’ expertise finding practices found
that 46% of organisations allowed employees to construct their own profiles without any
vetting. Most organisations surveyed did not have an effective expertise finding system
with only 63% making any effort to update the profiles by hand or automatically from
dynamic sources.
Regardless of whether the profiles are constructed by specific staff members or the
employees themselves, e.g., staff web pages, there are still problems. Research has found
that people often describe their work according to their job descriptions, but these do not
truly represent what they actually do (Brown, 1998). A person’s claims at expertise may
not be accurate and may over or understate their capabilities. The terminology used to
describe people’s skills can vary from person to person.
Therefore, profiles from manually constructed records tend to be inadequate. Such
information can not be regarded as a good representation of the expertise within a group,
nor does it allow the expertise of individuals to be modelled in a consistent and complete
manner. As a result, efforts have been made to design automated systems that apply the
same profiling methodologies to everyone.

2.4.2

Profiling the knowledge of experts

A vital component of any expertise profiling is the representation of what knowledge
domains are applicable to which person. The profiles should, where possible, use identical terminology when referring to the domains in order to aid expertise seekers in their
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searches. However, the terminology must be varied enough to account for the great diversity in people’s expertise through a range of experiences.
A common source of information about expertise knowledge is obtained from documents, increasingly those available through the Internet. The documents may be written
by the individual of interest, or may mention the individual. Various types of documents
were used in the systems described in this literature review, including
• company and academic documents (Goldberg, Nichols, Oki and Terry, 1992; Kautz
et al., 1996; Kautz, Selman and Shah, 1997a; Kimbrough, Kirk and Oliver, 1995;
Mattox, Maybury and Morey, 1999; Richards, Taylor and Busch, 2008; Sim and
Crowder, 2004; Song, Tseng, Lin and Sun, 2005; Streeter and Lochbaum, 1988;
Tacit, 2008; Yan, Song and Li, 2006; Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003),
• emails and social media (Tacit, 2008; Campbell, Maglio, Cozzi and Dom, 2003; Dom,
Eiron, Cozzi and Zhang, 2003; Foner, 1997; Goldberg et al., 1992; Guy, Avraham,
Carmel, Ur, Jacovi and Ronen, 2013; Huang, Zhou and Yang, 2007; Kanfer, Sweet
and Schlosser, 1997; Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a; Krulwich and Burkey,
1995; Krulwich and Burkey, 1996; Kumar and Ahmad, 2012; Lichtenstein, Tedmori
and Jackson, 2008; Liu, Wang, Johri, Zhou and Fan, 2012; Pal, Chang and Konstan,
2012; Sack, 2000; Sack, 2002; Schwartz and Wood, 1993; Sihn and Heeren, 2001;
Tedmori, Jackson and Bouchlaghem, 2006; Tedmori, 2008; Zhang and Ackerman,
2005),
• online web pages, documents and databases (Balog et al., 2006; Balog, Azzopardi
and de Rijke, 2009; Bao, Duan, Zhou, Xiong, Cao and Yu, 2008; Fang and Zhai, 2007;
Kautz et al., 1997a; Kautz, Selman and Shah, 1997b; Pikrakis, Bitsikas, Sfakianakis,
Hatzopoulos, De Roure, Hall, Rich, Hill and Stairmand, 1998; Mattox et al., 1999;
MacDonald and Ounis, 2008; Richards et al., 2008; Ru, Xu and Guo, 2007; YimamSeid and Kobsa, 2003).
A lot of organisations provide tools and facilities to access these documents so their
staff can find the required expertise. At least 53% of organisations surveyed by Lemons
and Trees (2013) rely on forums and collaboration sites and at least 65% on communities
of practice and networking facilities.5 Searchable profiles are available in at least 56% of
organisations. Only 33% of the best systems have a centralised “ask the expert” service
that is specifically designed to match the expertise with the employees’ needs.
A common approach used by profiling systems is to examine the terms used in documents associated with staff and from that construct a profile that is meant to represent the
knowledge of an individual. Such profiles can be automatically constructed by software.
‘Expertise finder’ or ‘expert locator’ recommender systems use such expertise profiles
to identify appropriate experts for an expertise seeker (Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003).
The resulting systems rely on being able to match the topic or query terms given by an
expertise seeker to the terms used in the profiles and thus determine who are most likely
5

Lemons and Trees gives survey results for organisations that are “very effective at meeting expertise
location goals” (e.g., 100% use forums and collaboration sites) and those that are “somewhat or not effective
at meeting expertise location goals” (e.g., 53% use forums and collaboration sites) (Slide 12).
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to be suitable experts. For the simplest expertise finders, this requires the profiles to be no
more than a ‘bag of words’ (e.g., Cohen, Maglio and Barrett 1998, Pikrakis et al. 1998).
However, this approach gives equal importance to every word. No distinction is made
between terms that are used frequently and those that are rarely used.
Cohen, Maglio and Barrett’s (1998) Expertise Browser suggests web-pages or experts to users based on the browsing histories of known experts of certain topics. However,
the user can only search for the keywords in the histories. While the system would allow a
dynamic determination of which users have similar interests, there is no facility to identify
the level of knowledge or expertise of each user. Nor is there any consideration of what
topics the keywords may refer to.
The MEMOIR project (Pikrakis et al., 1998) also records which documents users
access. Using distributed information management (DIM) agents, user profiles are built
based on which URLs are visited and which documents are accessed. Keywords are extracted from the documents. Information broker agents help users by recommending
documents or similar users based on a user’s request, their profile and that of others.
Again, this is very limited to exactly what terms are in the documents and whether two
users have visited related web pages. Only the interests of the users are recorded, not any
representation of whether they have expertise related to the keywords. The comparison
between two users does consider how many times a term match can be made and scores
the comparison accordingly. However, no consideration is made of how common or unique
those terms are when compared to other keywords in the user’s profile. This system is
biased towards a frequent user or one who visits large documents as they will have a profile with a large amount of keywords, but no representation of whether those terms are
important to the profile. Therefore, there is no reasonable way to identify which users are
experts.
Other systems treat expertise seeking more like an information retrieval problem and
incorporate various factors into the comparison of topic-based query terms and the terms
in a profile. These factors influence the strength of the word matches in different ways:
• the term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf) value of the words (Kanfer
et al., 1997; Kumar and Ahmad, 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Richards et al., 2008; Sim
and Crowder, 2004) which helps indicate the importance of a word to the document
compared to its normal usage,
• the probability of a term’s occurrence in any document (Balog et al., 2006; Balog
et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2008; Fang and Zhai, 2007; Liu et al., 2012; Ru et al., 2007),
• comparisons of term vectors (Balog et al., 2006; Guy et al., 2013; Kanfer et al., 1997;
McDonald and Ackerman, 2000; Sim and Crowder, 2004; Thiagarajan, Manjunath
and Stumptner, 2008),
• whether it was a partial or complete match (Bao et al., 2008), e.g., ‘semantic web
search engine’ versus ‘search engine’, and
• the location of the term in the document (Bao et al., 2008; MacDonald and Ounis,
2008; Sim and Crowder, 2004), e.g., in the title, header, abstract or body of the text.
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The tf-idf value is commonly used as it helps distinguish between which words or terms
in a document are commonly used in English versus which terms are just commonly used
in a particular document (Manning, Raghavan and Schtüze, 2008). This can be used to
determine which terms are most likely to be important to the document and the topics it
is discussing.
Kanfer et al.’s (1997) Know-who agent processes an expertise seeker’s emails, examining who sent them and the term usage within them. For each author, a tf-idf value is
calculated for any term they used, treating all emails sent to the seeker by that author
as a single document. This limits the benefit of the tf-idf score to only what postings are
sent to the seeker. It ignores any postings an expert may have sent to other individuals
who use the same system.
The prototype Expert Finder developed by Sim and Crowder (2004) used over
170,000 internal documents from a British manufacturer. These documents covered a
time-frame of fifty years. Each term found in a document was given a tf-idf value based
on its rarity in the document and the collection. However, no effort was made to determine
the base form of the word (e.g., ‘child’ for ‘children’, ‘close’ for ‘closing’) through stemming or lemmatisation (Manning et al., 2008). Such preprocessing would reduce the size
of the term frequency table involved and allow low level associations between terms when
calculating their tf-idf scores. Sim and Crowder claim that stemming the terms introduces
ambiguities due to the technical terms in the documents. This may be particular to their
data collection.
Richards et al.’s (2008) untitled expert recommender system used a collection of publications and impact factors relating to university staff. The tf-idf values were calculated
for the terms in each document. However, allowance was also made to filter out old publications, to try and focus on the more current documents. This allows for the dynamic
nature of expertise, which grows and changes focus over time as individuals gain new
skills, experience new circumstances and experiment with new methodologies. Thus the
tf-idf score can factor in whether terms are part of current unique research, old established
research or just the current main topic. Unfortunately, no evaluation of this system was
found by this literature review.
In contrast, a probabilistic method calculates the probability of a person being an
appropriate expert given a particular query term. The query term is compared to the
terms in the documents used as information sources, some of which are associated with
the person. Some of the major contributors to this area of research are Krisztian Balog,
Leif Azzopardi and Maarten de Rijke (Balog et al., 2006; Balog et al., 2009). Their systems
look for expertise in the W3C corpora from the TREC2005 and TREC2006 Enterprise
tracks’ Expertise Search tasks (Craswell, de Vries and Soboroff, 2005; Soboroff et al.,
2006). TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) is a conference series for those researchers
who attempt one or more of the information retrieval challenges TREC announces each
year. In 2005-2008, the Enterprise track contained challenges relating to expertise finding
based on a set of documents supplied by TREC.
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Balog et al.’s (2006, 2009) expert candidate models calculate the probability of a query
term given an expert by calculating the association between a candidate and a document,
then the probability of a query term given the document. The calculation is made based on
the term usage in individual documents, rather than considering a linkage between all the
documents associated with a candidate. This means that the concept of an expert’s term
usage being evidence of their expertise is restricted to the usages viewed per document,
not per person.
Balog et al. (2009) also incorporate a measure of co-occurrence based on the probability
that text referring to an expert candidate is near the query text in a document. Experiments using a variety of window sizes led to slight improvements on previous results, but
not always significant. Both a Boolean and a frequency-based formula were tested when
determining whether a document and expert candidate were associated. The tf-idf-like
frequency-based formula, which rewards documents that have multiple references to the
candidate, was significantly better.
Similarly, Fang and Zhai (2007) score each expert candidate using the probabilities of
associations between each document and the candidate, and the desired topic terms and
the document. The relevant formulae were evaluated using the same TREC2005 and
TREC2006 corpora and topic queries as Balog et al. (2006; 2009). While there was a
significant improvement on an un-defined baseline model, they weren’t as successful as
Balog et al.
Ru et al. (2007) represent experience through a set of experience atoms (EAs), each
being the words associated with a person within a section of a corpora. The probability
of a person being an expert of a particular topic is ranked using the probability of the
topic given each EA and the probability of the EA being associated with the person. In
contrast, the windowed method in Balog et al. (2009) does not treat the windowed text as
an entity. Instead, each term in a window is treated separately. Ru et al. used TREC2005
and TREC2006 data for their evaluation experiments, but only slightly improved on a
baseline method using tf-idf values.
Liu et al. (2012) investigated whether there was a distinction between systems that
identified expertise about a specific topic and systems that identified the areas of expertise
of an individual. They experimented using forum postings from the Java programming
section of the Sun forum and the iPhone section of the Apple Discussions forum. Comparisons were made between expertise findings using the vector space model, a probabilistic
language model like that of Balog et al. (2006) and a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
based model. Like the system of Balog et al., the LDA method determines the author most
likely to be a topic expert using probabilities but it uses Gibbs Sampling (MacKay, 2003)
to approximate some of the values. Liu et al. claim that the LDA-based method is better at identifying semantically similar documents than the other methods. However, this
association is implicit. It is purely related to the statistical occurrence of terms. It does
not directly consider the meaning of the documents or the terms within them. They also
did not consider each author’s contribution to the forums as a whole, instead evaluating
the relevance of each document to the topic and author individually.
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For their experiments, Liu et al. used four computer science students as annotators,
pooling 150 topic-forum author pairs between them and using a 5-point scale to identify
the level of expertise for each author. Their outcome was that the LDA method was
generally best in most cases, but attributed a lot of this to the use of document length
to normalise the term frequencies in the other models. This made them favour short
documents.
Term vectors are a common way in information retrieval to compare the terms in a
document to those in the query, using scores for each term based on their frequency, tf-idf
value and any additional weighting. Vectors are formed with a dimension for each term
and then compared using formula like the cosine similarity (Manning et al., 2008).
The Expertise Recommender proposed by McDonald and Ackerman (2000) forms
employee profiles based on the terms found in the software change history and support
messages for an unidentified Medical Software Corporation and who was responsible for the
messages and changes. Term vectors based on these terms are compared to vectors relating
to an expertise seeker’s query terms, returning a ranked list of employees based on how
relevant they are to the query and how relevant the query is to known symptoms, customers
and program modules. A key component of the system is the filtering mechanisms used
to decide whether an employee can be escalated and included on the list of recommended
experts given to the seeker. If the percentage of term matches between a profile vector and
the query vectors is below a threshold level, the employee will not be recommended. This
simplistic filter overrides the relevance measure determined using vector comparisons.
Likewise, further filtering mechanisms can prevent suitable employees from being recommended. These can be set by the user or organisation and involve factors like the
social and organizational distances between the seeker and ranked employee and whether
the employee had made themselves “available” to the system. Such filters prune a list
of recommended experts based on matters of convenience rather than the strength of the
expertise. These conveniences are judged using values that are not necessarily up-to-date
and are generalised, rather than specifically relating to the relationship between the seeker
and the pruned expert. While the seeker is given some flexibility to adjust the escalation
threshold, changing the threshold does not improve the results. It just changes which
people in the results to recommend to the seeker.
The Know-who agent (Kanfer et al., 1997) constructs person term vectors using the
tf-idf scores that are calculated. These vectors can then be compared to the query vector.
No indication is made of what comparison method is used.
Sim and Crowder’s (2004) prototype Relational Expert Finder System vectors
also allow Boolean conditions to be set, like the and condition, rather than just using
the standard cosine similarity with a query vector (Manning et al., 2008). Using this,
only experts linked to a large number of relevant documents are considered. Term vector
comparisons are then used to rank the suitability of the experts. Sim and Crowder claim
that the initial filter only identifies a person’s area of interest but the vector space algorithm
allows the identification of “individuals who can perform given organisation functions, such
as collaboration in co-authoring documents or launching projects” (Sim and Crowder,
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2004, p. 146). However, this does not attempt to model a person’s areas of knowledge. It
is still directly dependent on the particular terminology in the documents.
Further experiments by Balog et al. (2006) ignore irrelevant documents when applying
their models by determining the top n most relevant documents according to a term
vector comparison with the query terms. This does not improve the suitability of the top
recommended experts, but it gives a faster response for similar results due to the smaller
term index space.
In contrast, Ru et al. (2007) improve their results when EAs are clustered according
the top n EAs relating to a topic. The performance peaks when only 1000 of the 362172
EAs are considered. Ru et al. speculate that this may be due to the EAs having stronger
relationships between expert candidates and topics than Balog et al.’s term vectors.
A further option is for expertise seeking systems to include weighting based on the
locations in a document of matching query terms. Any terms in the more prominent
document positions, for example headings or abstracts, are presumed to be more significant
to the document so their weight is increased, making them more favourable matches for a
query term.
Sim and Crowder (2004) also tried modifying their tf-idf scoring to account for the
structural position of each term’s occurrence. Greater weight was given to terms that
appeared in the heading or abstract. Their Relational Expert Finder System was
compared to the KCSR Expert Finder developed previously by one of the authors
(Crowder, Hughes and Hall, 2002), which didn’t factor in structural aspects. While the
newer system was more successful, the results of the evaluation were not totally convincing.
Of the nine queries tested, three didn’t return known experts for either system. The KCSR
Expert Finder also didn’t recommend any known experts for another four queries. This
only left the results from two queries that could be directly compared.
Finding expertise in social media documents is the focus of Guy et al. (2013). This is
a recent area of interest to researchers with attention given to documents and messages
that are shared within social and professional networks. Guy et al.’s (2013) study looked
at blogs, social bookmarking, document sharing in communities of interest and other online sites, discussion forums, micro-blogs, people tagging and wikis. Considering people’s
expertise separately to their areas of interest, they used a document-centric method which
retrieved documents relevant to the topic query then evaluated people based on their
associations with the documents. The associations were weighted, as were each type of
document with the weights based on responses to a survey they conducted. For both
expertise and interest, blogs, micro-blogs and tags were given the greatest weights. From
the final results, they found that profile tags and community documents were best for
inferring expertise and forums were the worst for both identifying expertise and interest.
In general, they found that the “socialising” documents, like blogs, micro-blogs and to
some degree tags and community documents, were better evidence of expertise than the
“collaborating” documents like wikis, files and forums. They suggest this is because the
collaboration relates to problem solving that is not necessarily topic specific. They also
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acknowledged that forums include a lot of questions so not all authors are experts. Furthermore, their methodology does not account for the depth or breadth of an individual’s
expertise. Like many other systems in this literature review, experts are only determined
by which documents match to the topic query. No consideration is made of whether other
documents are related to the same topic.
Bao et al. (2008) discuss two main approaches to expertise finding. They dismiss the
system described by many previous researchers as being coarse-grained. They feel that
once such systems identify relevant document elements, they cannot be further refined so
as to improve the system. The required additional information is already lost. Instead,
they propose a set of fine-grained approaches that work with a quadruple of htopic, person, relation, documenti, instead of just terms. The topic allows for variations of the
original query terms, e.g., ‘semantic web’ or ‘web coordination’ for the query ‘semantic
web coordination’. Likewise, the person field can include variations on a name, e.g., full
names, email addresses, abbreviated names. The relation between the topic and the person includes values like ‘same-section’. The information in these quadruples is used in a
probabilistic formula to evaluate the possibility that each person is an expert with respect
to the query. Five different relations were considered - whether the topic and the person
values were in the same section, window or reference section, whether one was in the title
and the other was the author, or whether one was in the title of a section and the other
was in the section’s body.
Trying four different methods of processing the query terms, Bao et al. (2008) evaluated
their system against the test-sets of TREC2005 and TREC2006. The baseline expected
a complete match for all query terms. The results improved if the query terms were
treated as bi-grams (Bi-gram Match) or matches were allowed if terms were within a given
window of each other (Proximity Match). However, the best results occurred when they
used a Fuzzy Match, which allowed for spelling errors. There was no difference between
whether the Fuzzy Match also stemmed the terms or not. Further experiments with
various relations further improved the results with the best results being achieved with
the ‘Section title-body’ relation. This was comparable to the best automated systems in
TREC2005 and TREC2006. However, there is still no effort to evaluate the expertise
of the expert candidates. Each document could be associated with any person mentioned
within it, be they the author or the target of its writings. While the relationships allow
more contextual information to be considered, they are largely structural. They do little
to profile a person’s expertise.
The Voting Model used by MacDonald and Ounis (2008) forms people’s expertise profiles based on the documents with which they are associated. Each document relevant to
the query terms contributes towards a vote that the person is a relevant expert. However,
the end score used for ranking each expert candidate is not just a single value per document. It is dependent on the number of relevant documents, their scores and their ranks.
Using data fusion techniques to combine these values into a single score for each candidate,
a variety of formulas were experimented with. Using the TREC2005 and TREC2006 Expert Search test-sets with stopwords removed and some stemming applied, the best results
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for TREC2005 occurred when only the best document match contributed to a candidate’s
ranking score. However, there was little difference between results for TREC2006 when
the alternative voting techniques and document weighting systems were evaluated. The
authors claim this indicates the importance of an expert having relevant documents that
generate large scores.
It should also be noted that the best results occurred when documents relevant to
people’s full name were considered. Documents that only associated with their last name,
or full name and aliases, or email address did not produce as successful results. No
evaluation was attempted that used the union set of all these documents.
Another interpretation by MacDonald and Ounis (2008) of their initial Voting Model
evaluations is that it favours those expert candidates who had more relevant documents.
Thus, those with larger profiles are more likely to be recommended. To counter this, some
normalisation is applied to each candidate’s end score, taking into account the size of the
profiles based on the number of terms or documents within them. Their tests show large
improvements for some voting techniques but there is little consistency. It is only really
helpful when profile sets are noisy, i.e., contain a lot of irrelevant documents and terms.
Finally, MacDonald and Ounis (2008) also tried using weights for where a query term
appears in each relevant document, e.g., title, content, H1 tag. However, this required
training so as to establish the relevant weights per position. The training was done using the TREC2005 topics and evaluation used both the test-sets from TREC2005 and
TREC2006. The results from TREC2006 were not significantly improved but, understandably, the over-fitting improved the TREC2005 results.
These profiling methods increase the range of terms associated with someone’s expertise. The terms used by expertise seekers in queries are not restricted to a limited set
of labels. Instead, they can be more specific about the expertise relating to the seeker’s
need, e.g., searching for ‘harvesting bacterial cultures’ rather than just ‘microbiology’.
The resulting profiles are also harder for the profiled experts to influence or make bias.
However, these methods introduce further problems.
• The creation of the profiles tend to be based around the documents not the expert.
• It involves more computer effort than a pre-defined database or staff web pages.
• The suitability of each document is determined independently. Little effort is made
to determine common patterns that are particular to an expert.
• The term matching is limited to the terms found in the documents, not associated
terms. Therefore, the queries must match the terms in the documents.
• The scores only measure the query term matching, not the expert’s level of expertise.
• There are concerns for an expert or organisation’s privacy if profiles are constructed
from private documents, e.g., emails (Lichtenstein et al., 2008).
One difference between these systems is whether the profiling is done after the expertise
seeker entered their query, or prior to that. The post-query systems often first filter the
documents used in some way for the presence of the query words, then build the profiles
based on the remaining documents and compare them. Unfortunately this means that a
profile is not really a representation of an individual’s knowledge, along with other flaws.
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• The creation of the profiles is based around the documents not the expert.
• The suitability of each document is determined independently. No effort is made to
determine particular patterns that are common to an expert.
• Evidence relating to the strengths of someone’s expertise can be lost in the filtering.
• The scores only measure the query term matching, not the expert’s level of expertise.
Other systems build expertise profiles in advance, allowing the term matching to be
made against the profile rather than the source documents (Ru et al., 2007; Tedmori, 2008;
Thiagarajan et al., 2008). This distinction is of vital importance when building a profile
based an individual’s personal interactions within a community as a whole. A person’s
expertise may be designated by which terms are regarded as significant in all documents
related to the individual. From this, a system may build a term vector or language model
for the profile (Fang and Zhai, 2007; Ru et al., 2007) or a list of key phrases (Campbell
et al., 2003; Tedmori et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008).
Campbell et al.’s (2003) system for email expertise extraction (e3 ) extracts keywords
and applies clustering to collections of emails. This is done before identifying which emails
are relevant to the expertise seeker’s desired topic. Unsupervised clustering of similar
emails is also performed. This prior processing is intended to speed the response to the
expertise seeker and reduce the demands on the system at the time, but neither were
tested by the authors.
Identifying key phrases is a key component for the Email Knowledge Extraction
(EKE) system described by Tedmori et al. (2006) and Tedmori (2008). After using Brill’s
part-of-speech tagger (Brill, 1994) to tag the text in emails, the key phrases are selected
for each email author and the emails in general, using rules developed by the authors. The
claim is that this is domain and genre independent regardless of the fact that the rules
were manually developed based on the contents of 50 sample emails. Expertise profiles
constructed of lists of key phrases are matched to the expertise seeker’s topic terms.
A stemming algorithm allows matching between the key phrase ‘wordnet relations’ and
‘wordnet relation’ but single topic words can also be matched with multi-word phrases,
e.g., matching ‘wordnet’ with ‘wordnet relations’. However, due to sense ambiguity, the
reverse is not allowed for multi-word topics and single word key “phrases”. The ranking
of the matching email authors is based on the number of times the matches occur in their
emails (Tedmori, 2008). Unfortunately, this aspect of the system was not well evaluated.
Tedmori et al. (2006) only evaluate the matching of terms and phrases with no clear
baseline to compare to. Tedmori (2008) concentrates on the qualitative responses from
users, rather than running quantitative evaluations.
Systems like this do not require a predefined list of areas of knowledge. There is no
need to worry about incompleteness. The assumption is made that people only write
about what they claim they know about. Therefore someone’s claim of expertise can be
determined from the documents, constructing an expertise profile independently of any
query terms. While large profiles may need to be constructed, dependent on the number
of documents, less processing would be required at the time of the query.
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2.4.3

Using semantics in expertise finding systems

Unfortunately all of these systems are still very reliant on what terms are in the documents.
They do not handle query terms that differ from those in the profiles. A few systems
have looked for broader patterns in an expert’s use of terms, and claimed that these
patterns demonstrate semantic relationships that reflect an expert’s knowledge. They
may compare vectors representing the key words from documents (Foner, 1997; Kanfer
et al., 1997; Kulyukin, Hommond and Burke, 1998; Streeter and Lochbaum, 1988) or try
to link documents that don’t contain all query words using Latent Semantic Analysis or
Indexing (Song et al., 2005) or the DCB algorithm (Kimbrough et al., 1995).
Streeter and Lochbaum (1988) reduce a set of 7100 terms to 100 orthogonal dimensions
on the basis that terms commonly used by one of the 500 organisations studied should
be treated in the same dimension. By this model, synonyms appear nearby in the same
dimension. Singular value decomposition is used to reduce the matrix size in this manner.
The Expert/Expert-Locator (EEL) lexicon was derived from the terms and multiword expressions found in the organisations’ annual reports and the abstracts from 18
months worth of technical papers. Terms commonly found in more than two organisations
were ignored. An expertise seeker’s topic terms are compared to the lexicon’s terms with a
separate vector created for each match. The centroid of these vectors is used as the query
vector and compared to the dimensional vector for each document in the same way as a
term vector. Evaluations were made using terms from the current project descriptions for
40 staff members as topic descriptions. The evaluation would try to match the vector for
the topic terms to the organisations’ documents, with success if it gave top rank to the
correct organisation for the staff member. The median rank for the EEL approach was
higher than that for just term matching.
However, as Streeter and Lochbaum (1988) mention, there is no distinction between
senses or parts-of-speech. Under the EEL schema, any uses of a term will be assigned to
the same dimension, regardless of its usage. Thus if the word ‘fly’ is found in a document,
then EEL will not discriminate whether noun relating to an insect, part of a tent, a fishing
lure or any other sense, or a verb describing a method of travel or an action.
The Yenta-lite system described in Foner (1997) is a referral expertise matching
system that tries to identify people with similar expertise. This is done by associating
similar terms that are found within a set of files that a person has received, read or
written, by combining them together. Each term is a grain with similar terms making up
a granule. Similar people have similar granules and are therefore in a cluster. Using a
software agent for each person, when a pair of agents recognise their users’ clustering, they
form a clump of the users. However, there is actually little semantics involved. Grains
are determined using preliminary processing involving vector space comparisons, similar
to the text frequency vector comparisons previously described. If two people have similar
granule vectors, then the highest vector similarity score is used to identify people with
similar areas of interest. There is no semantic linkage between the terms in a granule.
Kanfer et al.’s (1997) method considers using an online dictionary relating to computing to identify relationships between terms for its Know-who agents. The form of the
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relationships (e.g., synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms) are not specified by the dictionary.
While no evaluation is included, the proposal was to use the related terms to improve the
calculations of the term weights in the vectors. They also briefly discuss using the related
terms to improve relevance feedback, but are very vague as to how to do so, citing a paper
that isn’t listed as a reference.
ExpertiseNet (Song et al., 2005) uses a set of over 50,000 research publications which
are placed in 69 categories. These categories are supposed to represent areas of expertise.
Two versions of the system are described - a relational ExpertiseNet, which uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and an evolutionary ExpertiseNet, which uses temporal
sliding windows to adjust a person’s ExpertiseNet profile over time. LSA adapts the
term frequency of each document within a matrix (Manning et al., 2008). Whereas the
vector space model treats each term separately without consideration of multiple senses or
any possible associations with other terms, LSA attempts to allow for these by mapping
the term/document matrix into a smaller matrix space using singular value decomposition
(SVD) based on the co-occurrence of terms. The article claims that the profiles can be used
to identify which document authors have expertise in which categories and then analyse
the change in that expertise. However, only qualitative observations within experiments
are described. No overall results are given that allow the comparison to other expertise
seeking methods for that data-set. LSA also has a few known shortcomings. It is computationally expensive and its behaviour differs depending on the dimensionality to which it
maps (Manning et al., 2008). It also uses implicit relationships to represent semantics, as
terms are associated based on co-occurrence, not meaning. There is no guarantee of an
explicit semantic relationship between the terms.
For the DCB method developed by Kimbrough et al. (1995), rather than transforming
a term frequency matrix, it only considers a matrix that indicates the presence of a term
in a document as a Boolean occurrence relationship. It also does not reduce the size of the
matrix, which allows queries to exclude topic terms. The claim is that this gives a relevancy
ranking for each document, such that more weight is given to a term in a document for
which it is very relevant. The article compares DCB to LSA and two DCB variations
(SOK1, SOK2), finding that DCB is most similar to SOK1. However, this did not test the
accuracy of any method. A separate trial is described that used DCB to retrieve images
based on associated text. This compares positively to human rankings, but the article does
not attempt any alternate retrieval methods. Furthermore, while the DCB method does
retain the term-specific information that LSA loses, it still is computationally expensive
and any semantic basis it has is still only implicit.
Researchers commonly determine the semantic relationships between terms using general public semantic networks like WordNet (1998) or the Wikipedia categories (Wikipedia,
2009), as well as specialised ontologies like the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for
the MEDLINE database (National Library of Medicine, 2009). Various methods have
been developed to score the semantic similarity of terms or concepts in such ontologies
(Leacock and Chodorow, 1998; Pederson, Patwardhan and Michelizzi, 2004; Resnik, 1999;
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Yang and Powers, 2005). These scores may relate to whether the terms share a neighbouring node in the network, the distance between the terms or their positions in the hierarchy
of the network. These measures have also been used to examine the semantic cohesion
within documents (Yan et al., 2006) and between documents (Sack, 2000; Sack, 2002).
The Chicago Information Exchange system (CIE) (Kulyukin et al., 1998) uses
the vector space model to search expert profiles based on a staff survey and question
and answer pairs related to a university’s computer science department. However, the
vectors incorporate semantic aspects. Each term is associated with annotated or a-terms
extracted from the WordNet lexical database. For instance, the query word ‘device’ is
a hyponym of ‘machine’ so ‘machine’ can be added to the term vector representing the
query. However, the term weight value of an a-term depends on its part-of-speech, its
type of polysemy or relationship with the original term and how many synset nodes must
be traversed within the WordNet network to get to the original term, i.e., its depth.
The deeper the a-term is from the original term, the lower the weight. Also, nouns have
higher weights than verbs, which in turn are higher than adverbs and adjectives. Thus,
the query can be broadened to match with terms related with the original terms, but at
a penalty. Alternatively, the expertise seeker can be shown the a-terms and manually
reword their query. The CIE system was evaluated on the basis of how many interactions
an expertise seeker would require to get a relevant answer, but no testing was done that
allowed comparison to a non-semantic-based system.
Yan et al. (2006) use the MeSH tree’s semantic links to examine documents in the
PubMed archive of bio-medicine and life sciences articles. While their main concern is
with the readability of a document, MeSH is used to determine how cohesive or interrelated
terms are within each document. Where as WordNet is domain-independent, MeSH is
domain-specific, allowing a system to concentrate on the presence of specialised medical
terms in documents. However, medicine is still a broad field. The evaluation described in
Yan et al. (2006) looks for documents related to specific medical areas, e.g., Alzheimer’s
Disease, Back Pain, Breast Cancer, Fibromyalgia. The semantic cohesion of a document
determines the average score of semantic similarity, based on the distance between terms
on the MeSH tree. The top ten documents for each medical area are selected based on a
score that incorporates the semantic cohesion, the average tree depth of document terms
(Scope) and a simplified Dale-Chall’s Readability Index (DaCw) which considers whether
a document’s terms are on a predetermined list of general terms and hence not regarded
as difficult. Following human evaluations of the results, the better results were found
to be those calculated using the DaCw value in combination with one or both of the
Scope and Cohesion values. Interestingly though, the best results omitted the Cohesion
value. Yan et al. (2006) suggest that this may be due to the Cohesion measure only
incorporating relationships between specialised terms, but not those on the DaCw list.
However, the findings do suggest that even common terms should be considered when
evaluating specialised documents.
Sack’s (2000; 2002) Conversation Map examines USENET newsgroup postings
and relates them to each other on the basis of their lexical cohesion. WordNet is used
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to identify relationships between the terms used in different postings. Therefore, postings
can be categorised as being about ‘sport’ even if they only mention particular sports like
baseball or football. Likewise, the main contributing authors in a newsgroup relating to
a topic can be identified, based on the cohesion between their postings. No quantitative
evaluation is described but the qualitative analysis of the system is encouraging.
Thiagarajan et al. (2008) use WordNet categories not only to expand the expertise
profiles (set spreading) but also to expand a semantic network (graph spreading). Their
network initially consists of a node for each key term in a document, each with a weight
corresponding to its importance according to an already constructed expert profile. Iterative graph spreading adds new nodes that correspond to related concepts in WordNet
until a termination condition is reached. The relationship between nodes depends on the
weights of the terms and the nature of the relationship (e.g., hypernym, antonym, synonym). Using in-house software, profiles are constructed based on terms associated with
experts and the corresponding nodes in the graphs. A person’s profile can then be compared to a profile based on the query terms. When results from networks expanded with
graph spreading are compared to those without expansion, a clear improvement is shown.
Results were better with 10 iterations of the spreading than those of 5 iterations.
The main issue with this method is that it is not viable for an ongoing system. The
graph spreading is conducted after having indexed and graphed all the terms from the
documents. No facility is described for adding new documents to the system, or even new
experts. A new document may contain terms which were previously only in the system due
to graph spreading. Furthermore, the graph does not incorporate any way to strengthen
the weights of existing terms which have relationships with other existing or new terms
in the graph. It only concerns itself with adding new terms. Various profile comparison
methods are attempted including term vector cosine similarity and a compound similarity
measure, but none incorporates both the term usage and the WordNet similarity for all
terms.
However, none of this literature attempt to explicitly use semantic similarity when constructing expertise profiles. Most use semantically similar terms when matching queries to
existing profiles. No system in this literature review attempted to utilise semantic comparisons and expansions to help strengthen identification of what terms relate to an expert’s
main topics of interest when deriving an expert’s profile from the source documents. All
WordNet semantic comparisons are purely on a term-by-term basis, making the assumption that each key term in a profile adequately represents an expert’s knowledge. However,
as was mentioned previously, people don’t always use the same terms (at most 15% agreement when describing objects according to Furnas, Landauer, Dumais and Gomez (1983)).
Queries may include precise terms relating directly to a problem at hand, e.g., ‘installing a
driver for Samsung SyncMaster 226BW’, or use more general terms, e.g., ‘software to get
my monitor working’. An expert’s profile may include ‘installing’, ‘driver’, ‘monitor’ and
‘software’ but existing expertise finding systems do not directly recognise that these terms
may relate to hardware installation or may be semantically associated with each other.
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There is no way that the usage of related terms is explicitly recognised in the methodologies described. Methods like Latent Semantic Analysis or Latent Dirichlet Allocation do
imply such connections but they rely on co-occurrence of terms. They have no explicit
recognition of how terms in two different documents may inter-relate. Thus, the features
included in profiles can be isolated. They do not collaborate to build a broader representation of a candidate’s fields of expertise. This should also be done when updating a
person’s expertise profile. It is more vital to understand the scope of their expertise than
to try and expand the number of query terms used by the seeker.
Therefore, for an expertise profile to represent the scope of a person’s expertise, semantic similarities can be used to identify terms related to their claims of expertise. However,
it is insufficient to just recognise similarities between an expertise seeker’s query terms
and the profile terms. The expertise model used for an expertise profile needs to recognise
relationships between terms within the profile, giving breadth and depth to the profile,
independent of the needs of an expertise seeker.

2.4.4

Profiling communities and opinions

As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, regarding someone as the Expert is a concept that relies on
both their personal capabilities as well as the opinion of the community with which they
interact. While a person’s own expertise claims may place boundaries of those capabilities,
the social label depends on the level of expertise as perceived by others. Therefore, when
profiling expertise, consideration must be made of an expert’s social environments and
how they relate to it. The opinions of others can be sought directly or indirectly. Good
expertise finding systems in organisations allow staff to determine who are the experts
based on their contributions and actions (Lemons and Trees, 2013). This can also be done
through an examination of people’s interaction within a social network or within a broader
community setting like those within a specialised online group.
2.4.4.1

Finding experts in social networks

Some expertise finding systems have tried to utilise the social and professional networks
of experts and seekers (Campbell et al., 2003; Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a;
McDonald and Ackerman, 2000; Schwartz and Wood, 1993). Experts are recommended
on the basis of whom the expert or the expertise seeker knows, or has collaborated or
communicated with. However, as previously mentioned in Section 2.4, not everyone is
aware of the expertise within their own network. The search for experts may have to go
outside the seeker’s own network to more informal communities.
Schwartz and Wood’s (1993) specialization subgraphs (SSG) are connections within
networks established through electronic communications about areas of interest, e.g., emails.
The nodes in the graphs are the authors and the edges represent the postings between the
authors. Each author has an Aggregate Specialisation Graph (ASG) which contains SSGs
that cover topics of interest to the author. Their research found that people have fairly
unique ASGs, which supports the concept of expertise being particular to the individual
and not defined by prescribed labels. Efforts at automatically deriving lists of the SSG
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authors are described but were only moderately successful. Schwartz and Wood (1993)
recognise that such an approach works best for frequent authors. They are also reluctant
to consider specialised online groups, like newsgroups and mailing lists, to be SSGs as they
feel that they are not specialised enough. However, they recognise the benefit that such
a system would be to such online communities. Not only would community members be
able to identify the interests of other members through their ASG, but such information
can be automatically updated over time as each member posts to the community. An
alternate approach is also suggested where topics are matched to particular SSGs and a
list of “seed” people who have a strong interest in that SSG or are similar to those that
do. This becomes a form of expertise finding.
The Referral Web system described by Kautz et al. (Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz
et al., 1997a) identifies associations between people through the co-occurrence of their
names in a document. These documents can be restricted to emails or co-authored research
papers or as broad as any web-page document. The Referral Web will compare an
expertise seeker’s topic-based queries to the profile it has built for anyone in the social
network it has constructed. The early version built the graph using the seeker’s contact
list, but later work changed to a universal system that uses search engine spiders to
associate names. The profiles are automatically constructed from any files associated with
the person. Using term vectors, the profiles that have the best matches are regarded as
being those most likely to have associations with people who have more expertise. The
profiles of these new contacts can then be compared to the topic terms being sought.
Weights are applied to each match depending on the strength of the associations between
people, using measures like the Jaccard coefficient (Manning et al., 2008). Hence, there is
a reliance on the social network associations being related to particular areas of expertise,
yet the manner in which the graph is constructed is very ad-hoc. Kautz et al. (1997a, p.
32) states that it uses “any document publicly available on the WWW” and associates
any names “in close proximity” without elaborating how this is done. No evaluation was
found in this literature review.
Campbell et al. (2003) compare experts on the basis of who participated in email
conversations the most. While basic term matching is used to determine who to consider
to be a relevant expert, their modified version of the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search
(HITS) algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999) provides a repute score which is used to rank the
experts. It attempts to judge the social reputation of an expert solely by the amount of
emails they have sent or received from others, presuming that people only discuss topics
with those known to be experts. It does not consider the content of the emails beyond the
presence of key terms. No attempt is made to analyse the quality of the interaction nor
whether any e-mailer expressed any actual opinion about the supposed expert.
The escalation threshold used in McDonald and Ackerman’s (2000) Expertise Recommender allows the seeker to filter out recommended staff based on various criteria.
The selection methods include ‘No Filter’ which only removes ex-staff members, ‘Departmental’ which prefers staff in the same department as the seeker and ‘Social Network’
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which filters staff based on how close they were to the seeker in a social circle. The escalation threshold is used to designate the distance. However, the social network graph used
had to be manually constructed based on interviews with staff.
One school of thought is that experts play centralised roles in communities, so if
you identify the central members then they should be the experts. Hytönen, Palonen
and Hakkarainen (2014) investigates this within an energy efficiency education program,
asking participants who was sought for advice and who they collaborated with. The
resulting central members of the network were identified but it was found that their own
networks were large and sparse and they were not necessarily very knowledgeable about
the main topics. In fact, there is “not one common explanation as to why these six
participant achieved cognitively central positions” (Hytönen et al., 2014, p. 28). There
are no clear personal attributes that indicate who should play these roles. The conclusion
was that the central members played a mediation role, rather than a problem solving one,
directing and connecting people to those who could help them. While the education of
energy efficiency is new, unstructured and multidisciplinary, Hytönen et al. (2014) feel that
cognitive centrality is not something that achieved by the individual alone. It depended
on the social context in which the community interacted with the central figures. Their
expertise and competence was continually being evaluated, both in the context of the
knowledge sought as well as in relation to others in the community. Being helpful about
a topic was not just about being knowledgeable about the topic.
2.4.4.2

Using people as a resource for expertise finding

Most expertise finding systems surveyed do not try to utilise people as resources when
searching for experts. Only a small number look to people for feedback or referrals
(Kanfer et al., 1997; Kulyukin et al., 1998; Maron, Curray and Thompson, 1986; Mattox
et al., 1999; Niu, McCalla and Vassileva, 2004; Richards et al., 2008; Tacit, 2008; Tedmori
et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008). Feedback gathers responses from people with respect to the
recommendations or the expertise profiles utilised by systems.
This may involve allowing seekers and experts to add, delete or edit items in the
expertise profiles (Richards et al., 2008; Tedmori et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008).
The Expertise Recommender (McDonald and Ackerman, 2000) allows an employee
to indicate to the system whether or not they are not available for consultation. Employees
that are not available will not be recommended as experts, thus influencing the results, but
a decay rate is used to change the state of availability over time. This rate can be changed
by the employee. Expertise seekers can also indicate a preference for experts within a
certain organizational department or social network. This helps restrict the experts that
are recommended to being people that the seeker may be familiar with or may have
previously worked with. However, these factors just influence the options available to the
Expertise Recommender. They do not influence the expertise profile of any employee
or improve on how the system identifies a suitable expert.
For Maron et al.’s (1986) early Helpnet system, assumptions are made that the expert
will either meet the seeker’s requirements or not, and that the level of expertise required by
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a seeker is relative to their own expertise. Sample seekers were asked about their expertise
in 80 topics and how successful they thought they would be at answering queries about 50
of those topics. An alternative model proposed has the seeker estimating the percentage
of experts in certain topics would meet their requirements. These estimates are then used
when calculating the rank of the experts for a given query. However, Maron et al. (1986)
did not allow for updating these estimates and the evaluations also only used profiles for
81 people based on the 80 categories. The authors also admit that people are often bad
at estimating probabilities.
Social media allows readers of shared documents to provide feedback in the form of
comments, ‘liking’ and tags. Guy et al.’s (2013) investigation into using social media for
expertise finding found that such feedback can be a good indication of a person’s expertise.
They speculate that those who provide the comments may have more expertise than those
who wrote the document. In some of their expertise finding experiments, Liu et al. (2012)
considered all postings in a forum discussion, not just those directly associated with a
forum member. Any relevant document can be associated with any member who has
contributed to the conversation, not just its author. The significance of the document is
weighted according to the distance in the discussion thread structure between a posting
written by the member and the relevant document. The greater the distance, the lower
the weight. The outcome of the experiments was that direct associations between experts
and documents are far more effective than if indirect associations are used as well.
Other expertise finding systems try to use feedback from seekers to learn how helpful
the recommended experts were (Richards et al., 2008; Mattox et al., 1999; Niu et al., 2004).
The MITRE’s Knowledge Exchange and Annotation (KEAN) system (Mattox
et al., 1999) matches queries to URLs collated by experts. It allows expertise seekers
to state how useful the seeker found the information recommended by KEAN. This can
then be used to determine the feedback from known or recommended experts, specialised
communities or the larger community, which in turn can help narrow the search for expertise. The average rating for each URL also contributes to the search process. Thus, the
user can choose to only use information from experts they or others found helpful. Niu
et al.’s (2004) investment portfolio management system looked for suitable expert agent
(EA) systems, rather than people. When recommending EAs, the user’s personal agent
(PA) will consider the user’s trust in each EA, what a user’s friends’ PAs think of the EA
and the opinions of other users with similar investment requirements. A user’s opinion
of an EA they have previously used is determined through an evaluation form completed
by the user after a period of investment. Richards et al.’s (2008) expertise referral system gathers feedback from the seeker as to whether their interaction with the contacted
expert was beneficial. While this was only a proposed system, the feedback is based on
the interaction, not just the recommendation. The proposal is that the feedback can be
used to reduce the chance of someone with lots of negative feedback being recommended
as an expert. One of the problems with these feedback systems is that they largely rely on
explicit feedback from participants. Mattox et al. (1999) found in trials that often seekers
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did not contribute feedback, thus minimising the worth of such an aid. Where feedback
is compulsory, there is also still the danger of bias in its content.
Rather than providing the seeker with details about experts, some systems directly
refer the query to an expert (Ackerman and McDonald, 1996; Krulwich and Burkey, 1995;
Krulwich and Burkey, 1996; Kulyukin et al., 1998; Datamation, 2009; Richards et al.,
2008). These systems are designed to act as a filter for any queries where the seeker may
not know who the experts are. Instead of the query being provided to a community of
experts at large or the seeker being recommended a list of experts, the system directly
forwards the query to the best-matched expert, who can decide whether or not to respond.
This helps maintain the privacy of the expert. However, few systems actually used this
feedback to try and improve future recommendations.
Some systems encourage further collaboration between a seeker and an expert in the
expertise seeking process (Foner, 1997; Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a; Pikrakis
et al., 1998; Schwartz and Wood, 1993). They are designed around the idea that their
profiling may not be perfect, but at least they can provide the expertise seeker with
someone who should be able to help them find the expertise they seek. A preference is
given to naming someone whom the seeker already knows within their own professional or
social network. This enables the seeker to utilise existing relationships as well as judge for
themselves the likelihood that the named person has a suitable level of expertise and will
amicably provide assistance. The seeker may not themselves judge the named person to be
an Expert, but may value the person’s capability to identify others who they themselves
regard as the Expert. Thus, the bestowing of the Expert label is based on the opinion of
people other the expertise seeker.
The MEMOIR agent system (Pikrakis et al., 1998) compares a seeker’s query terms
to those of previous queries by others. If there have been similar queries in the past, then
the relevant users will be named. The hope is that other people will have found an expert
themselves and can advise the seeker on whom to contact. The assumption is made that
each query is publicly available and that there is a high success rate, but this was not
evaluated in the literature.
Schwartz and Wood’s (1993) SSGs and ASGs enable users to identify people who have
an interest in particular areas. Early studies showed that people within an SSG can utilise
the network to redirect the expertise seeker to a suitable expert. Thus, if members of a
specialist community do not feel they have the suitable expertise to meet the needs of
the expertise seeker, they form opinions about who does have that expertise within the
community and refer the seeker to such experts. However, this can be a tedious process.
One of the authors sent a query to six members of an SSG. In response, another
two people were recommended who were then contacted. In the end, four people of the
eight people recommended the member, Mark Lottor, as being highly likely to have the
suitable expertise to answer it (which he did). If the query was only sent to one person,
then it would hard to judge the weight of their recommendation. Within a community,
this example suggests that more certainty can be derived about who has most relevant
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expertise by determining a community opinion rather than trusting the opinion of a single
person, whether they have an interest in the relevant topic or not.
The social network in the Referral Web (Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a)
helps the expertise seeker by recommending the best matching experts but it also allows
the seeker to contact any person in the system and seek further referrals themselves.
This would allow the contacted expert to introduce new people who are outside of any
association known to the system. Either way, a referral chain can be established that leads
the seeker to the expertise they seek. However, again this can be a drawn out process,
which the Referral Web tries to minimise by penalising each new node in the chain when
searching for a query match.
Each user agent in a Yenta-lite cluster can introduce itself to other agents, which
can then recommend further agents to contact (Foner, 1997). These referrals help the
agents be aware of other users and, based on their granules, where their interests and
presumed expertise lie. However, this referral process is automated and independent of
the actual user. Thus, the referrals are not made on the basis of user feedback from the
seeker nor the expert.
McDonald and Ackerman (1998) and Hytönen et al. (2014) both found that people
often had to consider various psychological costs when considering asking others for assistance. These include a potential loss of status, expected reciprocity and social equity.
People also measure others by how well they communicate and their availability. They
have to consider the value of such an interaction, the expected response to their request and
the degree of interpersonal trust that exists between the two parties (Hytönen et al., 2014).
Contacting someone a seeker already knows is also more likely to be successful than contacting a stranger. This is consistent with the concept of the Expert being a social role
that is partly dependent on the success of past interactions. It also supports the importance of making use of the opinion of those who interact with experts when profiling their
expertise, especially if the expertise seeker using the profile has not interacted with the
expert themselves.
In these systems a seeker may have to hunt down an expert using specialization subgraphs (Schwartz and Wood, 1993) or through referral chaining (Foner, 1997; Kautz et al.,
1996; Kautz et al., 1997a). Associations between experts may be made on the basis of
them being co-authors of documents (Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a), having
conversed by email (Kautz et al., 1996; Kautz et al., 1997a; Schwartz and Wood, 1993)
or having previously been considered an expert by a seeker (Foner, 1997). These people
are viewed to be experts on the presumption that they share common interests. However,
these systems don’t work well if there are no suitable experts within your own social or
professional network. Foner discusses giving referrals to experts that an expertise seeker
may not know, but the suitability of an expert is still only determined through simple key
term matches.
Both feedback and referral chains use people to judge an person’s reputation as an
expert, where this reputation is based partially on what a person claims to know but also
social and organisational aspects. Few systems have tried to account for these factors
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beyond the assumption that people communicate with experts more than non-experts.
However, this assumption does not clearly differentiate between someone’s areas of interest
and their areas of expertise. The incorporation into an expertise profile of people’s opinions
about another’s expertise would help make such a distinction and guide the seeker towards
someone who not only talks about the topic in question, but is also regarded by others to
be the Expert on the topic.
2.4.4.3

Profiling opinions in online communities

One way to indirectly find out people’s opinions of other people’s expertise and helpfulness
is by examining the interactions between expertise seekers and experts. Communication
has been found to play a key role in sharing knowledge, especially when experts tell of
their experiences within a community (Orr, 1996). Orr observed that such storytelling
helped reinforce the reputation of an expert and their role in the CoP he studied. An
option for researchers is to analyse the emails between the experts and others but emails
are limited in that only those who receive the emails can express an opinion. This is the
same problem as was found for Schwartz and Wood (1993) and Kautz et al. (1996; 1997b)
when looking for experts within the circle of email contacts.
Expertise seekers also seek expertise within specialised online groups. This has ranged
from just trying to get a question answered within an online forum to looking for suitable
experts to employ (Turner and Fisher, 2006). Fiore, Tiernan and Smith’s (2002) study
found that the main reason their subjects frequent USENET newsgroups is to get help
from technical experts. Malhorta (2002) believes that companies should recognise the
worth in utilising the expertise in communities outside their own walls. This is particularly relevant if the area of expertise required is outside the skill set of an organisation’s
employees.
Kumar and Ahmad (2012) investigated the use of blog postings and related comments
to identify the opinion of the author’s online network towards topics and products. The
ComEx Miner system (Kumar and Ahmad, 2012) ranks the blog articles of researchers
on the basis of the blogger’s sentiment about a topic or product and whether any comments
associated with the article have the same sentiment. By creating a list of positive, negative
and neutral adjectives and a list of adverbs which intensify or negate them (e.g., ‘more’
or ‘extremely’), the sentiment of each blog posting and comment is evaluated. The more
the comments agree with the postings, the better the expertise score for the related blog.
However, the example comments in Kumar and Ahmad (2012) are each only single sentences, not indicating any deep interaction and discussion between the blog author and
their readers. A blog also provides very one-sided discussions as the opening posting is
always by the same author and it is not always clear whether a comment is replying to the
blog postings or another comment. A blog is therefore not a good example of community
interaction.
The ComEx Miner Interest Mining Module uses a vector space model to determine
whether two researchers have similar interests based on their blog entries(Kumar and
Ahmad, 2012). A k-means clustering algorithm groups similar researchers together based
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on centroid vectors that represent the average membership of each group (Manning et al.,
2008). The Expert Mining Module is used to determine who is the expert in each group
based on the contents of the blog article and the response to it from others. However,
this evaluation does not seem to relate to expertise about a specific topic. It is mainly
concerned with opinions about any topic. Some of those opinions are expressed in the
comments by authors who are not necessarily part of the same cluster as the author being
evaluated. Furthermore, the clusters are manufactured by the Interest Mining Module
and are not related to real communities. It is quite possible that members of a clustered
group have never interacted with each other.
Some expertise finding systems have used email networks as a factor, treating the
email and recipient as nodes in the network. The same networks can be constructed from
postings within an online community on the basis of who sends replies to whom within the
community. This was the approach Sack (2000; 2002) took when constructing his social
networks for newsgroups.
However, many such postings are more publicly visible than a set of private emails
so a network based on an online community can be utilised by any person or software.
The expertise seeker need not ever have contributed to the community’s online forum
or know any of the community members. Through forums, any online group can share
information, gain knowledge and interact with large groups of members. Standard email
correspondence tends to have a much smaller audience, which means that not all members
can witness or partake in such interactions as in online community forums.
Therefore, public online forums are a good target for research on expertise finding as
they tend to specialise on a select set of topics, they contain authors who may be regarded
as experts in within those areas of knowledge and they are accessible to any expertise
seeker, be it for commercial or personal reasons. Furthermore, a forum community expresses its opinion about its members in a variety of ways. By incorporating some measure
of the community opinion of a forum’s authors, an expertise finding system may be able to
determine who the real experts are in a forum about a topic, and who are simply discussing
areas of interest about which they know little.
As previously described, some forums do include explicit feedback from readers in the
form of approval marks, for example ‘likes’ or ‘+1’, similar to other social media. Pal
et al. (2012) used this as an indication of who were the experts in their database from the
Stack Overflow forum.6 However, this method has a number of shortcomings. Firstly,
it only tends to indicate approval of a forum member’s posting. There is no indication of
disapproval indicating when forum members think the posting is incorrect or not helpful.
Similarly, some question answering forums allow members to indicate which answer was
most hopeful but for Stack Overflow this can only be done by the author of the initial
question posting (Pal et al., 2012; Overflow, 2014). Therefore, it is not a true indication of
the community’s opinion towards the expertise that may be indicated by the reply posting.
Stack Overflow also limits the reply postings as it actually doesn’t want any discussion
(Overflow, 2014). While members can post comments on other member’s answers, you
6

http://stackoverflow.com
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can’t explicitly comment on a comment. They also restrict who can comment on what,
based on their internal ranking system of members. This means that forum members
have little chance to present arguments and criticise the responses of others. It restricts
the scope of the forum community deliberating on the expertise of its members. For an
expertise finding system to determine who has what expertise in an online forum, it needs
to make use of other evidence that indicates the community’s opinions on its members’
expertise.

2.4.4.4

Dialogue acts and community opinions

When considering evidence of expertise and interaction within community documents, it
is important that the linguistic content of the documents is considered. Language can be
used for a variety of purposes. It can used to share information. It can be used to ask
questions. It can be used to say hello or goodbye. It can be used to give thanks or show
sorrow. It can indicate approval or dissent. An utterance can be used by a speaker to say
many things.
Austin (1975) and Searle (1975) distinguish between the meaning of an utterance’s
content and its purpose. Each is considered an action on the part of the speaker. The
locutionary act is regarded as the utterance itself and its direct meaning. For instance,
“Our supplies are getting low” is the act of announcing an assessment of some resources.
In contrast, the illocutionary act relates to the underlying meaning of the utterance.
This meaning may be obvious from the locutionary act or it may be context-dependent.
The above example may be such an indirect dialogue act, if it is less a warning and
more a request that more resources are obtained. The illocutionary act is the functional
performance of the utterance (Webb, Liu, Hepple and Wilks, 2008) such that the reason
the speaker executes the locutionary act is in order to complete the illocutionary act. This
is sometimes described as the intention of author. It is why they said something.
Attempts have been made to classify these illocutionary or speech acts. Searle (1975)
described speech acts as being assertives, directives, commissives, expressives and declarations. Various research projects have tailored the concept for their own needs. As
shown in Table 2.1, the VERBMOBIL, DAMSL and DiAML sets had similar speech
act categories, but tended to look at the authors’ intentions from slightly different perspectives. The VERBMOBIL project used at least 17 speech acts in its development
of a multilingual system tailored for organising meetings (Alexandersson, Maier and Reithinger, 1995; Reithinger and Maier, 1995). The DAMSL (Core, 1998) project used speech
acts based on these and the speech acts used by the TRAINS project (Ferguson, Allen
and Miller, 1996). The DiAML set of speech acts has been shown to meet the proposed
requirements of an ISO standard (Bunt, Alexandersson, Carletta, Choe, Fang, Hasida,
Lee, Petukhova, Popescu-Belis, Romary, Soria and Traum, 2010).
Since these speech acts were defined for research relating to special dialogue systems,
they were called ‘dialogue acts’. As my research relates to dialogue too, I will describe the
discourse in terms of its dialogue acts, rather than using the term ‘speech acts’.
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VERBMOBIL

DAMSL

DiAML

(Alexandersson

(Core, 1998)

(Bunt et al., 2010)

Greeting

Forward Communicative Functions

Propositional Q

Position

Statement

- Check Question

Introduction

- Assert

Choice Question

Reason for Appointment

- Reassert

Set Question

Initialisation

- Other-Statement

Inform

Request for Statement

Influencing Addressee Future Action

- Answer

Request for Suggestion

- Open-option

– Disconfirm

Accept

- Directive

– Confirm

et al., 1995)

Reject

– Info-Request

- Agreement

Suggestion
Confirmation

– Action-Directive
Committing Speaker Future Action

- Disagreement
– Correction

Bye

- Offer

Decline Suggestion

Thanks

- Commit

Offer

Deliberation

Other Forward Function

- Promise

Deviation

– Accept Request

Clarification Question

Backward Communicative Functions

– Decline Request

Clarification Answer

Agreement

Accept Suggestion

Reason

- Accept

Suggestion

- Accept-Part

Request

- Maybe

- Instruct

- Reject-Part

– Decline Offer

- Reject

– Accept Offer

- Hold
Understanding
- Signal-Non-Understanding
- Signal-Understanding
– Acknowledge
– Repeat-Rephrase
– Completion
- Correct-Misspeaking
Answer
Information Level
- Task
- Task Management
- Communication Management
- Other
Table 2.1: Dialogue acts from VERBMOBIL, DAMSL and DiAML
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Each of these sets contains dialogue acts that are ideal for starting a conversation, like
providing information (Suggest in VERBMOBIL, Assert in DAMSL, Inform in DiAML)
or asking a question (Request-Comment or Suggestion in VERBMOBIL, Info-Request in
DAMSL, Request in DiAML). However they also list dialogue acts that are expected to
be used in response to utterances by other participants in the dialogue e.g., Accept/ion,
Reject/ion, Answer, Clarification Question, Clarification Answer, Decline Offer. DAMSL
even categorises its dialogue acts according to whether the dialogue act is providing new
directions and actions for the dialogue (Forward Communication Functions), relating directly to previous dialogue acts (Backward Communicative Functions) or relating to other
aspects of the dialogue and its objective (Information Level). This relationship between
dialogue acts is crucial in understanding the context of discourse as it indicates a dependency between dialogue acts.
Weigand (2010) even proposes that dialogue is always a reactive action, in that we use
language “to negotiate our purposes in dialogue” (p. 509). According to her dialogic model
of language use, language should not be solely examined on the basis of its content but
also on the action and motivation to use it. She presents language and dialogue primarily
as a social tool, such that we use it to try and reach a common understanding with others
and achieve our personal objectives in life. This does not mean that everyone in a dialogue
understands the content of the discourse in the same way. It means that they will try to
come to a social understanding that meets their individual needs. These needs may be
different from those of the other party. For this reason, she argues that people’s language
competence should not be measured on the basis of how well they communicate. Instead,
their competence-in-performance should be evaluated, which includes how well they use
language for their purposes.
Weigand’s Mixed Model Game (MMG) extends this into language within a community.
Weigand cites Wilson (1975) as establishing that people may have personal needs but
that they consider their community when deciding their actions. For this reason, one
of the premises for the MMG is that people aim “to be accepted” within a community
(Weigand, 2010, p. 511). This wish for acceptance is one of the reasons for her dialogic
model which she extended to Searle’s (1975) speech acts.
Representatives ↔ acceptance
Directives ↔ consent
Exploratives ↔ responses
Declaratives ↔ confirmation
(Weigand, 2010, p. 513)
Each speech act is regarded to have a corresponding reactive action. Socially, the
speech act is a claim, such that the claimant wishes for the suitable reaction to fulfill this
claim (Weigand, 2010). Thus dialogue becomes a negotiation between the participants,
each responding to each other’s dialogue acts whilst trying to achieve their own objectives,
which include social acceptance within the community.
This is also applicable to the Expert label within an online group. Mieg (2001) considers this social label to refer to a form of human interaction rather than a person. By
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participating in an online dialogue, the Expert role can be assigned by the group. Every
contribution each author posts within the group is a claim by them of having some expertise in the topics mentioned. They endeavour to be accepted within the community
whilst achieving any personal objectives that motivate the message. They wish to demonstrate their legitimate peripheral participation within the group, which may be treated
like a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991). In turn, the reply postings are the
group’s indications of how they react to these claims. Through the sharing of knowledge
and the use and recognition of expertise during the interaction, the dialogue participants
negotiate an outcome that meets their personal objectives (Mieg, 2001). This may include
establishing the value of the exchange and nature of the “truth”. The dialogue acts of
the replies are responses to those of the previous posting and are indicative of the group’s
opinion towards the author’s expertise. Therefore, the group’s opinion of an author’s
claims, and thus their expertise, can be judged by examining the dialogue acts present in
the group’s replies to the author.
Recognising speech acts within electronic communications is not new. The aforementioned VERBMOBIL, TRAINS and DAMSL projects worked with discussions involving
regular turn changes (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974), where the issue of who should
contribute to the conversation and when they should do so was constantly being negotiated.
For such scenarios it is easy to associate one speaker’s dialogue acts with the previous acts
of another speaker. Other researchers have recognised basic categories in emails and forum
discussions, some which may be considered to be speech or dialogue acts (Bhatia, Biyani
and Mitra, 2012; Cohen, Carvalho and Mitchell, 2004; Carvalho and Cohen, 2005; Feng,
Shaw, Kim and Hovy, 2006; Fortuna, Rodrigues and Milic-Frayling, 2007; Jeong, Lin and
Lee, 2009; Kim, Wang and Baldwin, 2010; Wang, Kim, Lui, Nivre and Baldwin, 2011; Xi,
Lind and Brill, 2004). Some of these include categories for discourse elements that don’t
contribute to the discussion, like Junk (Bhatia et al., 2012), Off-topic (Fortuna et al., 2007)
and Courtesy (Xi et al., 2004). These can include Don’t Know utterances, though Fortuna
et al. (2007) assign these to their own category. Kim, Wang and Baldwin (2010) and Wang
et al. (2011) just use an Other category for any utterances that do not fit within other
categories.
The following are some of the categories used by these researchers:
• Positive Emotion

• Question

• Negative Emotion

• Answer

• Neutral
• Assent
• Negate

• Junk
• Courtesy

• Antagonistic

• Don’t Know

• Reinforcing

• Off-topic

• Insult

• Other

Some researchers also use subcategories to give more depth to their classification. Kim,
Wang and Baldwin (2010) and Wang et al. (2011) have variations for their Question and
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Answer categories based how a dialogue element relates to an instance of those main categories. For instance, QUESTION-CONFIRMATION identifies errors in a question but
does not correct them, or confirms the original question without answering it. This is similar to the finer distinctions used in VERBMOBIL, TRAINS and DAMSL. Regardless
of whether a minor and major category, these example categories tend to relate to the
illocutionary acts of the author and their intention rather than the locutionary acts.
Weinberger and Fischer (2006) is a special example that analysed electronic textual
discussions between students on multiple levels, based on non-linguistic theories and principles but using the linguistic dialogue as evidence. Looking at argumentative knowledge
construction, an epistemic dimension, an argument dimension and the dimension of social
modes of co-construction, the dialogue was examined at micro and macro levels. The micro
level was used to examine the epistemic dimension of dialogue segments and the sharing
and use of knowledge. It categorised how the segments related (or didn’t) to the student’s
problem solving task. The macro level then concerned itself with how micro-level segments
related to each other in the other dimensions. For instance, the construction of arguments
is part of the argument dimension and how a student relates to and uses the contributions
of others in the dialogue is part of the social mode. A dialogue’s argument was treated
as mainly consisting of claims, replies and counterarguments but Weinberger and Fischer
(2006) also identified questions, coordinating moves, and meta-statements about argumentation. The social modes considered whether a student was introducing new material
to the conversation independent of the previous content (externalisation), seeking information from others (elicitation) and what efforts were made to reach a consensus in the
group. Thus, Weinberger and Fischer (2006) define some dimensional components that
are similar to the dialogue acts of others, but they don’t explicitly identify them as such.
Their classification and analysis system does consider the purpose and reasoning behind
the dialogue but much of it analyses the discussions from different perspectives to those
commonly used for dialogue acts. However, they do recognise the influence of a social
environment on dialogue.
One complication with analysing forum dialogue is that each posting consists of many
utterances responding to many other utterances. It is difficult to work out the dialogic
relationships between specific utterances as each posting contains multiple dialogue acts
(Carvalho and Cohen, 2005). Many of the researchers I reviewed label the intent of an
entire posting, rather than just the purpose of each utterance or sentence within it. This
allows the interpretation of postings to be extended to something like a dialogue act,
but where all the posting’s content contributes towards the message act (Carvalho and
Cohen, 2005; Feng et al., 2006). However, each utterance within a posting still is part of
a dialogue act itself. This allows each reply posting to be regarded as being a response
to the original posting in both the contents of its parts and its overall purpose. While
this may be fine for short messages that are responding to each other, emails and forum
messages can consist of multiple paragraphs. Any reply may have different responses to
different parts of the previous posting. None of the reviewed literature considered whether
a posting has an overall dialogue act as well as various internal acts.
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The labelling of these categories or dialogue acts is sometimes annotated by hand
(Weinberger and Fischer, 2006) but often the aim of the research is to automate the
classification. For this, a range of what could be considered to be linguistic features are
used. These can range from recognising the usage of certain keywords or punctuation in
postings, for instance question marks or ‘wh-’ words, to how many postings precede a
message in a dialogue. These features are often used with vector space models (Bhatia
et al., 2012; Xi et al., 2004) or classifiers trained on tagged documents using machine
learning mechanisms like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Kim, Wang and Baldwin,
2010; Fortuna et al., 2007; Xi et al., 2004). Kim, Wang and Baldwin (2010) got their
best results from machine learning with Conditional Random Fields, with features like the
posting’s distance from the opening post in a discussion, how similar it is to other postings
of the same category and whether it had key content like URLs or question marks. Wang
et al. (2011) extended this by considering how many previous postings in a discussion to
consider when determining features for a single posting. This included examining what
dialogue acts had previously been used by the author. Generally, they found that the less
postings written by an author, the easier it was to recognise the questions of a novice.
Fortuna et al. (2007) trained SVMs on a series of networks that identified whether authors
had replied to each other, contributed in the same conversation or had similar postings.
They also considered whether pairs of threads had similar authors and similar content.
The content was compared using centroid vectors of the terms in each thread’s postings.
The same vector space method was used when comparing authors’ postings. Xi et al.
(2004) got their best results from linear regression using the Okapi term weighting when
comparing a posting to previous postings in a thread. The methods described in this
literature were not consistent. There is no clear best set of features, nor a best way to use
the features. Such a comparison is hampered by the lack of a universal set of categories
or dialogue acts to use. However, the common usage of established information retrieval
methods, like the vector space method and SVMs, was reasonably successful in the research
reviewed. This does suggest that dialogue act classification is reasonably achievable with
current or near future technology.
Bhatia et al. (2012) also used features like similarity to other postings, the length of
the posting, and its position in the dialogue. In addition, they measured the authority
of the author as an information provider, based on how many postings had been written
by the author and whether they started the conversation. Information providers were
expected to have written more and information seekers were expected to start discussions
with enquiries. While work like Wang et al. (2011) did consider the previous behaviour of
an author in what dialogue acts they used, Bhatia et al. (2012) was the only classification
method reviewed that effectively differentiated between novices and experts. However, the
information it used to establish an author’s role in the community did not consider what
information they shared. It labelled experts without considering where their expertise lay.
Some research has looked at even smaller ranges of categories with the objective being
question-answer recognition or sentiment detection. Question-answer recognition seeks to
recognise both text that asks a question and text that best provides an answer and link
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the two (Cong, Wang, Lin, Song and Sun, 2008; Kim, Wang and Baldwin, 2010). This can
be done using similar features and methods to dialogue act classification but with more
dependency on associating postings with each other. This does not just apply to matching
questions to answers. Cong et al. (2008) also considers the similarity of a possible answer
to known good answers in order to judge its authority.
Sentiment detection tries to determine whether people’s sentiments are positive or
negative towards something, based on what they write or say. In recent years, a lot
of work has been done on automatic sentiment detection technology. Liu (2010) and
Pang and Lee (2008) provide good surveys of the state of the art. Much of it relates to
binary distinctions like political and moral allegiances or viewpoints on matters like gun
ownership and abortion (Agrawal, Rajagopalan, Srikant and Xu, 2003; Fortuna et al.,
2007; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003). Other research looks at customer feedback and
endeavours to determine whether they are positive or negative towards products and
services (Charpentier, 2012; Hu and Liu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005). As such,
these studies are about text classification as they aim to place documents in a category
based on their linguistic content (Liu, 2010). This also means that there is a tendency to
not consider the views of the authors of the documents (Lui and Baldwin, 2010).
One of the methods commonly used by sentiment classifiers is a search for keywords
within the documents being examined (Charpentier, 2012; Hu and Liu, 2004; Kumar and
Ahmad, 2012; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003). Such a method
simply looks in the document for any terms in a predefined list of keywords for each target
category. These keywords are normally divided between negative and positive terms. The
method is simple but defining the list of words is not easy, as such word matching is
context independent. Little attempt is made to determine whether each instance of a
term is actually being positive or negative towards the category. For instance “He is
strong” is normally positive but “The odour is strong” may be negative. Methods like
that of Hu and Liu (2004) do try to filter out keywords if they do not relate to topical
concepts, like the focus of a document, but they do not interpret the meaning of the
keyword. Consideration is sometimes made for modifiers like ‘very’ and ‘possibly’ and
negators like ‘not’ and ‘least’, but again the context is hard to determine automatically.
A major difference between these sentiment detection methods and the identification
of dialogue acts is the context in which they are used. Dialogue acts are used to indicate
relationships between utterances or documents and the intentions of the speaker or author.
Sentiment detection focuses on how the utterances or documents relate to a concept.
Kumar and Ahmad (2012) and Bhatia et al. (2012) were the only expertise finding research
that I reviewed that tried to merge the two approaches. As indicated in Section 2.4.4.3,
Kumar and Ahmad (2012) had its shortcomings and Bhatia et al. (2012) did not get
favourable results from their sentiment feature. However aspects of the sentiment detection
methods, like their keyword recognition, may prove useful in classifying dialogue acts like
Agree and Disagree. My review of the literature did not give any clear indication whether
such methods could also be used, instead of classifications like dialogue acts, to identify a
community’s opinion towards someone’s expertise and their expertise claims.
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My overall opinion is that dialogue acts are relevant to the external aspect of expertise.
Each reply posting within an online forum contains dialogue acts which represent the linguistic responses of community members to a person’s linguistic claims at having expertise.
Just as evidence of the expertise claims can be found in the linguistic content of forum
postings, so too can the opinions of the community about those claims be represented by
the language used. While there is no universally used sets of dialogue acts, there are sets
(like those in the VERBMOBIL, TRAINS and DAMSL projects) that are commonly
used or modified within research. Furthermore, research has been reasonably successful
in developing automated software to recognise and label dialogue acts within text, with
researchers also working on identifying the positive or negative sentiment within online
discussions. With such a state of the art, it is reasonable to expect that any model of
expertise finding that incorporates dialogue acts can be used in future expertise profiling
and seeking systems.

2.5

Online forums

One way to understand any community is to consider it in a venue where members interact. These interactions may be in physical meetings or through discussions in publications
like newsletters or magazines, face-to-face or using conferences and phone calls. Increasingly electronic media like Internet web-pages, emails, blogs, social media (e.g., Twitter,
Facebook, MySpace), instant messaging, chat rooms and other multimedia (e.g., SMS)
is being used to facilitate community interactions. These interactions using collaboration
technologies (Blanchard, 2008) range from one-on-one to many-to-many, depending on the
means used. My research relates specifically to expertise within online groups where the
use of such technologies is prevalent. For this reason, interactions within various online
groups need to be analysed.
Communities also often give special status to some community members. This may
be as a reward for their previous interactions or may be in order to change the ways in
which they can interact. The change in status may be recognised within the community
through ranks, titles and roles. If recognising who is the Expert is a social activity, then
consideration must be made as to whether this too is recognised within online communities
in some more formalised manner.

2.5.1

Internet forums as an example of a community

One option is to study online discussion forums, which communicate through email or
email-like web-based interfaces. Unlike comment threads in social media technology, forums are structured to allow new threads to be started or existing threads to be retitled
or divided into new threads. There are a number of different types of forums – bulletin
boards, newsgroups, mailing lists and forum web-pages. Some forums are set up internally
by many organisations. They use mailing lists and similar forums to enable workgroups
to contact their members, make announcements and seek information. Organisations also
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use forums to allow customers to discuss and ask questions about their products and services, e.g., developers using Microsoft products,7 Lonely Planet Thorn Tree travel advice.8
They are an informal way of sharing knowledge.
Other forums are hosted independently of organisations and exist as means of communication and interaction for the public. These public forums may still be part of a bigger
community, e.g., clubs and societies, but they can also exist as an entity in their own right.
A public forum may have a specific object of interest (e.g., products, crafts, industries)
or a less tangible specialisation (e.g., finance, history, politics). Others are more socially
orientated with topics like sports, hobbies, music and lifestyles. Some specifically aim to
help people with problems. Forums can form the basis for a new group of people who wish
to discuss similar things online. Sometimes a forum will even have subgroups which have
their own forums or sections defined.
The postings within the public forums can take various forms:
• the sharing information through news and announcements,
• question and answering threads of conversation, or
• a discussion of issues.
Different forums have different ratios of these discussions. Some forums specifically aim
to be a question and answering resource, e.g., LinuxQuestions (Lui, 2009), Electronics 101 (Corvus corpora, Section 3.3.2). Other forums are a means of communication
from the group to its members, acting like a newsletter. Others are a social outlet that
allows postings on anything that may be relevant to members. Sometimes this can also
include postings on topics that are outside of the traditional expertise of the forum’s members. These are many-to-many discussions where many can ‘listen’ and many can ‘respond’
to the forum postings. The only rules or formalised structure within the discussions tends
to be the rules of the group’s forum.
For my research I am looking at interactions within online public forums like bulletin
boards, newsgroups, mailing lists and forum web-pages. There have been many studies
about online or virtual communities, e.g., Blanchard (2008), Igbaria (1999), Faraj and
Wasko (2001), Porter (2004), but it is not within the scope of this thesis to argue about
whether forums are communities or networks or any other social grouping. For that reason,
I will use both the terms forum community and forum group to refer to the body of people
who are members of a forum.

2.5.2

Forum members, their roles and expertise

As within any community, members of an online group are not identical; some have specified roles within the community, some are regarded as the Expert on certain topics. The
social positions of community members must be considered when analysing what evidence
of expertise exists within online forums. A consideration must be made that the forum
7
8
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may somehow indicate which members have what roles through the member’s interactions
or other means.
Group members, in fact, behave in a variety of ways in a forum. They may interact
using all or just some of the media available. They may have a large or a small degree of
participation in the discussions. Their contribution may mainly consist of certain forms
of communication, e.g., questions or announcements.
Some forum authors are regular participants to their forum but anyone who subscribed
to the forum can read the postings and reply. Forum postings are sent to the entire
community, not just individual members. By having a primary topic of interest, each group
contains experts about the topic, but there will also be experts for specialised elements
of the field (e.g., taxation lawyers for a finance group, software engineers from a software
company) and other unrelated topics. Forum members share information through the
forum for personal, social and professional reasons. A range of opinions may exist within
the community but it is expected that the community will endeavour to work together
(Kollock, 1999).
Depending on the nature of the group, some members may have roles within the group
formally defined and assigned, e.g., secretary, treasurer, chairman, social secretary. These
roles relate to the group inside and outside the forum environment. Online forums also
commonly assign roles linked to the mechanisms behind the forum, e.g., owner of the
forum, system operator, moderator. The authority of these members does not extend
beyond the forum. However, expertise in a group’s areas of interest doesn’t normally
formally get associated with many of the roles that are assigned. For example, being the
secretary of a car club does not require expertise about cars. The system operator running
the forum of an accounting group does not have to be a top accountant. Therefore, the
formal roles are not clear ways of indicating who is regarded as an Expert in the group.
Instead, Experts are defined through their interactions within the group, not by group
rules or titles.
Any forum posting can be considered to be a statement by the author claiming to have
a certain degree of expertise in the topic it discusses. Likewise, reply postings comment
on the expertise of those to whom they are replying. From such messages, a forum community’s opinion about someone’s expertise is formed. Just because someone posts about
a topic does not make them an expert on the topic.
Some online forums do distinguish between members in other ways. Studies have
found that unofficial labels are applied to members of online forums depending on their
behaviour, e.g., newcomer, mentor, sysop. Some labels are particular to the forum and
are assigned as part of a forum member’s online details, e.g., in LinuxQuestions.9 Some of
these labels are mechanism related (e.g., system operator, moderator) and others resemble
levels of membership, e.g., LQ Newbie, member, senior member, guru. However, there
seems to be no universal approach amongst groups to these labels.
The membership labels may be taken to imply the level of respect given to the member.
Likewise, they imply a recognition of the value given to interactions with the member.
9
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Some forums try to codify these labels, using a variety of means to determine who should
be given which labels. These may be thought of as implying some degree of formality to
the labels but it actually tends to be little more than a measure of how active a forum
member has been. Some forums base the labels on
• the length of an individual’s membership in the forum,
• the length of time they spend reading the forum, or
• number of postings they have sent to the forum.
Forums sometimes choose to use an approval method for postings where each member
can vote on whether a message was helpful or not helpful. Some forums vote using a
range of values, e.g., debian-x on Nabble10 ranks from 1 to 5 stars. Others give a positive
or negative indication, e.g., thumbs up or down (FamilySearch, 2012), thank yous (U.K.
Business Forums, 2008). This then contributes to the ‘ranking’ of the member who posted
the message. The ranking does not necessarily give each member a label, but it is normally
publicly viewable within their forum profile or with an online avatar image. Furthermore,
labels and rankings like this can help moderate the content of the forum and remove spam
postings and their authors from the forum.
However, such mechanisms for ranking forum members are not without problems,
especially if someone is trying to find an expert within the group. Firstly, the labels
are general. They do not label someone as a ‘guru’ or ‘senior member’ because of a
specific area of interest. Secondly, the ranking system relies on people actually ranking
the postings, which is not necessarily always done. Thirdly, the ranking applies to an
entire posting, regardless of how many good or bad points are made within it. The age
of the postings is also not considered as there is no representation of how current the
rankings are. Finally, many of these ranking systems are also flawed simply because
people cheat or devalue them by skewing the statistics they use to their benefit or to the
detriment of others. For instance, they may sent a large amount of valueless postings
(e.g., “me too” statements) to get their posting count increased or work with others to
increase each other’s rankings. Postings can also be intentionally incorrectly ranked (U.K.
Business Forums, 2009). Therefore, it is questionable whether these labels or ranks can
be regarded as truly reflective of a forum member’s expertise. In addition, not all online
methods of communication in forums can (or want to) apply such systems e.g., mailing
lists, newsgroups. Therefore, alternate methods are required if any system wishes to
evaluate the expertise found in an online forum.
Consequently, my research only relates to the linguistic content of postings within
example online forums. While metadata relating to the postings may be utilised, no additional data relating to an author’s profile, occupation, education or workplace is factored
in. Any ranks or roles within the forum community are ignored, unless they are mentioned
within the postings.
10
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2.6

Outcome of the literature review

From this literature review it is clear that there are many elements that make up a person’s
expertise. They include their knowledge, their training, their experience, their capability to
learn from those experiences and their skills at applying that knowledge to new situations.
I regard these as internal aspects of expertise as they relate to ways in which an individual
can gain and exercise their expertise, demonstrating it to others. Based on their internal
aspect of expertise, someone may consider themselves to be an expert.
Expertise also has a social dimension. While individuals may profess to be an ‘expert’,
it is their community that decides whether they deserve to be given the social label of the
‘Expert’.This label is informally bestowed on those people that the community believes
has superior knowledge and skills to others in the community. This opinion is derived from
the interactions between the Expert and their community. This is the external aspect of
expertise as it is reliant on the judgement of others, not the individual who is regarded as
the Expert.
Expertise is also a relative concept of an individual that is dependent on the context
in which it is required. The level of knowledge and skill required for one situation may
not be the same as that required for another. The expertise within one community may
be different in another. Therefore, a person may be regarded as having expertise in one
situation or community but not to be the Expert in another situation or community.
A person’s expertise is also not universal. Their expertise relates to specific topics.
While their training may relate to certain fields of knowledge, e.g., medicine or law, the
internal aspect of their expertise is unique to them. No two medical experts have had
the same experiences. No two lawyers have advised the same clients. The concept of
expertise topics is deeper than just fields of knowledge. People don’t just have expertise;
they have expertise about something but that something is hard to label. Likewise, a
community will not just treat them as the Expert. The community will judge them to be
the community’s Expert on a topic based on the rest of the community’s expertise on that
topic. The Expert is a Subject Matter Expert for the community.
My interpretation of expertise is greatly inspired by Mieg (2001, 2006, 2009) but little
else of the literature considered both the internal and external aspects of expertise. The
literature did explore expertise within professional associations or a community of practise
but not from all the perspectives I have indicated. Literature on online communities in
particular was lacking in its depth of understanding on expertise.
Therefore, there is a gap in the literature relating to the relationships between experts
and online communities. The reviewed research has not examined whether expertise in
such communities can be modelled as a duality relating to its internal and external aspects.
This gap is particularly noticeably when looking at the research on expertise finding
systems. Most systems use methods that only examine the internal aspect of a person’s
expertise. Few try to consider the external aspect. Those that do, fail to consider the
depth or breadth of a person’s expertise.
Many of these systems rely on analysing documents for evidence of expertise. This
includes interactions between community members in discussion forums and other social
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media. However, few systems try to utilise that community aspect to determine who is a
community expert. Likewise, many of the systems tend to ignore or simplify the linguistics
of the interactions. Rather than examining what is being discussed in the dialogue when
community members interact, the expertise finding is treated more like an information
retrieval problem. There is a lack of depth in the use of linguistics and computational
linguistics methods.
In particular, the expertise finding systems I reviewed tended to fail in the following
key areas.
• Someone’s area of knowledge or expertise is identified through isolated term matching, which in turn only matches what is exactly in the documents.
• No distinction is made between an expert’s areas of interest and their areas of knowledge.
• No profiling adequately incorporates any consideration of whether previous interactions with an expert were successful or not.
• No profiling truly models an expert’s reputation or their social status as the Expert.
• The need to update the profiles over time is not incorporated into the model.
For my research, the expertise present in a selection of specialised online communities
is investigated through an examination of the postings in their forums. Particular interest
is given to the argument that there is a Duality of Expertise construct related to the
internal and external aspects of expertise. This will fill the gap in our understanding of
expertise in communities.
This study also investigates how such online community dialogue can be used to identify
and rank a community’s topic experts. The proposed Expertise Finding Model determines
an expertise profile for each forum author based on the areas of knowledge expressed in
their postings as evidence of the internal aspect of their expertise. The profile also accounts
for any feedback a forum author’s postings received from the community as evidence of
the external aspect of their expertise. The analysis of the forum dialogue will focus on
the linguistic evidence that can be related to the expertise. The Expertise Finding Model
deploys the Duality of Expertise construct in how it manages the the identification and
ranking of the community members’ expertise. This shall be demonstrated and evaluated
within an expertise finding system using a variety of computational linguistics methods
and tools. The Expertise Finding Model and its implementation during a series of experiments fills the gap in the depth of linguistic consideration during expertise finding. They
also demonstrate the relevance of the Duality of Expertise to expertise finding and the
importance of the social dimension to an expertise finding process.
The following chapter (Chapter 3) outlines how the outcome of this review is used to
support the hypothesis. The criteria for the forums studied are explained, the model for
the expertise finding process is described and the nature of the experiments is outlined.
Chapter 4 describes the research into profiling an author’s claims. Chapter 5 investigates
how to identify the community’s opinions and incorporate them in the expertise finding
process. This includes evaluating how the Expertise Finding Model can be used within an
expertise finding system.
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Chapter 3

Research methods
3.1

Introduction to the research

My research investigates how the Duality of Expertise can be used within expertise finding
software through a novel use of linguistic and information retrieval tools and processes.
This duality represents a relationship between the expertise claims made by individuals
and the way in which their community responds to those claims. These are the internal
and external aspects of a person’s expertise. The scope of the research focuses on the
expertise evident in electronic forum postings between members of an online community,
examining the expertise claims by authors and the positive or negative responses by the
community.
The main construct of my research is the Expertise Finding Model. This model represents the manner in which the Duality of Expertise is used to identify subject matter
experts in a community. This identification is designed to be automated within an expertise finding software system. The model was derived from a series of experiments, each
examining how various factors relating to the duality can in combination present expertise in a more comprehensive and nuanced manner. This was done in three major stages,
each with a different approach to modelling expertise: the Knowledge Model, the Community Model and the combined view. The Knowledge Model was evaluated in experiments
relating solely to each author’s expertise claims. The Community Model was tested by
experiments relating to the forum community’s opinions about its authors’ expertise. The
combined view incorporated aspects of the Knowledge Model and the Community Model
to determine which authors’ expertise claims about a topic are supported by their community. The Expertise Finding Model was derived from my conclusions drawn from the
outcome of these experiments.
My experimental research methodology utilised a sample expertise finding system and
demonstrated a new approach to identifying which authors in a forum are recognised as
having expertise in certain topics. Each experimental stage incorporated existing linguistic
aspects with information retrieval technologies in a novel way. These methods allowed the
expertise of each forum author to be ranked based on the Duality of Expertise.
This chapter discusses the specifications and manner of the research, including what
data and software was used and how the experimentation was conducted in order to answer
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the research questions. In the light of the literature review, the objectives of the research
are declared (Section 3.2). The scope of the research is defined, with my study focusing
on examining the expertise evident in electronic communications between members of
an online community (Section 3.2.2). Within these boundaries, the relationship between
experts and their community will be represented as the Duality of Expertise.
In this chapter my research is presented as a multi-stage process. The purpose of each
corpus used is explained as well as the basis on which they were chosen (Section 3.3). The
selection of third-party software required by the research is elaborated (Section 3.4). The
preprocessing of the corpus postings is described (Section 3.5), indicating how linguistic
methodologies allowed me to clean-up the format of all corpora and conduct preliminary
tagging of linguistic features. A variety of issues are identified that were handled by the
preprocessing.
The three stages of experiments are outlined in this chapter (Section 3.6). The objectives of each stage are described along with the linguistic features and information retrieval
approaches and technologies that were used in the experiments. The Duality of Expertise
is defined and related to my Expertise Finding Model. For each experimental stage, the
purpose and motivation behind each set of experiments are explained in this chapter. Full
details of the implementation and outcome of each experiment are described in Chapters 4
and 5.

3.2

Research objectives

To fill the gaps encountered in the literature review, my research aims to:
• identify a construct of expertise that is relevant to the social environment of an
online community,
• develop a model of expertise finding that enacts this construct and can easily be
incorporated within an expertise finding system, and
• identify linguistic evidence that can be identified and utilised within that model to
facilitate the profiling and location of expertise.
The representation of expertise as a duality is therefore a vital component of the
research and is inherent in the Expertise Finding Model. The two components of the
duality are the knowledge claims of the individual and the opinion of their community
towards those claims. While an individual may profess to possess expertise about a topic
and thus be an expert (Section 2.2), their interaction within a community allows the
community to determine whether that claimed expertise is sufficient for the individual to
be granted the social label of Expert (Section 2.2.4). Rather than considering expertise to
be an attribute of an individual, the Duality of Expertise considers expertise within the
context of a community.
This distinction between the ‘expert’ and the ‘Expert’ is vital to understanding the
Duality of Expertise. An individual may consider themselves to have the expertise level of
an expert. They may have the knowledge (Section 2.2.1), experience, skill (Section 2.2.2)
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and capabilities (Section 2.2.3) relating to a particular topic or topics that they regard
necessary for them to be an expert. However, the final judgement of whether they are
considered an Expert within a social group depends on how they have used the claimed
expertise during their interactions with others. In a social environment, an expert may
claim that they have expertise, but an Expert is recognised by their community to have
demonstrated such expertise. As shown by Mieg (2006), it is the social environment that
determines who is an Expert. The Expertise Finding Model in my research concerns itself
with finding expertise within a community through identification of Experts.

3.2.1

The research questions

As outlined in Section 1.3, the research questions look at the relationship between experts
and online communities and how technology can be used to identify expertise.
Broad question
Can someone’s expertise be socially determined from their online interaction within a
community?
Narrow questions
1. What computational linguistics techniques can be deployed to identify expertise in
a community?
2. How can existing techniques be assembled to automate the identification of evidence
of expertise?
The broad question considers the internal and external aspects of expertise and how
this is evident in interactions within online communities. My research focuses on the
discussion forums used by such communities and the linguistic evidence of expertise found
in the dialogue. By considering the social dimension, this question looks at expertise as
an attribute relative to the needs and expertise level of the community. The answer to
this question is based around the Duality of Expertise construct. By answering the subquestions, this construct is shown to be a beneficial interpretation of expertise in online
communities.
The sub-questions each look at how expertise can be automatically recognised using
computational linguistics to analyse the online dialogue of a community. The first relates
to the linguistic evidence of expertise within the postings in a discussion forum. The
question asks if computational linguistics techniques can be used to recognise and rank
the expertise. This question is answered with the Expertise Finding Model, a process that
analyses the forum content on the basis of the Duality of Expertise, with the evidence and
the ranking relating to both the internal and external aspects of expertise.
The second sub-question considers whether the Expertise Finding Model given in response to the first sub-question can be implemented within an expertise finding system.
If so, efforts are made to automate the computational linguistics techniques used by the
model. This question is answered through a series of experiments which demonstrate the
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suitability of the model and present a manner in which it may be used within such a
system, through a novel combination of existing computational linguistics techniques and
technology.

3.2.2

The scope of the research

In order to answer the research questions, my research concentrated on modelling and
identifying expertise within online communities. The literature review showed that people
look within such communities for the expertise they need (Section 2.4.4.3). Furthermore,
researchers have attempted to develop expertise finding software and systems that utilise
online data (Section 2.4). My research used similar technologies to demonstrate that the
Expertise Finding Model can be used to identify the expertise within such a community.
As the research questions relate to interaction within online communities, my research
only looked for evidence of expertise within such a community. This was done by only
looking at each community’s online dialogue in the form of their forum postings. Other
interactions outside the online forum, professional accreditations or recognition of expertise
from outside that forum context were not considered. This boundary allowed the social
construction of the Expert to be studied and modelled based on how the community deals
with that expertise in the context of the community alone. It also restricts the recognition
of any expert contributions by an individual to the community solely to those evident in
their forum postings. No ranks or roles within the community were considered.
Furthermore, by limiting the interaction solely to the forum postings, the linguistic
aspects of the community’s interaction can be analysed to establish the expertise and
the social designation of the Expert. This can be done at various levels, ranging from
morphological to discourse analysis. Such analysis was not found to be prevalent in the
expertise studies mentioned in the literature review.
My research is not aiming to design a new expertise finding system. Instead, it researches an approach to expertise finding that can be utilised within any expertise finding
system. For this reason, the process described within my Expertise Finding Model utilises
a variety of existing linguistic attributes and analysis combined with methods commonly
found in information retrieval. It uses and combines such existing methods and tools in
a novel way that shows how the Expertise Model can be used to help automate expertise
finding.
Incorporating the Expertise Finding Model in other expertise finding systems also
makes the validation of the model simpler. The model can be evaluated through quantitative methods commonly used for such technology, making the evaluation easily replicated
in other research. In turn, any system using my Expertise Finding Model can be compared
to similar systems using different models. Providing a model that is suitable for such a
comparative evaluation is an important contribution by my research.

3.2.3

The research process

In order to answer the research questions and develop a novel model for finding expertise
within a community, I needed to:
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1. access and collate corpora of sample postings from online forums,
2. preprocess the corpora, reformatting the text and identifying linguistic features representative of the expertise present in these postings,
3. construct expertise profile data for each forum author based on
(a) how their postings represented their claimed areas of knowledge (the Knowledge
Model),
(b) how the individual’s level of expertise was represented by the community’s
responses (the Community Model)
4. conduct expertise-finding related experiments to evaluate the inclusion of different
elements in each expertise profile, including combining aspects from both the Knowledge and Community Models, and
5. construct the Expertise Finding Model, based on the outcome of the experiments
that I conducted, incorporating the Knowledge and Community Models.
The basic process for my research corresponding to these requirements is outlined in
the stages depicted in Figure 3.1. While the focus of the research was the development of
the Expertise Finding Model (Stage 5), each stage in the research was vital as it helped
ground the final stage. This is because the Expertise Finding Model defines an approach
by which expertise may be recognised within a community, given the Duality of Expertise
and elements of each stage of the research.
Identification of
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Postings
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Figure 3.1: Outline of the research process
The following sections of this chapter describe in more depth:
• the reasoning behind the choice of corpora (Section 3.3),
• the major third-party software tools required in the steps (Section 3.4),
• the preprocessing of the corpora (Section 3.5), and
• the experimental process by which the Expertise Finding Model was derived and
evaluated (Section 3.6).
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3.3

Selecting the corpora

In order to establish how individuals participated within an online forum, various related
corpora were studied. The use of data from the corpora was a multi-stage process. Various
criteria were set out to help determine what communities and dialogues were appropriate
for the research (Section 3.3.1). Different sorts of online forums were examined so as
to ascertain which best met the needs of the project. Three main corpora were used at
different stages in the research (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1

Choosing suitable communities and discussions

When examining any online community, the data must reflect the community nature of
my research. However the elements of what defines an online community can vary a lot
(Section 2.5), so this diversity should be reflected in any group of communities studied.
For the purposes of this research, the main aspects of an online community that needed
to be considered were:
• Membership life - The community must retain members for long enough for them
to participate regularly in the discussions.
• Participation - The interactions within the community must not be limited to a
small number of members. However, some members may only interact infrequently.
• Opinionated - The interactions within the community must demonstrate a variety
of alternative viewpoints and levels of knowledge.
• Social versus professional interests - The community may be formed around
common interests in matters important to a profession (e.g., finance, legal matters, software engineering) or matters of social interest (e.g., hobbies, music, sport,
lifestyles).
• Tangible versus intangible interests - The common interests in the community
may relate to specific tangible objects like software or cars, or they may relate to
more general, intangible matters like politics or cultures.
• Variety of focal points - The interactions must relate to a number of different
focal points. While the community can still be specialised on a particular field of
interest (e.g., electronics or baseball), it cannot be focused on only a single issue
within that field (e.g., a particular safety measure or sporting match).
• Purpose of interaction - The purposes of the majority of interactions may vary.
Some communities may have more question and answering than others. Others are
more in-depth problem solving discussions or merely providing information.
• Media - Online communities interact in a variety of ways. This means that some
community members interact physically (in real-life) as well as through writing or
electronic means. The extent to which particular media are used may depend on the
underlying purposes of the community and the geographical diversity and size of its
membership.
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• Internal versus external control - Some communities are created, maintained
and/or sponsored by outside bodies, e.g., the company responsible for the products
being discussed. Other communities are more public with the members being in
control.
Ideally this required multiple communities to be studied, using this criteria as guidance.
As indicated in the literature review, there has been debate over what constitutes an online
community (Section 2.5.1), but that was outside the scope of my research.
Another crucial matter was the need for the community interaction to go two ways.
It is no good if the bulk of the interaction consists of actions by an individual to which
the community doesn’t respond. The dialogue cannot merely be asking and answering
questions or making announcements. There needs to be a discussion. The interaction
needs to reflect the many-to-many relationships found in communities.
My research analysed forum postings because one way to examine the linguistic interaction between people is to study their written conversations. However, conversations are
recorded in a range of media such as:
• postal mail,
• letters to the editor,
• mobile phone messages,
• emails, and
• social media messages or other electronic communications.
Many of these media do not easily meet the requirements of this research as they are
not representative of anything that may be considered to be a community. Instead, they
are one-to-one or one-to-many relationships.
The literature review discussed some research that analysed the emails between people
who regularly share information (Section 2.4.4.2). The people that send and receive emails
from each other can be considered part of social and professional networks. However,
emails are limited in that only those who receive the emails can express an opinion and
respond. The communications are not always available to the entire network for comment
and feedback. Therefore, it is not a community responding but a select list of individuals.
This is the same problem as was found for Schwartz and Wood (1993) and Kautz et al.
(1996; 1997b) when looking for experts within the circle of email contacts.
Consequently, for my research, postings from sample online forums were chosen as the
source of data on how community members interact (Section 2.5.1). Bulletin boards and
web-page forum boards are in this category, but I also consider newsgroups and mailing
lists to be online discussion forums as they have a similar social purpose and are still
described as such (CANLIST, 2009; CGAL, 2014; Mozilla, 2013). These all fulfill many
of my requirements of being a suitable source of data for this research. Many forms of
such forums predated the World Wide Web, with newsgroups using NNTP and similar
protocols to communicate online. While researchers have utilised other media in the past,
the forums best suit the needs of this project. Each posting is readable by many or all of
the members in the community, and they can respond with a posting of their own.
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In my research, I concentrated on mailing lists and newsgroups that freely allow the
public to become members and/or post messages. These are a type of online forum that is
commonly created for a specific field of interest. Each posting is either the opening post of
a new discussion thread or a reply to a specific posting in an existing thread. This allows
conversation to be structured in terms of which posting is responding to what previous
postings. This is not always clear on other online forums, like bulletin boards or messaging
web pages, or other online community interfaces like chat rooms. Messages in these other
forums do not always have a formal relation to each other beyond their subject field. The
reply structure of the conversations is not as obvious as in a mailing list. This is because
each new message posted is just a reply to the thread, rather than to a specific message.
Consequently, the forum does not clearly state which messages are being replied to. There
are web-page forums that allow for thread or reply structures but there is no consistency
in these occurring. Some web-page forum boards also post their messages to a mailing list
or newsgroup. For instance, the NetBeans Java programming community1 synchronises
its newsgroups and web-page forum with its mailing list. For these, the reply structure
can be indicated in the mailing list postings, even if it is not obvious on the web-pages. I
was not concerned whether a forum used web-pages to share postings or also other online
means.
Another advantage of newsgroups and mailing lists over other forums is the archiving
of postings for later retrieval. These archives may be restricted to members or freely
available. This allows corpora of postings to be collated quickly, rather than having to
wait for new postings. It also allows the size of corpora to be easily increased for later
research. For this reason, I preferred to analyse forums with archives.
However, each forum differs in how it shares knowledge and what sort of knowledge it
shares. For example, not all discussion in a forum is specialised, nor are all forums limited
in the range of topics discussed. For example the newsgroup talk.politics.misc discusses a
more diverse range of topics than comp.windows.x. sci.electronics is more technical than
rec.sport.baseball but both favour discussing specific topics. Therefore, to give depth to any
research into expertise within online communities, the data from a variety of forums must
be examined, each being different in the purpose for which they communicate knowledge
and the expertise within their community.
When looking at each forum, consideration was given to each of the following questions
which relate to the above-mentioned criteria. This helped contrast and distinguish between
the forums studied.
• Topics - Does the forum’s group have a clear main topic in their discussions, rather
than just being a social group?
• Social - Does the group discuss personal matters or matters that are not directly
related to the topic?
• Professional - Do the group’s discussions regularly include matters that are directly
related to a member’s profession?
1
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• Tangible - Is the main object of the discussions a tangible object with clearly defined
parameters and attributes, e.g., a physical product?
• Intangible - Is the main object of the discussions a matter for which there are not
clearly defined parameters and attributes, e.g., politics, education?
• Q/A - Do the group’s discussions largely consist of postings asking questions?
• Problem solving - Do the group’s discussions often discuss resolving issues relating
to certain problems or scenarios?
• Discussions/debate - Does the group actually discuss the postings of members,
rather than just presenting viewpoints or answers?
• Announcements/Info. - Does the forum regularly include threads which are based
on announcements about things like products or conferences, or information like
press articles?
• Physical Interaction - Do members of the forum regularly interact face-to-face in
the real world as well as through the forum?
The expected professionalism within the groups was the main distinction sought between the forums. Some groups relate to topics that require extensive tertiary education in
order to understand the conversations, e.g., knowledge management, microbiology. These
first groups may be thought as the professionals, as the topics of their conversations would
mainly relate to information taught at universities and other educational institutes. As
such, members of the professional groups may be labelled as experts by default by the
outside society (Section 2.3.3). Other groups discuss topics that may be both recreational
and business-based, e.g., hot-air ballooning, electronics, energy technologies. I regard this
second collection of groups as semi-professional as tertiary education is not a requirement
to partake in the discussions (though it does not preclude such a training). However, the
outcome of my research is such that the forum groups themselves have their own concept
of who or what is an Expert and that that can be identified by how they respond to each
other’s postings.
For example, Table 3.1 summarises my analysis of various forums. The forums listed
were used when I created the Corvus corpus for this research (see Section 3.3.2 for a full
explanation of all the corpora used). My aim was to ensure a broad range of communities
were examined, using the criteria and related questions as a guide.
For the forum postings to be of any use in my research, the data obtained had to
adequately represent the interactions between the group’s members. This may be broken
down into two sets of information - forum metadata and linguistic details.
The forum metadata comprises:
• author identification - who wrote the posting (e.g., their name, email address,
persona/avatar),
• postal dates - when was the posting written or published,
• postal order - which postings preceded which in the conversation,
• subject - what was the title of a conversation,
• replying-to - what posting replied to which,
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Social
Professional
Tangible
Intangible
Q/A
Problem solving
Discussions/debate
Announcements/Info.
Physical interaction

ActKM
mailing list
knowledge
management
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

PMFlist
Electronics 101 Balloonmail
mailing list Yahoo group
mailing list
microbiology electronics
hot-air balloons
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Table 3.1: Example forum attributes (my Corvus corpus)

Alternatepower
Yahoo group
energy
technologies
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Forum name
Media
Main topic
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• thread - what postings are in each conversation, and
• subforum - are any postings categorised as a part of a subsection of the forum.
The linguistic details are:
• ASCII text and punctuation - the body of the posting in text,
• quoting text - differentiation between quoted text and new text,
• quoting author - who wrote any quoted text,
• English terms - the text was primarily written in English, and
• English syntax - the text follows primarily English syntactic rules
Such data has to be readily accessible from the postings in order to determine the
context, structure and content of the dialogues within the relevant online community.
This means the metadata must distinguishable from the linguistic content and be easily
divisible into the listed fields.
The linguistic details require the linguistic content to be easily divisible in a number
of ways. It must be divisible into utterances such that distinctions can be made between
quoted text and text that was written by the author. The posting has to be in ASCII so it
can then be easily divisible into terms. Any attached documents in different formats are
not valid. By restricting it to English only, non-human language information like computer
code is ignored and any linguistic processing only has to deal with a single language.

3.3.2

The corpora utilised in this research

With these basic requirements, three different corpora were examined at various stages of
my research, each being used for different purposes:
1. 20 Newsgroups corpus - for defining the research and preparing software
2. Corvus corpus - for linguistic analysis
3. W3C corpus - for evaluation
The 20 Newsgroups corpus consists of postings from twenty USENET newsgroups
that was collated in 1993 (Rennie, 2008). These newsgroups vary in focus from political
and ethnic topics (e.g., talk.politics.mideast) and technical discussions (e.g., sci.electronics)
to sport and other popular culture (e.g., rec.sport.hockey). While the postings may be over
two decades old and the newsgroups pre-date the World Wide Web, this corpus is still
frequently used by researchers (Bennett, 2007; Guyon, Cawley, Dror and Lemaire, 2010;
Jung, 2009), as it is freely available.2 However, little has been published relating to its
use in research relating to expertise modelling or identification.
Within my research, this corpus was mainly used when initially defining the research
requirements and the initial development of the preprocessing software (Section 3.5). My
analysis of the corpus helped me observe the concept of the Duality of Expertise within
the communities through an examination of the content of the postings and the dialogue
they participated in.
2

http://qwone.com/~ jason/20Newsgroups/
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My examinations of the 20 Newsgroups corpus also highlighted various issues relating
to the structure of the postings that would need to be handled before any in-depth analysis
could be conducted. This led to the early development of preprocessing tools and an
exploration of what third-party software would be suitable for the project. There are
versions of this corpus available that have been preprocessed and edited by researchers3 ,
but these tend to be an abridged version of the corpus with a lot of the forum metadata
details removed. For this reason, they were not suitable for my research.
Further issues with this corpus were also identified. While the corpus contains 19997
postings in total, a number of conversational threads have holes in their reply structure.
Postings in the middle of a thread are replying to postings that are not in the corpus.
Therefore, the data of how the forum members responded (or didn’t) to a posting is
incomplete.

Forum name
ActKM
PMFlist
Electronics 101
Balloonmail
Alternatepower

Main topics & Location
Knowledge management
http://actkm.org/mailman/listinfo/actkm actkm.org
Microbiology
http://microbiologynetwork.com/pmflist.asp
Electronics
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Electronics 101/
Hot-air ballooning
http://two.pairlist.net/mailman/listinfo/balloonmail
Energy technologies
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/alternatepower/
Table 3.2: Forums in my Corvus corpus

The Corvus corpus was collected by me as part of this project (Table 3.2), with the
approval of the Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee.4 It is a selection of
forum postings from five different communities - ActKM, PMFlist, Electronics 101,
Balloonmail and Alternatepower. With the consent of the administration of each
mailing list, I collected postings from the forums between the dates 24 Mar 2010 to 20
Jan 2011.
Each forum utilises mailing lists that accept members from the general public, rather
than being restricted to only people in a specific professional or otherwise defined restrictions. While some relate to what may be thought of as professional topics (e.g., PMFlist
is about microbiology), not all members are expected to be paid professionals (e.g., Electronics 101 includes many hobbyists). As shown on Table 3.1, the manner and style of
the dialogues differ between the forums, but each contain a mix of question answering and
broader discussions. They also differ in how much the dialogue was “off-topic”.
3

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ vitor/codeAndData.html and http://mlg.ucd.ie/content/view/22/,
for instance
4
MUHREC Project Number CF10/2626 - 2010001463
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This corpus had various advantages over the 20 Newsgroups corpus. It is more
complete, with no postings missing in the middle of the threads. It has a better definition of group membership. While groups like PMFlist, Electronics 101 and Alternatepower allow any member of the public to read them and their archives through
web-page interfaces, all the Corvus groups require the public to be registered group
members in order to send postings to the forums. Such membership is not required on
USENET newsgroups. Anyone with an email address can post messages in a newsgroup.
While both types of online forum may use moderating methods to filter postings, the
Corvus forums require authors to take that extra effort to join in. Therefore, the minimal requirement for legitimate peripheral participation in the community is clearly defined
(Lave and Wenger, 1991).
The Corvus corpus is also more current than the 20 Newsgroups forum as it relates to postings in 2010/2011. While I noticed no major difference in the communities’
behaviour in the forums, having one pre-World Wide Web corpus and a corpus containing
more recent postings allowed such an assessment to be made.
The content and structure of the Corvus postings were examined as part of this
research. The main focus of the study was on the relationships between postings and their
replies. This made a major contribution towards the design of the community aspects of
my Expertise Finding Model. The form of the linguistic evidence of community opinion
used in the model was largely derived from my study of this corpus.
However, the Corvus corpus needed additions and changes to the preprocessing tools.
Unlike the 20 Newsgroups corpus which solely consisted of postings from USENET
newsgroups, the Corvus corpus came from different sources which had different formats.
In order to make sure that later processing could be used uniformly between and within
corpora, the preprocessing had to change.
The major issue with both the Corvus and 20 Newsgroups corpora was how to use
them when evaluating the Expertise Finding Model. Since neither corpus had been used
before for research into expertise finding, there were no lists of whom the communities in
the corpora regarded as experts, or which authors considered themselves to be experts.
This made it harder to establish a method by which these corpora could be used to measure
the suitability of aspects of my Expertise Finding Model within a sample expertise finding
system.
In contrast, the W3C corpus had already been used for precisely that purpose so it
was the third corpus used in my project.5 This corpus includes a selection of mailing list
postings collected from the www.w3c.org website in 2004 (Craswell, 2005). The dialogues
in the corpus discuss a variety of issues relating to the Internet and software engineering. This corpus was gathered for use for the Expert Search task in the TREC Enterprise
stream in 2005 and 2006. This task included test-sets of topic queries and lists of known experts (and non-experts) who contributed to the corpus and required competition entrants
to develop and evaluate an expertise finding system which determined which experts best
5

The corpus was licensed via
http://www.ins.cwi.nl/projects/trecent/wiki/index.php/Main Page .
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matched the topic query terms (de Vries, 2010).6 While the corpus files are all web-pages,
all the required information about individual postings can be extracted from the relevant
files.
The W3C postings and the associated expert data were used to test and evaluate
elements of the Knowledge Model, the Community Model and the combined view through
experimentation. As indicated in the literature review, they are regularly used as a test-set
by researchers, often because of the researchers’ involvement in TREC (Balog et al., 2006;
Balog et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2008; Fang and Zhai, 2007; MacDonald and Ounis, 2008; Ru
et al., 2007).
The TREC2005 and TREC2006 tasks differ in their query lists and the way in
which the suitable experts were defined. For TREC2005, the topics used each related
to a working group within W3C, e.g., Authoring Tool Guidelines (Craswell et al., 2005).
The corresponding experts were members of those working groups (Craswell et al., 2005).
Therefore, if an expertise seeking system recommended anyone else as an expert, it would
be judged as incorrect, regardless of their actual expertise. As such, this labelled authors
as experts on the basis of whether they were part of a clearly defined subgroup. It did not
consider whether others outside the working groups were also experts, regardless of their
contribution to the W3C community, inside or outside the forums.
For TREC2006, the topic queries were instead based on submissions from participating teams (Soboroff et al., 2006). Unlike TREC2005, TREC2006 did not determine a
set of matching experts for the topics prior to the competition. Instead, human assessors
judged the top 20 people recommended as experts for each topic for the main two system
runs of each team (Soboroff et al., 2006). The Enterprise stream also expected competitors
to return example W3C documents corresponding to each expert for the relevant topic.
The assessors used the top 10 documents from each system’s nominated experts to help
determine whether they did in fact have the required expertise or not. This was done by
dividing the expert/document pairs up amongst pools of assessors. On average, there were
6,217 pairs per topic. The resulting list of assessed candidate experts were combined and
used to assess each competitor’s system. While the assessors may not have necessarily
been part of the W3C community, they decided who were experts based on reading a
subset of the authors’ contributions to the community’s forums and web-pages, as if they
were members of the community themselves. The assessors may not have considered how
the community responded in any reply postings or other documents, but I feel that this
combination of example relevant documents and multiple assessors per candidate expert
gives a fairer representation of whom the community may consider to be topic experts
than the method used for TREC2005.
TREC2005’s list of known experts is also limited because all members of the working
group are regarded as experts with the same expertise. No distinction is made between
the levels of expertise or the individual nature of each person’s expertise. The test-set
from TREC2006 is different in that the topics aren’t linked to a specific working group,
6

TREC2007 and TREC2008 also had an Enterprise stream with an Expert search theme, but they
used a different corpus that consists of only web pages (Bailey, de Vries, Craswell and Soboroff, 2007; Bailey,
Soboroff, Thomas, Bailey, Craswell and de Vries, 2008).
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and therefore no assumptions can be made through association as to who has the required
expertise. The TREC2006 list of candidate experts not only identifies who is judged to
be a suitable expert, but also who isn’t an expert.7 Furthermore, this judgement is made
through an observation of how each candidate is associated with the topic in documents,
many of which are forum postings. Thus, the human judgement of where the expertise lies
is based primarily on the W3C community documents, not any outside or prior knowledge.
For these reasons, the TREC2006 test-set is used as part of the evaluation of my Expertise
Finding Model and a related expertise finding system.
The W3C corpus did have shortcomings though. As all documents were web-pages,
even those containing forum postings, the preprocessing it required was a lot more complex than for the other corpora. While the corpus did clearly separate the mailing list
documents from other documents (60% of the documents), additional preprocessing tools
had to be created to extract the postings from the relevant web-pages. Once this was done
and the document format was standardised with the other corpora, further analysis could
be conducted.
It should be noted here that there were other “unofficial” copies of part or all of the
W3C corpus available. These had been modified in other research and made available. It
is not clear whether any of these were done under license. The BC3 corpus (Ulrich, Murray
and Carenini, 2008)8 only included postings from forty discussions (3222 sentences in total)
and concerned itself with planning for meetings. This was too limited for my research.
It also omitted vital metadata, like which postings replied to which and the message-ids
for the postings. Wu (2005) parsed many more postings from the original W3C HTML
files. These files have been used by some researchers (He, 2005; Webber, 2005). Webber
noted a particular flaw in the W3C corpus - not all postings had unique message-ids. After
preprocessing, the 172,847 postings used for my research had 167420 unique ids, indicating
that at least 5427 had no id or used the same id as another posting. Some postings with
the same id did have the same content, but in other cases, they were completely different.
While this is a small number, potentially it caused errors when determining which postings
replied to which. Unfortunately, it is hard to correct except by hand. Due to the small
degree of the error, this was ignored in my research.

3.4

Computational resources

The objective of my research was not to design a new expertise finding system. Instead the
objective was to develop a manner in which the Duality of Expertise could be used within
an expertise finding system. Combinations of existing methodologies and tools were used
to demonstrate and evaluate the feasibility of the resulting Expertise Finding Model. In
this process, the linguistic methods and attributes used in the Expertise Finding Model
were combined in a novel way and shown to work in an automated system. This bricolage
7

The TREC2005 test-set lists 1041 people as known experts. The TREC2006 test-set lists 957
assessed people, 474 as experts of a topic.
8
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/nest/lci/bc3.html
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of freely available resources and methods enables my research to be repeatable by other
researchers.
Each stage in the research related to or required various such resources. The specific
uses of the resources chosen are described later in this chapter. The general needs were:
• an expertise finding system that could be adapted,
• natural language processing tools to prepare and analyse the corpora,
• a lexically-based semantic web or database, and
• methods and tools for evaluating the Expertise Finding Model and any use of it in
an expertise finding system.
Where possible, a preference was made for resources that have been previously used in
similar or related research. Many small pieces of third-party software were incorporated
or modified in the software written for my research, particularly for preprocessing the data
(see Section 3.5). The three large types of third-party software used to meet my research’s
needs were part-of-speech taggers, a semantic lexical database and an information retrieval
system.

3.4.1

Part-of-speech taggers

A key aspect of any expertise finding system is query response. An expertise seeker uses
query terms to try to indicate the topics in which they seek expertise. The range of terms
they use are only as limited as their own vocabulary. The systems compare the terms
to the expertise profiles that have been constructed and return those candidate experts
whose expertise best matches the query terms.
Where the expertise profiles are based on documents, lexical ambiguities occur. A
single term may have many morphological forms. The term may have many meanings. It
may have multiple syntactic roles.
For instance, the example given in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1) includes the text ‘an antenna
picking up that [sic] radar signals that the radar gun sends out’. An expertise profile should
recognise that ‘picking’ is a morphological variant of the verb ‘pick’ and that ‘signals’ is a
variant of the noun ‘signal’. Treating them solely in their morphological form would create
a system based on patterns, not linguistics. Not differentiating between whether ‘pick’ or
‘signal’ are nouns or verbs given the context in which they are used would misrepresent
their term usage.
Information retrieval systems commonly try to resolve the morphological problem
through the process of stemming (Manning et al., 2008). This uses simple rules to remove any suffixes, e.g., reducing ‘radiated’ to ‘radiat’ by removing a known stem ‘-ed’,
but this process does not consider the part-of-speech of the original word. This means that
words like ‘building’ will always be reduced to ‘build’, regardless of whether the original
word is a noun or a verb.
The literature review found that many expertise finding systems apply basic term
comparison methods to match the topic terms in an expertise seeker’s query to an expert’s
expertise profile. Rarely did the literature mention a need to check for parts-of-speech
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(Kulyukin et al., 1998; Tedmori et al., 2006; Tedmori, 2008). As my Expertise Finding
Model is based on linguistic principles and methods, it is more important to try and
remove as much linguistic ambiguity as possible when constructing expertise profiles. The
profile should not treat the noun ‘signals’ as the same term as the verb ‘signalled’.
One way to help rectify this is to use natural language processing tools to apply a
tag to each term in documents that indicates the term’s part-of-speech (pos). Pos-taggers
are freely available and are frequently used in computational linguistic research. They
are commonly machine learning systems trained on a set of manually tagged documents.
They teach themselves which patterns or rules provide the most accurate parts-of-speech.
One of the long-term favourites of researchers is the pos-tagger designed by Eric Brill
(Brill, 1994; Brill, 1995).9 In its default form, Brill’s tagger is trained on a tagged copy of
the Brown Corpus using the same part-of-speech tag-set used to tag the Penn Treebank,
but it can be trained on any other tagged documents for any language using any tag-set. It
is commonly used as a benchmark for those developing new taggers with accuracy of around
97% for English documents (Allauzen and Bonneau-Maynard, 2008; Brill, 1995; Hasan,
UzZaman and Khan, 2007). The Penn Treebank tag-set is widely used in computational
linguistics as an accepted way to categorise English parts-of-speech. There are many other
taggers, for instance the C&C Tools POSTagger,10 but for general text corpora like the
Penn Treebank, the other taggers are no more accurate (ACLWiki, 2013; Curran and
Clark, 2003).
For my research, I used two part-of-speech taggers – Brill’s tagger and the C&C
POSTagger. While neither were perfect, their reported 97% accuracy in testing was sufficient. No side-effects are believed to have occurred in later processing.

3.4.2

Semantic lexical database

My research examined the language used by experts and their community when interacting
with each other and looked for evidence of their expertise in that dialogue. One aspect
considered was the semantic focus of forum postings, i.e., what they were talking about.
My literature review found that few expertise finding systems considered the semantic
relationships between the terms in documents or the topic terms, e.g., synonyms and
near synonyms like ‘detector’ and ‘sensor’. When considering the semantics of a posting,
the terms in the posting refer to concepts which the author is trying to communicate to
the reader. These concepts have relationships between them which represent part of the
meaning of the posting and therefore are part of the author’s expertise claim. My research
investigated whether such semantic associations could be used to determine what topic
areas each forum author claimed to have expertise in.
Other researchers have produced various ontologies that represent semantic concepts
and their relationships. These are often specialised domain ontologies, and therefore contain relationships that are specific to the domain. For instance, the legal LKIF Core
9
10

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/ai-repository/ai/areas/nlp/parsing/taggers/brill/0.html
http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/candc/wiki/POSTagger
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ontology,11 a disease Ontology12 and the FAO geopolitical ontology.13 These are not suitable for research like mine that endeavours not to prejudge the content of the postings.
Some ‘ontologies’ have been developed that are more general. The OpenCYC14 was
designed for use by reasoning systems. The WordNet15 (Fellbaum, 1998) lexical database
is used extensively by the natural language processing community. WordNet is based
on the English language though there have been spin-offs in various other languages,
e.g., EuroWordNet,16 IndoWordNet17 and GermaNet.18 Sensus19 is based on a version of
WordNet, but with a different structure and it utilises information inferred from sample
texts.
For my research, I chose to use WordNet 3.0 to identify semantic relationships within
and between postings. With 147,278 unique English terms in the WordNet database,
it covers a large vocabulary (WordNet 3.0, 2006c). While this vocabulary is not domain
specific, unlike the online communities I studied, it does allow multiple senses for each term
by linking the terms to multiple semantic concepts known as synsets. In turn, the 117,659
synsets (WordNet 3.0, 2006c) can have multiple terms linked to them. For instance, the
term ‘signals’ (sense 1) is associated with the synset id 06791372 which is also associated
with the terms ‘sign’ (sense 5) and ‘signaling’ (sense 1). Since this is still done on the basis
of terms, synsets can easily be incorporated into any indexing system that an expertise
profile uses by linking the terms with their corresponding synsets.
WordNet can also be used for lemmatisation. Whereas stemming reduces a term to
a stemmed form, lemmatisation reduces all morphological forms of a noun, verb, adverb
or adjective to a single form. For instance, ‘radiated’ will be lemmatised to ‘radiate’, as
will ‘radiating’ and ‘radiates’. This further lessens the linguistic ambiguity and is more
linguistically accurate than the alternative stemming process as the lemmatised form is
an actual word. Stemmed forms often aren’t words and multiple morphological forms do
not always have the same stemmed form. Using WordNet accounts for both regular and
irregular word forms in English. For example, ‘run’ is correctly given as the base form for
both ‘running’ and ‘ran’.
Another advantage to using WordNet is that the link between term senses and synsets
is part-of-speech specific. WordNet can be told to only link terms to synsets that
are applicable to certain parts-of-speech. For instance, WordNet links ‘signals’ to five
synsets, three noun senses and two verb senses. Therefore, knowing a certain term’s partof-speech can reduce the ambiguity of which synsets are relevant to that usage of the
term.
So rather than try to establish a specialised ontology for each online community studied, or derive one from an existing ontology, WordNet was used in my research to
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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determine semantic associations and lemmatisation. The non-domain specific nature of
WordNet allowed it to be utilised within any online community. While the communities
may be specialised, not all expertise within the community is restricted to that specialisation, so a generalised ontology is still vital. The fact that WordNet is freely available
to other researchers and commonly used also allows my research to be replicated and
extended by others.

3.4.3

Information retrieval system

Information retrieval (IR) is about people locating information, often within a set of
documents. Traditionally, information experts like librarians and archivists would help
information seekers by providing the information or directing them to resources that contain it. With the increased capability and popularity of computerised technology in the
last few decades, computerised IR systems have been developed to help in the task. With
IR systems, people can search for information in records, databases and documents much
faster than before. The seeker supplies the system with a set of terms and/or field values
to search for. This query is compared to the contents of an index constructed from the
data being searched. The resulting matches are then ranked using the IR system’s method
of scoring how relevant the data is to the seeker’s query.
Many of the expertise finding systems encountered in the literature review were simply
IR systems that sought expertise, rather than information. This was also shown by Balog,
Fang, de Rijke, Serdyukov and Si’s (2012) survey of many expertise finding systems. The
problem is that expertise is harder to index. The systems reviewed had different methods
of indexing and/or ranking candidate experts based on their relationships with relevant
documents. This relationship may be the authorship of the document, being mentioned
in the document or having some known relationship with other relevant experts. The key
factor here is still finding relevant documents or expertise profiles based on documents, so
many expertise finding systems have IR technology at their core.
The purpose of my research was not to design a new expertise finding system, but I did
need a working system for experiments. I was researching how the Duality of Expertise
could be used in such a system, so I needed to conduct experiments for evaluation and
comparison purposes. As there are various open source IR systems available to researchers,
I decided to adapt one of them rather than develop my own from scratch. This helped me
avoid any issues caused by the large size of the corpora with which I was working.
A popular source of IR systems is the Lemur project.20 Lemur was used by various
participants in the TREC Expertise Search competitions (Chen, Ren, Xu, Lin and Yang,
2007; Fu, Xue, Zhu, Liu, Zhang and Ma, 2007; Petkova and Croft, 2006; Yao, Peng, He and
Yang, 2005). Lemur’s main current IR development is Indri (Strohman, Metzler, Turtle
and Croft, 2005),21 an IR system that both indexes text from documents and scores the
relevance of the documents to a user’s query terms. Indri is written in C++ and created
two main executables - buildindex and runquery. buildindex is used to parse the input
20
21

http://www.lemurproject.org
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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documents, which can be in an XML format, and create index files relating to the terms
found in the files. The XML tags can be used in a variety of ways, including being stored as
part of the indexes. runquery inputs a file written according to the Lemur query language
and searches through the previously created indexes for matching documents. Both the
index and the query output can be altered using parameters to rank the matches using
various measures.
For my research I modified Indri 5.0 in various ways in order to run experiments
relating to aspects of my Expertise Finding Model. Released as open source freeware,
Indri is free for researchers to integrate into their own projects. This allows others to
further develop or replicate my Expertise Finding Model using the same technology base.
Indri is also tailored specifically for TREC. Any TREC input files are correctly interpreted
and the output from the IR search is in the format required for TREC. As TREC is an
established IR competition with known evaluation measures of competitors’ IR systems,
this provided an easy way to compare and evaluate the experiments in my research.22
All that was required was to adapt Indri to rank relevant experts, not documents, in its
TREC-formatted output.

3.5

Preprocessing the corpora content

Before any corpora of postings was fully analysed for factors and measures of knowledge,
they needed to undergo various stages of preprocessing. This consisted of two main parts
- document preparation and linguistic processing (Figure 3.2).
The document preparation or cleaning up was used to reformat all corpora contents so
that they could be easily analysed by other components of the process. This preparation
included differentiating between the metadata and the linguistic content of the postings.
However, there were many potential issues that may influence the later processing and
hinder it from truly representing someone’s expertise. Some of these issues were dealt
with in the preprocessing. Some were ignored. Many were particular to the author or
forum from which the posting originated, and as such are not necessarily found in other
corpora.
The preprocessing also identified various linguistic features using shallow processing.
This included identifying sentences and terms and determining further features at the
lexical level, like morphological, syntactic and semantic features. Forum details, like which
postings related to which conversation or thread, were identified as well.

3.5.1

Why preprocessing is needed

Not all postings are the same, due to different writing styles, document formatting and
metadata labels. The preprocessing must either account for these differences or they must
be acknowledged as either not being a relevant issue to the research or not having a
significant effect. Without the document preparation, it would not have been possible to
recognise who the authors were or what their postings said.
22
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The linguistic preprocessing was also vital as the information provided by it is crucial
for the later analysis of the expertise claims in each posting. The preprocessing provided
the required information about the lexical content of the postings and helped determine
what content was not of interest to this research. Such preprocessing was consistent for all
the corpora and the preprocessing output was stored as an intermediary version of each
corpus, thus speeding up later analysis and experiments.
The following are various major issues that were considered at the preprocessing stage.
See Appendix A for an expanded description of how the preprocessing was handled.
Identifying non-textual elements
Not all documents contain just English text. Some contain coding like HTML tags, attached graphics or files, and ASCII artwork. In order to refine the content before analysis,
these non-textual elements needed to be identified and either ignored or omitted. This is
a form of normalisation (Manning et al., 2008).
Some content is English text but is recognised as being abnormal. For instance, tables
showing sports results are flagged so they can be ignored in later preprocessing, as they
are not considered to be representative of the English dialogue. Likewise, formatting
like HTML documents represents some characters using special coding. These need to
be identified and given a universal representation of all characters for all documents,
e.g., ‘&nbsp;’ and ‘=A0’ were replaced by a space.
Postings in digests
When the Corvus corpus was collected, it initially included documents that were email
digests. Each digest contained multiple emails that were posted over a certain time-span,
e.g., a day or week. This means that the digest posting is not a reply to a specific posting,
nor does it have a subject related to a specific discussion. However, such metadata is found
within the digest for each individual posting as text. To simplify later processing, each
digest document needed to be transformed into a series of documents, each relating to a
single posting and its metadata. This then lessened any ambiguity as to who the author of
a document is and whether it is a reply posting or has been replied to by another posting.
Multiple formats of metadata
Sometimes it is immediately obvious who is replying to whom. By default, a posting’s
metadata indicates which previous posting is being replied to. However, sometimes the
metadata uses alternate field names. For instance, some postings may include an id code
for the posting they are ‘in-reply-to’. Others give the same information in their ‘replyto’
or ‘references’ metadata. Some of the Corvus postings hid such information in a separate
section of the HTML coding,
e.g., <!-- inreplyto="36ADD639.30CB292F&#64;gorge.net" -->.
For this reason, special processing was required for some file formats to make sure the
postings have uniform metadata fields and formatting.
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If some metadata cannot be located in a document, then further processing can
work out part of what is missing. For instance, if there is no specific name given for
the author, then the username from the email address can be used as an alternative,
e.g., elvira.d@libero.it was given the username ‘elvira.d’.

Alternative email addresses and names for authors
Over time, people change their email addresses. People also use variations of their names,
e.g., initials or nicknames. This is reflected in the metadata of postings. As a crucial part
of my research was to identify the author of each posting, some preprocessing is required
to resolve these ambiguities. Otherwise two postings may be considered as having different
authors, when in fact it was the same person with a different email address or some name
variation.

Quotations
Emails commonly include sections of text which are part of the message or messages to
which they are replying. Any linguistic analysis of a posting’s content must take this into
account as they are not original text written by the posting’s author. Therefore, such
quotations must be flagged in the postings. This is further complicated by quotations
being found in two places - within the new text (Figure 3.3) as well after the new text
(Figure 3.4).

On Thu, 18 Apr 1996, D*** K*** wrote:
>IF YOU DISAGREE, please address your objections to the http-wg mailing
>list as quickly as possible. I review the proposal below.
I disagree ... this is being proposed with far to little time to reflect
on inplications such as R*** F*** raises with respect to clean and
unclean close.

|The proposal changes frequently (Friday it was ’redo-safe’, today it
|is ’safe’) and it won’t be clear what we’re asking for consensus on
|until there is an internet draft on which we do Last Call.
I thought this would fit best using the Allow header as follows:
Allow: POST=resafe, GET, PUT
Figure 3.3: Two example internal quotations (from W3C corpus)23
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We’ve been operating this way since October and have seen no problems with it...
V*** V***
—–Original Message—–
From: A*** D*** [SMTP:***@***.***.***]
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 1997 12:48 PM
To: http-wg@cuckoo.hpl.hp.com
Subject: Cookies and cache
OK, so I haven’t read every piece of mail on this list ...
Can someone answer this simple question:
If I make a request for a page with a Cookie header, is the
result
cacheable in a public cache ?
Figure 3.4: Example post-final quotation (from W3C corpus)

Extraordinary linguistic contexts
Some text in the postings may be particular to the author or irregular in some way. Rather
than identifying these in preprocessing, they were handled within the analysis or simply
treated as part of the corpus.
For instance, some postings are just spam. While spam may not contribute to the
expertise in the forum, it can just be treated the same as any other posting by an occasional
author. It is not likely that the group would regard the posting as being of value and this
would reflect on their opinion of the author. Therefore, the spam author will not be
considered a likely expert for any expertise searches. The forum community would not
treat them as an Expert.
Likewise, special linguistic terms like URLs, acronyms, abbreviations and multi-word
expressions may be mishandled by preprocessors if their special format and semantic
similarity is not recognised. However, I see such special handling merely as an extension to
the preprocessing that would improve the accuracy of any information retrieval system. It
is not unique to expertise finding systems or the corpora I was using. Nor is it particularly
relevant to my research. These terms were merely treated like any other word in the
preprocessing. Resources like WordNet do contain some of these special terms, so they
will be recognised. However, no component was added to the preprocessor to identify
multi-word expressions.
23
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3.5.2

The steps taken in preprocessing

The main objective of the preprocessing was to end up with a set of files representing the
postings found in each corpus, such that each posting had the linguistic metadata specified
in Section 3.3.1. These details needed to be distinguished from the textual content of the
posting. Any of the non-textual content was omitted or labelled so that any analysis or
further processing could ignore it.
The textual content needed to be tokenised into terms and various lexical features
identified, e.g., parts-of-speech, lemmatised forms of terms and their semantic categories.
Each term was tagged with each of these aspects during the preprocessing. The metadata
for each posting was analysed to determine which authors posted what postings and the
discussion to which the posting belongs. The indexes created by this processing enabled
further analysis about the commonality of terms and authors. It also allowed the responses
from the community to each posting to be identified.
The first half of preprocessing (Figure 3.2) prepared the documents containing postings
for processing and analysis. The main components of the preparation preprocessing were:
• Move postings to separate files - Place each posting in a separate file. This
includes extracting postings and their metadata from digest documents and HTML
documents.
• Convert HTML to ASCII text - If the document is a web-page, extract the
posting and convert the document into an HTML-less form using html2text.24
• Convert special characters to ASCII characters - Replace specially coded
whitespace characters with an ASCII form, e.g., change ‘&nbsp;’ and ‘=A0’ to a
space.
• Merge broken lines - Some words in the postings were strangely split into multiple
lines, ending the first line with ‘=’. Merge these lines, omitting the ‘=’.
• Format posting file for TREC - Change the file to an XML format, with the
<DOC> and <DOCNO> components required by TREC.
• Normalise metadata - Identify the posting’s metadata, e.g., subject, author email,
in-reply-to, references. Relabel the values using a standardised term for each field,
e.g., create a metafield REPLYING TO to replace reply-to, in-reply-to and references.
Once the preparation was completed, some early processing could be conducted to
identify linguistic features in the postings. The outcome of this processing was a tagged
corpus. Software for WordNet and part-of-speech tagging was utilised during some
stages of the processing. Various other processing tools were based on other open source
software, but were original work by me.
• Label content type for lines - Identify whether a line of content in a posting
contains a line of words, computer code, HTML content (any remaining HTML
tagged lines were treated like a code line), or table contents.
24
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• Label quotation lines - Identify quotation lines, including the depth of the quotations, i.e., if a quotation appears within another quotation. For most quotations,
there are certain characters that appear at the start of the line, e.g., > , :, ] (Figure 3.3). For quotations that appear after a posting’s text, they are normally preceded by ‘------ Original Message ------’ (Figure 3.4).
• Sentence segmentation - Using software based on sentence boundary.pl by Marcia
Munoz,25 merge the text lines then split them into sentences. This was also done
for quotation lines.
• Tokenisation - Divide each sentence into terms using software based on the Penn
Treebank’s tokeniser.sed.26
• Part-of-speech tagging - Tag each term with its part-of-speech (pos). For the 20
Newsgroups and Corvus corpora, Brill’s tagger was used (Brill, 1994).27 For the
W3C corpus, the tagging is done by the C&C Tools POSTagger28 as it was analysed
on a different computer to the other corpora.
• Lemmatisation - Determine the base form of each term, based on its part-of-speech
tag. This was performed using WordNet. WordNet only includes nouns, verbs,
adverb and adjectives, but these are the only English parts-of-speech which are open
sets with multiple morphological forms. Any unknown words, e.g., proper nouns,
were presumed to be in their base form. Both regular and irregular word forms in
English are correctly identified by WordNet. Each lemmatised form was tagged
with the corresponding WordNet part-of-speech (n,v,a,r) or x, e.g., run#v and
because#x.
• Semantic tagging - Tag the term with one or more corresponding WordNet
synsets so as to represent the semantic concepts present in a posting. Each term
may be tagged with multiple synsets to represent each sense in WordNet. No effort
was made to disambiguate the senses as word sense disambiguation was not the focus
of my research. Initial expectations were that the proposed Knowledge Model would
give any expertise finding system using it a preference for certain senses on the basis
of the other terms in a posting or set of postings, e.g., a computer-based group will
associate certain ‘monitor’ senses with ‘screen’ senses more than a politics-based
group will. A politics-based group will more likely link other ‘monitor’ senses to
‘oversee’ senses.
Only the synsets appropriate to the term’s part-of-speech are included. If a word is
not found in WordNet for that part-of-speech, then it is given as its own synset,
e.g., ‘haven’ 29 is tagged with two synset labels (03499796 “a shelter serving as a
place of safety or sanctuary” and 08639058 “a sheltered port where ships can take
on or discharge cargo”) but Havasu, a lake in Arizona, is tagged with ‘havasu’.30
25
26
27

28
29
30
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The resulting format of the tagged corpora files is an XML-based representation of
each posting, with one posting per file (Table 3.3). The structure was divided up into
text and quotation sections, each containing a set of sentences. Each sentence was broken
into individual terms, which are tagged as <sw>. The term is represented by the original
<word>, its part-of-speech <pos>, lemmatised base word/s and WordNet parts-ofspeech or ‘x’ <lemma>, and its WordNet synset concepts <senses>.
This format can be used for text messages from any online forum. While each corpus
may have different preparation stages, the resulting documents can have the same format.
This can even be extended to messages associated with social media like Twitter and
Facebook as each of their postings can be part of a chain or tree of related messages, each
with an author. Therefore, the outcome of the preprocessing contributes to the intended
adaptability of my Expertise Finding Model’s process. The preprocessing is also repeatable
due to its automated nature. It is important to the state of the art due to its purpose of
distinguishing between the metadata in the message and the linguistic interaction within
an online community.
The preprocessing also included additional processing stages that work with, but don’t
modify, the tagged corpora files. These stages looked at all the postings at the dialogue
level, considering how they inter-relate with each other and the authors. These forum
details were saved in separate files to the postings.
• Identify threads and reply postings - Determine which postings are in the same
thread and are in response to each other, using the Perl modules Mail::Box::Manager31
and Mail::Message.32 This allows postings to be analysed per thread as well as linking each posting with those which reply to it, or to which it replies.
• Identify aliases and email addresses for authors - Determine what alternate
spellings are used for author’s names in the metadata of the postings, associating
each author to a identification number. TREC2005 and TREC2006 included email
details and names for a list of 1092 authors from the W3C corpus. A single id label
was used for each author so that multiple email addresses or names could be listed
for the same author id. For instance, candidate-0019 is listed as ‘Alan Kotok’ with
the two email addresses, kotok@mit.edu and kotok@w3.org.
Initially my research used the identification numbers and authors listed for TREC2005,
but a number of W3C authors were not included in the TREC lists. I used the same
format to expand the list to 1844 known authors, creating new entries for unlisted
author names and email addresses. If two names used the same email address, they
were given the same id. If the same name was used for multiple email addresses, then
all were treated as being the same person. There may have been instances where two
different authors have the same name but the preprocessor could not differentiate
between them. They were treated as the same author. Further details relating to
this extension of the expansion of the list of known authors is given in Chapter 4.
31
32

http://search.cpan.org/~ markov/Mail-Box-2.107/lib/Mail/Box/Manager.pod
http://search.cpan.org/~ markov/Mail-Box-2.108/lib/Mail/Message.pod
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Before:
Unfortunately, you’re wrong on both counts. The most common method
of implementing a tunable receiver is to have a local oscillator. The local
oscillator’s frequency can be radiated out of the receiver via the antenna
unless the circuit is designed and constructed with great care.
After:

Table 3.3: An example preprocessing output (from sci.electronics/52812 in 20 Newsgroups)

Section 3.5: Preprocessing the corpora content

<SENTENCE count=6 format= >
<sw><word> The </word><pos>DT</pos><lemma>The#x</lemma><senses>The</senses></sw>
<sw><word> most </word><pos>RBS</pos><lemma>most#r</lemma><senses>00111609:00112009:00073033</senses></sw>
<sw><word> common </word><pos>JJ</pos><lemma>common#a</lemma><senses>00492677:00485711:02152474:00970610:
01046226:01593079:02346558:01950199:01673815</senses></sw>
<sw><word> method </word><pos>NN</pos><lemma>method#n</lemma><senses>05660268:00549766</senses></sw>
<sw><word> of </word><pos>IN</pos><lemma>of#x</lemma><senses>of</senses></sw>
<sw><word> implementing </word><pos>VBG</pos><lemma>implement#v</lemma><senses>02408983:02560164:
:
00486018</senses></sw>
<sw><word> tunable </word><pos>JJ</pos><lemma>tunable#a</lemma><senses>tunable</senses></sw>
<sw><word> receiver </word><pos>NN</pos><lemma>receiver#n</lemma><senses>04060647:10265532:04402580:
09627906:10510974:10510818</senses></sw>
<sw><word> is </word><pos>VBZ</pos><lemma>be#v</lemma><senses>02604760:02616386:02655135:02603699:02749904:
02664769:02620587:02445925:02697725:02268264:02614181:02744820:02702508</senses></sw>
<sw><word> to </word><pos>TO</pos><lemma>to#x</lemma><senses>to</senses></sw>
<sw><word> have </word><pos>VBP</pos><lemma>have#v</lemma><senses>02203380:02630189:02108044:02204710:00120796:
01156852:02378471:01733495:02205116:02740745:00121046:00065370:00770455:02236142:02210137:00065639:
02355614:00056930:01427145</senses></sw>
<sw><word> a </word><pos>DT</pos><lemma>a#x</lemma><senses>a</senses></sw>
<sw><word> local </word><pos>JJ</pos><lemma>local#a</lemma><senses>01106405:02756347:01425529</senses></sw>
<sw><word> oscillator </word><pos>NN</pos><lemma>oscillator#n</lemma><senses>03857430</senses></sw>
<sw><word> . </word><pos>.</pos><lemma>.#x</lemma><senses>.</senses></sw>
</SENTENCE>
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• Identify postings for authors - For each author, identify which postings they
wrote. Use the previous analysis to determine whether any postings have the same
author, regardless of differences in their names or email addresses.
See Appendix A for further descriptions of the tools developed in order to perform the
preprocessing. The output from the preprocessing was a key requirement for the further
analysis and development of the Expertise Finding Model.
The Indri information retrieval system used in my research also includes a variety
of preprocessing steps which can be utilised when indexing and processing data. These
include tokenisation and lemmatisation. The tokenisation is an integral part of Indri’s
algorithm and could not be ignored, even though the input data had already been tokenised within my own preprocessing. This did not have major consequences but it did
require special handling for some data (Section 4.8). The lemmatisation step could and
was avoided as lemmatisation had already been done in my preprocessing and the Indri
lemmatisation did not use WordNet.
Indri also has a set of stopwords which it ignores when indexing the input documents.33
This is a practice commonly used in information retrieval for the closed sets of lexical
terms, e.g., prepositions and determiners, and some of the very common verbs, e.g., ‘be’
or ‘do’. These terms are too commonplace in texts to be regarded as significant terms in
an index. Hence, they are omitted from the indexing stage. Since, this is built into Indri,
similar software was not added to the preprocessing stages developed by me. No terms
were added to the default set of stopwords that came with the Indri system.

3.6

Experimental methods

While the preprocessing helped standardise the postings being studied and process the
linguistic behaviour of authors, it wasn’t profiling their expertise. It wasn’t based around
a model of expertise.
For the next part of my research, I analysed the corpora and developed the Expertise
Finding Model. The analysis included various alternate approaches to the problem of how
to recognise and rank expertise based on linguistic interactions. The Indri IR system was
used to run a series of experiments based on each aspect of the Expertise Model. The
remainder of this section will outline the nature of those experiments and the Expertise
Finding Model they were examining and evaluating.

3.6.1

My Expertise Finding Model: Extending the methods with the
Duality of Expertise

My Expertise Finding Model relates to a process that represents how the expertise of
online forum authors can be identified and compared in such a way that the process can
be used in an expertise finding system. While such systems may use information retrieval
methods to score and rank people’s expertise based on their association with relevant
33

INDRI/site-search/stopwords
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documents, my Expertise Finding Model extends this by also considering the community
with whom they interact through the use of linguistic methods. This incorporates the
Duality of Expertise.
As described in the introduction to this chapter, the Duality of Expertise represents
the relationship that people have with their community and how that relates to expertise.
Those with expertise about a topic and whose expertise is recognised by the community
are regarded as an Expert (Mieg, 2006). In my Expertise Finding Model, the two sides
of the duality are the knowledge and expertise that each author in an online community
claims to have and the opinion of the community towards that claim. Using the model,
expertise finding systems examine the linguistic interaction within an online forum and
identify the evidence of expertise claims and community opinions towards those claims
as reflections of the internal and external aspects of expertise. For any given topic, the
Expertise Finding Model allows the system to rank the forum’s authors according to the
Duality of Expertise and identify who the relevant Experts are for that topic.

(A) Preparing expertise profiles
1) Preprocessing

Postings

Preprocessor

To:
From:
Subject

Document
Preparation

Forum

(B) Determining the community experts

2) Indexing evidence

Linguistic
Processing

3) Scoring and 4) Ranking expertise

Expertise claims
Text usage
Ranking

~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Expertise
profile
of author
POS WordNet
tagger database

To:
From:
Subject
In−reply−to:

Expertise scores

Community
Topic Expert

Dialogue acts

Topic
Replies

Community opinion

Figure 3.5: Outline of the Expertise Finding Model
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Figure 3.6: The Expertise Finding Model - 3) Scoring aspects of expertise
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Figure 3.7: The Expertise Finding Model - 4) Ranking by the Duality of Expertise
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The Expertise Finding Model includes four main steps:
1. Preprocessing
2. Indexing the evidence of the Expert
(a) based on the author’s expertise claims, and
(b) based on the community’s opinions of the author’s expertise
3. Assessing the topic-based expertise of an author
(a) based on the author’s expertise claims about a topic, and
(b) based on the community’s opinion of the author’s expertise on the topic
4. Ranking the author’s expertise on the topic
This process can, in turn, be thought of as having two parts (Figure 3.5) - (A) preparing
expertise profiles (steps 1 and 2) and (B) determining the community’s Experts about a
given topic (steps 3 and 4).
The preparation of each author’s expertise profile requires the identification of linguistic evidence relating to expertise. The input for this is a corpus of forum postings
from multiple authors. Initially, all postings are preprocessed (step 1). Then the process
treats an author’s postings and any replies from the community separately when forming
expertise profiles (step 2).34 For the postings, linguistic details related to text usage are
extracted which can be used to represent the author’s claims of expertise. For the replies,
the intentions in the replies by other forum members are identified as dialogue acts in
order to represent the community’s opinions towards the author’s claims. Both the textual features and the intentions of the replies can be incorporated as part of the author’s
expertise profile.
The second part of the process utilises such expertise profiles to identify and rank
forum authors who have expertise about a specific topic. As shown in Figure 3.6, the
two sets of linguistic evidence in the profiles are initially evaluated independently (Step 3)
but the final ranking of who is regarded an Expert about the topic considers both sets of
evidence and the results of topic-based assessments. This ranking is achieved by combining
the results of step 3 in various ways (step 4), each considering the internal and external
aspects of each author’s expertise (Figure 3.7). For each topic sought by an expertise
seeker, each author is given a score relating to their expertise in that topic. The result is
a list of authors, ranked on the basis of the strength of their expertise, given the Duality
of Expertise within the community with whom they interact. The literature review found
that such output was common for expertise finding systems, with the expertise seeker
given a ranked list of experts, rather than just a single person.
Each step of the Expertise Finding Model utilises linguistic tools and methods to
identify expertise. Existing third party tools were utilised during the experiments to
demonstrate that the Expertise Finding Model can be applied within a sample expertise
finding system using existing technology to automate the process in a novel way. These
34

The Author ID Index and Author Postings Index mentioned in Figure 3.2 as output from the preprocessing are not included in Figure 3.5 but were used to help identify the authors of postings.
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tools included WordNet, part-of-speech taggers, the Indri information retrieval system
and other IR scripts. Further preprocessing tools were developed by me, based on existing
linguistic methods.
The Expertise Finding Model extends the methods described in the literature review
by including linguistic factors, rather than just information retrieval methods. While such
linguistic analysis is not new, the combination and incorporation of it in an Expertise
Finding Model is novel. By including part-of-speech tagging and lemmatisation in the
preprocessing, it considers the linguistic context of term usage by experts. Associating
terms with the WordNet synsets provides semantic context and allows the semantic
similarity of the content of multiple postings to be incorporated within the expertise
finding process. The use of linguistic methods in the Expertise Finding Model is continued
when considering the community’s opinion on its authors’ expertise claims. Through the
dialogue acts in the replies, the intentions of the reply postings are analysed and the
community opinion evaluated.
As outlined in Figure 3.1, the modelling of both these aspects of expertise was initially
investigated by me through a series of experiments, evaluating alternate approaches to
each aspect through the Knowledge Model and the Community Model, before combining
them in a variety of ways in order to develop a combined approach. A variety of ranking
mechanisms were developed, evaluated and analysed for these models (Chapters 4 and 5).
The expected outcome was the expert finding process represented by Figure 3.5.

3.6.2

The Knowledge Model
Experiments

Corpus
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Postings
Preprocessing

To:
From:
Subject

A: Baseline
B: Index by author
C: Lemmatisation & POS
D: WordNet synsets
E: Supersenses
F: Hyper/hyponyms

Conclusion

Expertise identification
according to the
Knowledge Model

Figure 3.8: Knowledge Model - Outline of the research process
The Knowledge Model considers expertise as relating to an expert’s knowledge. It is
based around the recognition of linguistic evidence of each expert’s expertise claims within
the online forum.
The literature review found that expertise finding systems are commonly just new
variations on an information retrieval system. They create a set of profiles for supposed
experts using document indexing. In this, the concept of knowledge is no more than what
terms are in the profile. For an expert to be considered to be relevant to an expertise
seeker’s needs, they must contain the correct terms in their profile. However, there are
alternate ways to build the profile as well as a variety of ways in which to score how
relevant a term match is.
Following the literature review, the assumptions of my Knowledge Model are that
• a forum author’s postings are a reflection of their knowledge,
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• each posting is a body of the knowledge related to one or more topics,
• multiple postings by an author may discuss similar things about similar topics,
• multiple terms in documents relate to a topic,
• there is not a set of pre-defined topics,
• each posting is a claim by its author to have expertise related to the topics covered
by the posting, and
• the query terms used by an expertise seeker represent the topic in which they seek
expertise.
The Knowledge Model consists of the process of forming an expertise profile that
includes linguistic details related to an author’s expertise claims, and then using the
resulting profile to rank the author’s expertise on a specific topic. This relates to answering
the first research sub-question which asks whether someone’s areas of expertise can be
modelled based on semantically associated pieces of evidence from their forum postings.
The Knowledge Model relates to a forum member’s postings in the forum as a whole.
It represents the areas of knowledge in which they claim to have expertise by associating
the linguistic features in each posting with those found in other postings by the member.
Thus the claimed knowledge is represented by semantically associating groups of features
rather than the features in isolation from each other. This model also represents any
special processes to create or use such a profile.
The Knowledge Model may be considered to relate to the internal aspects of a person’s
expertise as it is based solely on a forum member in isolation from the other postings in
the forum. The Knowledge Model’s expertise profiling of the forum member only considers
how their postings relate to their expertise claims. It does not consider external data like
any replies to the postings.
As outlined in Figure 3.8, a series of experiments was conducted to compare and
evaluate various aspects of this model. Each experiment differed on:
• what linguistic features the document are indexed by,
• what is considered to be a document,
• what is considered to be a term, and/or
• how knowledge is represented in an expertise finding system through terms and
documents.
The manner in which the experiments were conducted is explained in Section 3.6.2.1.
The nature of the investigations and experiments and the reasoning behind them is outlined within Sections 3.6.2.2–3.6.2.6, but they are described in more depth in Chapter 4.
3.6.2.1

Evaluating the Knowledge Model

The validity of all aspects of the Expertise Finding Model described in this thesis, including
those in the Knowledge Model, was established using scientific method. A number of
experiments were conducted, evaluated and analysed so as to elaborate and test various
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points of discussion related to these aspects. These experiments and analysis of their
outcomes are described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The evaluation was conducted using the evaluation process from the TREC2006 Enterprise Expert search competition. Figure 3.9 describes how this would be done if searching for documents associated with experts on particular topics. For my experiments,
test-sets of postings were extracted and preprocessed from the W3C corpus. The contents of the postings were indexed by the Indri information retrieval software adapted by
me, establishing an expertise profile for each author (corresponding to the document index
on Figure 3.9). The parameters for the indexing were defined for each experiment. Using
the topic queries from the TREC2006 Enterprise track, each experiment identified which
W3C authors had expertise relevant to a specified topic, ranking the authors in order
of suitability. The ranking was determined using the tf-idf and Okapi measures already
incorporated in the Indri system, but adapted to the Knowledge Model. These ranks
were then output and compared to the Gold results. The Gold results are the expected
output designated by TREC2006, defined in terms of whether a candidate was judged by
TREC2006 to be an expert for a particular topic query or not.
This evaluation method was initially used for the experiments relating to the Knowledge Model but was later utilised for the experiments for the Community Model and the
combined view.
This evaluation was conducted using the trec eval35 (version 9.0) script that is standard
for TREC. By default, this software scores experimental runs using various measures36
but my main comparison between runs is their Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Buckley
and Voorhees, 2005). This is a measure of how relevant the authors listed were on average
for each topic, i.e., were the authors identified for a topic actually regarded as experts
for a topic, based on the Gold results? The precision37 is recalculated each time trec eval
encounters a known expert in the results. The Average Precision is calculated from each
of these values and then averaged across all topic queries to give the MAP (Manning
et al., 2008). The MAP was the main measure used for comparison by participants in the
Enterprise track for TREC2006, TREC2006, TREC2007 and TREC2008 (Craswell
et al., 2005; Soboroff et al., 2006; Bailey et al., 2007; Bailey et al., 2008). For my research,
the evaluation was based on the top 50 ranked results for each topic, though for some runs
less than 50 authors may have been judged to be relevant to particular topics.
The following measures are also presented within this thesis:
• Number of relevant results returned (num ret)
• Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 (iprec at recall 0.0)
35

http://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/trec eval latest.tar.gz
For instance,
num ret = number of authors returned
num rel = number of relevant authors
num rel ret = number of relevant authors returned
map = Mean Average Precision
Rprec = Precision after R authors have been retrieved
iprec at recall 0.00 = Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0
37
precision = number of relevant results returned ÷ number of results returned
36
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The number of relevant results is the total number of known experts identified in an
experiment run. Only those experts listed in the Gold results for a topic are regarded
as known experts for that topic. The interpolated precision is a measure of precision at
various levels of recall,38 where the value is estimated if there is no known precision for a
certain recall value. When calculating it at recall 0.0, it represents the highest precision for
any recall level above 0.0 (Buckley and Voorhees, 2005; Manning et al., 2008). If the rank
1 author for a topic is a known expert, the recall may be low but the precision will be 1.0.
If no known expert for the topic is given rank 1, then the interpolated precision at recall
0.0 will be lower, due to the lower rank of the known experts. Therefore, the interpolated
precision at recall 0.0 can be considered a measure of the degree to which known experts
are given the highest ranks in the results. A good expertise finding system has a higher
interpolated precision at recall 0.0 than a system that can’t differentiate between experts
and non-experts, even if they both have the same authors listed in their top 50 results.
By using such a peer-recognised method of evaluation and one that has previously been
used with expertise finding systems, the testing methods are repeatable for the corpus used
and the method of evaluating the effectiveness of the Expertise Finding Model and its
representation of the Duality of Expertise. Further research evaluations of the Expertise
Finding Model can also be performed on new test-sets related to other corpora, as the
evaluation mechanism is adaptable to new data. The use of multiple topic queries also
allows the evaluation to be divisible, so the testing can be further analysed by running
test subsets.

3.6.2.2

Analysing postings in isolation

The first experimental runs (Experiment A) were designed to form a baseline set of results
to which the later experiments can be compared. The baseline was distinct from the
Knowledge Model as it did not consider any forum author’s expertise claims. However,
it also needed to be relevant to the forms of the models of expertise encountered in the
literature review.
The simplest way to find a relevant expert is to identify a relevant document, then
associate the document with a particular person or set of people. The relevance of the
document is normally based on its content matching a set of query terms. This is a
rudimentary search engine design commonly found in information retrieval (Manning et al.,
2008). The systems in the literature review used various associations between people and
documents, ranging from the authors or editors of the documents to names mentioned
inside the documents.
This two stage process does complicate matters by bringing in a degree of uncertainty
about the relevance of not only a document, but also the person. Just because a name
appears in the document, it does not mean that that person claims to be an expert on the
topics discussed in the document. If the person was the document’s author, then this risk
is minimised as the author must have some interest in the topics they are writing about.
38
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However, I have assumed that a document’s author does no more than claim expertise
related to its content. Discussing the topic does not mean that you are an expert.
Forum postings within a community have a one-to-many relationship with community
members. They are posted by one person to all others in the community. That person is
regarded as the author of the posting and as such is presumed to understand the content
of the posting, even if it contains queries. Therefore, the author can be thought of as
always relevant to the content of the posting. Within all my experiments, authorship was
the only formal association recognised between forum members and postings. Any names
mentioned within the postings’ non-metadata content were not identified.
The matching of query terms to postings can be done like any standard information
retrieval system. The content of a community’s postings can be indexed, storing data like
the location and frequency of terms. The term usage in a posting can be scored based on
the frequency. Further weights can be applied to the scores according to how rare a term
is in a document versus how commonly it is used in the community. Indri’s tf-idf and
Okapi formulas include such measures. This forms a rudimentary expertise profile for the
postings from the forum community.
So in its most rudimentary form, an expertise finding system for a set of community
postings needs no more than a basic search engine. The only difference is that rather
than returning a list of postings ranked in order of relevance to the topic queries, it would
return a list of ranked authors. Such a system was used to establish the baseline results
for my research.
3.6.2.3

Areas of expertise versus points of evidence

A key factor that was incorporated into the Knowledge Model was that expertise relates
to a person’s areas of expertise. While the term usage in postings was treated as evidence
of that expertise, each term was just a point of evidence. Many terms can be associated
with an area of expertise. For this reason, merely matching query terms to postings was
not an adequate use of the evidence. The Knowledge Model was designed to match the
query terms to multiple instances of evidence of an expert’s areas of expertise instead.
The systems described in the literature review commonly go no further than a bagof-words, where the individual is associated with the words in the documents and some
measure like frequency is used to indicate the strength of that association. This restricts
the representation of knowledge to the terms found in the documents. These terms are
isolated from each other as single points of evidence of what the individual may have
knowledge about. There is no concept of where areas of knowledge lie for the individual.
The points of evidence are rarely associated with each other. If they are, it will be as a
vector space specific to the document, not the individual. The corresponding knowledge
profile is not representative of the individual’s areas of expertise, just various points of
interest.
Any expertise profile of an individual needs to be able to represent their varying areas
of interest and where the individual’s main knowledge lies. As shown for experts, an
individual’s knowledge is not restricted to certain domains or fields. Their knowledge may
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range across a variety of areas and to different degrees of expertise. People are unique in
what they know and what they have learnt. For this reason, it is difficult to use names for
fields like computer programming or veterinary science or even linguistics when profiling
someone’s expertise. These names will not adequately or accurately cover all the expertise
of each individual, their depth of knowledge and their specialisations (Brown, 1998; Kautz
et al., 1996).
Instead, my Knowledge Model uses expertise profiling that identifies an individual’s
knowledge through other means. Many expertise seeking systems utilise the contents of
documents written or associated with the individual as a starting point. In contrast, my
research examined the overall association between an individual and a set of texts, as
well as the semantic associations between those texts. Through an investigation of the
individual’s postings to an online forum, a knowledge profile is produced on the basis
of their contributions to the knowledge of the forum as a whole. This is done through a
Knowledge Model that considers not only what terms are used in the postings, but also the
associations between the terms. From this, the model can build an index that represents
the strength of an individual’s knowledge through which areas of the index are strongest
and what terms relate to those peaks.
The outcome of such a system is an expertise profile where every term used by an
author strengthens the use of every related term. It is not simply increasing the number
of terms in the profile. This process rewards authors who regularly use terms that are
related to similar concepts by regarding them as claiming greater knowledge in that area
of interest. Authors who only discuss general matters are less likely to be regarded as
having areas of interest, and hence are less likely to be regarded as experts.
The experiments described in the following sections examined various ways in which
areas of interest may be profiled so as to build a better representation of a person’s
knowledge claims from their postings.
3.6.2.4

Postings grouped by author

For Experiment B, a profile was constructed for each author by indexing their postings as
a collection, rather than independent documents.
A major problem with searching for experts using individual postings in the W3C
forum is that each posting only represents a small proportion of an author’s contribution
to the knowledge of their community. For instance, just looking at the email addresses
of W3C authors, independent of whether they are known candidates or not, there are
1077 addresses who are the authors of more than 20 postings and 133 who posted at least
200 postings. This indicates that no single posting can adequately be expected to contain
enough information to fully represent the fields of knowledge in which an author claims
their expertise lies.
The obvious solution was to consider the postings in collections, not in isolation when
indexing. Each collection consisted of postings from the same author. Indexing is done
per collection instead of just for the individual postings. A collection that is relevant
indicates that the author of that set of postings has relevant expertise. A number of
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experimental runs were run using this alternate approach. In this interpretation of the
Knowledge Model, the knowledge claims were considered to be ‘indexed by author’, not
by posting.
3.6.2.5

Indexing using linguistic context

Experiment C included the linguistic context in which terms were used, through consideration of their part-of-speech and morphology. Rather than indexing terms based on the
form they appeared in the postings, they were indexed according to the relevant lemmatised form.
This experiment was included because one issue in any search-orientated system is the
context in which the indexed elements are found. When the basis of the index is term
usage, as it was in my research, then the linguistic context in which the terms are used is
important. The context can help define the meaning and significance of the terms when
used.
Context can be looked at in terms of both grammar and semantics. Grammatically,
terms take on different morphological forms and the same term can be used for multiple
parts-of-speech. Each of these can be identified by examining the grammatical role and
position of terms in a posting. Examining the semantic context of a term will be outlined
in Section 3.6.2.6.
Context is also important when constructing any expertise profile based on term usage.
With any field of knowledge comes new terms and new senses of common terms, for
instance, scientific terminology like chemical or botanical names (e.g., ‘hydrogen peroxide’,
‘bellis perennis’) or a legal sense of ‘dismiss’.39 For this reason, terms that may be rarely
used by most people may be more frequently used by an expert. While the usage of such
uncommon terms is recognised by the relevance scoring mechanisms in an Indri system,
the experiments outlined so far did not check the context in which the terms were used. A
word sense may be particular to a certain part-of-speech, e.g., ‘‘to project a laser beam”
versus ‘‘a development project”. Furthermore, the term may have multiple morphological
forms that should be recognised as the same term, e.g., ‘project, projecting, projects,
projected’. Therefore, any expertise finding system needs to accommodate such linguistic
variation.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, information retrieval systems regularly do this through
the process of stemming (Manning et al., 2008). This has the shortcoming of not considering the true root form of a term, resulting in different morphemes of a term being assigned
different stems, or multiple terms being assigned the same stem. One way to improve this
is to make use of lists of known words and to match the terms to their lemma or root
forms (Manning et al., 2008). This accounts for the irregular forms of words, e.g., ‘child’
and ‘children’, ‘sing’ and ‘sung’. It also helps prevent terms being shortened when it is not
appropriate, e.g., ‘string’ is not an ‘ing’ form of a verb. The one major shortcoming is the
need for a large word list in order to cover a large vocabulary. Such a list will account for
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dismiss 10. Law. a. refl. (with of or inf.) To relieve or free oneself from (a legal burden); to deprive
or exclude oneself from (a legal advantage). Obs. b. To send out of court, refuse further hearing to, reject
(a claim or action). (Oxford, 1989)
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irregular forms but it will not account for all names and specialised terms. An expertise
finding system needs to account for this.
The ambiguity of whether or not to change the form of a term is also reduced if the
term’s part-of-speech is also known. While a word list may indicate what parts-of-speech
are possible for a term, e.g., ‘training’ is both a noun and a verb, it is the particular
grammatical context in which the term appears that indicates which part-of-speech it
is used for. This is particularly important if terms relating to specialised senses use a
particular part-of-speech more than the part-of-speech more commonly used for the term
e.g., ‘stream’ used as a verb in IT jargon.
Part of the preprocessing conducted in my research included determining the partof-speech and lemmatised form of every term in the postings. Given the part-of-speech,
the lemmatisation was restricted to the appropriate forms of each term, given the context
of its usage. This allowed further experimental runs to be conducted in my research,
where the lemmatised terms were used instead of the original form of terms found in
postings. These experiments examined the significance of the Knowledge Model including
the linguistic context of the terms when profiling an author’s expertise claims.
3.6.2.6

Semantic associations between terms in postings

In order to further evaluate the importance of areas of expertise in the Knowledge Model,
Experiments D, E & F were conducted that incorporated semantic associations between
terms as part of the indexing. During the preprocessing, each term was linked with any
WordNet synset with which they are associated. This was done by tagging the terms
with the appropriate synset id numbers, based on the term after lemmatisation and partof-speech tagging (Table 3.3). Therefore, a term tagged as being a noun would only be
associated with noun synsets, regardless of whether the term was also in WordNet as a
verb, adjective or adverb.
Because terms often have multiple senses or meanings, a term will often be associated
with multiple synset ids (Fellbaum, 1998). Determining which sense is relevant for the
context in which the term is used is regularly a problem in any natural language processing.
Sense disambiguation is a common target of computational linguistics research projects
(Jain, Nathawat and Purohit, 2012; Navigli, 2009; Sreedhar, Viswanadha Raju, Vinaya
Babu, Shaik and Pavan Kumar, 2012) with only 45-60% accuracy for unsupervised systems
(Navigli, 2009). Within my research, no effort was made to disambiguate between the
senses in the preprocessing. All synset ids associated with term were included in the
tagged output.
As was done for the lemmatised versions of the terms, experiments were conducted
using the synset ids instead of the terms when indexing postings or groups of postings.
This considered the authors’ knowledge claim from a more semantic point-of-view, rather
than just on the basis of the term usage. Multiple terms can have a sense with the same
synset id (Figure 3.10). For example, ‘antenna’ (sense 1) and ‘aerial’ (sense 2) both are
regarded as synset 02715229 in WordNet. Postings containing either of these terms may
be regarded as talking about the same thing. Likewise, the topic queries were matched
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with their WordNet synsets. This enabled a posting to be regarded as relevant, even
when the topic query used one term and a posting contained another term, because of
both terms being the same synset.

"antenna"

noun sense 1
noun sense 2

"aerial"

synset 02715229, antenna, aerial, transmitting aerial
−− an electrical device that sends or receives radio or television signals
synset 04843270, antenna, feeler
−− sensitivity similar to that of a receptor organ;
"he had a special antenna for public relations"

noun sense 3

synset 02584915, antenna, feeler
−− one of a pair of mobile appendages on the head of e.g. insects and crustaceans;
typically sensitive to touch and taste

noun sense 1

synset 00561226, forward pass, aerial
−− a pass to a receiver downfield from the passer

noun sense 2

synset 02715229, antenna, aerial, transmitting aerial
−− an electrical device that sends or receives radio or television signals

Figure 3.10: Lexical terms and WordNet synsets

One anticipated side-effect of using synset numbers for the indexing was that it would
help minimise the effect of sense ambiguity. Those synset senses that are linked to more
terms in an author’s postings were expected to be more heavily weighted during the
retrieval process, just like an IR system commonly prefers documents with the highest
usage of the query terms. Therefore, an author who uses both the terms ‘antenna’ and
‘aerial’ may have a higher frequency of the synset 02715229 than an author who only uses
one of the terms. Likewise, an author who uses the terms ‘feeler’ and ‘antenna’ may have
a higher frequency for synset 02584915 than synset 02715229, because ‘antenna’ (sense 3)
is associated to synset 02584915. Therefore, for the first author, ‘antenna’ (sense 1) is a
better indication of his expertise claim than any other sense. For the second author, sense
3 is a better indication. While all of the senses will be accounted for in the indexing, those
senses that share synsets with other term senses that are used will be regarded as more
important, as their synset will be more frequent.
Experimental runs were conducted using synset numbers instead of lexical terms when
indexing (Experiment D). Different experimental settings compared the use of synsets for
all senses of each term to the use of a single synset per term. These experiments were
designed to evaluate the value of the semantic data to the profiling used by my Knowledge
Model and whether sense ambiguity was an issue. Therefore, these experiments determined
the broadening of the Knowledge Model to be more than just a simple information retrieval
system. They considered an expert’s knowledge claim to be reflected in the semantics of
their writing.
One way to look deeper at semantic groupings is to further generalise the associations
between terms. In WordNet each synset is part of 45 lexicographical classes (Ciaramita
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Value

Supersense

Value

Supersense

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

adj.all
adj.pert
adv.all
noun.Tops
noun.act
noun.animal
noun.artifact
noun.attribute
noun.body
noun.cognition
noun.communication
noun.event
noun.feeling
noun.food
noun.group
noun.location
noun.motive
noun.object
noun.person
noun.phenomenon
noun.plant
noun.possession
noun.process

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

noun.quantity
noun.relation
noun.shape
noun.state
noun.substance
noun.time
verb.body
verb.change
verb.cognition
verb.communication
verb.competition
verb.consumption
verb.contact
verb.creation
verb.emotion
verb.motion
verb.perception
verb.possession
verb.social
verb.stative
verb.weather
adj.ppl

Table 3.4: WordNet supersenses

and Johnson, 2003; Fellbaum, 1998) (Table 3.4). These classes are general semantic categories that often correspond to the synsets at the root node synsets defined by the hyponym/hypernym relationships in WordNet. For this reason, adverbs and adjectives
have few of these ‘supersenses’ as they do not have hypernyms.
One advantage that supersenses provide is that multiple senses for a term can have
the same supersense. For instance, the noun ‘folk’ has four senses, three of which have
the supersense noun.group (Picca, Gliozzo and Ciaramita, 2007). If supersense usage is
used for indexing, rather than synsets, words like ‘folk’ will indicate a stronger usage of
their more common supersense. This gives more weight to those supersenses that are
more commonly used for senses in any word. Thus, an author can be profiled based on
the generalised ‘supersense’ topics of their postings. I ran further experimental runs to
test whether such further semantic generalisations helped or hindered the representation
of the expertise claims in the Knowledge Model (Experiment E).
Researchers have also used supersenses as an aide in resolving sense ambiguities (Attardi,
Dei Rossi, Di Pietro, Lenci, Montemagni and Simi, 2010; Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003;
Ciaramita and Altun, 2006; Picca et al., 2007), but the methodology used was not seen as
easily applicable or relevant to my research, so such methods were not incorporated into
my Knowledge Model.
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Within WordNet, every synset also has a defined semantic relationship with at least
one other synset. These include (WordNet 3.0, 2006b):
• attribute - A noun for which adjectives express values. The noun ‘weight’ is an
attribute, for which the adjectives ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ express values.
• derivationally related forms - Terms in different syntactic categories that have
the same root form and are semantically related.
• direct antonyms - A pair of words between which there is an associative bond
resulting from their frequent co-occurrence. In adjective clusters, direct antonyms
appears only in head synsets.
• holonym - The name of the whole of which the meronym names a part. Y is a
holonym of X if X is a part of Y .
• hypernym - The generic term used to designate a whole class of specific instances.
Y is a hypernym of X if X is a (kind of) Y.
• hyponym - The specific term used to designate a member of a class. X is a hyponym
of Y if X is a (kind of) Y.
• indirect antonym - An adjective in a satellite synset that does not have a direct
antonym has an indirect antonym via the direct antonym of the head synset.
• meronym - The name of a constituent part of, the substance of, or a member of
something. X is a meronym of Y if X is a part of Y.
• participial adjective - An adjective that is derived from a verb.
• pertainym - A relational adjective. Adjectives that are pertainyms are usually
defined by such phrases as “of or pertaining to” and do not have antonyms. A
pertainym can point to a noun or another pertainym.
• troponym - A verb expressing a specific manner elaboration of another verb. X is
a troponym of Y if to X is to Y in some manner.
Not all these relationships have been labelled for all relevant synsets in WordNet
3.0. However they allow for greater semantic relationships to contribute to an expertise
profile.
One relationship that is commonly used in research is the hyponym. Concept A is a
hyponym of concept B if B is a set of which A is a member. This is sometimes described as
an isa relationship as A isa B. For example, WordNet considers {wolf} (synset 02114100)
to be a hyponym of {canine,canid} (synset 02083346) as a wolf is a canine. In the other
direction, {canine,canid} is a hypernym of {wolf}. Similarly, the verb concept {slide}
(synset 02091008) is a troponym of {move, displace} (synset 01850333) as sliding is a type
of moving. WordNet also regards this as a hyponym relationship for verbs, so {slide} is
a hyponym of {move, displace}. Likewise, {move, displace} is considered a hypernym of
{slide}.
Some research mentioned in the literature review utilised WordNet relationships
like this when designing expertise finding systems (Kulyukin et al., 1998; Thiagarajan
et al., 2008). Kulyukin et al. do not truly attempt to use semantic similarity when
constructing expertise profiles. Instead, they expand the list of topic query terms using
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semantically similar terms. They do not attempt to utilise semantic comparisons and
expansions when deriving an expert’s profile from the source documents. All WordNet semantic comparisons are purely on a term-by-term basis, making the assumption
that each key term in an expertise profile adequately represents an expert’s knowledge.
However, people don’t always use the same terms (Furnas et al., 1983).
Thiagarajan et al. (2008) use WordNet categories not only to expand their expert
profiles (“set spreading”) but also to expand a semantic network (“graph spreading”).
Their network initially consists of a node for each key term in a document, each with a
weight corresponding to its importance according to an already constructed expert profile.
New nodes are added corresponding to related concepts in WordNet until a termination
condition is reached. The relationship between nodes depends on the weights of the terms
and the nature of the relationship (e.g., hypernym, antonym, synonym). Two profiles
are compared by examining the values of the nodes in a network constructed using both
profiles.
This relationship is tighter than the supersenses. It allows recognition of the use by
an author of very similar concepts as they may have common hypernyms. Likewise, both
terms in a hypernym/hyponym pair can be linked to each other as being a similar concept.
Synonyms and near synonyms need not be treated as points of evidence of an author’s
expertise. With the hyponyms they can both contribute to recognising an author’s areas
of expertise. However, Thiagarajan et al.’s activation values between nodes only considers
the strength of the relationships, not the strength of terms that are related through their
usage. ‘Wolf’ and ‘canine’ will always have the same activation values, regardless of
whether they were used once or one hundred times by an author.
{electrical device}
synset 03269401

Hypernyms

Hyponyms

synset 02955247

noun sense 1
Lexical items "capacitor"

{sensitivity}
synset 04843270

{tentacle}
synset 02584915

synset 02715229

synset 04843270

synset 02584915

noun sense 1
"antenna"

noun sense 2
"antenna"

noun sense 3
"antenna"

Figure 3.11: Example WordNet hypernyms and hyponyms
I based a variety of experimental runs on the use of hyper/hyponym relationships to expand the semantic depth of the profiling in the Knowledge Model (Experiment F). Rather
than just indexing the terms used in postings according to their WordNet synsets, the
hyponyms and hypernyms were also used. Whereas synsets allow synonyms or near synonyms to be indexed together, recognising hyper/hyponyms allows the topics of postings
or collections of postings to be better recognised. Terms that WordNet associates with
synsets that are related through hypo/hypernyms can be considered to be talking about
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the same topics. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 3.11, a posting talking about a ‘capacitor’ (sense 1, synset 02955247) may be considered to be discussing a similar topic to the
example posting, because synset 02955247 and synset 02715229 (‘antenna’, sense 1) both
share the hypernym {electrical device} (synset 03269401). Through the experiments, I examined the significance of such semantic associations and the benefits of using ontologies
within the Knowledge Model to represent an author’s claims at expertise. Like all previous experiments, the experimentation was done using a sample expertise finding system
constructed using Indri. This allowed the experiments to be repeatable and demonstrated
the suitability of the Knowledge Model as a process within such a system.

3.6.3

The Community Model

The Community Model considers a forum member’s standing in the forum and what the
forum perceives to be their expertise. This is determined by examining linguistic features
associated with the discussions within the forums. The nature of how one forum author
responds to another is crucial. Thus, expertise is treated as a relationship attribute that
is dependent on a forum member’s interactions within the forum.
As such, the Community Model is looking at what can be considered to be the external
aspect of expertise as it relates to the environment in which the author acts. Internal
factors like the author’s own postings are not considered when profiling the community’s
opinion towards their expertise. This is in contrast to the Knowledge Model which purely
looks at the internal aspects of expertise.
Following my literature survey, the assumptions for my Community Model are that:
• every linguistic statement in a posting has a purpose,
• the intention of the author is reflected in their postings,
• if a posting is a reply to a previous posting, then the content of the reply relates to
the previous posting,
• the intention of the author can include their opinion of the contents of previous
postings,
• since a previous posting’s linguistic content represents the author’s expertise claim,
any opinion about the posting is an opinion about its expertise claims,
• community members can have different opinions about different aspects of postings,
• the community’s opinion of its members’ expertise is dependent on the members’
opinions,
• each opinion is equally weighted in a community environment, and
• the only opinions considered within the model are those expressed in postings within
the community forum.
The Community Model consists of the process of forming a new expertise profile for
forum authors that is based on the linguistic evidence of the forum community’s opinions
towards the authors’ expertise claims. This expertise profiling is different to that used for
the Knowledge Model because of the different evidence that is considered. This process
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Replies
Preprocessing

To:
From:
Subject
In−reply−to:

Analyse dialogue structure
Annotate dialogue acts

Experiments
Options for measuring the community opinion
A: Postings with any replies
B: Postings with most replies
C: Postings with fewest Negative DAs
D: Postings with most Positive DAs
E: Postings with most Query DAs
F: Vectors using DAs
R: Vectors using the Expertise Opinion Measure

Figure 3.12: Community Model - Outline of the research process
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Expertise identification
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is designed for use in an expertise finding system, and relates to the second research
sub-question.
The linguistic features used in the model relate to the postings replying to an author’s
posting, not the author’s postings themselves. These features include a set of dialogue
acts representing the reply authors’ intentions. They do not consider the expertise of
the replying authors as the Community Model is only concerned with responses of the
forum community as a whole. The resulting expertise profile is used to rank the author’s
expertise based on how the forum community responded to the author’s expertise claims.
The process defined by the Community Model does not include the automated classification of the dialogue acts of the postings or their content. I found that designing such
a classifier was beyond the specifications of my research and did not answer the research
questions. Existing research into dialogue act classifiers is encouraging, especially when
examining dialogue in social media (Bhatia et al., 2012; Ivanovic, 2005; Kim, Cavedon
and Baldwin, 2010; Kim, Wang and Baldwin, 2010; Kim and Kang, 2014), so its inclusion in the preprocessor for the Community Model was assumed but for all evaluation,
the dialogue acts were annotated by hand. In my research, priority was given to establishing whether such linguistic features suitably modelled the community opinion towards
expertise claims, rather than the mechanics of automatically identifying and classifying
them.
As outlined in Figure 3.12, a series of investigations and experiments were conducted
to study, compare and evaluate various aspects of this model:
• what dialogue structure exists in the forum,
• what dialogue acts (DAs) are present in the reply postings,
• what dialogue acts indicate positive or negative community opinions, and
• how community opinion is represented in an expertise finding system to evaluate
someone’s expertise about a given topic.
The nature of these investigations and experiments and the reasoning behind them will
be outlined within this section, but they will be described in more depth in Chapter 5.
3.6.3.1

Analysing the forum dialogue

As my research was based on interactions between authors in an online community, it
was vital to examine the structure of those interactions. This was partially done whilst
selecting forums to study but the analysis was also vital in order to justify the choice of
the W3C corpus for the evaluation of the Community Model.
Of particular interest was whether there was actually a discussion and how this is
reflected in the postings. This required a study of each posting’s metadata as well as its
content.
As described in Section 3.5, each corpus required preprocessing in order to standardise
the formatting of the postings as well as perform localised linguistic processing to identify
the linguistic features. For the initial analysis and later evaluation of the Community
Model, the preprocessing included software that recognised posting/reply pairs within the
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forums’ dialogue. This allowed the replies to any subset of the postings to be identified
and indexed.
This also allowed a corpus’s postings to be analysed at the dialogue level. This analysis
is described in Section 5.2 and examines both the relationships between postings and the
participation levels of the forum authors. This analysis also allowed any potential issues
with the corpus due to missing or incomplete data to be recognised. This was an important
part of the research process (Figure 3.12) as it confirmed the suitability of the W3C corpus
as a test-set for the evaluation of the Community Model.

3.6.3.2

Annotating dialogue acts in reply postings

An important aspect of my research was how the forum community’s opinions could be
represented. This required the author’s intentions in reply postings being recognised
through an annotation of the postings with relevant dialogue acts. These annotated acts
were then considered as evidence of the community’s opinions towards the expertise claims
of the forum authors.
The dialogue acts used were specifically chosen for this research but were based on
the acts used in VERBMOBIL, DAMSL and DiAML (Table 2.1). The choice was
made following a survey of the dialogue in the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus corpora.
A key factor was whether the definitions of the dialogue acts were simple enough for me
to identify them within the W3C postings without the need for me to have specialised
knowledge about the topics being discussed.
The dialogue acts were annotated in a sample set of reply postings. The sample comprised the replies to the relevant postings from some of the Knowledge Model experiments.
This enabled a large cross section of the corpus’s authors to be examined as the annotation was done manually by me. While having multiple human annotators would have
been ideal for verification purposes, this was not possible.
The annotation assigned a single dialogue act to every sentence in the replies written
by the reply’s author, allowing a reply to contain multiple dialogue acts if it has multiple
sentences. Where there were ambiguities and complications in choosing the appropriate
annotation, rules and standards were defined (see Section 5.3 and Appendix C for more
details). Generally, the annotation presumed simplicity. If it wasn’t easy to understand
the author’s intention, and thus their dialogue act, without requiring technical knowledge
and expertise, then the author was assumed to be providing information to the reader and
annotated accordingly. This avoided the annotator having to be an expert themselves.
The use of the TREC2006 Expertise Search test-set for evaluations was continued.
This meant that not all reply postings in the W3C corpus were relevant as many did not
relate to postings relevant to the topics used as queries. For this reason, only a small set
of the corpus postings needed to be annotated. A key distinction was made between those
replies to postings by the Gold authors and those replies to other authors.
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3.6.3.3

Using the dialogue acts to re-rank experts

As for the Knowledge Model, the Community Model needed to be evaluated when used
within an expertise finding system. This was done by re-ranking the top 50 results from
one of the Knowledge Model experiments according to a measure of the community’s
opinion towards the author’s expertise claims. In order to demonstrate the importance of
the opinion and how well dialogue acts can be used to represent that opinion, a number
of experiments were run using different measures.
The main experimental baseline used for the Community Model was comprised of
the results from the Knowledge Model experiments. This was run as Experiment G. I
continued using the TREC scoring methods. An upper and lower limit were also set by
re-ranking the correct (or Gold) results as the highest or lowest ranks.
Each measure was called an Option (Figure 3.12). Initially, each experiment used one
option to re-rank the authors. Later experiments for the combined view (Section 3.6.4)
used multiple measures to resolve the ranking of authors that have equal ranks.
The first Options (Options A & B) were not concerned with the community’s opinion,
just whether the community had replied to the author’s postings at all. The related
experimental runs (Experiment H) established another set of results for comparison with
later experiments. While not regarded as a baseline, it helped me examine whether the
crucial factor in the Community Model was the dialogue acts in the replies or just that
there were any replies at all.
The next Options (Options C, D & E) did consider the dialogue acts in the reply
postings. Each option ranked the authors according to whether the reply contained a
particular dialogue act. The higher the number of replies that included the dialogue act,
the higher the rank of the author that was being replied to. This was a very narrow criteria
but was used to examine if any dialogue act seemed more important than the other acts
in the Community Model. By each option considering a different dialogue act, the results
of these experimental runs (also Experiment H) could be compared.
In contrast, the last Options (Options F & R) considered all of the dialogue acts
present in the replies when an author’s expertise was based on the community opinion.
This was done through the use of related vectors when scoring the expertise. A vector
space model allows a variety of values to be included within each vector as a separate
dimension (Manning et al., 2008). For the community opinion vector, these values can
include factors like whether any of the replies include a particular dialogue act, meaning
that the presence of various different dialogue acts in reply postings contributes to the
author’s rank.
In information retrieval, the relevance of particular vectors is established by comparing
them with other vectors (Manning et al., 2008). Ideally, the comparison is made with a
perfect vector, for instance, one constructed directly from the query terms. However,
since the vectors used in my experiments relate directly to the dialogue acts, not the topic
queries in TREC2006, such a comparison is not as obvious.
Instead, experiments (Experiments I & J) were conducted that compared each author’s
community opinion vector to vectors based on authors identified by TREC2006 as being
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the appropriate experts (Gold authors) and those authors not identified as such (Bad
authors). Two cosine similarity scores (Manning et al., 2008) were determined using a
centroid vector for the Gold authors and a centroid for the Bad authors. The centroid
vectors represent the average community opinion vectors for the authors in each group.
The candidate authors were then ranked according to their Expertise Opinion Measure
score, which was the weighted sum of the two similarity scores. Experimental runs used
a number of different weights in order to compare the significance of each centroid in the
ranking process.
The formulae used for each of these options is explained in depth in Chapter 5.

3.6.4

Combining the Knowledge and Community Models to rank experts
Postings
To:
From:
Subject

Corpus
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Measures
Rank authors’ expertise claims
using lemmatised postings

Preprocessing

Replies
To:
From:
Subject
In−reply−to:

Rank authors according to
the Expertise Opinion Measure

Experiments

Combining meaures, rank authors
−− using centroids from any replies
−− using centroids from any replies to other authors
−− using centroids from any topic−based replies
to other authors
−− using author vectors based on any replies
−− using author vectors based on replies
to relevant postings

Conclusion

Expertise identification
according to the
combined model

Figure 3.13: Combining the Knowledge and Community Models - outline of the research
process
The processes and principles of the Knowledge and Community Models were also
combined so as to produce a single manner in which to evaluate people’s expertise both
from their knowledge claims and the opinions of the community towards those claims. This
combined approach incorporates the Duality of Expertise in that both the contributions of
the individual to the community and the response of the community to those contributions
are considered. Further experiments were used to demonstrate the advantage that such a
combined view has over the individual models.
The process described by this combined approach allows for the authors’ expertise to
be ranked using multiple measures. For instance, the authors can be ranked first by one of
the Community Model measures or options, then any equal-ranked authors are re-ranked
using their relevance score from the Knowledge Model. In fact various combinations of
Options and the relevance score were evaluated during experiments.
My literature review found that a person’s expertise relates to particular topics, rather
than just being expertise about any topic. Similarly, when people are looking for experts,
they need topic expertise. This too was considered when evaluating the combined approach. While the Knowledge Model looks for expertise on a topic by default, the Community Model can be implemented without discriminating between experts on a certain
topic versus experts on anything. The evaluations of the Community Model did not consider the topic as a factor. The Community Model is concerned about the general opinion
of the community on an author’s expertise. The model does not look at whether the author actually has any basis to their claims that they have expertise in a particular topic.
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This is because the Community Model only looks at evaluating expertise using factors external to the author. While only the top 50 authors from a Knowledge Model experiment
were considered when evaluating the Community Model, their ranks from the Knowledge
Model experiment were then ignored.
In contrast, by combining the models, both internal and external aspects of expertise
are considered. The expertise claims of the authors are assessed both on the basis of the
author’s contributions to the forum as well as the opinions expressed within the forum to
those postings. Further experiments (Experiments K–W) were conducted to confirm the
importance of considering the community’s opinion of an author’s expertise on a particular
topic rather than just relying on their expertise claims on any topic. Consideration was
also made as to whether topics are specific to the individual or if all experts on a topic
are evaluated by the community using the same expectations.
These experiments were conducted using the centroid vectors in Option R, but each
experimental run formed the Gold and Bad centroids from one of three sets of reply
postings, each corresponding to different conditions:
• Centroid Reply Set Type 1 (‘Generalised’): All replies to postings that are
not relevant to the topic (Experiments N, O & U)
• Centroid Reply Set Type 2 (‘Non-author’): All replies to postings except
those for the author being evaluated (Experiments P, Q & V)
• Centroid Reply Set Type 3 (‘Topic authors’): All replies to postings that are
relevant to the topic the author being evaluated (Experiments R, S & W)
This controlled what evidence of the community’s positive or negative opinion is considered, and how many postings related to the author and the topic query should be
excluded from the centroids. While Set Type 1 used the same centroids for all authors,
the centroids varied across topic queries. Set Type 2 used the same centroids for all topic
queries, but different for each author. Set Type 3 generated new centroids for every topic
query. This allowed me to analyse whether the community’s reactions differed per topic
or author.
Likewise, a distinction was made between which postings’ replies contributed to each
authors’ community opinion vector:
• Author Vector Reply Set Type 1 (‘Author’): All replies to postings by the
author (Experiments N, O, P, Q, R & S)
• Author Vector Reply Set Type 2 (‘Topic author’): All replies to relevant
postings by the author (Experiments U, V & W)
The sets differ in whether an author’s vector relates to the topic or not. Here Set
Type 1 included all replies to the author’s postings. Set Type 2 was used to evaluate the
author’s expertise specially about the topic. Replies to any of the author’s other postings
are ignored. This allowed analysis of whether the reaction of the community was specific
to the author, or just to the author given the topic.
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Through these experiments, the benefits of combining the models were evaluated. The
importance of considering the area or topic of expertise at all stages of the expertise
ranking could be analysed. The variety of measures evaluated for the Community Model
explores the importance of each dialogue act proposed by my research as well as whether
it is better to compare each author’s profile to those of topic experts or non-experts (or
both). This all allowed me to confirm the concept and processes that are proposed in the
initial Expertise Finding Model and develop a final interpretation of the Expertise Finding
Model in Chapter 6.

3.7

Summarising the research methods

My research was concerned with modelling people’s expertise based on their participation
in a community. The research questions related to recognising expertise within an online
forum by
• examining their writings in the forum as evidence of their claims of expertise, and
• determining the opinion of the community towards those claims through their reply
postings.
As such, those people with expertise are granted the social label of Expert by their
peers within the community.
The Expertise Finding Model that is the artefact of my research is a process relating
to how expertise can be recognised given the two major considerations - a person’s expertise claims and the community’s opinion. This relationship is regarded as the Duality
of Expertise and was incorporated in the Expertise Finding Model using linguistic and
information retrieval methods in novel ways. The Expertise Finding Model was designed
for use within expertise finding software systems.
The Expertise Finding Model was evaluated in three major stages, each using a series of
experiments to look at different aspects of the Expertise Model - 1) the Knowledge Model,
2) the Community Model and 3) the combined view. These experiments identified evidence
of expertise in forum postings from the W3C corpus, measuring performance using the
test-set of topic queries from the TREC2006 Expert Search task and a set of expected
results. A sample expertise finding system was developed using a novel combination of
linguistic and information retrieval tools and methods to preprocess the corpus and rank
the forum authors’ expertise for each topic query in the experiments. The outcome of this
research was the final version of the Expertise Finding Model.
The Knowledge Model considered linguistic evidence of an author’s expertise claim,
with experiments examining the significance of various linguistic features:
• treating postings as individual documents
• treating postings as a collection for each author
• lemmatising terms before indexing
• indexing semantic concepts instead of terms
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The Community Model used dialogue acts annotated in reply postings to identify the
nature of the community’s opinion to each author’s expertise claims. The claims were
not considered when ranking the authors’ expertise. The experiments examined alternate
measures that incorporated the replies and their dialogue acts in the scoring.
The combined approach used aspects of both the Knowledge Model and Community
Model as part of a single process. For any given topic, an author’s expertise was scored
based on both their relevant expertise claims and the opinion expressed by the community
towards those claims. The experiments expanded on the measures used for the Community
Model.
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Chapter 4

Knowledge Model: Expertise
based on an author’s contributions
4.1

Examining aspects of expertise in text

In order to identify and assess a person’s expertise, a model must first be developed to
represent that expertise. An expertise profile can then be constructed using this model
and incorporated into an automated expertise finding system. This chapter discusses
how expertise can be modelled and profiled from the point of view of a person’s areas
of knowledge, according to the expertise claims they make within postings in an online
forum. This model is referred to as the Knowledge Model.
A model of expertise needs to consider multiple aspects of what causes a person to
be considered an expert. As indicated by my literature review, this can include the
skills and knowledge of the individual as well as the social environment in which they
demonstrate their expertise. The knowledge of the individual is an internal dimension
of their expertise, something which only they can alter or utilise. This social dimension
is external to the individual as it relates to the views of others about the individual’s
expertise. The social environment affects their reputation and whether they are considered
to be the community’s Expert about a topic, the social role indicating that their expertise
in that area is superior to others in the community.
Many of the expertise finding systems in the literature review look solely at the internal aspects, like what words are associated with any expert in publications, websites or
other documents. As such, the expertise finding system is no more than a representation
of people’s vocabularies. They are often very rudimentary with only term matching being
considered. This cannot be truly regarded as modelling people’s areas of expertise. Knowledge and expertise covers a lifetime of experience and learning. It cannot be restricted to
whether a particular word appears in a document or not.
This chapter looks at the internal side of my Expertise Finding Model. It discusses
how the knowledge can be modelled to help find experts within an online community.
This Knowledge Model relates to how each community member has contributed to the
community. Their electronic postings within the community’s online forum are evidence
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of their claimed areas of knowledge. This evidence is used by the Knowledge Model to
represent what the person professes they know about - their expertise claims.
The intent of this model is to represent the breadth and depth of a person’s knowledge
on the basis of what they discuss within their postings. One of my main assumptions
(Section 3.6.2) is that if a person wrote about a topic, then they claim to have some
expertise about that topic. As such, the terms in the postings relate to their areas of
interest, which is their claimed expertise. Thus any supposed training and experience
related to a topic is evident within their postings by their choice of terms.
Based on the findings in Chapter 2, the objectives of the Knowledge Model are to
incorporate the following within any expertise profile:
• use of terms related to expertise topics,
• use of any specialised or rare terminology that are particular to a topic, and
• use of terms related to the same topic.
For this, various aspects of the linguistic data are examined within this chapter, including term usage (Sections 4.3.1-4.3.3) and the semantic concepts found within the postings
(Section 4.4). Consideration is made of what document or documents the profile should
be based on (Sections 4.3.1-4.3.2).
Experiment

Description

Section

A

Baseline: Considering each posting as an independent profile

4.3.1

B

Profiling based on a collection of an author’s postings

4.3.2

C

Profiling using lemmatised terms

4.3.3

D

Profiling using WordNet senses

4.4.1

E

Profiling using WordNet supersenses

4.4.2

F

Profiling using the semantically associated terms

4.4.3

Table 4.1: Knowledge Model experiments

Forum
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Postings
Preprocessing

To:
From:
Subject

Text usage
Expertise claims

Preparing an expertise profile

Expertise
profile
of author

Topic

Who is most
relevant?

Topic
Expert

Ranking measure

Identifying a topic expert

Figure 4.1: Outline of the Knowledge Model

Various interpretations of the Knowledge Model involving these different linguistic data
types were evaluated through a series of experiments that are described in this chapter (Table 4.1). The Knowledge Model was realised as a process within a sample expertise finding
system using publicly-available software and an industry-standard test-set (Section 4.2).
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This process included the preprocessing described in Section 3.5 and the creation of expertise profiles from the resulting data (Figure 4.1). The output was a list of forum authors,
ranked according to whether the data indicates that they are the community’s Experts
for a given topic. The evaluations demonstrated that such a process can be incorporated
within an automated expertise finding system.

4.2

Selecting postings for a test-set

In order to analyse and evaluate any aspect of the Knowledge Model, I needed to establish
some mechanism to test its effectiveness and effect on a expertise finding system. For
this reason, an example expertise finding system was developed using the Indri system,
which is third-party information retrieval software that is designed as a search engine
(Section 3.4.3). This system was adapted to work with the various realisations of the
Knowledge Model investigated in my research. Information retrieval systems of this type
normally preprocess and index the contents of a set of documents, then output a list of
documents which are relevant to the user’s query terms, ranked from most relevant to
least relevant. For my research, the Indri system was changed so that:
• My preprocessing had priority over any inbuilt Indri processes.
• I could stipulate which type of data from the preprocessing to use when indexing.
• The output listed the community’s experts, rather than just identifying their relevant
postings.
A number of experiments were run on this system so as to analyse its behaviour and the
capability of the Knowledge Model. This required a test-set of sample community postings
to be chosen to use as a data source, and a series of expertise topics (topic queries) to be
determined with known experts in the community.
The corpora studied for my research consisted of forum postings and all the known
experts studied needed to be the authors of the postings. As described in Section 3.3.2,
the initial analysis looked at documents from the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus corpora.
Preprocessing transformed each of the corpora into a standardised format (Section 3.5) so
that the same analysis could be easily applied to any set of postings.
For the test-set, I used a set of documents from the TREC2006 Enterprise track which
had an expertise finding task (Expert Search). The main documents for this test-set come
from the W3C corpus, which was obtained from the W3C website under license and consisted of 331,037 web-pages, files, personal homepages and forum postings (Craswell, 2005).
This extraction required additional preprocessing to that of other corpora (Figure 3.2).
Within the lists section of the W3C corpus, there were 198,394 documents, bundled together as 119 files. After separating the documents into individual files, the preprocessing
recognised that 172,847 contained postings, rather than indexes of postings. Unlike the
other corpora used in this research, the W3C documents were in HTML format, with
content and formatting code that was not relevant to the postings being studied. Preprocessing software was written to extract the metadata and content of the postings from the
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documents and the HTML formatting was removed (see Appendix A for further details).
This defined a corpus of postings that could be used for testing purposes - the W3C
test-set.
In order to actually conduct any tests, further elements from TREC2005 and TREC2006
were used. For these years, the Enterprise tracks included a set of topic queries and a
list of possible experts (known as candidate experts). The task of TREC competitors
was to use the W3C corpus to determine which candidates best matched which topics
(Voorhees, 2005; Soboroff et al., 2006). My experiments utilised the same topics and
candidates.
49 topic queries came from the TREC2006 Enterprise track.1 Each topic included
a ‘title’ which had one or more query terms, a ‘description’ which expanded the terms
into a sentence, and a ‘narrative’ which describes the search objectives in a paragraph
(Figure 4.2). I converted these into various formats, depending on which aspects of the
topics were required as queries in each experiment and what linguistic form was appropriate
(Figure 4.3). The XML-based end form of the topics was also stylised for easy parsing by
the Indri software used for the evaluation.
<num> Number: EX51
<title> relationship cardinalities </title>
<desc> Description:
A relevant expert will have knowledge in relationship cardinalities between roles in
different choreographies.
</desc>
<narr> Narrative:
In the context of semantic web, the relationships between entities can have different
cardinalities and roles. Relevant expert will have an explicit knowledge of such
choreographies. Experts in Semantic web are not relevant without explicit knowledge
in choreographies.
</narr>
Figure 4.2: Sample ‘topic’ from the TREC2006 Enterprise track (TREC, 2006)
The candidate experts were initially obtained from the TREC2005 Enterprise track.
The list was based on a list of people involved in the W3C (Soboroff et al., 2006). The
file of candidates provided by TREC2005 listed a candidate id with a name and one
or more email addresses (Figure 4.4). However, this list was by no means complete.
The postings in the test-set included many more authors and variations to their names
and email addresses. Since my research related to the authors, I deemed it best to be
able to look at their postings as a whole, rather than just posting by posting. For this
reason, knowing which postings have the same author was vital. While any unlisted author
may not be regarded as a known expert (according to TREC2006), their presence and
recognition in experimental results was still important as it could influence the outcome
of experiments. For this reason, the candidate list was expanded.
1

TREC2006 has 55 topics, numbered from EX51-EX105. 6 topics do not have known experts in the
expected results, so they were omitted from my experiments.
2
See Section 4.3.3 for an explanation of the use of QQ.
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<query>
<type>indri</type>
<number>51</number>
<text> relationshipQQn cardinalityQQn </text>
<desc> Description:
A relevant expert will have knowledge in relationship cardinalities between roles in
different choreographies.
</desc>
<narr> Narrative:
In the context of semantic web, the relationships between entities can have different
cardinalities and roles. Relevant expert will have an explicit knowledge of such
choreographies. Experts in Semantic web are not relevant without explicit knowledge
in choreographies.
</narr>
</query>
Figure 4.3: Sample lemmatised ‘topic’ for the W3C test-set
candidate-0025
candidate-0026
candidate-0027
candidate-0028
candidate-0029
candidate-0029
candidate-0030

2

Judy Brewer jbrewer@w3.org
Wendy Chisholm wendy@w3.org
grace de la flor grace.de-la-flor@bristol.ac.uk
Markus Gylling markus.gylling@tpb.se
Markku Hakkinen hakkinen@dinf.ne.jp
Markku Hakkinen mhakkinen@acm.org
George Kerscher kerscher@montana.com

Figure 4.4: Sample candidate data for the W3C test-set
The list was increased from 1092 to 1844 candidate experts, using manual inspection
and software to link the various identification factors. For instance, Candidate-1360 is
called Joseph Reagle and Joseph M. Reagle Jr and used two email addresses reagle@w3.org
and reagle@mit.edu. An assumption was made that, given that these authors were part
of a community, no two people would have the same name. All the authors of the top
postings returned in the first experiment (Experiment A, Section 4.3.1) were added. Due
to the size of the test-set, there were other authors that had not been added to the
candidate list. To account for this, the main software used for experimentation automatically grouped associated email addresses and names as an ‘unknown candidate’ with one
of the names and an email addresses used as a label, rather than a number, e.g., Unknown:kynn bartlett:kynn@reef.com. This helped keep the identification of unknown authors consistent between topics and experiments.
In total, 19612 authors were found in the test-set, 1854 of whom were known candidates. 974 authors have at least 20 postings in the test-set, of whom 494 were known
candidates (Figure 4.5).3 131 have at least 200 postings in the test-set, of whom 121 were
3

Figure 4.5 expresses the number of postings according to ranges. For less than 200 postings, the
ranges cover multiples of 10, for instance 20 to 29 postings. For 200 or more postings, the ranges cover
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Figure 4.5: Postings per candidate or email address

known candidates. The most prolific author had 4986 postings and was a known candidate
(candidate-0127). The prolific authors also tended to maintain the use of the same email
address. This can be seen in the drop in difference between the number of distinct email
addresses and the number of candidates. On average, each candidate used 1.11 email
addresses but the candidates with at least 20 postings averaged 1.04 email addresses and
candidates with 200 or more postings only averaged 1.02 addresses. The most prolific
email address sent 4412 postings and was one of the addresses used by candidate-0127.
This distribution shows that a lot of the postings were not from the regular authors. In
fact, those authors who posted 20 or more times only wrote about 16% of the postings in
the corpora. It was similar for the email addresses. This suggests that the forum had a
lot of occasional authors but also a lot of authors who regularly contributed to the forum
community.
One of the main benefits of using the TREC data for my research was that as well as a
set of publicly available topic queries, there is a corresponding evaluation mechanism. This
consists of a file of ranked candidates for each query,4 which I will call the Gold list, and
software that can evaluate any TREC experimental results (Section 3.6.2.1). The qrels
file contains a list of candidate experts for each topic that have been evaluated by human
assessors, based on the top 20 ranked candidates returned by TREC2006 participants
multiples of 100. The dot plots relate to the number of authors or email addresses within ranges. The bar
columns relate to the number of authors or email addresses within or greater than the ranges.
4
http://trec.nist.gov/data/enterprise/06/ent06.qrels.expert
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and other associated documents (Soboroff et al., 2006). Each candidate was labelled as
being one of three classifications (Soboroff et al., 2006):
0: candidate is not an expert.
1: unknown.
2: candidate is an expert.
Therefore, any candidate that was classified as 2 is relevant to the topic (and therefore
regarded as having suitable expertise) and any that was classified as 0 is not relevant to
the query. The standardised trec eval evaluation software supplied to TREC participants
uses these classifications to determine the precision and recall of the results it is evaluating.
The results of each experimental run consisted of a list of the top candidates that the
experiment says are relevant to each topic. For example, Figure 4.6 shows that for query
56 in a sample experiment, candidate-0025 (Judy Brewer, Figure 4.4) was the top ranked
candidate (rank 1) with an experimental score of 29.3258. While these results state that
only ten candidates were thought to be relevant to this topic, in my research I examined
up to fifty of the top candidates returned in the results per topic.
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0

candidate-0025 1 29.3258 lemur
candidate-0138 2 29.315 lemur
candidate-0026 3 29.3118 lemur
candidate-1649 4 29.3093 lemur
candidate-0142 5 29.3077 lemur
candidate-0127 6 29.2963 lemur
Unknown:kynn bartlett:kynn@reef.com 7 29.2932 lemur
candidate-1552 8 29.2638 lemur
candidate-1403 9 29.2551 lemur
Unknown:alice anderson:alice.anderson@doit.wisc.edu 10 29.2516 lemur
Figure 4.6: Example experiment results

As outlined in Section 3.6.2.1, the results were evaluated in a number of ways, based
around the precision and recall of the known expert candidates. When developing the
Knowledge Model, my main attention was given to the number of relevant candidates returned (Num Rel Ret), the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and the Interpolated Precision
at Recall 0.0 (IPrec at Recall 0.0) of each experimental run across all topics. MAP is one
of the main methods used to compare TREC entries.
The evaluations of the experiments documented in this thesis are not identical to those
of TREC2006. The original TREC entries also incorporated documents from the W3C
corpus that are not relevant to this research as they were not postings. Some aspects of
the designs of the top entries are incorporated in the models developed for this research,
but alternative software would need to be developed for a complete comparison. This was
not a major concern for me as my research was not directed towards designing the best
expertise finding system. The focus of my research was investigating whether the Duality
of Expertise can be used as the basis for an alternative approach to expertise within an
expertise finding system. The feasibility of such a model of expertise needed to be established by means of comparing it to traditional document-based search methods that are
not specially tailored for finding expertise. This was achieved by the various experimental
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runs described in this chapter and Chapter 5. My utilisation of the TREC2006 data,
its evaluation code and other third-party software allows later research to compare my
models with any alternative process.

4.3

Identifying authors’ contributions using text only

One way to match a topic with an author’s postings is to treat it as a pattern matching
process. If the terms in the topic query match those in an author’s postings, then the
author can be regarded as an expert because they talk about the topic. No concern is
made for what the words mean. No attempt needs be made to associate the terms with
any further topics.
The first experiments concerning the Knowledge Model examined such a process. Using
the output from the preprocessing, various approaches were analysed, each using the lexical
item to identify which authors had the best knowledge about the topic query.

4.3.1

Setting a baseline by considering documents independently - Experiment A
Data:

Test-set of individual postings from the W3C corpus

Index keys:

unaltered (raw) word

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, unchanged

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, unchanged

Measures:

tf-idf [1.2, 0.5], Okapi [1.4, 0.75, 7]
Table 4.2: Experiment A - Baseline

This baseline experiment (Table 4.2) was used to establish a set of results to which other
experiments could be compared. The Indri software was modified to act as a basic expertise
finding system that returned the authors of the top 50 relevant postings from the test-set
(Section 3.6.2.2).
The target topic of the expert being sought was represented as topic query terms,
e.g., relationship cardinalities (Figure 4.2). The match of topic terms to postings was
scored for each posting, allowing the postings to be ranked in order of most relevant to
least relevant.
The test-set was indexed according to the raw, unaltered form of the text. The name
and emails of the author of each posting were recorded in the index, providing an association between the authors and the indexed terms. The topic queries from the TREC2006
Enterprise track were also unaltered. Therefore, only exact matches between the topic
terms and the raw terms in the postings were recognised by the system.
Multiple runs of the experiment were conducted with the postings scored using the
Indri software’s built-in versions of the tf-idf and Okapi formulae. While Okapi is often
regarded as a tf-idf-category relevance measure, there are a number of variations of both
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formulae. However, when describing my research, I will be referring to the measures that
the Indri software titles tf-idf and Okapi (Figures 4.7 and 4.8).
These relevance measures are commonly used in information retrieval and are based
around the frequency of terms. The more frequent the use of a query term in a document,
the more relevant that document is to the query. However, the formulae also minimise
the effect of various issues. tf-idf applies weights to the frequency counts of terms in order
to penalise terms which appear in multiple documents (Salton and Buckley, 1988). This
means that specialised terms that are rarely used in documents are more heavily weighted
than common terms. Okapi is a variation on tf-idf that also accounts for the length of
the document (Walker, Robertson, Boughanem, Jones, Sparck Jones and Willett, 1997).
Okapi was used in a number of TREC 2005-2008 Enterprise track entries, e.g., Fan, Huang
and An (2006), Shen, Chen, Chen, Liu and Cheng (2007), Shen, Wang, Bi, Liu and Cheng
(2008).
A variety of values were tested for the tf-idf and Okapi parameters (Table 4.3). The
best settings were found to be k1=1.2, b=0.75 for tf-idf and k1=1.4, b=0.75, k3=7 for
Okapi (bolded in Table 4.3). These settings provided me with the certainty that the
baseline results were the best possible for those measures and that data. In retrospect, it
would have been best to maintain using the default values so as to allow my parameters
to be kept independent from the data being processed. In this case, the best settings I
found were in fact the same or very similar to the default settings anyway.

Parameter
k1
b

Default
1.2
0.75

Parameter
k1
b
k3

Default
1.2
0.75
7

0.1
0

0.1
0
0

0.2
0.01

0.2
0.01
2

tf-idf measure
Values tested (best
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2
0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
Okapi measure
Values tested (best
0.4 0.6 0.8
1.2
0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0
4
7
10
12

in bold)
1.4 1.6

2.0

4.0

8.0

in bold)
1.4 1.6

2.0

4.0

8.0

15

Table 4.3: Setting parameters for tf-idf and Okapi baselines

The output from Indri was altered so that, based on the indexed author details, it listed
and ranked candidate ids instead of giving the filename for each posting (as demonstrated
in Table 4.9). Only the top fifty postings were ranked. As the same person could be the
author for multiple postings, only the highest ranked occurrence of a candidate id was
kept. All postings that were written by the same forum author were removed from the
results. This means that the expertise of each author was judged on the basis of which
of their postings best matched the topic query terms. The choice of this method was
influenced by the fact that the TREC evaluation mechanism expects a correct answer
(i.e., a correct candidate expert) to appear only once in the results. Therefore, the results
cannot have the same candidate id listed more than once. Other than this filtering process,
each posting was treated as independent evidence of its author’s expertise claim.
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score = termW eight × IDF ×

k1×occurrences



occurrences+k1× (1−b)+b× documentLength
avgDocLength

with
×k1×queryT ermF req
termW eight = IDFqueryT
ermF req+k1
numberDocuments
IDF = log( documentF requency+1 )
k1 is a constant
b is a constant

Figure 4.7: Indri Term frequency, inverse document frequency (tf-idf) formula5

score = termW eight × IDF ×

(k1+1)×occurrences



occurrences+k1× (1−b)+b× documentLength
avgDocLength

with
ermF req
termW eight = (k3+1)×queryT
k3+queryT ermF req
numberDocuments
IDF = log( documentF
requency+1 )
k1 is a constant
b is a constant
k3 is a constant

Figure 4.8: Indri Okapi formula

The results of Experiment A are given on Table 4.4 with the best values in bold.
Num Topics is the number of TREC2006 topic queries included in the experiment. Num
Returned is the total number of unique authors in the results. Num Relevant is the
number of known authors in the TREC2006 Gold file. Num Rel Ret is the number of
known experts included in the experimental results, according to the Gold results. MAP
and IPrec at Recall 0.00 are the Mean Average Precision and Interpolated Precision that
were described in Section 3.6.2.1.
The Experiment A MAP results are slightly better when using Indri’s Okapi measure
than when using tf-idf. tf-idf has the best interpolated precision score, but it is not high.
All up, only a small percentage of the authors returned are the experts wanted (23% tf-idf,
24% Okapi). This suggests that the extra experts recognised by the Okapi measure were
not highly ranked.
Interestingly, these results are calculated using 54% of the postings originally returned
by Indri before the author repeats were omitted. This suggests that the ranked authors
5

This formula is from INDRI/include/indri/TFIDFTermScoreFunction.hpp. Its inclusion of the IDF
within the calculation of the term weight is not standard for a tf-idf formula.
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57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57

Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0
Q0

candidate-0409
candidate-1623
candidate-1392
candidate-0995
candidate-1110
candidate-0431
candidate-1537
candidate-0009
candidate-0935
candidate-0403
candidate-1566

1 22.2369 lemur
2 21.351 lemur
3 20.8355 lemur
4 20.4871 lemur
5 20.3894 lemur
6 20.2042 lemur
7 20.2022 lemur
8 20.1112 lemur
9 20.1072 lemur
10 20.0124 lemur
11 19.8701 lemur

Figure 4.9: Experiment A output example

Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

tf-idf
k1=1.2, b=0.75

Okapi
k1=1.4, b=0.75, k3=7

49
1307
2886
300
0.0777
0.5735

49
1296
2886
313
0.0785
0.5539

Table 4.4: Experiment A results - Baseline

certainly have posted a lot about the topics, which may reflect the depth of their expertise. However, this method of expertise profiling and ranking does not take that into
consideration.
The expertise finding system described by Balog et al. (2006) was the most successful
for TREC2006. Looking at their best amalgamated results (Table 4.5),6 they returned
more relevant results and a higher MAP than Experiment A. This is understandable as
Balog et al. used more W3C documents than just the posting-based test-set used in
my research. The W3C HTML documents they analysed included personal web-pages.
While a direct comparison to any of my experimental results was not appropriate and my
research is not endeavouring to develop the best expertise finding system, they did provide
a target range of values for my experiments.

6

Balog et al. (2006) conducted 4 experimental runs for each model variation. The quoted results are
not necessarily from the same run. They did not include Interpolated Precision results.
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Num Rel Ret
MAP

Model 1
document
-centric

Model 1
candidate
-centric

Model 2
document
-centric

Model 2
candidate
-centric

492
0.1234

511
0.1347

560
0.1731

580
0.1880

Table 4.5: Results from Balog et al. (2006)

4.3.2

Identifying an author’s knowledge based on a set of documents Experiment B
Data:

Corpus of test-set postings, grouped by author

Index keys:
Queries:

unaltered (raw) word
TREC2006 Enterprise track, unchanged

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, unchanged

Measures:

tf-idf [1.2, 0.5], Okapi [1.4, 0.75, 7]
tf-idf [8.0, 0.01], Okapi [8.0, 0.01, 7]

Table 4.6: Experiment B - Indexing by author, not postings

For Experiment B (Table 4.6), each set of postings with a common author was treated as a
single document (Section 3.6.2.4). When indexed, the linguistic content of the postings in
a collection are treated as belonging to the same document, and thus the same author. The
authorship of each posting is determined according to their names and email addresses.
As for the output from Experiment A, when this name data could be associated with
a known candidate, that candidate’s id number was given as the author. Otherwise, an
“unknown candidate” id was used.
When indexed, each term found in an author’s postings contributed towards the author’s expertise profile. Thus, the index is arranged by author, not by posting. Topic terms
that appear within an author’s set of postings will contribute to the author’s relevance
score, regardless of whether the topic terms are found in the same or different postings.
After various experimental runs for Experiment B with these new indexes (Table 4.7), it
was found that different scoring parameters gave the best results for both tf-idf and Okapi.
In both cases k1=8.0 and b=0.01. This can be linked to the increased size of the documents.
A large k1 gives more importance to the term frequency (Manning et al., 2008). A low
b reduces the normalization due to the length of the document (Manning et al., 2008).
Because of the significant improvement in the results, the best results from Experiment B
were used as a pseudo-secondary baseline for the other Knowledge Model experiments.
Since they all also used authors’ collections as documents, rather than postings in isolation,
the choice was made early on in the research to use these new parameters, rather than the
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Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

tf-idf
k1=1.2,
b=0.75

Okapi
k1=1.4,
b=0.75, k3=7

tf-idf
k1=8.0,
b=0.01

Okapi
k1=8.0,
b=0.01, k3=7

49
2367
2886
267
0.0396
0.3070

49
2367
2886
265
0.0390
0.3021

49
2367
2886
520
0.1348
0.7065

49
2367
2886
513
0.1308
0.7007

Table 4.7: Experiment B results - Indexing by author, not postings

ones used for Experiment A. Again in retrospect, this may not have been ideal, but the
consistency enabled me to make a fair comparison between each of my experiments.
For Okapi, the value of k3 did not effect the results. As shown in Figure 4.8, the
Okapi formula uses k3 to help smooth the term frequency of the query. k3 is designed
to help when using long queries that repeat terms (Manning et al., 2008), like using a
paragraph of text as a query, rather than a few terms. For the topic query terms used in
my experiments, k3 did not have an effect because it was not designed to have an effect.
Overall, tf-idf gave slightly better results than Okapi with more of the required experts
being found and a slightly higher MAP. Compared to the baseline results, the results are
much better and more known experts were found. The interpolated precision was much
better at 0.70, versus about 0.55 for the baseline. The best MAPs were much higher
(0.13 for Experiment B, 0.08 for the baseline). As expected, this shows that indexes are
better built from a collection of an author’s postings, rather than considering each of their
postings individually.
By grouping postings when indexing, the importance of terms used rarely by an author
decreased as the term weight of the term is affected by the size of the author’s collection
of postings. Indri normalises the size of the document for both tf-idf and Okapi (Figures
4.7 and 4.8) but large collections will still decrease the term weight.
The term document frequency of common terms increased as now such terms will
be found in many authors’ collections, rather than just isolated postings. However, the
number of total documents also decreased with the change from postings to collections.
Specialised terms were still rare and were still given high weights due to the low number
of authors who use them. An author who used a specialised term frequently was still
regarded as more relevant to the term than an author who uses it once or twice.
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4.3.3

Lemmatising the terms - Experiment C
Data:

Corpus of test-set postings, grouped by author

Index keys:

lemmatised terms

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, lemmatised

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, tagged with parts-of-speech

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01], Okapi [8.0, 0.01, 7]

Table 4.8: Experiment C - Lemmatisation and parts-of-speech

Experiment A and Experiment B treated terms as they were written. No attention was
paid to their syntactic role. No attempt was made to recognise that two terms might have
been morphemes of a common root. Each term was just treated as a pattern of letters
without any concern for its linguistic context.
The parts-of-speech and lemmas of each term in the test-set were identified in the
preprocessing. For Experiment C (Table 4.8), these lexical features were used in the
indexes instead of the raw, unaltered terms. As indicated in Section 3.5, the part-of-speech
tagging was done using the C&C Tools POSTagger and the lemmatisation was done with
the WordNet lexical database and related software. Since WordNet only concerns itself
with the four open parts-of-speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs), when indexing,
the parts-of-speech were reduced to the terms used by WordNet - n, v, a, r. The term
x was used for all other parts-of-speech and punctuation. The resulting LEMMA#POS
combination was recorded in the test-set postings within the <lemma></lemma> tags.7
A similar process was applied to the topic query terms and the stopwords. Since the
queries are not given as a sentence or even a grammatically correct phrase (e.g., topic
58 is ‘text XML query language’), the part-of-speech tagging was done manually for the
query terms, as was the lemmatisation, in order to minimise errors. However, 82% of the
terms were tagged as nouns, compared to 7% adjectives, 3% verbs, no adverbs and 8%
other terms. For these topic query terms, in retrospect I could have used WordNet to
determine whether there were multiple possible parts-of-speech for any terms and defaulted
to “noun” and appropriate lemmas if there was any ambiguity.
Since the list of stopwords mainly relates to closed sets of words, the list already
included all forms of the words so lemmatisation was not required. Also, given the five
parts-of-speech categories used, there is no ambiguity about how each stopword should
be tagged. However, while POSTagger is generally fairly accurate (Clark (2007) claims
97% per-word accuracy), the corresponding stopword terms in the test-set were sometimes
erroneously tagged with the wrong part-of-speech, e.g., ‘the#n’. To account for this and
make sure that the stopwords are always recognised, all the terms in the stopword list
were tagged with all five parts-of-speech, e.g., ‘the#n’,‘the#v’,‘the#a’,‘the#r’,‘the#x’.
As a result of the outcome of Experiment B, for this and all remaining Knowledge
Model experiments, the postings were grouped according to their author, rather than
7

‘QQ’ was actually used in the test-set instead of ‘#’ because ‘#’ is ignored as punctuation by Indri
when tokenising input. Indri was adjusted to convert ‘QQ’ to ‘#’ when parsing the terms.
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Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

tf-idf
k1=8.0, b=0.01

Okapi
k1=8.0, b=0.01, k3=7

49
2365
2886
498
0.1344
0.7355

49
2365
2886
497
0.1323
0.7332

Table 4.9: Experiment C results - Lemmatisation and parts-of-speech

being considered an independent document. This was done in the same manner as for
Experiment B.
The experimental results show a small but significant improvement over those for
Experiment B (Table 4.9). Most significantly, the interpolated precision was better, indicating that the higher scoring authors for each topic were more likely to be known experts.
This suggests that even though the top 50 results contain less known experts than Experiment B (498 versus 520), the lemmatisation gives rise to more appropriate ranking
for some topics. Therefore, lemmatisation can be regarded as a benefit when using this
test-set. The MAP value is much the same as Experiment B for tf-idf but it improves for
Okapi.
Looking at the topic queries, these results may be due to few of the topic terms having
alternate morphological forms. Of the 158 terms used for the 50 queries, only 15 needed
to change form when lemmatised. 12 were stopwords. 36 were nouns that were proper
nouns or mass nouns that only have a single morphological form (e.g., ‘W3C’, ‘semantics’).
Therefore that is 15 terms out of 110 terms that may have multiple morphological forms. In
contrast, the lemmatisation of the terms in the postings may result in the tf-idf scores of the
lemmatised terms being lower than the words in their original morphological form. While
being able to link an author’s usage of the same lemmatised word in multiple forms will
raise its term frequency, this may also result in recognition that other authors use the term
which would raise the document frequency. Consequently, the inverse document frequency
(idf) would lower the weight of the term for known expert authors and potentially introduce
new alternative authors whose postings previously didn’t match the topic term. The
difference in the MAP score is so low that I would regard profiling with the original
and lemmatised terms to be equivalent, if it wasn’t for the precision score, which clearly
indicates that lemmatisation gives a better result.

4.4

Semantic profiling of expertise

While lemmatisation allows any index in an expertise profile to account for the various
morphological forms of terms, it does not in any way recognise the semantics of the terms.
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Words that are similar, e.g., ‘laptop’ and ‘computer’, are treated as independent entries.
For an expertise profile to represent an author’s expertise claims in terms of topics or
areas of interest, it needs to include some aspect of the semantics of a posting, not just
the terms that appear within. The expertise finding system needs to be able to recognise
what an author’s postings are talking about, not just what they say.

4.4.1

Profiling using WordNet senses - Experiment D
Data:

Corpus of test-set postings, grouped by author

Index keys:

ids of all synsets for which a term is used
All senses: Use synsets for all senses of each term
1 sense: Use synset for only the first sense of each term

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, converted to synset ids

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, converted to synset ids

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01], Okapi [8.0, 0.01, 7]

Table 4.10: Experiment D - Sense synsets per terms

One way to semantically associate terms is through the use of ontologies, like that of
WordNet. During the preprocessing, all terms tagged as a noun, verb, adjective or
adverb were also tagged with one or more WordNet synset ids, depending on how many
different senses WordNet considers the term to have. Each synset can be associated with
multiple terms, allowing synonyms and near synonyms to be recognised. The focus of an
expertise finding system can then be on finding an author with the appropriate synset,
rather than just trying to match the terms.
For the first part of Experiment D (All senses in Table 4.10) no effort was made
to disambiguate between the senses. The part-of-speech tags were used to limit which
synsets were associated with each instance of a lexical term, but all senses in WordNet
for that part-of-speech were considered. Each synset id was treated as a separate entry
in the indexing, in the same way that each term was indexed separately in the previous
experiments. Therefore, the index may have many more entries, even if multiple words
use the same synset id. For instance,
<sw><word>signals</word><pos>NNS</pos><lemma>signal#n</lemma>
<senses>6791372:9185280:11447319</senses></sw>
would index the synsets ids 6791372, 9185280 and 11447319 for this author instead of the
term ‘signals’ or its lemmatised form ‘signal#n’. Similarly, the topic query terms and
stopwords were converted into synset ids, where appropriate. No sense disambiguation
was done here either.
However, not all terms used in the postings, topic queries and stopwords are in WordNet. Many proper nouns (e.g., ‘W3C’, ‘IBM’, ‘Fujitsu’) are not accounted for. All the
closed set words are absent (e.g., any term tagged as a preposition, not an adverb). In
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tf-idf
k1=8.0, b=0.01
all senses 1 sense
Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

49
2367
2886
471
0.1088
0.6596

49
2367
2886
493
0.1245
0.6886

Okapi
k1=8.0, b=0.01, k3=7
all senses
1 sense
49
2367
2886
452
0.0904
0.6388

49
2367
2886
501
0.1233
0.6886

Table 4.11: Experiment D results - Sense synsets per term

order to consider these terms in the index and the topic query terms, their lemmatised
form was used for the indexing.
It was anticipated that this experiment would generate better results than the previous
experiments, as this would link the content of a candidate’s postings on the basis of their
semantic content, not just their morphological or root forms. The results however do not
show a clear improvement (All senses in Table 4.11). For both tf-idf and Okapi scoring, the
MAP is about midway between that achieved when using lemmatisation (Experiment C)
and the MAP of the baseline (Experiment A). This could have been caused by the index
now containing large numbers of generic synsets.
Similarly, grouping terms that are associated with the same WordNet synsets was
expected to indicate the importance of using semantic concepts to help link multiple terms
with topic query terms. However, the experimental results were worse than when using the
lexical terms. Looking at the topic query terms, 106 of the 158 terms have corresponding
synsets. However, each of these terms has multiple senses in WordNet, each of which
is a different synset. In total, the 106 terms correspond to 468 synsets (average 4.42
synsets per term). Because no effort was made to disambiguate which sense was relevant
in each instance in the postings, this resulted in more authors being regarded as potentially
suitable experts as they are more likely to have matching synsets in their postings, even
though the synset may not be relevant to the posting.
In order to test this analysis, the experiment was rerun with each term reduced to only
the “first sense” (1 sense in Table 4.10). Thus the index was no larger than that used for
lemmatisation. WordNet is designed such that first sense is that which was found to be
more common in an example semantic concordance corpus (WordNet 3.0, 2006a). This
cannot be considered sense disambiguation because there is no concern for the context in
which a term is used. Any rarely used, specialised senses in the postings may be ignored
if the more common first WordNet sense is used. There is no distinction between the
use of specialised sense versus normal senses. While this is not ideal and minimises the
effectiveness of the resulting expertise profile, the use of a single sense’s synset still enables
the generalisation issue to be tested, even if the sense may not always be appropriate.
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The 1 sense results were better than the ones from multiple senses (Table 4.11). In
fact the MAP and accuracy of the top ranked candidates were closer to those from lemmatisation (Table 4.9) than those from all senses. This is understandable because the synsets
are based on the senses for the lemmas. Just like most words have only one lemma per
part-of-speech,8 restricting the index to a single synset per term use will give an index
that is a similar size to that from the lemmatisation. However, words with senses that
are synonymous with each other have common synsets, e.g., ‘domain’, and ‘sphere’ are all
synset 14514039 for their first sense. This semantic grouping was expected to help improve
the results. Unfortunately, the limitation of one sense per term may have resulted in like
terms not being indexed by the same synset, thus losing the advantage of this method
over lemmatisation. For instance, synset 14514039 also relates to ‘field’ sense 7. ‘field’
sense 1 is part of synset 08569998, which has no semantic association with any sense of
‘domain’ or ‘sphere’. Consequently, if ‘field’ was found in a posting and only its first sense
was considered, it would not be indexed with the same synset as ‘domain’ and ‘sphere’
under these conditions. This strongly indicates that the issue of sense disambiguation may
need to be resolved or avoided in order to get better results. However, the results are very
encouraging.

4.4.2

Profiling with Supersenses - Experiment E

Data:

Corpus of test-set postings, grouped by author

Index keys:

ids of all super synsets for which a term is used
All supersenses: Use super synsets for all senses of each term

Queries:

1 supersense: Use the super synset for only the first sense of each term
TREC2006 Enterprise track, converted to super synset ids

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, converted to synset ids

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01], Okapi [8.0, 0.01, 7]
Table 4.12: Experiment E - Supersense synsets per term

Experiment E (Table 4.12) looked at further generalisation of the semantic associations
between terms. Supersenses correspond to the 45 categories (Table 3.4) in which WordNet places all synsets (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003). Rather than just associating each
term with a set of WordNet synsets directly related to their senses, further preprocessing also labelled terms with their supersenses. Each <super> tag is a string of numbers
representing the supersense classes (Figure 4.13). Repeats were allowed.
Similarly, the topic queries were modified to be in terms of super values. Again, repeats
were allowed. No edits were made to the stopword list as the generality of the supersenses
covered both stopwords and other terms.
8

Some words have multiple lemmas, e.g., WordNet regards ‘found’ as a form of the verbs ‘[to] found’
and ‘[to] find’.
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<SENTENCE count=3 format= >
<sw><word> I </word><pos>PRP</pos><lemma>I#x</lemma><sense>I</sense><super>I</super></sw>
<sw><word> am </word><pos>VBP</pos><lemma>be#v</lemma><sense>2604760:2616386:2655135:2603699:2749904:2664769:
2620587:2445925:2697725:2268264:2614181:2744820:2702508</sense><super>42:42:42:42:42:42:42:41:42:40:
42:42:42</super></sw>
<sw><word> afraid </word><pos>JJ</pos><lemma>afraid#a</lemma><sense>77645:543993:544231:1293396</sense>
<super>00:00:00:00</super></sw>
<sw><word> Tidy </word><pos>NNP</pos><lemma>Tidy#n</lemma><sense>4433077</sense><super>06</super></sw>
<sw><word> does </word><pos>VBZ</pos><lemma>do#v</lemma><sense>2560585:1712722:2561995:2617567:1645619:2568672:
2669789:1619032:10435:2709107:2523221:38849:1841790</sense><super>41:36:41:42:36:41:42:36:29:42:41:
29:38</super></sw>
<sw><word> not </word><pos>RB</pos><lemma>not#r</lemma><sense>24073</sense><super>02</super></sw>
<sw><word> allow </word><pos>VB</pos><lemma>allow#v</lemma><sense>2423183:802336:2255480:724168:2721438:723563:
2745486:2423650:2319687:802964</sense><super>41:32:40:31:42:31:42:41:40:32</super></sw>
<sw><word> to </word><pos>TO</pos><lemma>to#x</lemma><sense>to</sense><super>to</super></sw>
<sw><word> do </word><pos>VB</pos><lemma>do#v</lemma><sense>2560585:1712722:2561995:2617567:1645619:2568672:
2669789:1619032:10435:2709107:2523221:38849:1841790</sense><super>41:36:41:42:36:41:42:36:29:42:41:
29:38</super></sw>
<sw><word> that </word><pos>DT</pos><lemma>that#x</lemma><sense>that</sense><super>that</super></sw>
<sw><word> . </word><pos>.</pos><lemma>.#x</lemma><sense>.</sense><super>.</super></sw>
</SENTENCE>
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tf-idf
k1=8.0, b=0.01
all supersenses 1 supersense
Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

49
2367
2886
428
0.1138
0.6208

49
2367
2886
428
0.1108
0.6269

Okapi
k1=8.0, b=0.01, k3=7
all supersenses 1 supersense
49
2367
2886
197
0.0581
0.3044

49
2367
2886
293
0.0894
0.4177

Table 4.14: Experiment E results - Supersense synsets per term

The super tags were tested in the same way as the senses in Experiment D. First
the full list of synsets were used in the index (All supersenses in Table 4.12). The tfidf MAP showed a slight improvement on the equivalent All senses, but the Okapi MAP
was decidedly worse (Table 4.14). Similarly, the tf-idf interpolated precision was slightly
worse when using supersenses than when using the synsets but the Okapi scores are much
worse.
When only the first supersense for each term is indexed (1 supersense in Table 4.12),
there is no clear improvement for tf-idf compared to indexing all supersenses. The MAP
score is slightly worse but the top rank candidates are slightly better. The results with
Okapi scores are much better than when using all supersenses but are still below those of
Experiment D.
Overall, the supersenses did not improve the process. While they may generalise the
semantics even further, it is too broad for there to be any real benefit. However, the
contrast between the results from the tf-idf and Okapi scores is quite interesting. This
could be an indication that the more general the indexing, the more suitable the tf-idf
scoring is to use.
The results could also be taken as an indication that the concept of ‘fields of interest
or knowledge’, as discussed in Section 3.6.2.3, requires various levels of finesse. If the term
coverage of what is considered to be ‘on topic’ is too general, then the uniqueness of an
author’s fields of claimed expertise is lost in the index. This is amplified if a term’s senses
are not disambiguated for each instance of the term in the text. If the coverage is too
precise, e.g., by indexing just terms, then the field aspect is not present. Therefore, the
experiments showed that in order to use the terms as evidence of an author’s expertise
claims, a middle level of associations needed to be found. The synsets and the supersenses
were not enough.
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4.4.3

Semantic similarity between terms in postings - Experiment F

Data:

Corpus of test-set postings, grouped by author

Index keys:

ids of all synsets for which a term is used and their hyponyms and
hypernyms
All hyponyms: Use hyponym synsets for all senses of each term
Hyponyms for 1 sense: Use the hyponym synsets for only the first
sense of each term
All hypernyms: Use hypernym synsets for all senses of each term
Hypernyms for 1 sense: Use the hypernym synsets for only the first
sense of each term

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, converted to synset ids

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, converted to synset ids

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01]

Table 4.15: Experiment F - Synsets, hypernyms and hyponyms

The WordNet ontology contains other associations between semantic concepts. Researchers have previously used the WordNet hypernym/hyponym relationships in information retrieval systems, commonly to expand the number of query terms. This increases
the chances of a document matching the query, but it doesn’t improve the system’s understanding of the content of the document.
Based on Thiagarajan et al. (2008), I instead used hyponyms and hypernyms to increase the depth of each expertise profile. For each term in the corpus, the corresponding
WordNet hyponym and hypernym synsets were also added, should they be available
(Figure 4.10). Thus if multiple terms are hyponyms of a synset for {‘canine’}, each occurrence of these terms would also add an instance of the ‘canine’ synset to the index.
Likewise, an instance of ‘canine’ in a posting would add an instance of the {‘wolf’} synset
and any other hyponyms to the index. This changes the index from being based on only
what terms occur in the postings to the broader concepts that are mentioned. The “frequent” synsets in the index help indicate the areas of interest for each author. This is
similar to Wang and Taylor’s (2007) concept forest.
Similar to using WordNet synsets in Experiment D (Table 4.15), there is still an
issue about the sense disambiguation. While the synset-to-synset relationships are not
ambiguous as WordNet is very clear which sense of a term belongs to the synset that
is the hypernym of another synset, the sense of the initial term in the posting is still ambiguous. For this reason, multiple experimental runs were made with different restrictions.
The first experimental runs used the hyponyms or hypernyms for any sense of the terms
encountered in the postings. The later runs only used the hyponyms and hypernyms for
the first WordNet sense. This is similar to the varying conditions for Experiment D and
Experiment E.
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Figure 4.10: Example graph of the hyponym and hypernyms of a term’s synset

tf-idf k1=8.0, b=0.01
all

all

hyponyms

all

hypernyms

senses

1 sense

hyponyms

for 1 sense

hypernyms

for 1 sense

49

49

49

49

49

49

Num Returned

2367

2367

2367

2367

2367

2367

Num Relevant

2886

2886

2886

2886

2886

2886

Num Rel Ret

471

493

470

501

470

502

MAP

0.1088

0.1245

0.1091

0.1302

0.1091

0.1302

IPrec at

0.6596

0.6886

0.6482

0.7113

0.6595

0.7163

Num Topics

Recall 0.00

Table 4.16: Experiment F results - Synsets, hyponyms and hypernyms

The results show a small improvement from just using the synsets in isolation (Table 4.16). When both hyponyms and hypernyms are used, very similar results are achieved
as to when using them independently. This is hard to explain, but a possible explanation is that both the hyponyms and hypernyms of the terms in the postings are actually
the key topic terms. Therefore, the same terms are significantly boosted in importance
regardless of whether they are hyponyms or hypernyms. Consequently, using both will
do little to change the results. However, it is anticipated that further experiments using
more distant hypernyms and hyponyms (i.e., the unfilled nodes of Figure 4.10) would improve the results further. Obviously, if this expansion of the term index in an author’s
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expertise profile is too great, then too much noise may be created in the profile. For this
reason, future research may require a weighting system to be applied when adding terms in
such a manner, giving less weight to synsets more distant from the original term’s synset.
While Experiment F did not return the results I had hoped for, the outcome was still very
encouraging and suggested that with changes, better results could be achieved.

4.5

Conclusions about the Knowledge Model

The Knowledge Model is a representation of the aspects of my Expertise Finding Model
that are internal to an expert. It uses their contributions to a community as evidence
of their expertise claims. The model was evaluated through a series of experiments (Table 4.17). The input of these experiments was forum postings from the W3C corpus. Using
a sample expertise finding system developed from the Indri information retrieval system,
the authors within the corpus were ranked after matching their expertise profiles to a
series of topic query terms from the TREC2006 Expert Search task. The experimental
results were compared to the expected results from TREC2006.
Method
Baseline: Single posting
Author posting collections
Lemmatisation
WordNet synsets
1 sense synsets
Supersense synsets
Hypo/hypernyms

Exp.
A
B
C
D
D
E
F

Top MAP

IPrecision

0.0785
0.1348
0.1344
0.1088
0.1245
0.1138
0.1302

0.5539
0.7065
0.7355
0.6596
0.6886
0.6208
0.7113

Table 4.17: Summary of experimental results for the Knowledge Model
For a baseline, in Experiment A the query terms were not modified and the sample
system treated the expertise finding task like a document retrieval exercise. The major
difference was that the author was given as the result, instead of the document name.
Experiment B looked at the concept of an expertise profile relating to all of an author’s
postings, not just postings in isolation. This improved the results significantly.
Experiment C used lemmatised terms, instead of the unmodified ‘raw’ terms. The
lemmatisation was done according to their part-of-speech. Both were determined during
the preprocessing. The hypothesis was that these would help remove a degree of lexical
ambiguity through the consideration of the linguistic contexts. By indexing morphemes
as a single lemmatised term and tagging the term’s parts-of-speech, the expertise profiles
represented term usage better. This should have resulted in improved recognition of an
author’s expertise claims, however the MAP scores from the experiment were about the
same as Experiment B for the Indri tf-idf measure and slightly better for the Indri Okapi
measure. However, there was notable improvement in the interpolated precision score. A
contributing factor was the lack of morphological variation available for the TREC topic
query terms. Only 15 of the 158 query terms changed during lemmatisation of the topic
queries and only 110 of the terms may have multiple morphological forms in the corpora.
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Therefore, many of the expertise profiles for the experts already suitably represented their
term usage. However, these results were regarded as a slight improvement and supported
the inclusion of linguistic processing within the Knowledge Model.
A number of experiments evaluated the inclusion of semantic processing in the model.
In Experiment D, most terms were replaced by the corresponding WordNet synset identification numbers. Since multiple terms can be associated with the same synset, this
would result in a more semantic identification of the focus areas of each author’s expertise. However, while the results were still an improvement on the baseline, they were
worse than Experiments B & C. This was caused by the lack of sense disambiguation
in the process described by the model. Just as WordNet links multiple terms to one
synset, it also considers terms to have multiple senses. Each of these senses can then link
to separate synsets. This increased the size of the Indri indexes, instead of reducing it,
which in turn reduced the significance of each synset. Experiment D was rerun with each
term restricted to only its first sense and its corresponding synset. This gave better results
but still below the results of Experiments B & C. Because the sense used wasn’t chosen
through sense disambiguation, there wasn’t any guarantee that it was the appropriate
sense for every instance of the term. However, the improved results within Experiment D
were encouraging.
Further semantic generalisation was used in Experiment E where the synsets for term’s
supersenses were indexed. As for Experiment D, runs were conducted using either all
senses or just 1 sense (the first sense). When all of a term’s supersenses were used, the
tf-idf MAP results were better than those for Experiment D. When using only the first
supersense, the tf-idf MAP results were worse. The tf-idf interpolated precision scores
were lower in both cases and all scores using the Okapi measure were much worse. This
indicates that such generalisation is too broad for the Knowledge Model. While sense
ambiguity will have contributed to the negative experimental results, the small number of
supersenses did not help profile the author’s claimed areas of expertise.
The final experiments for the Knowledge Model examined the use of other WordNet
semantic associations. Each term sense was associated with its synset as well as that
synset’s hypernyms or hyponyms, according to the WordNet ontology. This meant that
more terms could result in the indexing of a synset. When all term senses were included,
the results were similar to Experiment D. However, when only considering the first term
sense, the performance was closer to that of Experiment C. There were similar results
for both hypernyms and hyponyms. While the results were still below those achieved
with lemmatised terms, they clearly indicated that the inclusion of the hypernyms and
hyponyms were a better way to identify someone’s claimed area of expertise than just
synsets or supersenses. However, the sense ambiguity issue still reduces the performance.
Further research is needed to re-examine this hypothesis in circumstances without the
ambiguity, or add sense disambiguation to the Knowledge Model. Furthermore, better
performance may also occur if more distant hypernyms and hyponyms are added.
Overall, the best results from my experiments were achieved with collections of authors’
postings with lemmatisation and parts of speech (Experiment C) with the best interpolated
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precision and close to best MAP. This confirms the importance of considering the author’s
contributions to the online forum as whole when profiling their expertise. Expertise finding
is not just a matter of finding suitable postings. It is about finding suitable people based
on evidence in many postings. Therefore the Knowledge Model needs to reflect this by
basing an author’s expertise profile on all their interactions within the community.
The concept of expertise being defined by the individual and not by labels was also
supported by the experiments through the experiments on the semantic aspects of the
Knowledge Model. While the use of WordNet synsets degraded the performance of the
sample expertise finding system, this was clearly due to sense ambiguity. The level of
improved performance once WordNet hypernyms and hyponyms were used was encouraging, especially when the 1 sense experimental runs are compared to the All senses runs.
More research is needed to eliminate or minimise the sense ambiguity. From my experimental results, I anticipate that this will result in better results and may demonstrate the
importance of including semantic associations like hypernyms and hyponyms in an expertise profile. Whether it will provide better results than the lemmatised terms cannot be
predicted. Other researchers like Sanderson (1997) have explored this area and recognised
the detrimental effect that sense ambiguity can have on information retrieval when only
a small set of query terms are used. Unfortunately, such sense disambiguation is outside
the scope of my research, so this could not be explored further.
Through these linkages between terms in an author’s postings, a sense of what topics
they discuss evolves. An expertise finding system can find relevant experts based on
terms similar but not identical to the content of their postings. Frequent and similar
terms support other terms in the expertise profile. While the association between terms
through lemmatisation achieved the best results, the encouraging results with hypernyms
and hyponyms suggest that an expertise profile should not just concern itself with what an
expert explicitly said but also what semantic concepts they were talking about. Finding
expertise can be treated as more than just a simple word matching exercise.
These results also showed that a corpus of postings can be preprocessed into a meaningful format that can be used by an expertise finding system. The preprocessor successfully
distinguished between metadata, textual content and non-original content like quotations.
It provides preliminary processing that identifies linguistic details about the textual content, e.g., parts-of-speech, lemmatisation, semantic content. My evaluations showed that
this can be largely done independently from the ranking stage, saving time and resources.
This was done in a novel but efficient way, through the use of software tools and basic
scripts based on or sourced from third-parties.
In summary, my research demonstrated that an expertise finding system using the
Knowledge Model can be easily established using publicly available search engines, like
Indri, and other freely available software tools and methods. The Knowledge Model
includes linguistic details provided by the preprocessing to help recognise the areas of
an author’s claimed expertise. The expertise profiles constructed by the model are based
on each author’s contribution to an online forum as a whole, rather than their postings in
isolation.
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Chapter 5

Community Model: Expertise
based on the community’s opinion
of expertise claims
5.1

Dialogues within online communities

The Duality of Expertise approaches expertise from the perspective of both the expert and
their community. While the Knowledge Model presented in Chapter 4 considers what an
expert claims to be their expertise, the Community Model just considers the community’s
views towards those claims and who they consider to have the Expert role. Whereas the
Knowledge Model represents the internal aspects of a person’s expertise, the Community
Model only considers the external aspects. This chapter describes how the Community
Model can be used to identify the external aspects of expertise within an online community,
given evidence of the community’s opinions found through an examination of the group’s
forum discussions. This linguistic interaction is also used to demonstrate how aspects
of both the Knowledge Model and Community Model can be combined in my Expertise
Finding Model in a novel way that reflects the Duality of Expertise.
A vital part of this research was recognition of the importance of dialogue to the
Community Model. In order to evaluate my Community Model, example online dialogue
between members of online communities was studied. Dialogue is a linguistic interaction
between at least two people. This interaction may be on a person-to-person basis, where
only those involved are aware of the nature and outcome of the interaction. Alternatively, there may be more people participating in or observing the interaction, especially
if the target audience is a community. These side-participants or bystanders (Clark, 1996)
are aware of the interaction that occurs, even if they don’t partake in it. This allows
many community members to experience the interaction. It also enables any community
members to form opinions on the expertise of those who are communicating, even if they
themselves are bystanders.
When examining the Community Model for online groups, the dialogue studied also
needs to be communicating at the community level. Electronic dialogue like emails or
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messages posted on online forums certainly allow dialogue between community members.
Both forms of electronic communication can involve conversations between two or more
people, with or without bystanders. However, emails are directed primarily towards a
select audience which is defined by the authors of the postings, rather communicating
with a community. Therefore, the number of people experiencing and benefiting from
the interaction is limited. This shortcoming was identified in the literature review of
expertise finding systems that utilise email archives and other social networking records
based around individuals rather than communities (Section 2.4.4.2).
Within online groups, dialogues in discussion forums are the main form of interaction
between group members at the community level. As such, the dialogues contribute to
people’s opinions of each other. These opinions include their views on who they regard
as the Experts in the group. A group member may agree or disagree with something
said by another member’s posting. They may find it helpful or not clear. In turn, the
member may respond by replying to the posting with a message of their own. While any
bystanders may not express their opinion by responding to any posting that influences
their opinion, each posting they read will still be an interaction they have had with the
posting’s author. As such, it is an experience which future judgements (and postings) will
reflect upon. Thus each respondent contributes to the experience of the author and all
others that participate in the dialogue by joining in the discussion and communicating.
As discussed in Chapter 4, such a dialogue attempts to share knowledge. However,
it does not label the author as an Expert. By posting on the forum, each author claims
to have an interest in the topics being discussed. While the content of the posting may
indicate their area of interest, it doesn’t describe everything about their expertise. It does
not place it in the context of the online group with which they are interacting. It does not
determine the level of the author’s knowledge of a topic when compared to other group
members. It does not prove the accuracy of the author’s statements. It does not give the
author authority within the group.
Forum
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Replies
Preprocessing

To:
From:
Subject

Dialogue acts
Community opinions

Preparing an expertise profile

Expertise
profile
of author

Topic

Who is
relevant?
Relevance filter

Who do
they like?

Community
Topic Expert

Ranking measure

Identifying a topic expert

Figure 5.1: Outline of the Community Model

For this reason, this chapter will discuss a Community Model related to using the
dialogue within an online group to assist in recognising the expertise of group members.
Based on such evidence, the Community Model uses the community’s opinion of members’ expertise claims to rank the expertise of any author judged relevant to a particular
topic (Figure 5.1). The nature of online forum dialogues will be explored to identify the
relationships between postings in a discussion (Section 5.2). The concept of dialogue acts
is related to such relationships and presented as linguistic evidence of the community’s
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Exp.
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Description
Baseline 1: Lemmatisation and parts-of-speech, profiled per posting
Profiling per posting using Options A-E
Profiling per posting using Opinion Vector length
Profiling per posting using a generalised Expertise Opinion Measure
Baseline 2: Lemmatisation and parts-of-speech, profiled per author
Profiling authors using Options A-E
Profiling authors using a generalised Expertise Opinion Measure

Section
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.5
5.5
5.5

Table 5.1: Community Model experiments

opinion on the expertise claims of its members (Section 5.3). This is demonstrated and
evaluated utilising the same W3C corpus and TREC2006 test-set as the Knowledge
Model (Sections 5.4-5.5). The series of experiments described in this chapter (Table 5.1)
show how aspects of the community opinion can be utilised within automated expertise
finders through the Community Model.

Postings
To:
From:
Subject

Forum
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~
~~~~~

Expertise claims

Who is
relevant?

Text usage
Expertise
profile
of author

Preprocessing
To:
From:
Subject
In−reply−to:

Replies

Dialogue acts

Topic

Who do
they like?

Community
Topic
Expert

Who is
the best?

Community opinions

Preparing an expertise profile

Ranking measures

Identifying a topic expert

Figure 5.2: Outline of the Expertise Finding Model

Finally, this chapter considers the Duality of Expertise and how the methods incorporated within the Knowledge Model and the Community Model can be combined within my
Expertise Finding Model (Section 5.6). The Expertise Finding Model uses the term usage
in each author’s postings as evidence of their expertise claims and the dialogue acts in
the community’s responses as evidence of their opinion towards those claims (Figure 5.2).
Each author’s expertise on a given topic is ranked in the Expertise Finding Model utilising this evidence in combination. This chapter includes experiments that demonstrate
how this can be done in order to determine who is the Community Expert about a topic
with various combined ranking measures investigated (Table 5.2). The outcome of this
research is that a better representation of expertise is achieved if the Duality of Expertise
is recognised, rather than just basing an expertise finding model on knowledge claims or
community opinion in isolation.
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Exp.
N

O

P
Q
R
S
T
U

V
W

Description
Profiling per posting using:
— Options A-E & Knowledge Model (KM) score
— Opinion Vector length & KM score
— Generalised Expertise Opinion Measure (EOM) & KM score
Profiling authors using:
— Options A-E & KM score
— Opinion Vector length & KM score
— Generalised EOM & KM score
Profiling per posting using EOM trained on other postings’
Opinion Vectors & KM score
Profiling authors using EOM trained on other authors’
Opinion Vectors & KM score
Profiling per posting using EOM trained on Opinion Vectors
for relevant postings & KM score
Profiling authors using EOM trained on Opinion Vectors
for relevant authors & KM score
Profiling relevant authors using Options A-E & KM score
Profiling relevant authors using:
— Opinion Vector length & KM score
— Generalised EOM & KM score
Profiling relevant authors using EOM trained on other authors’
Opinion Vectors & KM score
Profiling relevant authors using EOM trained on Opinion Vectors
for relevant authors & KM score
Table 5.2: Expertise Finding Model experiments

5.2

The structure of a forum dialogue

For my research, I studied dialogues in a variety of online discussion forums. As explained
in Section 3.3.2, this included an examination of the format of the postings, their content,
their authors and how the postings and authors related to each other. Early versions of
the preprocessor were designed to work with the 20 Newsgroups corpus (Rennie, 2008).
The analysis shifted to these more recent postings once university approval was granted
to construct the Corvus collection of mailing list postings. These corpora formed the
basis for my research into the Duality of Expertise and the development of the Expertise
Finding Model. The W3C collection was then used for further analysis and evaluation of
the proposed models.
Consistently in online forums, dialogues are conducted according to threads of conversation. While each forum may be accessed by many group members, only some will
actually post in the forum. Looking at the W3C and Corvus corpora (Table 5.3), I
regard these group members as active members. Active members are interacting with
the group through their postings and as such are claiming to have expertise in the topics of discussion. Inactive members do not interact with the group this way, providing
no evidence within the forum postings of their expertise claims. For this reason, I am
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W3C
19,612
172,847
117,671,130
34,795,749
636,611
586,418
1915
499
272
55,977
3
1.42
1.8
1.5

ActKM
83
582
966,756
644,627
16,495
14,778
14
2
0
140
4
2.41
1.6
1.0

PMFlist
346
951
485,885
257,819
10,941
9,864
12
0
0
226
4
1.42
2.5
1.0

Electronics 101 Balloonmail
383
400
7,118
4,319
1,888,331
795,856
1,321,095
495,148
32,362
22,334
27,379
20,808
84
79
28
16
15
3
701
1,192
10
4
2.97
1.64
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.1

Table 5.3: Basic forum statistics (W3C and Corvus corpora)

Alternatepower
90
1,412
1,869,458
488,542
25,341
19,151
16
6
3
332
4
2.53
1.3
1
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Forum name
Active members
Postings
Total word count
... sans HTML & quoted postings
Unique lemma count
... sans HTML & quoted postings
Members with 10+ forum postings
Members with 50+ forum postings
Members with 100+ forum postings
Threads
Average postings per thread
Average depth of thread postings
Average members per thread
Average thread postings per member
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only considering active members when assessing who demonstrates high levels of expertise
within the online group.
That said, as Table 5.3 demonstrates, not all active members and threads are the
same in a forum. Some members may post one message in a thread. Some will be
frequent posters. Others may respond to particular threads a lot but be silent bystanders
on others. There is no clear link between expertise and how frequently a person posts. As
pointed out in Section 2.5.2, any social labels that are applied, based on measures such as
the number of postings by members, merely indicate how much attention and devotion a
group member has to the forum, not their expertise.
Structurally, each posting in a thread has a subject metadata field which attempts
to label the topic of the conversation. This is initially set by the author of the opening
post in the thread. The thread postings are connected to each other as a tree, with the
opening posting in the thread being the root of the tree. Each posting has an Message-ID
value in its metadata (e.g., Pine.LNX.4.55.0309191201080.15906@homer.w3.org), which
is a unique value.1 This is then used by any replying posting to indicate which posting it
is responding to in a references or in-reply-to metadata field.
As indicated in Section 3.5, part of the preprocessing conducted for this research was
to identify the thread structures within the forums studied, especially the W3C postings
used for evaluation. These structures were stored in a representation like the example in
Figure 5.4. This figure shows a selection of postings, identified by their Message-ID and
their Subject metadata fields. The multiples of -: at the left indicate how deep the postings
are in the tree. Each posting is marked as a reply to the closest posting above that has one
less -:. For instance, Pine.LNX.4.55.0309191201080.15906@homer.w3.org has a depth of
2 and is a reply to 12090.1063951169@www60.gmx.net which has a depth of 1.
Since each forum corpus consists of a snapshot of the forum over a period of time, not
all postings in every thread were available. For this reason, some messages are mentioned
but “not available” (e.g., the first posting for thread in Figure 5.4). This is particularly
true for large threads which may be present as a number of independent sub trees due to
missing earlier postings. In total 61,575 postings from the W3C corpus were replies to
postings that weren’t included in the corpus. 41,249 postings were treated as the opening
posting in a thread as their metadata did not identify a previous posting.
The parsing of some postings did not accurately identify a previous posting. At least
56,120 W3C postings were replies to known postings. Only 13,903 postings are suspected
to have incorrectly listed what posting they replied to due to parsing complications in the
preprocessing. While this is 8% of the W3C postings, this is a minor amount and was
judged to not interfere with the evaluations and experiments run on the corpus. Future
research will need to resolve this.
Quoted sections within the postings sometimes attempt to identify the previous posting. Here the software used by the authors to write the posting automatically placed
text at the start of the quoted text that indicates information like the Message-Id for the
quoted posting, the author of the quoted text and when it was written. For example,
1

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, it was found that there are a small number of postings in the W3C
corpora with identical values.
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thread51
199903101801.KAA00312@netcom18.netcom.com :: Re: A couple comments on section 1 of draft
thread52
[ Message Mail::Thread::Container=HASH(0x47abe890) not available ]
-: 3A1D23A330416E4FADC5B6C08CC252B97878DE@misnts6.mis.salford.ac.uk :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-:-: GKEFJJEKDDIMBHJOGLENOEJAEOAA.foliot@wats.ca :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-: 9B66BBD37D5DD411B8CE00508B69700F049E24F5@pborolocal.rnib.org.uk :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-: 078FF71625E8D4118DCB0090275136520411E57D@tribmail1.aztribune.com :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-: 3A1D23A330416E4FADC5B6C08CC252B98A46C5@misnts6.mis.salford.ac.uk :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-: 9B66BBD37D5DD411B8CE00508B69700F049E24F4@pborolocal.rnib.org.uk :: RE: How to handle RSS Feeds
-: 000001c40746$7f713fd0$440bc650@tversdata :: Re: How to handle RSS Feeds
-:-: 40503543.5040403@kbc.net.au :: Re: How to handle RSS Feeds
-:-:-: 000601c40754$f2dec6f0$440bc650@tversdata :: Re: How to handle RSS Feeds
-:-: 4.3.2.7.2.20040311101539.029a01d8@pop.javawoman.com :: Re: How to handle RSS Feeds
-:-: 4050389A.5040006@lightyear.be :: Re: How to handle RSS Feeds
Table 5.4: Sample dialogue trees from the W3C postings
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thread50
001201c37e52$3c9372a0$086fa8c0@USD320002X :: FW: Ad conformance
-: 12090.1063951169@www60.gmx.net :: Re: FW: Ad conformance
-:-: Pine.LNX.4.55.0309191201080.15906@homer.w3.org :: Re: FW: Ad conformance
-:-:-: 00e101c38083$d33590c0$086fa8c0@USD320002X :: RE: FW: Ad conformance
-:-:-:-: 080FD49D-EC7C-11D7-8954-000A958826AA@sidar.org :: Re: FW: Ad conformance
-:-:-:-:-: 27493.1064209817@www52.gmx.net :: Re: FW: Ad conformance
-: 000f01c37eb4$81118d10$0300000a@bobthefrog :: RE: Ad conformance
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152
385C0983.C682420@w3.org :: Re: 18 December ATAG Guidelines/Techniques available
-: v04011701b483ff956b36@[142.150.64.191] :: Re: Draft for signing off
-:-: 4.1.19991222103632.00c0bdc0@pop3.concentric.net :: Re: Draft for signing off
-:-:-: Pine.LNX.4.20.9912221056040.10286-100000@tux.w3.org :: Re: Draft for signing off
-:-:-:-: 4.1.19991222111542.00a6e930@pop3.concentric.net :: Re: alert versus inform (was Re: Draft for signing off)
-:-:-:-:-: 3861033B.81AB1A96@w3.org :: Re: alert versus inform (was Re: Draft for signing off)
-: 36661C0E.BB8407DF@neta.com :: Re: Amaya
-:-: 199812031147.LAA13330@saracen.bts.co.uk :: Re: Entities in ALT (was: [no useful subject (Amaya)])
-:-:-: 199812071625.RAA16421@lifou.inrialpes.fr :: Re: Entities in ALT (was: [no useful subject (Amaya)])
-:-:-: 36669AEA.562B@neta.com :: Re: Entities in ALT
Table 5.5: Dialogue sub-trees with multiple subjects from the W3C postings
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-: A03E60B17132A84F9B4BB5EEDE57957B02630233@trebe006.europe.nokia.com :: RE: pfps-06 hold off?
-:-: 3F4CC0A7.701@hplb.hpl.hp.com :: Re: pfps-06 hold off?
-:-:-: p06001a0fbb7588997688@[10.0.1.4] :: Re: pfps-06 hold off?
-:-:-:-: 3F534690.3060803@hplb.hpl.hp.com :: Re: Godzilla (was Re: pfps-06 hold off?)
-:-:-:-:-: p06001a15bb7989edf5ad@[10.0.1.4] :: Re: Godzilla (was Re: pfps-06 hold off?)
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In message <6.0.0.22.2.20040511155617.01c6c768@pop.skynet.be>on Tue, 11
May 2004, Ron Davies <ron@rondavies.be>wrote
At 8:56 PM -0400 11/30/98, Jim Whitehead wrote:
Chris Kaler wrote:
Houghton,Andrew writes:
Mike Dean said:
This helps the reader place the content of the posting in context. However it does
not follow a universal format, nor is it always present. For these reasons, such quotation
‘metadata’ cannot be automatically parsed to assist in determining a thread tree. While
it is possible for a posting to include quotes from multiple messages, this was rarely seen.
Sometimes, quoted text is placed after the posting text. In these cases, the text will
normally be marked as being an “Original Message”. For example,
—–Original Message—–
From: Charles McCathieNevile [mailto:charles@w3.org]
Sent: 16 August 2002 14:06
To: Seaborne, Andy
While such labelling is more consistent and was used in the preprocessing to help
identified the quoted text, it is up to the author whether they wish to use post-quotes,
in-line quoting or no quotes. For this reason, no effort was made in my preprocessing
to deduce which postings belonged to a common thread, beyond the aforementioned inreply-to and references metadata. Each posting was treated as an original posting in a
thread, or a reply to a single posting. Links to multiple postings when multiple quotes
were used were not accommodated for, due to their rarity and the difficulty in identifying
such instances.
Examining the structures of these dialogue trees revealed that authors rarely reply to
themselves. As shown in Figure 5.5, sometimes the subject metadata field changes. Often
it is to indicate that a posting is a reply with “re:” or something similar added to the
start of the original posting’s subject. However, a single thread may eventually have many
subjects or strands of conversation. For this reason, replying authors sometimes choose to
change the subject to make it clearer what the content of their posting discusses. While
this metadata could be used to help link isolated postings or thread trees, the inconsistency
and the fact that separate threads may have identical subjects make it less helpful.
By structuring the dialogue as trees, the content of postings tends to correspond to
the structure. While the dialogue may be many-to-many, the content of postings tends to
relate directly to the content of the postings they are replying to, whether they quote it
or not. Each reply posting can therefore be treated as a response to the previous posting,
rather than treating it as just another comment on the current subject of the thread. Thus,
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while Chapter 4 considers the expertise of a group member on the basis of the postings
they authored, this posting/reply relationship allows us to consider how the community
has responded to their postings and whether an author has been given the social label of
Expert.

5.3

Recognising the intent of authors’ postings - Experiment G

As discussed in Section 2.2.4, the social label of ‘Expert’ in a community is dependent on
the level of expertise in the community and how the community views the expertise of
its members. Chapter 4 discussed how a group member’s expertise may be assessed by
considering the internal aspects of their expertise. This was done by comparing their term
usage to that of other members of the group. However, this does not address the social
side of being an Expert. It does not factor in the aspects of expertise that are external to
each Expert. As it is the group that decides who are the Experts, any model of expertise
should consider the group’s opinion on the expertise of each of its members. For this, I
examined a Community Model of expertise which only considered these external aspects
of the expertise of community members.
Since each reply to a forum posting is a response to the expertise claimed within the
posting, a community’s opinion can be gauged by examining how they responded. Part
of that assessment needs to understand the purpose of each reply posting. Is this reply to
critique the other posting or to provide additional information? What was the intention
of the author when writing their reply? Before any social aspect of an Expertise Finding
Model can included, the intent of the forum discourse needs to be determined.
The objective of this part of my research was to identify a community’s opinions of
its members’ expertise and to show that that in turn can be used to help model expertise
profiles. In order to do that, the dialogue acts used in the reply postings from an online
forum were studied and used as evidence of the group’s opinion as part of my Community
Model of expertise.
As shown on Table 2.1, there is no universal set of dialogue acts defined by linguists.
Instead, the sets tend to be tailored for the research being conducted and the nature of the
dialogues being analysed. Likewise, my research limited the set of dialogue acts used to
those that are representative of the dialogue and potentially meaningful to the research.
Rather than mark each possible dialogue act distinctly like DAMSL and DiAML do,
more general dialogue acts were chosen (Table 5.6). These were defined after preliminary
studies were made of the dialogue acts found in threads from the 20 Newsgroups and
Corvus corpora.
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Dialogue act

Example sub-categories covered

Inform act

Inform, Answer, Clarification, Suggestion, Explanation, Order,
Instruction, Statement, Signal Not Understanding, Opinion

Positive act

Agreement, Acceptance, Acknowledgement, Support, Thanks

Negative act

Disagreement, Rejection, Criticism

Question act

Yes/No, Rhetorical Query, Request Query

Reflection act

Reflection, Correction, Experience

Other act

Greeting, Bye, Coding, Graphic, Numeric, Quotation, Signature
Table 5.6: The dialogue acts

The Positive and Negative acts were chosen because my primary concern was whether
or not a reply posting supported another posting’s content. A Positive act was defined
to include simple agreement like “Yes” or “Okay” as well as indications of being grateful
for an author’s contribution to the forum. A Negative act included simple rejections like
“I disagree” as well as more linguistically elaborate statements like “That’s not right” or
“I’m not comfortable with that” or “it is not a good idea”.
The Question act covers all forms of query. This dialogue act was included to examine
whether replies to expert postings include more or less questions than those of authors
with less expertise in the area being discussed.
Most of the utterances studied were expected to be the Inform act, as that covers
most knowledge sharing that occurs in a dialogue. No concern was given to whether the
Inform act expected a response because it was a suggestion, carried authority because it
was a command or related in a non-positive/negative way to a previous dialogue act by
any author like an answer to a question or a point of clarification. While interesting, these
distinct dialogue acts were not directly related to the research being conducted and the
dialogue acts of the postings being replied to were not determined. For this reason, all
these sub-categories of dialogue acts were treated as Inform acts. This also helped the
speed and clarity of my research as less ambiguous instances needed to be considered.
A Reflection act was also included as part of my research. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, reflection is a key sign of expertise. While this was an examination of the
dialogue acts in reply postings, not the possible expert postings, this dialogue act was
included so as to see if reflection was used when replying to an expert.
The Other act was the catch-all category for utterances that did not fit into the
dialogue because they weren’t English (e.g., coding, URLs, rows of numbers) or they were
not original to the posting (e.g., greetings, farewells, email signatures). The preprocessing
used in the research identifies some of these automatically before analysis, but this dialogue
act allows these sentences to be designated at later stages of the research. This also includes
any quoted text that might have been missed in the preprocessing.
While these dialogue acts were based on analysis of the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus
corpora, a selection of postings from the W3C corpora was more deeply analysed. As
indicated in Chapter 4, an expertise finding system can identify postings and authors
who may be relevant to a topic, but it is much harder to rank the experts above other
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authors. Since this part of my research was investigating how best to recognise and utilise
the social aspects of the Expert label, I chose to study the dialogue within the postings
relating to one of the most successful experiments in Chapter 4. This allowed any aspects
of the Expertise Finding Model resulting from the dialogue analysis to be compared to
the results from the earlier experiments.
Data:

Test-set of individual postings from the W3C corpus

Index keys:

Lemmatised terms

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, lemmatised

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, tagged with parts-of-speech

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01]

Table 5.7: Experiment G - Lemmatised postings for the Community Model baseline

The earlier postings chosen were based on Experiment C (Section 4.8). This experiment retrieved results based on the lemmatised terms found in a collection of each author’s
postings and was the most successful of the Knowledge Model experiments. Since the Community Model is concerned with replies to postings, another experiment (Experiment G)
was run where the lemmatised term usage was indexed by posting instead of by author
(Table 5.7). As was done for the baseline Experiment A (Section 4.3.1), Experiment G
gave each posting an independent score based on its similarity to the topic queries from
TREC2006 (Soboroff et al., 2006). Each posting’s author’s suitability as a topic expert
was then ranked based on these scores. The results were based on the highest scoring posting for any author, with any lower ranked postings from the same author being removed
from the results.
The MAP of 0.0638 and Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 of 0.5189 (Table 5.8)
were worse than Experiment C. Given that Experiment C was more effective than the
Experiment A baseline, it was not surprising that Experiment G would also be not as
effective as Experiment C. However, for the Community Model I was interested in how
the community replied to specific postings that are considered to be relevant to a specific
topic. For this, Experiment G helped indicate which lemmatised postings were relevant,
but Experiment C didn’t. For this reason, Experiment C was treated as a baseline for the
Community Model experiments and all of the top 50 postings and their replies in Experiment G for each query were chosen as the basis for further dialogue act analysis. While
the Experiment G baseline results pruned postings for repeating authors, no postings were
removed from those that were analysed.
A key part of the analysis involved examining whether the responses from the community to experts were similar or different to those from non-experts. Those top 50 postings
which had the listed experts as their authors were identified and labelled as the ‘Gold’ set
of postings. A separate list was made of the postings from the results that were not written
by known experts. This is labelled as the ‘Bad’ set of postings. Because no postings were
omitted from this sample, both sets contained multiple postings from the same author if
multiple of their postings were judged to be relevant to a topic query.
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tf-idf
k1=8.0, b=0.01
Num Topics
Num Returned
Num Relevant
Num Rel Ret
MAP
IPrec at Recall 0.00

49
1229
2886
269
0.0638
0.5189

Table 5.8: Experiment G results - Lemmatisation and parts-of-speech, indexed per posting

As described in Section 3.5, the preprocessor identifies which postings are replies to
other postings. This allowed dialogue trees to be constructed of the W3C postings. From
this, further lists were made consisting of the postings which replied to the Gold or Bad
postings. These postings were divided into the RepliesToGold and RepliesToBad sets,
based on whether they were replying to the Gold or Bad postings. No distinction was
made between which of these replies were written by experts and which weren’t, because
my research is concerned with how the forum group as a whole responds to postings from
experts, not just how individual group members replied. All replies were treated equally.
These sets of postings (Table 5.9) allowed further analysis to be conducted where replies
to known experts on a topic could be compared to the replies to other group members’
postings.
Results
Gold
Bad

929
1001

Reply
Postings
378 (41%)
531 (53%)

Table 5.9: Size of the Gold and Bad sets of postings
Ideally, analysis of the reply postings would allow an expertise finder system to better
differentiate between authors considered to be an Expert by their group, and those authors
who aren’t given such a social label. This binary distinction is the way the TREC results
are evaluated. Either someone is an expert or they are not. However, the Community
Model makes such a distinction based on the actions of the community collectively, using
dialogue acts as evidence of their opinion.
As mentioned in the literature review (Section 2.4.4.4), some researchers have used
software to automatically classify dialogue acts. Similar technology has become especially
popular for sentiment detection with classifiers being used to indicate whether a document
is for or against a topic being discussed or identify membership in a set of categories defined
for the documents. These have had a degree of success but my research focused on whether
dialogue acts can be used to identify a community’s opinions towards experts. It was more
crucial to examine whether the related data could be used for that purpose than focus on
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designing algorithms to classify it. For that reason, the choice was made to hand annotate
the dialogue acts, not build a classifier. However, given previous success by others, the
assumption was made that such a tool is capable of being built.
Every posting in the RepliesToGold And RepliesToBad sets was hand-annotated. Each
non-quoted sentence in the replies was manually tagged using a single letter code for each
dialogue act (Table 5.10). Tagging a sentence with multiple dialogue acts was not allowed.
For reference, the annotator was presented with both the reply and the posting to which it
was responding (Figure 5.3). This helped place any comments in the reply in context and
identify any quoted text that had not been picked up by the preprocessing. Each sentence
that had been judged in the preprocessing to be quoted was preceded by ‘##’. All other
lines for sentences started with an ‘ ’ to be replaced by their annotated tag and a sentence
number for the posting. Space was given next to the tag for additional notation but this
did not end up being given any clear role in this research.
Dialogue act

Annotation code

Inform act

o

Positive act

p

Negative act

n

Question act

q

Reflection act

r

Other act

x

Quoted text

##

Table 5.10: Annotation tags for dialogue acts
The annotation was completed by me. The distinction between the dialogue acts
followed the earlier definition (Table 5.6). However, ambiguity occasionally arose, often
due to the technical nature of some of the postings. As I did not have expertise in the
topics discussed within the W3C corpus, I made a decision to choose the clearest dialogue
act. If there was ambiguity, a sentence would normally be tagged as an Inform dialogue
act. As a result, many instances of the dialogue acts had the same terms or grammatical
structure. This was also seen as advantageous should later work be done on designing
a classifier for the corpus. A more in-depth description of the decisions made for the
annotation can be found in Appendix C. A discussion of possible future changes to these
criteria is in Section 6.4.
As shown on Table 5.11, a total of 18,639 sentences were hand annotated in the 378
RepliesToGold postings and 531 RepliesToBad postings. Most postings had at least one
Inform and Other dialogue acts. The most frequent dialogue act in a posting was Inform,
closely followed by Other. 547 RepliesToGold and 953 RepliesToBad sentences were tagged
as a dialogue act other than Other or Inform. The Positive and Question acts are the
next most common.
When looking at the spread of tags across the RepliesToGold and RepliesToBad sets of
postings, the most obvious difference was in the Negative dialogue acts. Not surprisingly,
these tags mainly occurred when replying to Bad postings, i.e., those postings written by
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Figure 5.3: An example of the dialogue act annotation

people that TREC2006 had not marked as an Expert. On average there were also more
Positive dialogue acts in a posting than Negative dialogue acts, but this was consistent
across both posting sets. Reflection dialogue acts were not very evident in either set. There
were slightly more RepliesToBad that had Question dialogue acts than RepliesToGold.
Similarly, on average the RepliesToBad had slightly more such dialogue acts per posting.
Particularly interesting were the postings that included more than one type of dialogue
act. A number contained both Positive and Negative dialogue acts. This occurred more
often in the RepliesToBad than RepliesToGold, possibly because they tended to thank
the previous author for the comments in their posting but then disagree with a number
of the points they made. In contrast, as Gold postings don’t receive as many Negative
replies, they don’t have as many instances of “thank-you but no thank-you” replies where
the thanks are given out of courtesy rather than appreciation.
There were also indications that Question dialogue acts may be important evidence
of expertise. The postings that contain Question dialogue acts along with Positive or
Negative dialogue acts had a clear preference for replies to Bad postings. Almost one
third of the RepliesToBad postings with a Positive or Negative dialogue act (but not
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RepliesToGold

RepliesToBad

Reply postings
Reply authors
Average postings per author
Postings replied to
Authors replied to
Average replies per author

378
169
2.2
304
92
4.1

531
241
2.2
386
199
2.7

Annotated Postings
Annotated Sentences
Postings with at least one
- Positive act
- Negative act
- Question act
- Reflection act
- Inform act
- Other act
- Positive & Negative acts
- Positive & Question acts
- Negative & Question acts
- Negative, Positive & Question acts
Average quantity in a posting
- Positive act
- Negative act
- Question act
- Reflection act
- Inform act
- Other act

378
6731

531
11908

121 (32%)
20 (5%)
126 (33%)
6 (2%)
338 (89%)
361 (96%)
13 (3%)
46 (12%)
12 (3%)
11 (3%)

178 (33%)
79 (15%)
179 (34%)
10 (2%)
498 (94%)
499 (94%)
39 (7%)
83 (16%)
45 (8%)
30 (6%)

1.9
1.6
2.1
1.1
9.3
8.4

2.1
1.6
2.3
1.6
10.9
11.0

Table 5.11: Statistics of the annotated reply postings

both) also have a Question dialogue act (36% for Positive acts, 31% for Negative acts).
In contrast, no more than a third of the RepliesToGold have the same combination (32%
Positive, 11% Negative).

Overall, this suggested that the presence of Positive, Negative and Question dialogue
acts in a reply posting could be an indication of whether the posting they are replying to
was written by an Expert or not. The Reflection dialogue act did not seem to be common
enough to make a clearly significant impression so it was ignored in the remainder of the
analysis. With this in mind, the next efforts were to use these reply postings to judge the
opinion of the forum group towards the expertise claims of the authors. Inform and Other
were not distinct enough to be considered of any benefit to the model.
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5.4

Ranking postings based on dialogue acts - Experiments
H-J

In the baseline experiment for the Knowledge Model (Experiment A), each author’s postings were ranked independently on the basis of the raw terms that were contained within
them and a set of topic query terms from TREC2006. This ranking was evaluated according to whether the authors of the top 50 postings for each query were considered known
experts or not, according to the TREC Gold list. The postings were scored solely on the
basis of whether their content was “on topic”, making the process little different than a
standard information retrieval system. No attempt was made to consider how others in
the group responded to the postings.
My Community Model (Figure 5.1) is an alternative approach to ranking the postings
by considering the group’s responses to them, independent of the postings’ content. This
model is an opinion-based method of analysing a posting’s level of expertise that does not
relate to specific terms being present in the posting. It considers how the forum group
has responded to the entire content of the posting in the context of the dialogue of which
it is a part. While the replies may quote specific sentences from the posting, any opinions
expressed in the replies are in response to a larger context. The author of the reply is
passing judgement on the entire contribution that the posting makes to the group.
The model considers the dialogue acts in a posting’s replies and how they reflect
the opinion of the group towards the expertise of the posting’s author. Any measure of
expertise used with the Community Model incorporates the dialogue acts as evidence of
this opinion. The model process evaluates the expertise of forum authors by considering
whether the community regards them as an Expert.
In order to evaluate the usability of such a model within an expertise finding system,
further experiments were conducted. The Gold and Bad posting sets and their replies were
used as the test-set, evaluating the expertise of the authors of the top 50 postings for each
topic according to Experiment G. Each author’s original rank or relevance score (according
to Experiment G) was not considered within these experiments. This evaluation re-ranked
the authors, giving them a new, independent score to represent their level of expertise
based on the community’s opinion.
As any author may have multiple postings in the Gold or Bad sets, the experiments that
scored author’s expertise on the basis of individual postings, not collections of postings,
may include the same author multiple times. In such cases, only the highest re-ranked
instance of the author is kept. Like was done for the Knowledge Model experiments in
similar circumstances, all other instances of an author are pruned out of the results after
the re-ranking and before the MAP and Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 are calculated.
It doesn’t matter if the same author has written any replies in the RepliesToGold or
RepliesToBad sets, since it is the authors of the postings, not the replies, whose expertise
is being ranked.
These experiments did not require the Indri software to simulate an expertise finding system. The indexing executed during the expertise profiling for each forum author
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required far less processing and memory than that for the Knowledge Model, due to it
focussing on the postings’ metadata and the dialogue acts of utterances, not term usage.
The software used to evaluate realisations of the Community Model was written by me
in Perl. The main input was the results of Experiment G. The output was the re-ranked
forum authors, given in the same format as Experiment G so that the trec eval software
could be used for the evaluation. Because the Community Model relates to opinions about
expertise claims, not the expertise claims themselves, the actual terms for each topic query
were not considered during the re-ranking. Since dialogue act annotations are the only evidence indexed in the expertise profile for this model, a lot of the term-based preprocessing
used for the Knowledge Model was not utilised during the re-ranking.
Various scoring methods, which I will call Options, were explored with this model.
Each method was used to re-score and re-rank the authors in the test-set, based on the
evidence of the community opinion found in the reply postings. The re-ranked results were
then compared to the baseline results from Experiment G, which were obtained using solely
the knowledge aspect of the Expertise Finding Model. This allowed the outcome of these
experiments to be compared to those from Chapter 4. More specifically, the “MAP” and
“IPrec at Recall 0.00” (Section 3.6.2.1) were used for comparison.
Two limits were calculated for these measures, given the test-sets and the Gold list of
known experts.
GoldHigh Limit - Rank the gold authors for a topic above all other authors for that
query.
GoldLow Limit - Rank the gold authors for a topic below all other authors for that
query.
These calculations are purely to set the upper and lower bounds for the re-ranking
for the sake of comparison. The results cannot get any better than GoldHigh and any
worse than GoldLow. Again, any authors who have multiple listings in the GoldHigh or
GoldLow results are pruned down to a single instance before calculating the MAP and
Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 values.
Initially, five other Options were examined.
Option A - Rank the postings that received at least one reply above those that didn’t
receive any replies.
Option B - Rank the postings on the basis of how many replies they received.
Option C - Rank the postings according to how few replies they received containing
Negative dialogue acts.
Option D - Rank the postings according to how many replies they received containing
Positive dialogue acts.
Option E - Rank the postings according to how many replies they received containing
Question dialogue acts.
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Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
Option E

Table 5.12: Experiment H - Generalised re-ranking of postings, using individual dialogue
acts

Experiment H explored each of these Options (Table 5.12). These had varying results
but only Option D had better results than the baseline (Figures 5.4 and 5.5).
However, these measures either ignore the dialogue acts or consider them in isolation
from each other. As shown on Table 5.11, it may be better to score a posting (and thus
its author) based on the presence of multiple types of dialogue act. For these reasons, a
vector-based method was also defined.
Option F - Create an opinion vector based on the dialogue acts used in the posting’s
replies. Re-rank the postings according to their opinion vector’s length.
The dimensions used for the opinion vectors were:
1. Number of replies with at least one Positive dialogue act
2. Number of replies with at least one Negative dialogue act
3. Number of replies with at least one Question dialogue act
4. Average number of Positive dialogue acts per reply
5. Average number of Negative dialogue acts per reply
6. Average number of Question dialogue acts per reply
These dimensions were chosen so as to represent not only which range of dialogue acts
were used in the replies but also how many times that dialogue act was used in the reply.
While Table 5.11 does not indicate that such a measure should discriminate between the
Gold and Bad postings, an average number of dialogue acts per reply was included so as
to provide an additional measure of the strength of the replies. It was expected that a
posting with replies that had multiple instances of the dialogue acts was better critiqued
by group members than one that only had a single or no dialogue acts in a reply. After all,
my research was ranking the authors on the basis of the group’s opinions of the posting.
If the group didn’t have opinions about an author, then the rank of the author could not
be promoted.
The dimensional values were normalised against the maximum value found per query
for each dimension. This limited the rank of values for each dimension to 0-1 and moderated the influence of postings with a particularly large number of replies.
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Figure 5.4: Experiment H results: Re-ranking postings - MAP
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Figure 5.5: Experiment H results: Re-ranking postings - Precision
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Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option F

Table 5.13: Experiment I - Generalised re-ranking of postings, using opinion vector length

Experiment I used Option F to re-rank the authors (Table 5.13). However, as the
results on Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show, this method did not improve on the baseline results
very much. The MAP score is only 0.0017 higher and the Interpolated Precision is lower.
This may be because the vector-based Option F also had a big flaw. While the measure
indicated how big a role dialogue acts play in the replies, the method does not in anyway
indicate whether or not the posting is being treated as a contribution of an Expert. A
single value was used to represent the group’s opinion of the posting. A presumption was
that a higher value indicates a better opinion, but there was no consideration of whether
certain dialogue acts were more vital to the measure than others. There was no distinction
between the dialogue acts. Each dialogue act was regarded as being of equal importance
within an author’s opinion vector.
A possible solution was to use the Nearest Centroid Classification (Manning et al.,
2008). For this, the sets of Gold and Bad postings were each treated as clusters and a
stereotypical opinion vector for each set is determined. This entails defining a centroid
for each set, based on the average value for each dimension in the opinion vectors of the
postings of the set (Equation 5.1). Therefore, it is possible for a Gold centroid to have
lower or higher values for any dimension (for instance, the number of Negative replies in
the second dimension) than a Bad centroid.

Generalised Centroid
X
1
centroid(q, c) =
×
opinionvector(r, c)
|R|
r∈R

(5.1)

for all results r ∈ R that meet condition c ∈ (GOLD, BAD) and
are not known results for query q, where R is all results in the Gold and Bad sets

These centroid vectors can then be compared to each posting’s opinion vector and
the cosine similarity (Manning et al., 2008) calculated as a measure of difference between
the vectors (Equation 5.2). Using Equation 5.3, both similarity measurements can be
incorporated in a final score to represent the expertise level of a posting’s author, based
on the opinions of the forum group - the Expertise Opinion Measure (EOM).
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Figure 5.6: Experiments I & J results: Re-ranking postings with vectors - MAP

Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0
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Figure 5.7: Experiments I & J results: Re-ranking postings with vectors - Precision
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Cosine Similarity
p·v
sim(p, v) =
| p || v |

(5.2)

for vectors p and v

Expertise Opinion Measure (EOM)
EOM (a, q) = α × sim(v(a), centroid(q, GOLD))
− ((1 − α) × sim(v(a), centroid(q, BAD))

(5.3)

for author a, query q and constant α
where v(a) is an opinion vector
The α value controls the level of dominance each centroid has over the EOM. Any value
between 0 and 1 can be used, where 1 gives complete control to the Gold centroid and 0
gives complete control to the Bad centroid. This is based on Rocchio’s Algorithm which
uses vector similarities to centroids based on dynamic positive and negative relevance
feedback from users (Manning et al., 2008).
The EOM can then be used as part of a new measure for the Community Model Option R.
Option R - Re-rank the postings based on the EOM where the Gold (author is an
expert) and Bad (author is not an expert) centroids are based on the opinion vectors for
the training postings.
The definition of this option is flexible on which postings are used to determine the
centroid vectors. A number of different combinations were examined within my research
along with different α values.
Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for non-relevant postings (Equation 5.1)

Table 5.14: Experiment J - Generalised re-ranking of postings, using ExpertiseOpinionMeasure (EOM)

Experiment J used the opinion vectors of non-relevant postings to establish the centroid
vectors (Table 5.14). This means that the centroids were based on the opinion vectors for
all the postings from both the Gold and Bad sets that don’t appear in the top 50 postings
considered relevant to the current query. The choice to train the vectors this way was in
order to continue the distinction between the content of the posting and opinion of the
replies. By only including postings that the methodology from Chapter 4 has judged to
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not be relevant to the current topic, the centroids are generalised to be representations of
the Gold and Bad postings for any topic of interest. They are not trained to represent
expertise for a specific topic. This also distinguishes between the training set and the
testing set. Thus the outcome of the experiment re-ranks the postings solely based on the
responses of the replies. The relevance score of the postings is not included in the scoring
used to decide the re-ranking.
The results of Experiment J show that such a measure is not enough (Figures 5.6
and 5.7). For all values of α that were used, the MAP scores were worse than those for
the Experiment G. The interpolated precision for Experiment J were closer to those of
Experiment G but still below it. A possible cause of this is the simple fact that this is still
just a document-based method. The EOM is merely examining the opinions expressed
about a single posting each time. That posting may have few replies or any replies may
have few Positive, Negative or Question dialogue acts tagged. The EOM does not consider
the responses of group members to other postings by the ranked authors. In Chapter 4, the
consideration of an author’s postings as a whole was found to greatly improve the results
when just examining the content of their contributions. The next step in this research
was to evaluate whether such an approach also improved measures of a group’s opinions
about the expertise of other members.

5.5

Ranking authors based on dialogue acts - Experiments
K-M

In order to examine a group’s opinions on a collection of an author’s postings, an appropriate test-set of documents must be chosen. Again the choice was made to utilise the
results from Chapter 4 so that comparisons could be made between the Knowledge Model
experiments and those for the Community Model.
Data:

Test-set of collections of each author’s postings

Index keys:

Lemmatised terms

Queries:

TREC2006 Enterprise track, lemmatised

Stopwords:

Default Indri set, tagged with parts-of-speech

Measures:

tf-idf [8.0, 0.01]

Table 5.15: Experiment K - New Community Model baseline

The experiment described in Section 4.3.2 demonstrated that a profile based on an
author’s contributions as a whole makes a far better representation of their expertise than
a profile based on postings in isolation. Similarly, it was expected that similar effects
would occur if the expertise profile considered the forum group’s opinions of the author’s
postings as a whole, rather than just ranking the postings in isolation. Using this insight
for the Community Model, the parameters for Experiment C (Table 4.9) were reused to set
a new author-based baseline (Experiment K, Table 5.15). The results for Experiments C
& K are identical.
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The GoldHigh and GoldLow limits were recalculated using this new baseline. Because
each author only appears once in results based on collections of their postings and the
replies to those postings, nothing needs to be pruned from the results for these limits or
any experiments using collections.
Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad authors’ postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
Option E

Table 5.16: Experiment L - Generalised re-ranking of authors, using individual dialogue
acts

Experiment L was run using with Options A, B, C, D & E (Table 5.16). While the
results were a good improvement on those for Experiments G & H, they were no better
than the baseline value from the Knowledge Model (Figures 5.8 and 5.9).
Data:
Baseline:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad authors’ postings
Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option F
Option R

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by non-relevant authors
(Equation 5.1)

Table 5.17: Experiment M - Generalised re-ranking of authors, using opinion vectors and
EOM

The vector-based Options F & R were also used in Experiment M with various values
for α (Table 5.17). While the earlier experiments with these measures formed opinion
vectors based on the tagged replies for a single posting by an author, this time the vectors
were based on the dialogue acts tagged in the replies to any of the author’s postings.
Therefore, the author’s opinion vector represented the community’s opinion of all his
postings. No distinction is made between whether a posting is on topic or not. For Option
R, the centroids for this experiment were based on the opinion vectors for the Gold and
Bad authors given as results on other queries. This way, there was still no chance of the
topic influencing the selection of which postings to use for the centroids. This also meant
that potentially a greater profile of what the forum group thinks of an author’s expertise
can be obtained, with the dialogue acts of more responses being factored in.
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Figure 5.8: Experiment L results: Re-ranking authors - MAP
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Figure 5.9: Experiment L results: Re-ranking authors - Precision
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Figure 5.10: Experiment M results: Re-ranking authors with vectors - MAP
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Figure 5.11: Experiment M results: Re-ranking authors with vectors - Precision
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This too did not improve on the original results but it did show more of a discrimination
between the results for different α values (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). The better results for
a higher α value suggest that the similarity of an author’s vector to the Gold centroid is
more crucial than its similarity to the Bad centroid. As such, Experts are determined by
finding out who doesn’t have negative responses, since this is one of the characteristics of
the Bad postings (Table 5.11).
These experiments show that a person’s expertise cannot be solely judged by one overall
opinion from the community of which they are a member. The Community Model alone
does not sufficiently represent a person’s expertise if the community’s opinion is measured
by considering how the forum group responded to all of the person’s postings. Expertise
is linked to specific fields of interest. A person is an expert in a topic, not in all topics.
Therefore a model of expertise needs to associate a person’s expertise profile with what
knowledge, skills and experience they have in particular fields. The community’s opinion
relates to a person’s particular expertise claims, not a general non-specific concept of
expertise. A model must consider what topic the community’s opinion relates to, factoring
in the nature of a person’s expertise claims.
However, this does not mean that the community’s opinion of an author’s expertise
can be ignored. These experiments showed that some consideration of the community’s
responses to an author’s postings can improve the expertise profiles of the author in
an online forum when compared to the Experiment A baseline and Experiments H–J,
which only looked at replies to single postings. However, Experiment K, which does not
consider the community response at all, was superior. The question for my research was
whether more could be achieved by combining the outcome of the Knowledge Model and
Community Model experiments in a manner more appropriate to the Duality of Expertise.
How can we best model the role that both the internal and external sides of someone’s
expertise play and the subsequent ranking in their expertise profile.

5.6

Expertise Finding Model: Ranking using the Duality of
Expertise - Experiments N-W

For the Expertise Finding Model to suitably represent whether a person is regarded as a
subject matter expert, then the model must incorporate both the factors considered by
the Knowledge Model and those included in the Community Model - their expertise claims
and the community’s opinion towards those claims. My research on the Knowledge Model
(Chapter 4) demonstrated that experts in specific topics can be found if the content of an
author’s contributions to an online forum is considered. This chapter has been examining
how the dialogue acts in the replies to those postings can indicate the forum group’s
opinion of an author’s expertise. However, these studies have been independent of each
other. The expertise rankings from one have not influenced those from the other.
These internal and external aspects of expertise are important factors in why communities may consider someone to be an Expert. Within the community, an Expert must
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demonstrate that they are knowledgeable in a relevant field and the community must acknowledge them as being the best of their peers in that field. Therefore, an Expertise
Finding Model that incorporates both of these factors is beneficial to any expertise finding software system. The issue is how to practically represent this association within the
model.
Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option A & KM score
Option B & KM score
Option C & KM score
Option D & KM score
Option E & KM score
Option F & KM score
Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by non-relevant authors
(Equation 5.1)

Table 5.18: Experiment N - Generalised re-ranking of postings, using Options plus KM
score

Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad authors’ postings

Baseline:
Index keys:

Experiment K
Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option A & KM score
Option B & KM score
Option C & KM score
Option D & KM score
Option E & KM score
Option F & KM score
Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by non-relevant authors
(Equation 5.1)

Table 5.19: Experiment O - Generalised re-ranking of authors, using Options plus KM
score

A simple way is to make use of the ranking systems from both factors. Instead of just
relying on the ranking according to one, they can both be used by first ranking the results
according to one factor and then using the other to decide between ties. Some of the
measures in Section 5.4 rely on integers for their results, making ties more possible. Experiments were run that re-ranked the authors first using the community-based measures
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then resolved ties using the relevance scores from the equivalent experiment in Chapter 4.
Up till now, the trec eval software decides ties lexicographically on the basis of document
names. This does not give any preference to any type of author. For the re-ranking by
default, I used a quicksort which does not guarantee this superficial order for any ties in
the re-ranked authors. For Experiments N & O (Tables 5.18 and 5.19) the topic-based
relevance score from the Knowledge Model (‘KM score’) was used to decide ties, allowing
it to be the dominant factor when there was ambiguity, but the community’s opinion was
not ignored. It was the community opinion that indicated who was thought to have higher
expertise in general.
As shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.14, this combination consistently improved the outcomes of the evaluations, regardless of what community-based option was incorporated in
the measure. Similar effects occurred for the Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 (Figures 5.13 and 5.15). When ranking authors on the basis of single postings, the new
rankings improved the MAP results further beyond the comparative Knowledge Model
from Experiment G. This was because the low number of replies to the postings, often
without many Negative, Positive or Question dialogue acts, then resulted in ties. However, it indicates that the community measure had correctly given high ranks to a lot of
the authors. The topic-relevance score then helped clarify who had the highest expertise. When used with Option A, the topic-relevance score also improved the re-ranking
of authors based on collections of postings beyond the Experiment K. Option A was the
top measure for Community Model Experiment L, but due to its binary nature it had
a lot of ties. The improvement when the topic-relevance score was used suggested that
the community responding to an author’s post is important when evaluating the author’s
expertise, but so is how relevant their knowledge is to the expertise being sought. Experiments N & O supported the notion that a better performance could be achieved if
the Expertise Finding Model used by the sample expertise finding system included both
community and knowledge-based factors.
However, the MAP results with the vector-based measures were still not better than
the original topic-based result by itself. This may be a result of the broad source of data
used for the opinion vectors, especially those in the centroids. The replies used to form
the vectors were not limited in any way by the topics which they discussed. In fact, the
centroids used didn’t include any information about postings that were considered to be
relevant to the topic. Consequently they can be considered to be general comments from
the forum’s community about each author’s expertise claims, rather than just expressing
their opinions towards any author’s expertise with respect to the topic.
One way to avoid this is to change what opinion vectors are included when calculating
a centroid. Equation 5.1 only uses replies to postings that are not judged to be relevant
to the topic. Alternatively, Equation 5.4 uses opinion vectors for any of the Gold or Bad
postings, except for the vector being assessed. Therefore each posting or author in the
results will have a slightly different pair of centroids, but the centroids will now include
information from group replies to other topic-relevant postings.
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Figure 5.12: Experiment N: Re-ranking postings using the topic score - MAP
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Figure 5.13: Experiment N: Re-ranking postings using the topic score - Precision
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Figure 5.14: Experiment O: Re-ranking authors using the topic score - MAP
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Figure 5.15: Experiment O: Re-ranking authors using the topic score - Precision
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Centroid without author’s opinion vector/s
X
1
×
opinionvector(r, c)
centroid(a, c) =
|R|
r∈R

(5.4)

for all results r ∈ R that meet condition c ∈ (GOLD, BAD)
and r 6= a, where R is all results in the Gold and Bad sets
When ranking the postings separately, this means that a posting’s opinion vector does
not contribute to the centroids used to calculate its EOM (Equation 5.3). Likewise, when
ranking an author’s vector, the vector is excluded from the centroid.
Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by other authors
(Equation 5.4)

Table 5.20: Experiment P - Re-ranking postings, using centroids without the posting’s
vector

Experiment P examined this for re-ranking authors based on individual postings. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show little improvement when re-ranking the postings. Again, combining the Community Model’s Option R ranking method with the Experiment K relevance
score improved the results further, particularly the Interpolated Precision. The best results occurred when α is high or low. This suggests that the improvement may be due
to different postings in either case. If α is low, the similarity to the Bad centroid is more
powerful. When any Bad postings have opinion vectors with a high similarity to the Bad
centroid, the authors’ ranking score will be lowered. If α is high, then the Gold centroid
is emphasised more heavily and any Gold postings with a vector similar to it may be promoted in rank. Of course, if the centroids are still not representative of the responses Gold
and Bad postings received from the forum community, other postings may be promoted.
Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad authors’ postings

Baseline:
Index keys:

Experiment K
Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by other authors
(Equation 5.4)

Table 5.21: Experiment Q - Re-ranking authors, using centroids without the author’s
vector
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Figure 5.16: Experiment P: Re-ranking postings using centroids without the posting’s
vector - MAP
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Figure 5.17: Experiment P: Re-ranking postings using centroids without the posting’s
vector - Precision
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Experiment Q looked at this method’s effect on re-ranking an author based on their
collection of postings. Here the re-ranking used a centroid vector based on replies to any
of their postings (Figures 5.18 and 5.19). The best MAP values were when α is high,
suggesting that it is easier to identify who is considered to be the Expert than to work
out who isn’t.
For the Interpolated Precision results, there was a slight improvement when re-ranking
individual postings and a decrease when re-ranking authors. There is a large difference
between the precision results for the EOM by itself and the results when the EOM is used
in combination with the original relevance score. This effect also occurred when using the
EOM/Score combination and Equation 5.1. The best results have a low α so the Gold
authors’ vectors must have been more similar to the Bad centroids than other authors’
vectors. If enough other vectors had the same similarity value, a high topic-relevance score
would then promote the Gold vectors up the ranking and thus improve the Interpolated
Precision score. One possible reason for this may be a lack of annotated replies in the
corpus as an opinion vector relating to no such replies will be given 0 for each dimension.
These changes to the method for deciding centroids can be made even more topicspecific by restricting the centroids to only being based on postings relevant to the query
results (Equation 5.5). This means that the top postings for a topic q are compared to
centroids based on the opinion vectors for all top postings for that query. Likewise, when
re-ranking the top authors for topic q, the centroids are based on the vectors for all the
top authors for that query. Each query will have a single pair of Gold and Bad centroids.

Topic-based centroid
X
1
centroid(q, c) =
×
opinionvector(r, c)
|Q|
r∈Q

for all results r ∈ Q that meet condition c ∈ (GOLD, BAD)

(5.5)

where Q is all results in the Gold and Bad sets that are associated
with the top 50 results for query q

Data:

Replies to individual Gold and Bad postings

Baseline:

Experiment G

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for relevant postings
(Equation 5.5)

Table 5.22: Experiment R - Generalised re-ranking of postings, using centroids for topicbased postings
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Figure 5.18: Experiment Q: Re-ranking authors using centroids without the author’s vector
- MAP

Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0
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Figure 5.19: Experiment Q: Re-ranking authors using centroids without the author’s vector
- Precision
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Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad author’s postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by relevant authors
(Equation 5.5)

Table 5.23: Experiment S - Generalised re-ranking of authors, using centroids for topicbased authors

Experiment R examined this for centroids based on opinion vectors for the top 50
topic-relevant postings for each topic query. Experiment S based its centroids on the
opinion vectors for the top 50 relevant authors. The results were both good and bad when
compared to the topic-only methods used in Chapter 4. The MAP results (Figures 5.20
and 5.22) were the best for the Community Model but still did not exceed the baselines.
However, the Interpolated Precisions were much better (5.21 and 5.23) with Experiment S
increasing it to 0.8126.
In all cases, the best results came from when α has a mid-range value (0.5, 0.55, 0.7).
This suggests that both the Gold and the Bad centroids played a vital role in the reranking, with slightly more importance given to the Gold centroid. Combining with the
original topic-relevance score again was even better, especially the interpolated precision
when using a low α and re-ranking the authors. For Experiment S the MAP increased to
0.1347, which was just ahead of the baseline 0.1344 from Experiment K. The interpolated
precision was 0.8126, well above the baseline 0.7355. As before, this would be due to a
number of Gold authors having vectors which are equally dissimilar to the Bad centroid,
possibly due to the authors’ postings having no suitably annotated replies from which to
form a non-zero vector.
One possible concern with Equation 5.5 might be the fact that the vectors used to
construct each centroid can include those which are to be compared to the centroid. As a
rule, this is not ideal for experiments as it is training the centroids based on the same data
that is being used for testing. Equations 5.1 and 5.4 limit this by either not using any
postings or author relevant to the topic, or explicitly omitting the posting or author being
re-ranked. Equation 5.5 can include it, but this is acceptable for a few reasons. First, and
most crucially, the purpose of this research is to investigate the relationship between the
authors and the dialogue acts as linguistic evidence of the external aspect of their expertise
(or lack thereof). This work is not trying to design the best expertise ranking method.
It is exploring whether the Duality of Expertise can adequately be deployed within an
expertise finding system using the Expertise Finding Model.
Second, a vector is only included if it is a Gold or Bad result and it is the appropriate
vector for that query. This means that some vectors will not contribute. Third, the
centroid is the mean vector formed from many other vectors. This makes it very unlikely
that any vector - Gold or Bad - would be identical to a centroid. Many vectors will be
similar to it because that is what the centroid is supposed to be - a representation of
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the expected values for the coordinates in a Gold or Bad vector. There is no guarantee
that the vector that is most similar to a centroid is actually one that contributed to its
coordinates.
Fourth, the EOM is based on Rocchio’s Algorithm which is commonly used to improve
search technology through relevance feedback. Rocchio’s Algorithm uses results that are
known to be relevant and not relevant to a query (like Gold or Bad authors or postings
are to a topic) and forms centroid vectors based on the initial search vectors of the results
(Manning et al., 2008). These centroids are then used to adjust the query vector and
the initial results are re-scored and re-ranked. These can include those results whose
vectors formed the centroids. It is perfectly acceptable to still consider this method as
valid information retrieval technology. Likewise, Equation 5.5 is a valid method to re-rank
possible topic experts.
Alternative experiments may get around this by only using the responses to some of
the top ranked authors for the centroids. This way, the top ten or twenty authors for
each topic can be used to form the centroids that are used to rank the top fifty authors.
However, this would require more postings to be annotated in order to provide a good
range of responses for the training. The centroids trained in my research could also be
used in further research with a different test-set of postings. This would remove any issues
of crossover between the two sets.
While these measures and methods include aspects relating to the topic in how the
centroids are constructed, there is one thing that is still not influenced by the topic - the
opinion vector for the author itself. All authors so far have been re-ranked on the basis
of a vector that relates to the replies from the group members to any postings by the
author. There is no attempt to differentiate between which author postings to consider.
The opinion vector weighs any of the group’s responses equally, regardless of whether the
author has posted about completely different topics. The literature review established
that a person’s expertise relates to their specific areas of specialisation as well as a social
evaluation of their performance in this area within a community. A person’s fields of
specialisation are particular to them. Being an expert in one area does not mean expertise
over all fields. Therefore, any evaluation of their expertise should try to be specific to the
topics about which they claim to be knowledgeable. Thus, when examining the postings
in an online forum, an author’s expertise profile should directly relate to any topic being
sought. This includes the author’s opinion vector used in these experiments.
One solution is to utilise the results from the topic-only evaluations of postings in
isolation and use them to filter out any postings from the author that weren’t judged to
be relevant to the topic (Equation 5.6). The resulting vector will be based on the group’s
opinion about only what the author claims to know about the topic. The author’s claim of
expertise can then be judged against those of other authors in the forum group, factoring
in both the content of their contributions and the opinion of members of their community.
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Figure 5.20: Experiment R: Re-ranking postings using topic-based centroids - MAP

Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0
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Figure 5.21: Experiment R: Re-ranking postings using topic-based centroids - Precision
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Figure 5.22: Experiment S: Re-ranking authors using topic-based centroids - MAP
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Figure 5.23: Experiment S: Re-ranking authors using topic-based centroids - Precision
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opinionvector(a, q) =

X

vectordimensions(r)

r∈R

for all replies r ∈ R, where R is all replies to any posting p ∈ A and p ∈ Q,

(5.6)

where A is all postings by author a
and Q is the top 50 most relevant postings to topic q

Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad author’s relevant postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option A & KM score
Option B & KM score
Option C & KM score
Option D & KM score
Option E & KM score

Table 5.24: Experiment T - Re-ranking authors, using authors’ relevant postings and
non-vector measures

When the same set of topic-specific replies were used with the non-vector re-ranking
Options in Experiment T (Table 5.24), the results did not improve (Figures 5.24 and 5.25).
As pointed out before, this may be due to the fact that these measures only considered
the dialogue acts in isolation, not in combination as is done by the opinion vectors.

Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad author’s relevant postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option F & KM score
Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by non-relevant authors
(Equation 5.1)

Table 5.25: Experiment U - Re-ranking authors using authors’ relevant postings and
centroids for non-relevant authors

However, Experiment U (Table 5.25) showed that the more general of the vector-based
equations (Equation 5.1) did not give encouraging results either (Figures 5.26 and 5.27).
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Figure 5.24: Experiment T: Re-ranking authors using topic-based replies - MAP
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Figure 5.25: Experiment T: Re-ranking authors using topic-based replies - Precision
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Figure 5.26: Experiment U: Re-ranking authors using topic-based reply vectors - MAP
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Figure 5.27: Experiment U: Re-ranking authors using topic-based reply vectors - Precision
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Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad author’s relevant postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for all postings by other authors
(Equation 5.4)

Table 5.26: Experiment V - Re-ranking authors, using authors’ relevant postings and
centroids without each author’s vector

Even in Experiment V (Table 5.26), when the range of the opinion vectors used to
construct the centroids was increased to include everything but the author’s vector (Equation 5.4), there was still no improvement on the results (Figures 5.28 and 5.29).
Data:

Replies to collections of each Gold and Bad author’s relevant postings

Baseline:

Experiment K

Index keys:

Dialogue act annotations

Measures:

Option R & KM score

Centroids:

Trained on opinion vectors for postings by all relevant authors
(Equation 5.5)

Table 5.27: Experiment W - Re-ranking authors using authors’ relevant postings and
centroids for all topic-based authors

It was the use of combinations of the author’s topic-based opinion vector and the
topic-based centroids that made a difference. Experiment W (Table 5.27) showed that
when the EOM was used with the centroids from Equation 5.5 in combination with the
topic-based scores for the authors, there was a clear improvement on the Experiment K
baseline (Figures 5.30 and 5.31). The MAP score increased from 0.1344 to 0.1461 and the
Interpolated Precision jumped from 0.7355 to 0.8682. Again, the best values came when
α has the mid-range values of 0.5 to 0.8.
These top values were improvements on the earlier experiments done with the nontopic-specific author vector (Figures 5.22 and 5.23). Overall this was the most successful
method in identifying the Subject Matter Experts within the forum, as it has a superior
MAP and Interpolated Precision score for all but one value of α. This indicates that
indeed expertise is best considered on a topic-by-topic basis, both for what topic an author
claims to have expertise about and that the community’s opinion should be judged based
on how they respond to topic-relevant postings. The experiments also demonstrate that
it is better to consider both the claim and the opinion within a model of expertise, than
to base expertise profiling on a model that only incorporates one side of the Duality of
Expertise.
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Figure 5.28: Experiment V: Re-ranking topic-based authors using authorless centroids MAP
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Figure 5.29: Experiment V: Re-ranking topic-based authors using authorless centroids Precision
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Figure 5.30: Experiment W: Re-ranking topic-based authors using topic-based centroids
- MAP
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Figure 5.31: Experiment W: Re-ranking topic-based authors using topic-based centroids
- Precision
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5.7

Conclusions about the Community Model and the Expertise Finding Model

The Community Model is a representation of the aspects of my Expertise Finding Model
that are external to an expert. It considers the community of which a person is a member
and the community’s opinion towards the person’s expertise claims. The claims themselves
are not considered as they are internal aspects of the individual.
This model was evaluated through a series of experiments which consider the replies to
each author’s postings in the W3C online forum to contain evidence of the community’s
opinion of their expertise (Table 5.28). The model was evaluated through a series of
experiments. Using a variety of measures, the authors within those results were re-ranked
according to the Community Model and were compared to the expected results from
TREC2006.
Method

Exp.

Top MAP

IPrecision

Baseline: Postings Lemmatised
Posting: Options A-E
Posting: Opinion vector length
Posting: Generalised EOM

G
H
I
J

0.0638
0.0822 (D)
0.0655
0.0609 (α0-0.9)

0.5189
0.5490 (E)
0.4897
0.5228 (α0-0.9)

Baseline: Author Collections Lemmatised
Author: Options A-E
Author: Opinion vector length
Author: Generalised EOM

K
L
M
M

0.1344
0.1148 (A)
0.0884
0.0974 (α0.55)

0.7355
0.6955 (B)
0.4920
0.5877 (α0.55)

Table 5.28: Summary of experimental results for the Community Model
The baseline from Experiment G was based on Experiment C and used the Knowledge Model with lemmatised terms, tagged with their part-of-speech and each posting
considered independently. The authors of each posting were ranked using the Indri tf-idf
measure to score their relevance to the TREC2006 Expert Search task’s topic queries.
Experiment K was almost identical to Experiment C and set another baseline, with all of
an author’s postings being considered when indexing, but only the tf-idf measure was used.
These baselines allowed the results of Community Model experiments to be compared to
the best of the Knowledge Model, whether judging an author’s expertise on the basis of
postings in isolation or as part of a collection.
The Community Model evaluated the community opinion towards authors on the basis
of the intentions of the replies, represented by the dialogue act of each reply sentence. The
collection of dialogue acts found in the replies reflects the forum community’s view towards
the expertise claims within the original posting.
To evaluate the suitability of this model, the dialogue acts were manually annotated
in all reply postings to the top 50 results in Experiment G. Automatic classification of
the dialogue acts was outside the scope of my research. These tagged reply postings
were divided into a RepliesToGold set, which are the replies to the experts according
to TREC2006, and a RepliesToBad set, which are replies to other authors. The initial
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statistics of the annotated dialogue acts (Table 5.11) suggested that both RepliesToGold
and RepliesToBad postings use Negative and Positive dialogue acts, but Negative acts
were more common in RepliesToBad. Interestingly, Question dialogue acts were more
common in RepliesToGold.
Various community opinion scoring methods, referred to as Options, were examined
to determine whether the Community Model was a valid process by which to identify
the expertise within an online forum. None of these Options considered the relevance
scores from the Knowledge Model, nor the relevance of the replies to the query topics.
Options A & B considered the presence of replies to a posting or collection of postings.
Options C, D & E considered whether the replies included a particular dialogue act. The
results of Experiment H for Options A, B & D were better than or as good as the baseline
for postings in isolation. This implies that receiving replies, in particular with positive
feedback, is an important factor. However, none of the results in Experiment L improved
on the baseline for collections of an author’s postings. They were, however, still better
than the results from Experiment H. This means that, like for the Knowledge Model, it is
better to consider an author’s postings as a collection, rather than individually.
Interestingly, the best MAP value for Experiment L is for Option A (as indicated in
the brackets for Table 5.28), which merely checks whether any of the author’s postings
received a reply. This suggests that when considering frequent authors, while ranking those
authors with replies higher is important (and probably removes the authors of spam mail),
a Community Model needs to consider more about the nature of the replies. Furthermore,
it is not enough to rank the replies merely on their use of a single dialogue act.
Option F uses the length of an opinion vector to determine an author’s community
opinion. The dimensions of the vector relate to the use of Positive, Negative and Question
dialogue acts in the replies to an author. Experiment I and Experiment M evaluated the
use of such a measure. The MAP results, again, were compared to the baseline for postings
in isolation. For an author’s collection of postings, the Experiment M results are worse
than the Experiment K baseline, but better than Experiment I. The major flaw with this
measure is that it presumes that a long opinion vector means a favourable community
opinion. The results show that when the vectors are constructed from replies to many
postings, length is not a good measure. In fact, the benefit of using dialogue acts as an
indication of positive opinion is lost because the length measure does not indicate which
dialogue acts are the signs of good opinion and which indicate bad opinion. An author
with Positive acts in replies will be given the same community opinion score as an author
with the same number of Negative acts.
Option R rectifies this by using the Expertise Opinion Measure (EOM, Equation 5.3).
This formula uses weighted comparisons between each author’s opinion vector and centroids for the Bad author’s vectors and the Gold author’s vectors. Thus, the EOM relies
on prior knowledge of whose contributions to the community forum are well received and
whose aren’t. Experiment J and Experiment M evaluated the Community Model when
using this scoring method. For single postings, the MAP score was worse than for Option
F but better for the Interpolated Precision. Neither were better than the baseline. For
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collections of postings, the Experiment M results were as good or better than for Option
F if the EOM is weighted more heavily towards the Bad centroid. This implies that it is
more important to recognise that someone isn’t considered an Expert by their community,
than to recognise that they are treated as an Expert. However, the results still were no
better than the baseline.
From these experiments, I conclude that the Community Model by itself cannot adequately represent a process to identify and rank an author’s expertise. Some measures did
have a slight improvement on the results from some Knowledge Model experiments, but
only when re-ranking an author based on the replies to each posting in isolation. Even
better results were still gained when re-ranking based on the replies to collections of each
author’s postings, but they were well below the Experiment K baseline. The best results
were gained simply by recognising that the author received replies (Option A). Option C
was the best that considered the dialogue acts. I conclude that if the Community Model
is used alone, then no judgement can really be made about someone’s expertise.
None of these Community Model experiments factored in the context of the topic,
other than using the top 50 results from Experiment G for each topic. The relevance of
the postings was ignored in the Community Model. It is the process described in the
Expertise Finding Model that considers aspects of both the Knowledge Model and the
Community Model. For this reason, further experiments were conducted to examine the
hypothesis that the Expertise Finding Model was a better representation of an expertise
finding process than the other two models individually (Table 5.29).
Experiments N & O examined the use of the topic relevance scores from the Knowledge
Model in combination with the various measures from the Community Model. This was
done by first ranking authors on the basis of the community opinion, then using the
relevance scores to break ties.2 In almost all cases, this improved the performance of
the example expertise finding system. For Option A, the MAP improvement was better
than the Experiment K baseline for an author’s posting collection, setting a new best
performance of 0.1413. This supported the hypothesis that expertise needs to be treated
on a topic-by-topic basis. It cannot be treated independently of the topic, like was done
in the Community Model.
The importance of the topic was also explored in how the centroids for Option R were
formed. Whereas Experiments J & M based the centroids on Gold and Bad postings
that weren’t in the top 50 results for each topic, Experiments P & Q allowed all postings
except the ones being ranked and Experiments R & S used only topic-relevant postings,
including the postings being ranked. With only Option R used in the measure, none of
these experiments were better than the baseline. Even when also considering the relevance
scores, the Experiment K baseline was only exceeded in Experiment S with α = 0.55 (as
indicated in the brackets in Table 5.29). These results indicate that the opinion vector used
in Option R is best compared to centroids that are related to topic postings, than unrelated
postings. However, using both relevant and non-relevant postings (Experiments P & Q)
with the centroid differing for each posting or author regardless of the topic gave the worst
2

This has previously been described as the KM score but just the label score is used in Table 5.29 to
save on column space in the table.
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Method

Exp.

Top MAP

IPrecision

Baseline: Postings Lemmatised

G

0.0638

0.5189

Posting:
Posting:
Posting:
Posting:
Posting:
Posting:
Posting:

N
N
N
P
P
R
R

0.0813 (D)
0.0654
0.0670 (α1.0)
0.0619 (α0.3)
0.0662 (α0.3)
0.1015 (α0.5)
0.0963 (α0.5)

0.5903 (A)
0.4840
0.5407 (α1.0)
0.5287 (α0.3)
0.5738 (α0.3)
0.8041 (α0.7)
0.8307 (α0.7)

K
O
O
O
Q
Q
S
S
T
T
U
U
U
U
V
V
W
W

0.1344
0.1413 (A)
0.0903
0.1046 (α0.55)
0.0831 (α1.0)
0.0858 (α1.0)
0.1258 (α0.55)
0.1347 (α0.55)
0.1151 (D)
0.1362 (A)
0.1061
0.1134
0.1156 (α0.6)
0.1249 (α0.55)
0.0990 (α1.0)
0.1249 (α0.55)
0.1250 (α0.75)
0.1461 (α0.5)

0.7355
0.7544 (A)
0.4935
0.6258 (α0.5)
0.4741 (α1.0)
0.4786 (α1.0)
0.7709 (α0.55)
0.8126 (α0.7)
0.6010 (B)
0.7368 (A)
0.5498
0.6337
0.6061 (α0.5)
0.6696 (α0.5)
0.6061 (α0.5)
0.6696 (α0.5)
0.7834 (α0.75-0.8)
0.8682 (α0.55-0.8)

Options A-E & (KM) score
Opinion vector length & score
Generalised EOM & score
Non-posting EOM
Non-posting EOM & score
Topic postings EOM
Topic postings EOM & score

Baseline: Author Collections Lemmatised
Author: Options A-E & (KM) score
Author: Opinion vector length & score
Author: Generalised EOM & score
Author: Non-author EOM
Author: Non-author EOM & score
Author: Topic authors EOM
Author: Topic authors EOM & score
Topic Author: Options A-E
Topic Author: Options A-E & score
Topic Author: Opinion vector length
Topic Author: Opinion vector length & score
Topic Author: Generalised EOM
Topic Author: Generalised EOM & score
Topic Author: Non-author EOM
Topic Author: Non-author EOM & score
Topic Author: Topic authors EOM
Topic Author: Topic authors EOM & score

Table 5.29: Summary of experimental results for the Expertise Finding Model

scores. This reinforces the concept of the forum community measuring the expertise of its
members against the same standard within each topic, with each topic having different
standard.
The manner of postings considered in each author’s collection of postings was also
considered. The previous experiments used any of the author’s postings, regardless of
whether they were relevant to the topic or not. Experiments T, U, V & W instead only
used collections of each author’s relevant postings when constructing their opinion vector.
Therefore, author’s were ranked based on how the community responded only to their
postings related to the topic. When used with the relevance score, all these experiments
improved on the results for the non-topic based collections. Experiment W was the most
successful method overall. The community opinion was scored using each authors’ topicbased opinion vector with an EOM that uses topic-based centroids. The highest MAP
and Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 scores occurred when it also used the KM-based
relevance score to decide ties.
Therefore, the best realisation of the Expertise Finding Model in these experiments
was when the EOM was used with α = 0.5 and tied authors were ranked using the
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relevance scores from lemmatised terms. For both aspects of the measure, a collection of
each author’s postings was examined for its content and the community’s replies, rather
than the expertise being ranked per posting. Both the MAP value and the Interpolated
Precision at Recall 0.0 for this were superior to the baseline score set initially for the
Knowledge Model and the highest values achieved for any realisation of the Knowledge
Model.
A number of conclusions can be made based on these experiments. Firstly, better
results can be achieved if aspects from both the Knowledge Model and the Community
Model of a person’s expertise are included in the Expertise Finding Model. This was shown
through the experiments that combined the relevance score from the Knowledge Model
with certain approaches to the Community Model. Not all combinations improved the
performance of the example expertise finding system, but there was a clear improvement
when to compared to the similar experiments using only the Community Model measures.
Secondly, a person’s areas of expertise, i.e., what topics they have expertise in, was
shown to be just as crucial in the Community Model as in the Knowledge Model. A
community’s opinion of someone’s expertise cannot be based on a vague attribute like
how many positive results they got. It needs to be evaluated on a topic-by-topic basis.
This means that the process described in the Expertise Finding Model has to evaluate the
community opinion on the basis of the expertise topic that an expertise seeker is seeking.
The opinion is not the same for all topics. This supports the hypothesis in the research
questions that expertise is a topic-based attribute, not a general attribute.
Thirdly, the experiments using the Expertise Opinion Measure (Option R) gave better
results when α was equal to or greater than 0.5. This implies that both the Bad centroid
and the Gold centroid are crucial, but a greater weight is best applied to the Bad centroid
in the EOM. My conclusion from this is that, given the data on which the experiments
were conducted, it is easier to judge someone’s expertise based on who isn’t an expert,
than it is to compare them to those who are experts.
Fourthly, expertise cannot be evaluated on a posting-by-posting basis. All postings of
an author need to be analysed together for both the knowledge and community aspects
of the Expertise Finding Model. All their interactions within the community need to
be considered, not each incident in isolation. This supports the theory that expertise is
not something that can be easily labelled. Someone is not just an Expert because one
posting mentioned the topic. An Expertise Finding Model must consider the depth of
their knowledge about the topic. For that, judgement must be cast on all their postings
and the opinion expressed by those with whom they interact.
Therefore, the following conclusions can be made about the related research questions.
I conclude that an author’s level of expertise about a topic can be modelled on the opinions
expressed within a community’s forum postings, thus answering the second sub-question.
However, such a model needs to limit those postings to replies to topic-relevant postings.
This means that the opinions by themselves are not enough. The relevance of the original
postings must be evaluated. This also relates to the first research question. Both an expert’s postings and the responses are important evidence of expertise within a community.
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My research has shown that an Expertise Finding Model that considers both the internal
and external evidence of a person’s expertise can adequately be used within an expertise
finding system. Therefore, someone’s expertise can be determined from their participation
in a community.
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Chapter 6

Discussion
My research has shown that finding expertise on a topic is more complex than simply
searching for documents mentioning the topic. Through an examination of specialised
online forums, various conclusions have been drawn about how both the claims of authors
about their expertise and the responses from others in the community can be used to better
model expertise within such a community. By incorporating the Duality of Expertise, the
Expertise Finding Model considers both the expertise claims and the community opinion
in its evaluation of this expertise. Furthermore, my experiments have demonstrated how
such an Expertise Finding Model improves the chances of an automated expertise finding
system recognising which authors are acknowledged to have expertise on a topic above
other claimants.
This chapter discusses the outcome of my research and what lessons have been learnt
from it. The role of the Duality of Expertise in the Expertise Finding Model is explored
and both are related to expertise in a community (Section 6.1). The use of the Expertise
Finding Model within an expertise finding system and the experiments used to evaluate
it are reflected upon in four subsections. The first describes how using my model in
such a system can be automated (Section 6.2.1). Second, the outcome of Chapter 4’s
research on the Knowledge Model is explored (Section 6.2.2). The third subsection looks
at how the community opinion successfully helped incorporate the Duality of Expertise
into the Expertise Finding Model (Section 6.2.3). The fourth subsection discusses how
the experiments demonstrated expertise as a duality (Section 6.2.4).
The remainder of the chapter discusses various considerations and possible directions
for future research. This includes any emergent issues for the Expertise Finding Model
(Section 6.3), how the dialogue act annotation may be modified (Section 6.4), the use of
expertise finding in a social environment (Section 6.5) and what aspects of the Duality
of Expertise and the Expertise Finding Model may be beneficial to consider in any new
research (Section 6.6). The major points of the chapter are summarised in Section 6.7.

6.1

Modelling the Duality of Expertise

My research has demonstrated the importance of an individual’s expertise claims and the
opinions of the group’s members towards those claims when profiling expertise within an
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online group. In both cases it was found that expertise was not a general attribute but
was specific to an individual’s topics of interest. A major question is whether these two
aspects of expertise - the individual’s claim and the community’s opinion - are actually
interrelated in any way. Can the concept of expertise truly be considered as a duality?
Just like people’s expertise is topic-specific, I found that the community’s opinion was
also topic-specific. This view would be formed from any interactions they had with the
member. For my research, attention was only given to the interactions in the online forums
and how recognition of the expertise was or wasn’t expressed by the community.
An author in the forum may discuss many things in the forum, but when deciding
whether they have particular expertise, it was shown through experimentation that it is
best to only consider postings relating to that topic. However, just considering what an
author claims to know does not give the author any authority or allow their expertise
claims to be treated as true. Likewise, observations and experiments with the forum
postings and the dialogue acts of reply postings showed that while many opinions may be
expressed about an author’s claims to expertise, the opinions within the group were more
beneficial to an expertise finding system if the opinion specifically related to topic-relevant
postings.
I found that these aspects of expertise, the claims and opinion, were best considered
together, not in isolation, and both should be topic-specific. Independently they could
suggest who in an online forum may have any required expertise, but an expertise finding
system would perform better if it factored both aspects into its decision making. This was
shown experimentally with the most effective expertise ranking system using a combination
of both a relevance score for each author’s expertise claims within their postings, and an
Expertise Opinion Measure score relating to the opinions given in replies. The claims
score was used first to determine which authors may have the relevant expertise according
to the desired topic. The EOM was then used to determine who the group thought were
the best candidates on the basis of their opinions of the author’s interactions in the forum
related to the topic. The claims score was then used to decide between equally ranked
authors to determine which authors had best demonstrated that they both knew the topic
and were regarded as an Expert within the forum group.
This reflects that neither the internal nor the external aspects of expertise, used exclusively, can represent an individual’s expertise. Evidence that both aspects contribute to
the scoring and subsequent ranking of each author’s expertise demonstrated the Duality
of Expertise.
Reviewing the nature of this process, my Expertise Finding Model measures the expertise in three stages, each of which considers expertise from a different perspective.

AREAS OF INTEREST: Who is relevant in the community?
↓
COMMUNITY OPINION: Who does the community like?
↓
EXPERTISE RANKING: Who is the “best”?
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As shown on Figure 6.1, the Expertise Finding Model records the linguistic evidence
identified in the preprocessing in each person’s expertise profile. These profiles are then
used by each of these three stages to determine who has the suitable topic expertise according to the internal and external aspects of their expertise. The AREAS OF INTEREST
represents anyone who talks about the topic, and by doing so, they claim to have an
interest in it. This is similar to identifying a club, company, institute or online group or
subgroup that may have the knowledge you seek. The COMMUNITY OPINION involves working out who the community regards as their respected specialists on the topic.
The EXPERTISE RANKING is the final stage which determines which of the possible
specialists best suit your needs, based on the evidence drawn from any interactions that
can be accessed.
These stages recognise that within a community, expertise is recognised from how a
person interacts with the community as well as how the community interacts with them.
By enabling the Duality of Expertise, these stages use linguistic analysis to link expertise
to the community dialogue. The Duality of Expertise is reflected in the dialogue.
In fact the duality within the Expertise Finding Model also relates to the purpose of
the dialogue acts described in Section 2.4.4.4. As was outlined in the literature review,
dialogue acts may be viewed as a duality in a number of ways.
Both locutionary and illocutionary acts are utilised within the Expertise Finding
Model. An author’s expertise claims are measured based on the lexical content of their
postings. This data is explicit and relates to the manner in which an author interacts
within the online group. As such, the claim is based on a locutionary act (Section 2.4.4.4).
Any measure of the community opinion is based on the purpose of the content of postings.
Thus it fits better into the category of an illocutionary act. While the intended audience
may have to read the content in order to interpret the intended illocutionary act, it is the
illocutionary acts that are used for the measurement of the opinion, not the content.
In fact, some approaches consider dialogue acts to comprise of both the locutionary
and illocutionary acts. Bunt (2005) and Bunt et al. (2010) regard them as two components
of a broader definition of the dialogue act. Rather than calling them “acts”, the meaning
of the utterances is regarded as the semantic content and the purpose for the utterance
is its communicative function. The utterances can be speech, text, gesturing or any
other meaningful method of communication. Rather than just considering dialogue acts
to describe speech acts in dialogue, they are considered to relate more to affecting their
audience.
We take a more specific, semantic view on dialogue acts as corresponding
to update operations on information states, in particular corresponding to
those updates that the speaker intends to occur in the information state of a
dialogue participant who understands the speaker’s communicative behaviour.
This approach is commonly known as ‘information-state update’ approach or
‘context-change approach’. (Bunt et al., 2010, p. 2548)
Therefore, dialogue acts can be considered as actions that try to change the thinking
and beliefs of other participants in the discourse. As pointed out in Section 5.1, these
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participants include those who contribute to the discourse as well as bystanders who
simply ‘listen’. Either way, each utterance must be interpreted by the participant and as
such may change their ‘information-state’. In an online forum, this relates to any group
member who reads the postings and the group’s responses. Regardless of whether or not
a member joins in the discussion about the topic, they are still participating and forming
a view on the expertise of those who do post. Thus the passive interaction may affect how
they act in future postings and what opinions they express.
While the information in a posting may be important to the forum, the communicative
functions used are a vital influence on the forum’s opinions of its members’ expertise.
Each posting in a forum makes implied claims that it contains content that can be shared
and trusted. The benefit of the claims to the discourse is measured on the basis of the
information being shared, which according to Bunt et al. (2010) is its semantic content.
The target of the communicative function is all participants in the discourse, not just the
author of any prior posting. A group’s opinion relates to the dialogue acts expressed by its
members. As such, the opinion relates to the communicative functions of the dialogue acts,
not necessarily their semantic content. Not all discourse participants are topic experts, so
not all will understand the content. However, the opinions have a common form which is
easy to interpret. Poor expression of the semantic content may still make it difficult to
understand which communicative functions various utterances correspond to. The Duality
of Expertise reflects this relationship between the semantic content and communicative
function as does the manner in which the internal and external aspects of expertise are
recognised and ranked within the Expertise Finding Model. What people say and how they
respond to others are both affected by the Duality of Expertise and the social environment
in which it appears.
So why would people wish to execute such dialogue acts when they know they may get
negative responses? As outlined in Section 2.4.4.4, there are various motivations. As an
online specialist group is like a community of practice, its members seek recognition and
confirmation of their legitimate peripheral participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991). They
want to improve their expertise through positive and negative feedback from the group
and learn from that feedback.
As reviewed in Section 2.4.4.4, Weigand (2010) claims that dialogue acts are actions
and reactions, such that “the initiative action makes a claim to truth or volition that is
expected to be ‘fulfilled’, positively or negatively, by the reactive action” (p. 512) and
that “human interaction can be based on [. . .] a claim to truth and a claim to volition,
which correspond to the basic mental states of belief and desire.” (p. 513). This can
be related to the Duality of Expertise. Within an online group, the belief is an author’s
claims to expertise. The desire or volition is the freedom of the group to make its own
judgement on these claims, based on what other expertise lies within the group and how
past interactions with the author have occurred. To Weigand, this is more than just an
illocutionary act because of the action/reaction pairing. This dialogic model supports
the idea that expertise is a duality, such that for someone to be considered an Expert,
they need recognition for their expertise within the social environment for which they
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wish to operate as an Expert. In a group’s online forum, that recognition is based on the
association between the dialogue acts they perform and those of the group in response.
Some will be negative and some will be positive. As one author said in a W3C forum
posting,
I certainly would not be a regular here if I was bothered by constantly being
reminded that I was not doing things quite the RIGHT way ! (W3C corpus)
In summary, through my research I found that expertise can be identified by representing its internal and external aspects as a duality using linguistic evidence. Likewise,
linguistic theory relating to dialogue acts was found to describe a similar duality. Within
the Expertise Finding Model, this duality was reflected in how the expertise profiles were
determined and how an author’s expertise was ranked. This process is similar to how we
naturally search for expertise in a community, by considering the interests of a community,
the recommendations of the community and the knowledge its members share. Linguistically, the Duality of Expertise also relates to the locutionary and illocutionary acts within
the community’s forum, where the authors of the forum postings have an objective to
demonstrate and improve their expertise through their actions.

6.2

Finding expertise

The experiments conducted in Chapters 4 and 5 examined evidence of aspects of expertise
and how they can be used within an expertise finding system. Table 6.1 lists the results
from the experiments related to the Knowledge Model (KM), the Community Model (CM)
and the combined approach of the Expertise Finding Model. The first column describes the
method used to distinguish between or measure the evidence of expertise. The Community
Model and combined approach experiments are grouped depending on whether the ranking
is based on individual postings or collections of each author’s postings. This indicated by
the terms to the left of the colon (Posting or Author). The measure/s used are described
to the right of the colon, including whether the relevance score from the Knowledge Model
was incorporated.
The second column lists the experiment identification code used in my research. The
third column gives the best MAP score achieved in the experiment. When relevant, the
α score or community-based Option that achieved the best result in the experiment is
also included. The final column lists the best Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 for each
experiment. Once again, when appropriate, the best α value or Option is given. The best
MAP and interpolated precision results for each division are in bold.
To understand these results better, they will be discussed in three parts. First I will
discuss how the experiments demonstrated the usability of my Expertise Finding Model
within an automated expertise finding system. Then I will consider the outcome of the
Knowledge Model experiments and how they represented an author’s expertise claims.
Finally, the experiments related to the Community Model and the combined approach
will be examined.
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Method

Exp. Top MAP

Top IPrecision

KM Baseline: Single posting
Author posting collections
Lemmatisation
WordNet synsets
1 sense synsets
Supersense synsets
Hypo/hypernyms

A
B
C
D
D
E
F

0.0785
0.1348
0.1344
0.1088
0.1245
0.1138
0.1302

0.5539
0.7065
0.7355
0.6596
0.6886
0.6208
0.7113

CM Baseline: Postings Lemmatised
Posting: Options A-E
Posting vector: Opinion vector length
Posting vector: Generalised EOM
Posting vector: Non-posting EOM
Posting vector: Topic postings EOM

G
H
I
J
P
R

0.0638
0.0822 (D)
0.0655
0.0609 (α0-0.9)
0.0619 (α0.3)
0.1015 (α0.5)

0.5189
0.5490 (A)
0.4897
0.5228 (α0-0.9)
0.5287 (α0.3)
0.8041 (α0.7)

CM Baseline: Author Collections Lemmatised
Author collection: Options A-E
Author vector: Opinion vector length
Author vector: Generalised EOM
Author vector: Non-author EOM
Author vector: Topic authors EOM
Topic Author collection: Options A-D
Topic Author vector: Opinion vector length
Topic Author vector: Generalised EOM
Topic Author vector: Non-author EOM
Topic Author vector: Topic authors EOM

K
L
M
M
Q
S
T
U
U
V
W

0.1344
0.1148 (A)
0.0884
0.0974 (α0.55)
0.0831 (α1.0)
0.1258 (α0.55)
0.1151 (D)
0.1061
0.1156 (α0.6)
0.0990 (α1.0)
0.1250 (α0.75)

0.7355
0.6955 (B)
0.4920
0.5877 (α0.55)
0.4741 (α1.0)
0.7709 (α0.7)
0.6010 (B)
0.5498
0.6061 (α0.5)
0.6061 (α0.5)
0.7834 (α0.75-0.8)

N
N
N
P
R
O
O
O
Q
S
T
U
U
V
W

0.0813 (D)
0.0654
0.0670 (α1.0)
0.0662 (α0.3)
0.0963 (α0.5)
0.1413 (A)
0.0903
0.1046 (α0.55)
0.0858 (α1.0)
0.1347 (α0.55)
0.1362 (A)
0.1134
0.1249 (α0.55)
0.1249 (α0.55)
0.1461 (α0.5)

0.5903 (A)
0.4840
0.5407 (α1.0)
0.5738 (α0.3)
0.8307 (α0.7)
0.7544 (A)
0.4935
0.6258 (α0.5)
0.4786 (α1.0)
0.8126 (α0.7)
0.7368 (A)
0.6337
0.6696 (α0.5)
0.6696 (α0.5)
0.8682 (α0.55-0.8)

Combined approach
Posting: Options A-E & score
Posting vector: Opinion vector length & score
Posting vector: Generalised EOM & score
Posting vector: Non-posting EOM & score
Posting vector: Topic postings EOM & score
Author collection: Options A-D & score
Author vector: Opinion vector length & score
Author vector: Generalised EOM & score
Author vector: Non-author EOM & score
Author vector: Topic authors EOM & score
Topic Author collection: Options A-D & score
Topic Author vector: Opinion vector length & score
Topic Author vector: Generalised EOM & score
Topic Author vector: Non-author EOM & score
Topic Author vector: Topic authors EOM & score

Table 6.1: Summary of all experimental results
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6.2.1

Expertise finding as an automated process

A key aim of my research was to investigate the use of the Duality of Expertise in an expertise finding system through the Expertise Finding Model. The Duality of Expertise and
the Expertise Finding Model, based on my literature review (Chapter 2), were expressed
in Chapter 3. Through a series of experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, the effectiveness of
the model was evaluated within a sample expertise finding system. This methodology
indeed demonstrated that the Duality of Expertise and my Expertise Finding Model can
successfully be used in an automated expertise finding system.
It must be noted that my Expertise Finding Model is not a new expertise finding system
itself. It is a model of a new process that can be incorporated within such a system. A core
element of its implementation is its use of existing computational linguistics technologies
and methods in novel ways. In my experiments, new uses were found for a bricolage of
existing software tools and algorithms. Established linguistic and information retrieval
methods were given new purposes so as to recognise and rank the expertise within an
online community. To fully appreciate the significance of this, I would like to look at the
various components of the automated expertise finding that was done in the experiments.
As described in Section 3.6.1, the Expertise Finding Model has 4 main stages:
1. Preprocessing the postings
2. Profiling the expertise of each author
3. Assessing the topic-based expertise of an author
4. Ranking the author’s expertise on a given topic
In Figure 6.1, the first two stages are within “Preparing an expertise profile” and the
last two stages are combined in “Identifying a topic expert”. How these stages can be
executed was explored in Chapters 4 and 5.
The preprocessing (Section 3.5) was a vital part of the model as it standardised the
documents containing the forum postings and conducted linguistic processing related to
the evidence of expertise that would later be required. This required a lot of reformatting of textual data, understanding of XML and HTML codified tags and gathering of
information relating to what was posted in the forum and by whom. A fundamental object within this preprocessing was the lexical unit or term. In order to recognise terms,
the preprocessor used a series of Perl and Bash scripts based on existing practices and
libraries to segment sentences and terms. However, the preprocessor also needed to recognise which terms were written by the author and were part of their contribution to a forum
discussion. For this, I wrote other preprocessing software to recognise quotations in the
postings, HTML tags and non-linguistic elements like sample computer code, ASCII art
and signature lines. This was novel but simple code that examined the localised linguistic
environment in which elements of a posting occurred. Similarly, the linguistic processing
used existing part-of-speech taggers and the WordNet database to gather data about
each term’s linguistic significance, in its part-of-speech, its lemmatised form and what
semantic concepts it related to. My preprocessor gathered the output from these third
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party tools and reformatted the related posting, tagging each term with its linguistic data
(Figure 3.3).
At the community level, scripts written by me determined which postings were written
by which authors and whether they were in reply to any other posting. I also determined
which alternate names and email addresses were used by the candidate experts given by
TREC2006. Early on, I did this manually. Eventually I wrote software to perform the
same task and extend it to any other authors within the forum.
These preprocessing tasks were all achieved through software, so they can be regarded
as part of an automated system. While in isolation they are not large and some relied
on outside software (like the WordNet database) or known algorithms (like sentence
segmentation), together they created a complex preprocessor that examines and processes
the postings in a novel way related to the linguistics involved. The way in which so many
small components combined to achieve this is novel but each tool is not complicated, nor
places a great demand on the system. The components of such a preprocessor could easily
be incorporated in existing expertise finding systems, like those described in Section 2.4.
The preprocessor was also not exclusively designed for one set of postings. Its development started earlier in my research and ended up being used for all of the three
corpora that were studied - the 20 Newsgroups, the Corvus and the W3C corpora.
While some elements of the document preparation stages did need to be added for each,
once the postings were given a universal format for their content and metadata, the same
preprocessing software was used for each set of postings.
One thing that was not fully automated was the annotation of the dialogue acts in the
reply postings. As was pointed out in Section 3.6.3, this annotation was done manually by
me. The automatic classification of dialogue acts was left for further research, but previous
efforts by others are encouraging. From that, the assumption is that in the future it will
be possible to add to the preprocessor a suitable dialogue act classifier.
The next stage of my Expertise Finding Model was the construction of the expertise
profiles. In my experiments, this was done using the Indri system from the Lemur project
(Section 3.4.3). As an information retrieval system, this had built-in components that allowed terms or data about terms to be indexed per document or author. It worked well for
the large scale memory management that I required for a sample expertise finding system.
It was tailored for the TREC input and output I used in my experiments. Some effort
was required to change it to recognise the XML formatting I used in postings, but being
open sourced and free helped as information could be found online. My tailored version
of Indri allowed the expertise profiling to be fully automated during my experiments. The
changes made to Indri could easily be recreated on other indexing systems, so this aspect
of my model is not limited by the technology used in an expertise finding system.
Likewise, the expertise profiles were scored, filtered and ranked using Indri. The retrieval component of Indri allows the relevance of the profiled data to given query terms to
be scored in a variety of ways. The tf-idf and Okapi measures I examined in Chapter 4 are
two of those measures. They are well known and can be implemented in other information
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retrieval systems. Again, the open source nature of Indri allows future research to also
add factors like weighting semantic relationships between terms.
For the ranking measures explored in the Community Model, my experiments were
not as reliant on Indri as they had less memory demands. I wrote an alternate program to
handle the ranking using these measures. Even the Expertise Opinion Measure is simple
enough that it can be added to any expertise finding system.
Therefore, my research demonstrated that my Expertise Finding Model is capable of
being used in an automated expertise finding system through the experiments I conducted.
These experiments utilised a combination of existing third party software, established
linguistic and information retrieval methods and new scripts as part of a novel process,
giving new purposes to old methods and new uses to old tools. The model is not restricted
to solely being used in the sample system used in the experiments. It can also be used in
other expertise finding systems.

6.2.2

The breadth of expertise evidence in the Knowledge Model

The Knowledge Model represented the internal aspects of expertise - how an expert
presents their expertise claims to others. The expertise profile used within my Expertise Finding Model needed to be deep enough to give a fair representation of a forum
author’s expertise claims, so the experiments in Chapter 4 examined how the term usage
in forum postings can be used as evidence of these claims. The literature review revealed
the multiple facets of what we consider expertise and this was reflected in the outcome of
these experiments. Of special importance was the way in which all of a person’s postings
and the semantic associations between the terms in those postings could be used to better
represent a person’s topics of interest. This section will elaborate on my findings from the
Knowledge Model as well as discuss various complications that occur when associating the
expertise of individuals with the content of forum postings.
A person’s expertise depends on the tacit and formal knowledge they have gained over
the years through training and experiences. It includes how well they can reflect on, utilise
and adapt that knowledge. It is a personal skill that develops and changes over time as
their experiences increase. No one person’s expertise is the same as another’s.
Consequently, topic-based labels do little to indicate the depth or breadth of a person’s
expertise. Two people who claim to be experts on any topic will have different expertise.
This is why researchers have tried to develop software to automate the process of identifying domain experts, rather than simply relying on labels in databases or yellow pages
systems (Section 2.4).
My research identified such expertise within online groups, looking exclusively at the
linguistic interaction between group members in online discussion forums. The postings
in these forums are about many topics but generally within a particular field of knowledge, e.g., electronics, hot-air ballooning, microbiology, Internet protocols. I found that
regardless of this degree of specialisation, not all who posted about a topic in a forum
were experienced experts or given the social label of ‘Expert’. As described in Sections
2.2.4 and 2.4.4.4, expertise can be viewed as an attribute that is relative to the community
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environment in which it is utilised. For this reason, the postings were viewed as evidence
of each author’s claims of knowledge and expertise, but not necessarily evidence of having
such knowledge or expertise.
In order to best identify someone’s expertise, any expertise finding system needs to
deeply profile their expertise claims. Through the experiments described in Chapter 4
with the W3C corpus and the test-set of topics from TREC2006, I showed that merely
searching for topic terms inside each posting is not enough to identify which authors had
the required expertise. A single posting does not represent all that an author may claim
to know. A single posting does not mention all the areas in which they have an interest. A
single posting being relevant to the topic does not mean that the author is a topic expert.
Finding postings is also not the objective of people and organisations using expertise
finding systems. They are looking for experts to help them fill knowledge gaps in their
activities. The expertise seekers want an expertise profile system that has a body of
evidence relating to all of a person’s expertise claims. If the evidence comes from forum
postings, they don’t want each posting to be treated as a separate profile, as this would
make expertise finding no different than using a search engine. Instead, an expertise
finding system must base each author’s profile on all of their contributions to the forum.
As shown on Table 6.1, such author-based expertise profiles allow better search results
than a profile based on each posting separately. This is true for both the knowledge and
the community aspects of the Expertise Finding Model.
Chapter 4 also describes the experiments that used the linguistic data obtained in the
preprocessing for the Knowledge Model. These included lemmatisation (Experiment C),
WordNet synsets (Experiments D & E) and WordNet hypernyms and hyponyms (Experiment F). These examined whether expertise claims were better modelled by recognising
morphologically or semantically related terms than just considering the terms in the raw
forms used in the postings.
In its simplest form, an expertise finding system is still reliant on matching topic
terms with the text present in postings. This in no way reflects the various morphological
forms used for terms nor the semantics of the postings. A common way for information
retrieval technology to get around the first of these deficiencies is to through stemming or
lemmatisation. Looking at the results alone, my experiments involving lemmatisation did
not show a clear improvement. The MAP score produced in Experiment C was slightly
lower than when searching an author’s entire contribution using the original morphological
form of the text (Experiment B). The Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0 was much better,
indicating that the higher scoring authors for each topic were more likely to be known
experts. This suggests that lemmatisation improved the rank of the highest experts but
may have demoted the ranks of other experts.
Alternatively, the WordNet synsets associated with terms were used to link related
terms on a semantic basis and give a broader idea of what terms relate to a topic. Substituting WordNet synsets for terms made results worse due to sense ambiguity. With an
average of around 4 synsets to the term index for every term known to WordNet, the
significance of each term (or its synsets) was lessened. The higher weights given to rare
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or specialised terms by the tf-idf or Okapi measures were affected due to larger numbers
of terms or synsets that were added. While multiple terms may be recognised as the
same synset, this lack of sense disambiguation in the preprocessing negatively impacted
the experiments. No efforts were made to resolve this ambiguity because it was outside
the scope of the research questions.
Encouraging results occurred when the expertise profiling only considered the first
synset sense of each term. The experimental results were substantially better than those
with all the senses. However, they were still not as good as the results from lemmatised
terms, If sense disambiguation was also used to select the correct synset, using the synsets
may improve further.
Further semantic generalisation was attempted using the supersense synsets (Experiment E), but that was found to be far too general. While it still wasn’t as successful as
the lemmatised terms, it outperformed the baseline. This suggests that even looking at
what general semantic terms are used by an author is better than just looking for terms
in isolated postings.
The best semantic-related results occurred when the WordNet hyponyms and hypernyms for each synset in the postings were added to the profile. Unfortunately, the
experimental results for Experiment F were still not better than those for the lemmatised
terms. Once more the best results were achieved when the synsets for a single WordNet
sense were used for each term. The results for the MAP and interpolated precision are encouraging, but again further research is required with sense disambiguation incorporated
in the preprocessor.
When compared to the other semantic experiments, this improvement does allow a
better conceptualisation of how all of each author’s contributions to the forum can be
incorporated into their expertise profile as evidence of where their expertise is specialised.
This also allows a broader representation of what each topic query represented. Any term
or synset in the profile is considered to be more significant to the author each time it or
its hypernym or hyponym is found in a posting. A profile using this semantic data is
not just about what the author said explicitly. It represents an author’s claimed areas
of knowledge through the semantic relationships between the concepts expressed by the
author in their postings.
This approach is different to many previous attempts encountered in the literature
review that use semantic relationships in expertise searches, as my approach is not expanding the query terms - it is expanding and improving the expertise profiles. A topic
query is set by the expertise seeker, the person looking for experts. However, my method
does not try to improve an expertise finding system’s understanding of what the seeker
thinks a topic is. Instead it improves the system’s knowledge of where each author’s expertise may lie. If the expansion was only applied to the query terms, then the profile
would still only be based on points of evidence of the expertise (Section 3.6.2.3). The
profile would still not represent the claimed expertise as fields of interest.
This semantic approach to expertise profiling also treats a person’s expertise profile as
being unique to them. Just like someone’s expertise cannot be adequately described on a
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human resources system as being about medicine or law, neither should terms from their
postings be used in isolation to represent that expertise. Expertise is not restricted to
specific areas. How each author relates to an area in their postings is different. Furthermore, the use of this profile in my model is dynamic, easily expanded and strengthened
by new postings to the forum. What an author’s postings discuss now may be different in
a year’s time as their experiences and knowledge increase. An expertise profile needs to
be broader than just “what did they say” for each posting. It needs to relate the concepts
they discussed to each other in order to better understand the field of topics that their
expertise covers at any moment of time. Over time, the topics and depth of knowledge
may change along with their expertise.
The advantage of such breadth in the profile is suggested by my Knowledge Model experiments but not confirmed. My research shows that if using semantic data like WordNet synsets, an expertise profile system is improved if additional semantic relationships
like the WordNet hypernyms/hyponym associations are incorporated. The improved results in Experiment F demonstrate that a broader semantic linkage between terms enables
better identification of an author’s expertise than just WordNet synsets. However, the
experiments with the supersense synsets show that if these concepts are too general, then
a person’s expertise will not be considered unique to them. The experiments indicate that
the WordNet hypernyms and hyponyms provide a middle level of associations. Furthermore, the recognition of such semantic relationships is easily incorporated in an automated
expertise finding system. Unfortunately, my experiments also showed that such a system
must also deal with sense disambiguation.
The use of forum postings did present some issues for making an accurate profile,
issues that few other researchers in the literature review on expertise finding systems
discuss. Not everything in a posting is written by the author and considered original
content. Postings can include quotes from previous postings. Text like reports have
multiple authors. Authors often use repetitive content like signature lines. While some
attempts were made to identify such lines of text during the preprocessing stage of my
Expertise Finding Model, this was by no means ideal.
Most postings had all quotations from previous messages identified during the preprocessing so they could be ignored when making a profile. However, as described in
Section 3.5 and Appendix C.7, there are a variety of ways that people present quotations
in postings. As a result, any expertise finding system that processes these postings will
have difficulty differentiating between what the posting’s author has written and what was
quoted. While further preprocessing software can be developed to compare a reply posting
to the preceding postings, so as to identify the quotations, this adds more complexity to
the process as well as time and system resources.
Furthermore, not all original text in a posting is the creation of the posting’s author. In
the W3C postings, a number of messages were just meeting minutes from special interest
groups, press releases, draft guidelines or similar announcements, sometimes attached at
the end of the posting. Similarly in the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus postings, authors
sometimes reported news stories. The author may be part of the subgroup responsible
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for these documents but they cannot be regarded as the document’s author. They may
be contributing them to the group, but it is questionable whether the posting’s content
can be regarded as evidence of the author’s claims of expertise if it wasn’t written by
them personally. An expertise profile should be based on what an author says in their
interactions with their community, not what someone-else has written.
Unfortunately, text like this is hard to automatically identify. Such text was identified
when manually annotating dialogue acts (Section 5.3), but all postings from all authors
were treated alike in the experiments described in Chapter 4. No automatic identification
was possible of such announcements or re-postings. Luckily my manual examination of the
corpora has shown that such postings are rare, so they would not have greatly influenced
the results of the experiments by misrepresenting the expertise claims of the posting’s
“author”.
Finally, each author tends to have a set of signature lines for each posting. These
lines list things like their name, organisation, contact details and a personal, often witty,
message. As this is identical for most of their postings, these lines cannot be considered as
contributing original content to a forum discussion. The terms within it do not make any
new claims about their expertise and the frequent usage of such terms will be recognised
in a profile. Most of these lines are only a small part of the content of each posting and
do relate to the personal context of the author. There have been efforts by researchers to
identify signatures in postings (Zukerman and Marom, 2004), but these were not incorporated into the testing for this research. The irregular formatting of some signature lines
did allow them to be parsed as “coding lines” in the preprocessing but any missed lines
were just treated as normal textual content.
Overall, the experiments related to the Knowledge Model demonstrated that a person’s
expertise claims needs to be considered as more than just raw terms. How those terms
relate to each other must be factored in. This conclusion emphasises the importance
of thinking of expertise topics as concepts rather than just labels. It also indicated the
relevance of the term usage as evidence of the internal aspect of aspect. However, issues
of sense ambiguity and the ambiguous authorship of some postings suggest that further
research in this area would be beneficial.

6.2.3

Recognising the community opinion in the Community Model

The Community Model requires evidence of the community’s opinions towards its members’ claimed expertise. The experiments in Chapter 5 used the dialogue acts in the reply
postings as an indication of such opinions. The Expertise Opinion Measure and other scoring methods were used to help rank the expertise of the W3C forum authors, evaluating
the importance of the opinions when searching for expertise.
The combined approach extended the Community Model to also allow for factors like
the topic and the relevance of each author’s expertise claims. The analysis and experiments
for this approach identified various issues related to the inclusion of this external aspect of
expertise in my Expertise Finding Model and an expertise finding system. In this section,
I will discuss the evidence of the opinions, the significance of the topic in the Expertise
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Finding Model and an examination of possible lexical indications of the dialogue acts in
postings.
6.2.3.1

Considering opinions about expertise

The problem with searching any online documents for information is the big unknown of
whether they say enough and can be trusted. This also extends to looking for evidence
of expertise in postings within an online forum. No posting is given authority by default.
Its content is not guaranteed to be appropriate to any expertise seeker’s needs.
Instead, the seeker can look for guidance within the community from which the posting appears. Only community members know the context of the posting. Only they have
interacted with the posting’s author in this context before. Only they can measure the
author’s expertise claims against the expertise displayed by their peers within the community. The authority of an author comes from those with whom they interact and their
opinion of whether the postings are of worth to the online group.
But as outlined in Section 2.5, it is not enough to simply have a rank or title within a
forum. Some forum software just rewards members that post frequently, are a long-term
member or get friends to click a like button regularly. A better system should search
within other postings for evidence of social approval for particular authors.
This also applies when seeking an expert on a topic rather than just postings on the
topic. Just because an author regularly talks about a particular topic does not mean that
they actually have expertise in that area. For that reason, the opinion of others in the
online group should be explored so as to judge whether an author in fact has the expertise
their postings seem to indicate they have.
I approached this problem in Chapter 5 by interpreting the reply postings to online
postings as a series of dialogue acts. Using those dialogue acts, any authors whose postings
were judged in Chapter 4 to be relevant to a particular topic could then be reassessed on
the basis of whether the reply postings gave them authority.
This community-based aspect of my Expertise Finding Model was evaluated using the
same W3C corpus and TREC2006 test data as for the experiments in Chapter 4. While
the W3C is a specialised community, it is clear from reading the corpus that the expertise
within its membership covers a wide range of topics. Not everyone knows everything. Not
everyone is an expert about everything. Hence, it is vital to determine the group’s opinion
of any author considered to be relevant to a topic.
The nature of this opinion was examined in three corpora, with the eventual annotation
of the dialogue acts in W3C corpus postings. My early analysis of the threads in the 20
Newsgroups and Corvus corpora suggested that postings could be given an overall
dialogue act to indicate the intent of the author when replying to the previous posting.
For instance, they may be trying to answer a question, criticise or agree with the content
of the posting or even pose a question of their own. However, the responses surveyed
during the analysis and annotation of the W3C corpus were found to differ from this.
The replies would contain a multitude of dialogue acts and have no overall aim, except to
respond. A reply may start with expressing thanks to the author for writing the posting,
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then alternate between agreeing, disagreeing, asking questions for clarification or giving
further information or opinion about the topic of the discussion. Therefore, there was
no clear idea of a reply being overall positive or negative towards the previous posting.
Each dialogue act did however contribute separately as evidence of the forum community’s
opinion towards the previous posting’s author and their claims at expertise.
The annotations suggested that there may be a distinction between the dialogue acts
used in reply to postings from experts and those replying to those not considered experts
of the required topics (Table 5.11). There seemed to be an indication that disagreements
more commonly occur with those who are non-experts. Queries had a variety of purposes,
being both for information seeking purposes as well as to try and clarify points of misunderstanding. While the dialogue acts used by other researchers (e.g., VERBMOBIL in
Table 2.1) distinguish between these types of query acts, my dialogue acts did not. While
my future research may chose to change this (Section 6.6), the experimental results in
Chapter 5 were adequate without such a distinction.
My early experiments with the Community Model based the measure of the community’s opinion of an author on whether they responded to the author’s postings (Options
A & B) and whether those postings included a Positive, Negative or Question dialogue
act (Options C–E). The best results occurred when either attention was given to whether
there were any replies at all or if those replies included Negative acts. The first measure
(Option A) enables authors who simply posted spam or announcements to be ignored,
but allows a bias towards those who posted a lot. Experimental results related to the second factor (Option D) support there being a distinction between dialogue acts and again
suggested the importance considering negative replies when assessing someone’s expertise.
It should be noted that no distinction was made in my research between opinions cast
by those in the community who were experts and those who weren’t. This is because
it is the community’s opinion that is being judged, according to what the community
thought of an author’s claims at expertise. There was no assumption that the opinion
of an expert is more important in the community than any other forum member. If an
author is regarded in the forum as the Community Expert on a topic, then that should
be how they are judged, regardless of whether one or two members are vocally against it.
6.2.3.2

General community opinions versus topic specific opinions

One thing that had a major effect on the later experiments using the Expertise Opinion
Measure was the factoring in of the topic relevance of postings. My experiments demonstrated the reliance of both the Community Model and the Expertise Finding Model on
the topic. This supports the idea that the social label of the Expert is not a general
attribute, but is specifically connected to expertise in certain areas of knowledge related
to the topics. The EOM was found to work best when its vectors and centroids used
dialogue acts related to topic-based postings, for instance, topic-based author opinion vectors (Equation 5.6, Experiments U–W). The worse results using the EOM occurred when
replies to both relevant and non-relevant postings were used to calculate centroids (Equation 5.4, Experiments P & Q), such that each author’s community opinion was measured
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with a different set of centroids, regardless of the topic. This reinforces the notion of the
community’s opinion being relative to what they see as the community’s level of expertise
about the topic. All members are judged against the same standard, according to what
the community feels is their level of expertise, but the standard differs per topic, not per
member.
While favourable results were obtained when each author’s opinion vector was based
on replies to any of their postings (Experiments M–S), the best results occurred when
the author’s vector was based on replies to what they had said about the query topic,
especially the Interpolated Precision. This implies that a model of the forum group’s
opinion is best based on the content expressed by authors responding to postings relating
to the topics. That way, the degree of criticism and debate about a topic can be factored
into the ranking system. The higher the number of negative or positive responses to the
postings about a topic, the greater the distance between centroids. Likewise, there were
better results when topic-based centroids were used (Experiments R, S & W).
These findings support the conclusion that the topic is a vital factor to consider when
analysing a community’s opinion about a member’s expertise. An author will receive
different feedback from the community depending on the topic of the interaction. Just
as an author’s contribution in their postings differs depending on the topic and their
expertise, so too does the response from the community. Both the individual and the
community treat the concept of expertise as being particular to a topic, not a generalised
skill. If other members in the community have greater expertise than the author and
the author is in error, they will tell them. If the community knows or finds out that the
author is correct about a topic, then they tell them. They will not introduce compliments
or corrections in another conversational thread. If an expertise finding system is used to
assess a community’s opinion about a member’s expertise on a topic, then it can only do
so by looking at discussions relating to that topic.
Overall, my analysis and experiments for the Community Model supported the finding
that expertise is specific to a topic but so is the community opinion about someone’s
expertise. Furthermore, they show that opinion can be represented by examining the
dialogue acts present in the community’s responses to their forum postings about the
topic. This was shown through the use of an EOM score.
This was also supported by the experiments that combined aspects of the Knowledge
Model and the Community Model as a duality. The use of the combined approach reflects
my Expertise Finding Model but was found to also be dependent on the topic of expertise
sought by an expertise seeker. This supports the interpretation that such a seeker will
not only be seeking an expert that claims to have knowledge on the seeker’s target topic
but also that the community in which they are found has high regard for this Expert’s
expertise on that topic. It is not enough for the community to respect them for their
expertise on any topic. It has to be the topic that is being sought.
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6.2.3.3

Dialogue acts, experts and term usage

While dialogue act classification by technology was not a focus of my research, I conducted
a preliminary study to examine whether postings from experts and non-experts or their
replies could be associated with certain dialogue acts purely on the basis of certain key
terms. This study was based on research encountered in the literature review related to
sentiment detection (Section 2.4.4.4). The outcome of the study did not enable me to
automate the classification of the dialogue acts, but it did reinforce the use of dialogue
acts to distinguish between experts and non-experts about a topic.
Research has been done on determining people’s sentiments based on their linguistic interaction. Automated sentiment detection technology (Charpentier, 2012; Liu, 2010; Pang
and Lee, 2008) mainly aims to classify documents into one of a set of defined categories
based on their linguistic content. While dialogue acts are primarily concerned with the
utterance/sentence level of a document, sentiment detection often relates to whether an entire document is positive or negative towards products, services (Charpentier, 2012; Hu and
Liu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005) or viewpoints (Agrawal et al., 2003; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003). However, recent research challenges like the 2013 and 2014 SemEval
Twitter sentiment analysis tasks (Wilson, Kozareva, Nakov, Ritter, Rosenthal and Stoyanov, 2013; Rosenthal, Ritter, Stoyanov and Nakov, 2014) also look at sentiment detection
at the utterance level.
One of the methods used by such classifiers is a bag-of-words search within the documents being examined. Such a method looks in the document for any terms in a predefined
list of keywords for each target category. The method is simple but defining the list of
words is not easy as such word matching is context independent. There is little attempt to
determine whether each instance of a term is actually being positive or negative towards
the category. Systems like the ComEx Miner (Kumar and Ahmad, 2012) may look for
negating adverbs like ‘less’ or ‘hardly’ but little is done to relate the relevant phrase to
the topic.
This study used the Gold set of W3C postings from experts identified by TREC2006
and the Bad set of W3C postings for all other authors (Section 5). I defined seven sets
of key terms. Five loosely correspond to the Positive, Negative, Question, Reflection
and Inform dialogue acts. The terms were derived from my observations, synonyms in
WordNet and my personal judgement (Table 6.2). No term was regarded as exclusively
belonging to a single set.
Two additional sets of terms were added. These sets were set up by Hu and Liu (2004)
and were formed for a sentiment classification system.1 Such systems often expect the
content of documents to be polarised so they define terms which are taken to be positive
or negative. However, the public availability of their term sets allows them to be used
within alternative methodologies and designs.
The Gold and Bad sets of postings and replies were each examined for the presence
of these terms (Table 6.3). The results indicate that the Gold postings are more likely
to contain Negative terms, Question terms, Hu & Liu’s Positive terms and Hu & Liu’s
1
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Positive terms
Negative terms

Question terms
Reflection terms

Inform terms
Hu & Liu’s Positive terms
Hu & Liu’s Negative terms

Terms that indicate support for an idea, object or concept
e.g., yes, thanks, ok, agree
Terms that indicate a lack of support for an idea, object
or concept,
e.g., no, not, wrong, disagree
Terms that indicate the author is asking a question,
e.g., ?, why, how, when, what
Terms that indicate that the author is reflecting on personal
knowledge and/or experiences,
e.g., remember, recall, when, my, I
Terms that indicate the author is informing,
e.g., think, know, realise, accept
e.g., accurate, fascinate, recommend, strong
e.g., afraid, cheap, fail, plight, saggy

Table 6.2: Example key terms for dialogue acts and Hu & Liu’s categories

Negative terms. There is generally no difference between the Gold and Bad postings when
it comes to Positive, Reflection and Inform terms. The RepliesToGold and RepliesToBad
are very similar to each other. The standard deviation of these results in fact show that
these deviations are not statistically significant but given the prominence of Negative
acts in the RepliesToBad (Table 5.11), the results of this study are still worth further
investigation.
My earlier study of the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus corpora found that postings
sometimes have a different intention at their start to that of their end. Postings sometimes
initially sought to respond directly to the posting which they were replying to, but later
introduced new information, discussed issues or asked questions. This suggested that
certain dialogue acts may be more common at the start or end of a posting. To see if
there was any evidence of this, further analysis examined how far the key terms were from
the start of the posting and how far from the end (Table 6.4). In both cases, the distance
was measured by the number of sentences from the start or end to the closest term of a
set, ignoring quoted text.
The terms for all categories were found on average to be closer to the start of the posting
than the end. Terms were closer to the start in a reply than they were in the posting
but there was no clear distinction between which dialogue acts were closest. Postings
and replies were fairly similar in term distance to the end. However, Bad postings and
RepliesToBad had terms closer to the end than RepliesToGold. In general the Positive
and Inform terms were further from the end than Negative, Reflection and Question terms.
Again, these results were not statistically significant but they do suggest that there is a
distinct difference in the linguistic usage of various dialogue acts.
This preliminary study was conducted before I had annotated the dialogue acts in the
replies. Consequently, the only distinctions between postings were whether they were in
the Gold or Bad sets and whether they were a posting from a potential expert or a reply to
one. What these term searches don’t tell us is whether there actually are certain dialogue
acts present in the postings. They just indicate that there might be. For that reason the
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Postings set

Gold postings

RepliesToGold

RepliesToBad

Negative

Reflection

count
average
std dev
count
average
std dev

2051
3.68
7.2776
4023
3.67
7.0009

9887
17.72
53.0059
17452
15.92
40.7348

11121
19.93
30.9819
21582
19.69
30.1377

12604
22.59
84.4152
21694
19.79
63.6690

count
average
std dev
count
average
std dev

401
1.45
1.9914
751
1.37
2.9526

1127
4.07
6.6435
2039
3.73
6.0705

1606
5.80
7.897
3360
6.14
10.9749

1128
4.07
6.5758
2078
3.80
5.9832

Hu & Liu’s
Positive

Hu & Liu’s
Negative

2104
3.77
8.8651
4077
3.72
7.6084

29199
52.33
105.5648
50561
46.13
88.0644

21253
38.09
92.5533
36414
33.22
76.1482

333
1.20
2.0700
658
1.20
2.3143

2671
9.64
14.1487
4614
8.44
12.5252

2295
8.29
14.5351
3670
6.71
11.6242

Table 6.3: Number of key terms in the Gold and Bad sets of postings
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Bad postings

Term sets
Question Inform

Positive

Gold postings
Bad postings
RepliesToGold
RepliesToBad

Negative

21
22
3
3

11
11
4
3

Positive

Negative

33
29
26
21

17
16
16
13

7
8
3
2

9
9
3
3

22
20
5
5

Average distance to end
Reflection Question Inform

19
16
20
14

33
15
20
16

33
32
23
20

Hu & Liu’s
Positive

Hu & Liu’s
Negative

3
4
2
2

5
5
3
3

Hu & Liu’s
Positive

Hu & Liu’s
Negative

8
7
10
9

10
10
12
11

Table 6.4: Distance of key terms to the start and end of Gold and Bad postings
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Gold postings
Bad postings
RepliesToGold
RepliesToBad

Positive

Average distance to start
Reflection Question Inform
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manual tagging of the dialogue acts was also done so as to allow the use of such linguistic
information in my Expertise Finding Model to be evaluated, as was done in Chapter 5.
However, further studies could be made to examine whether the terms sets in this study
were indicative of dialogue acts they are associated with.

6.2.4

Combining aspects of expertise as a duality

While the combined approach used elements of the Knowledge Model and the Community
Model when ranking an author’s expertise, the question is whether this was actually a
duality. Did the ranking use the evidence of the internal aspect of expertise separately
from that of the external aspect or were they dependent on each other?
My conclusion is that the experiments with a combined approach did demonstrate
there being a Duality of Expertise and this is reflected in the Expertise Finding Model.
As discussed in this chapter, a key factor in this duality is the topic-based nature of
expertise. Both the internal and external aspects of a person’s expertise are specific for
certain topics. The relationship between these aspects is also dependent on those topics.
Similarly, the relationship between the linguistic evidence is dependent on the topic.
People do not normally claim to be experts about everything. People’s expertise claims
are about specific topics. As found in the literature review, these topics are particular
to each person and cannot be defined by labels like ‘medicine’ or ‘law’. Similarly, a
person’s community does not regard them to be an expert about everything. It judges their
expertise on a topic, relative to the expertise of the rest of the community. This judgement
it makes on the basis of interaction with community members. In this interaction, people
present their expertise claims. Hence, the judgements made by the community relate
directly to the claims made by the community members when interacting with them.
This relationship was reflected in the experiments with the combined approach. Term
usage was used to determine and rank the expertise claims of authors related to various
topics. The community opinion was best recognised when dialogue acts from replies to
topic-relevant postings were examined, both for the centroids and the author’s opinion
vector. In the first case, the topic relevance of postings was used to identify the internal
aspect of expertise. In the second case, the community opinion based on topic relevant
postings was used to identify the external aspect of expertise. Both required the determination of topic relevant postings. As such, the dialogue acts in the replies related to
the term usage in the postings making relevant expertise claims. You can’t have the external aspect without the internal aspect. Likewise, the experiments demonstrated that
it is more beneficial to factor in both aspects when ranking expertise. Expertise finding
systems benefit from deploying the Duality of Expertise in a similar way to the Expertise
Finding Model which was derived from the outcome of the experiments.

6.3

Emergent issues with extended data and systems

My research also presented a few challenges relating to how to gather information about
a community’s opinion. While they didn’t prevent my research from being conducted,
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any future research may wish to approach these aspects slightly differently. These include
which postings are annotated, which corpora are used for testing and what measures are
used to rank an author’s expertise.
The metadata of the postings from the W3C corpus was fairly clear but as indicated in
Section 5.2, occasionally the previous posting would be missing or the identification of the
previous posting was erroneous. As a result, not all posting/reply pairs could be correctly
identified. Furthermore, as seen on Table 5.9, a lot of the relevant postings weren’t replied
to. This was not foreseen when the W3C forum was selected for the research.
Any future research should explore broadening the range of postings relevant for annotation. If the top 100 or 200 results for each topic query were to be annotated instead
of just the top 50 results, this would increase the number of authors for which we have
measured the community opinion, reinforce the opinion measured for those authors we previously ranked and enable further testing of the combinations of measures implemented
in the experiments. It will also allow a greater examination of the dialogue acts present
in the dialogue.
While the dialogue of three corpora was studied in my research, the evaluation was
limited by only utilising the content of the W3C corpus. A number of the W3C postings
are discussing proposed technical guidelines. This technical nature discouraged Ulrich
et al. (2008) from doing large scale dialogue act annotation of the W3C corpus. While
there is not as much fierce debate as can be seen in the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus
corpora, there is still a large amount of agreement and disagreement, allowing the community opinion to be measured. Future research may endeavour to experiment using other
corpora that meet the requirements listed in Section 3.3.1 in different ways, e.g., being
less technical or more question-and-answer based.
The temporal dimension was not explored within my research. As described in my
literature review, various contributing factors to expertise develop over time. Consequently
both the validity and content of an author’s expertise claims may change over time as they
gain new skills and knowledge and learn more within (and outside) the community. Their
expertise relating to given topics will change. An expertise profile needs to be considered
as a dynamic structure that could change every time there is a new posting relating to
the author. This would also apply to the community opinion, which would change as
the membership and expertise within the forum changes. New people join, bringing their
own expertise to the forum. Existing members themselves improve their own expertise,
allowing them to have a better basis on which to have opinions about each other’s expertise.
Both the expertise of the community and its members will evolve over time, each affecting
each other. Therefore, adding time as another factor should not be excluded from future
research.
The methods chosen to measure and factor in the community opinion aspect were
not necessarily the best available, but they didn’t need to be. Their purpose was to test
whether the opinion could be used in any way to improve the ranking system used within
an expertise finding system. However, the methods I used either dealt with each dialogue
act in isolation or used them together with no way to adjust the significance of any dialogue
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act over the other. Future research needs to explore this further by using a weighted value
for each dimension of the opinion vectors. This could be achieved through the use of a
pair of support vector machine classifiers instead of centroids (Fortuna et al., 2007; Huang
et al., 2007; Vapnik, 1995). Likewise, an author’s opinion vector related to replies to their
postings, but no weights were applied to reflect how topical the postings were.2 This
too could be further investigated. Finally, the dialogue acts of known experts should be
explored to see if they communicate any differently to other group members, especially
when discussing topics in which they do or do not claim to have expertise. If so, then the
evidence of the internal aspects of the expertise can be adjusted in any Expertise Finding
Model to include dialogue acts.
Therefore, future studies needs to explore further annotation, examining dialogue in
other online communities and investigating new factors when measuring both the internal
and external aspects of people’s expertise.

6.4

Changing the annotation

The main research question is about the relationship between expertise and community
participation. My research investigated this by looking at how expertise can be recognised
through a consideration of the Duality of Expertise in community interactions. The form
of interactions studied were dialogue in online forums where dialogue acts were used to
measure the external or social aspects of each author’s expertise. The dialogue acts used
in the Chapter 5 experiments were hand annotated in a set of forum postings, according to
a set of criteria (Appendix C). After reflecting on this activity, I feel that the annotation is
another area open for further opportunities to develop and evaluate the Expertise Finding
Model.
For the most part, the Positive and Negative dialogue acts were easy to identify within
postings. However, as described in Appendix C, some sentences were regarded as ambiguous. Often this was due to the technical nature of their content. The approach taken was
that if the dialogue act wasn’t obvious, then the sentence would be annotated as an Inform dialogue act. Future work may re-examine these annotations in light of the following
particular issues.
Some sentences weren’t clear whether they should be regarded as Negative dialogue
acts. Those that said the author “didn’t understand” aspects of the previous posting were
judged to be too vague to be treated as a Negative dialogue act. Such a sentence is neither
agreeing nor disagreeing with the posting, but it may be regarded as being the opposite
of sentences that compliment the previous author for their contribution to the forum
e.g., positive sentences saying ‘thanks for your feedback’ or ‘well put’. By indicating the
misunderstanding, the replier is disagreeing with how the author has interacted with them,
rather than the knowledge they have shared. As such, it is more an opinion on the social
side of what is an expert than the knowledge side. As indicated in the literature review
(Section 2.4.4.4), some researchers have incorporated misunderstandings within their sets
2

The use of the term-based relevance score was only to resolve ties, so it wasn’t used to determine
every rank.
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of dialogue acts, e.g., Signal-Non-Understanding (Table 2.1), but since misunderstanding
can also come from a lack of knowledge on the replier’s part, these sentences were judged
by me to be ambiguous. Therefore, they were treated as statements and given the Inform
dialogue act. Future research can incorporate them as part of the Negative dialogue act.
Various replies contained sentences that simply said ‘Done’ in response to suggestions
given in the previous posting. These reply sentences were treated as ambiguous and were
labelled as Inform dialogue acts. It was not clear whether the replier was indicating that
they agreed with the suggestion and had executed it, or whether the suggestion was no
longer relevant because actions had already resolved the issue that the suggestion related
to. Such is the difficulty in interpreting the meaning and intent of natural language.
However, an alternative would be to regard these sentences as Positive dialogue acts.
Similarly, the responses to some suggestions indicated that they were under consideration (Appendix C.3). This was not agreeing or disagreeing with the suggestion, merely
saying ‘we’ll think about it’. For this reason, these were treated as Inform dialogue acts.
However, they could also be interpreted as Positive dialogue acts, where the replier is
acknowledging the contribution of the previous author. For DAMSL this would be part
of the Signal-Understanding subset of dialogue acts (Table 2.1).
Any other ambiguities could be resolved by re-annotating the W3C postings with
multiple annotators. Any disagreements could be resolved and a kappa score determined
to formally indicate how much the annotations vary between annotators (Carletta, 1996).

6.5

Using expertise profiles in a community’s social space

Constructing an expertise profile for each author of an online forum is a key element of
my Expertise Finding Model. However, this is not simply a matter of indexing documents
like a standard search engine. An expertise profile represents individuals, not documents.
It represents evidence of the internal and external aspects of their expertise. However,
the use and purpose of these profiles must also be considered within the community social
space to which they relate.
Specialised online forums are like any social environment. People with interests in
similar topics read and write messages, sharing their experiences and knowledge, explaining
where they had problems, questioning methodologies and seeking new information. It may
be a virtual form of interaction but it is a social space all the same.
For this reason, people search for expertise within this environment. It is a suitable
setting for any study of expertise and communities. An online community may also benefit
if expertise profiling was incorporated in its forum architecture. It can be used by an
expertise seeker to assist them when seeking collaboration within the forum group. It can
also be used by the forum members themselves.
When an expertise seeker first encounters an online forum, they will be facing a big
unknown. They will not be familiar with all of the forum members. They will not know
what the main discussions are about. They will not know the level of expertise in the
forum, nor what the expertise will be about. All they will be able to do is search using
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general labels based on how the forum describes its areas of interest. They will not know
how well the labels actually represent the group in the forum.
Expertise profiling helps simplify this by assessing group members based on how they
have interacted within the group. Profiling methods like those explored in my research
are not restricted by any labels. The profiles can cover more than just term usage. As
demonstrated in Chapter 4, they can be extended to semantic associations between terms
so as to give a more connected representation of a forum author’s areas of interest.
While anything that an author posts in a forum may be regarded as a claim of expertise,
profiling also allows their claims to be compared to those of other group members. As
such, an overview of what is in the social space can be conducted. Popular topics may be
discussed by many members. Finding relevant postings to the topic would not be hard for
any search engine. Expertise profiles would enable expertise seekers to distinguish between
those who say a lot but don’t have the expertise (“know-it-alls”) and those members who
are regarded by the forum as the gurus about a topic. While some forums have ways of
giving ranks or scoring to members (Section 2.5.2), these tend to not be topic-specific and
don’t relate to expertise. An expertise profile allows a flexible representation of what each
author talks about in such a way that isn’t dependent on any predefined categories.
If an expertise profile also makes use of the group’s opinions about its members then an
expertise seeker can use the opinion of others to help cast judgement on those within the
group. Those people within the social environment of the forum will understand contexts,
norms and specialised terms used within the forum. Outsiders would not. The group
opinion helps measure the legitimate peripheral participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991) of
members as it is they who define what participation is treated as legitimate.
A group’s assessment of the expertise within it will always be relative to the actual
expertise within the group. Group members cannot be expected to set benchmarks and
measures beyond their own expertise levels. Any expertise profile based on the forum
postings will be restricted in the same way. This is acceptable because an expertise profile
is only concerned with representing what expertise is within the group. As described in
Section 6.1, the first stage of the expertise finding process is finding a community of people
who discuss the required topic. The Community Opinion and Expertise Ranking stages
of the process then help identify the expertise of that community’s members. Regardless
of what measurement methods are used, the aim is to be able to compare the expertise
of members to each other. Therefore, it is not relevant whether there is greater expertise
outside the group or not.
All group members can make use of expertise profiles. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1,
people are often not sure exactly where their expertise lies. Being able to use a profile
reduces the need for them to apply labels to themselves that may be inaccurate. An
expertise profile will also enable them to be sure that they are recognised within the
group for what expertise they claim to have exercised.
Expertise profiles that incorporate both aspects of the Duality of Expertise give them
surety that the claims of others will be balanced by the opinions expressed by the group.
This duality is important as it promotes peer support, respect for group members and
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encourages the forum as both a social and a learning space. While there will always be
the chance of misuse of such systems, a profile of the expertise duality will enable each
author’s expertise to be recognised for its worth to the forum’s community.
Expertise profiles could also be incorporated into a forum’s management system to
help with information management. Not everyone has the time to read every posting
in popular forums or sub-forums. However, an expertise finding system using Duality of
Expertise profiles could rank each new posting by its relevance to each forum member, on
request from the member. The content of a new posting to the forum would be treated
like a large set of query terms. Each forum member would have their expertise in a new
postings’ topics ranked. A new postings for which they are judged to have high expertise
when compared to that of other members or a benchmark would then be flagged as being
highly relevant to the member. Every new posting written in the forum by a member will
add to the evidence used to judge their expertise. As a member’s expertise changes over
time, so will their profile. Expertise flagging software will be able to tell them of postings
that are discussing topics similar to those about which they have previously written. The
software could also examine part or all of each thread of conversation in a forum so as
to better determine what topics were being discussed and identify who is participating in
the discussion. This may help update and improve the depth of the members’ expertise
profiles.
Therefore, a lot of benefits can be gained by considering the social space of an online
forum when profiling and ranking the expertise within it. The community environment offers a lot to both its members in expanding their expertise and expertise seekers in knowing
where to find the expertise. Through the Duality of Expertise, expertise seekers are given
a degree of surety that any expertise profiles based on the community’s interactions will
relate to the community’s opinion of its members. Furthermore, any expertise identified
using these profiles have been given some degree of authority within the forum without
such authority having to be explicitly granted through “likes” or ranks. The duality helps
the forum community determine who are most likely to have any expertise being sought
in a flexible manner that relates to members’ postings and responses in such a way that is
adjustable over time and relative to other members. This would not be possible if standard
emails or publications were used instead. Without consideration of the social space, the
community nature of the Duality of Expertise can not be measured.

6.6

Further questions on expertise

While my research has demonstrated how an expertise finding system can benefit from the
Duality of Expertise, there are still further aspects of my Expertise Finding Model and
expertise that could be explored by additional research. This new research can include
the extensions to my research described in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.
The experiments in my research used the topic queries from TREC2006. However not
all expertise finding is done using a search engine-style interface. Often people will post a
message on the forum asking for help. This posting will provide more detail than a couple
of topic terms would, so the relevance checks of postings and authors used in this research
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may not perform in the same way. A query posting matches with more forum postings
than a couple of topic terms would due to the large collection of terms given in a posting,
but this may in turn allow an expertise finder system to better understand the context
of the terms relating to the topic. This may also help in sense disambiguation within the
query terms. As discussed in Section 6.5, a forum management system that can flag such
a query posting for the relevant experts in a forum community would benefit the experts
as well as the expertise seeker. To explore the Expertise Finding Model in this scenario,
an easy option would be to re-run the main experiments using the narrative sections of
the TREC2006 files, rather than just the query topic terms (Figure 4.2).
The choice of dialogue acts used also needs to be reviewed. As discussed in Section 6.4,
the scope of some of the acts annotated in my research could be expanded to include some
of the more ambiguous sentences. If more postings were annotated, some dialogue acts
could be subdivided into new acts, like queries requesting clarification and queries seeking
new information. This and using multiple human annotators would also help explore the
Duality of Expertise further.
The dialogue acts of an expert were not as well explored as those of their community
but they may contribute towards a greater understanding of the association between the
expertise duality and locutionary and illocutionary acts. While efforts were made to
identify instances of the Reflection dialogue act in the replies, no annotation was made of
the postings being replied to, i.e., potentially those authored by an expert. Reflection-inaction and reflection-on-action were two characteristics of expertise that were identified
in the literature review (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3), so it seems natural to expect this
behaviour to be present in the postings. However, the Reflection act was found to be
extremely rare and was difficult to clearly define or identify. If such dialogue acts were
found to be common for experts, then they may be another illocutionary act that supports
an author’s claim at expertise. The difference would be that this act would be performed
by the author, rather than other members of the group when replying to their postings.
This would introduce dialogue acts to both the knowledge and community aspects of the
Expertise Finding Model.
Further research could also be conducted on how to automatically classify sentences
with their dialogue acts, for instance extending the preliminary work described in Section 6.2.3.3 using the annotated dialogue acts. Such classification was not included in this
research because exploring such technology was not directly relevant to the models being
investigated. Researchers have attempted to classify the dialogues acts of email sentences
(Cohen et al., 2004; Jeong et al., 2009), entire emails (Carvalho and Cohen, 2005; Feng
et al., 2006) and forum messages (Bhatia et al., 2012; Kim, Wang and Baldwin, 2010), but
the choice of dialogue acts was always dependent on the research project for which they
were used. As described in Section 3.6.3.2, the technical nature of the discussions in the
W3C corpus forced the definitions of the dialogue acts in my research to be simple. This
may result in more success when training a dialogue act classifier than if more dialogue
acts and finer definitions were used.
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Another area that can be explored is the difference between online communities and
whether that effects the Duality of Expertise or the Expertise Finding Model. While the
TREC2006 Enterprise stream’s Expert Search task is well accepted within the research
community, the W3C forum and documents it investigates are very technically minded.
Efforts need to be made to analyse and test the Duality of Expertise within other online
forums, perhaps ones that are more question-and-answer orientated and more argumentative. Other researchers have studied expertise in forums like LinuxQuestions (Lui, 2009)
and other social media (Guy et al., 2013; Kumar and Ahmad, 2012). Using my Expertise
Finding Model in similar corpora will enable the Duality of Expertise to be evaluated in
new social environments where the focus of the knowledge sharing is different and with
a different degree of community interaction to that of the W3C forums. Using known
corpora will also allow comparisons with the findings of other researchers.
While my research has investigated expertise within the three corpora according to my
Expertise Finding Model, much more can be done. Examining other forums and forms of
community interaction and developing new ways to measure both the internal and external
aspects of expertise will give the opportunity to revise the model and review the validity
of the Duality of Expertise within new social circumstances and technologies.

6.7

Summary of the discussion

The experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrated that the Duality of Expertise can be
deployed in the Expertise Finding Model and that such a model can be used in an expertise
finding system. The outcomes of the experiments also raised a number of questions which
were explored in the this chapter.
The Duality of Expertise is the focus of this research and the Expertise Finding Model.
The best results for the experiments were achieved when the Expertise Finding Model was
followed and people’s expertise was ranked in three stages. The first stage focused on the
internal aspect of their expertise, in what they claimed to be an expert on. Second,
the community’s opinion towards those claims was reviewed. Finally, when needed, the
relevance score of the expertise claims was used to decide who was the community’s topic
expert.
Linguistic evidence was used to identify and rank each of these aspects of expertise.
Through a novel combination of various computational linguistics and information retrieval
methods and technologies, this process can be automated. The term usage and dialogue
acts used as evidence was compared to the locutionary and illocutionary acts included
in linguistic theory. The reasoning behind why people make expertise claims and why
the community has opinions about the claims was discussed, relating it to the work of
Bunt (2005) and Bunt et al. (2010). This, in turn, was compared to the dialogic theory
of Weigand (2010) that was reviewed in Section 2.4.4.4.
The role of expertise profiling in the social space of a community was explored. Again,
the motivation behind needing to find expertise and needing your own expertise to be
recognised by the community is discussed as well as various ways in which community
systems can benefit from the Duality of Expertise.
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The experiments from my research were also reviewed. For the internal aspect of
expertise, the best evidence was found to be the usage of lemmatised terms. An alternative
approach using semantic associations between these terms was not as successful, but still
encouraging. Both aspects of expertise were found to be interlinked through the expertise
topics being sought. Neither could be adequately recognised unless the linguistic evidence
was related to the topic in some way. Likewise, it was found that expertise was best
identified if both aspects were considered. The experiments showed that the internal
and external aspects were indeed part of the Duality of Expertise and that the Expertise
Finding Model enabled this duality through its use of linguistic evidence which could be
automatically identified using computational linguistics.
Various proposals for further research were given that extend my research. These
include expanding the set of dialogue acts to allow finer distinctions between acts and
rerunning the experiments using postings from other discussion forums. The experiments
could also be adjusted so that more than fifty relevant authors were considered during the
first stage of the ranking. The use of entire postings as topic queries rather than just a
small group of query terms can also be investigated.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
This thesis describes research about the nature of expertise and how observing people’s
participation within a community can profile their expertise. Postings were analysed from
various specialised online forums, where a variety of topics are discussed by experts and
novices. The Duality of Expertise is defined as a relationship between experts and their
community based on the contributions made by individuals to a forum and the recognition
of those contributions by the forum’s community. My Expertise Finding Model is presented
as the means by which an automated expertise finding software system can utilise this
duality to identify and rank topic experts within such an online community.
Using established linguistic analysis and information retrieval techniques, investigations were conducted into how linguistic evidence of this expertise can be found within
the forum postings made by individuals and the structure of the associated linguistic interactions. Through a series of experiments, the use of the linguistic evidence within my
Expertise Finding Model was evaluated. This research examined how the semantics of
a person’s postings can represent their claims of expertise and how replies represent the
community’s opinions towards those claims. In doing so, various research questions were
answered, confirming that a combination of the Duality of Expertise and computational
linguistics can be used to locate experts within an online community.
This chapter outlines the arguments proposed by this research (Section 7.1) and how
the analysis was conducted (Section 7.2). The outcomes from this research and what
conclusions can be made are presented (Section 7.3), including answering the research
questions (Section 7.4). I present my conclusions about the ethics of labelling experts
(Section 7.5). My research’s contributions to knowledge are declared (Section 7.6). Some
directions for future research are suggested (Section 7.7) before my concluding remarks
(Section 7.8).

7.1

The social construction of expertise

My research sought an answer to one main question - Can someone’s expertise be determined from their participation in a community? This required an investigation into the
nature of expertise, how it is recognised and the relationship between experts and their
communities. The research concentrated on online communities as a modern source of
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information and expertise. Publicly accessible specialist online communities can provide
skills and advice that is not easily accessible elsewhere. By being online communities,
communication barriers to such experts, like geographical distance, are reduced.
There were also two sub-questions on how linguistic technology could find expertise in
an online community. First, what computational linguistics techniques can be deployed
to identify expertise in a community? This relates to the linguistic evidence of aspects
of expertise that can be found within forum dialogue and how they may be identified
through computational linguistics methods and technologies. It is also concerned with
using such evidence to rank the expertise of community members. Second, how can existing techniques be assembled to automate the identification of evidence of expertise? This
concerns how the linguistic evidence and related computational linguistics techniques can
be utilised within an automated expertise finding system. Rather than developing a brand
new system, preference is given to combining existing methodologies, tools and technologies in a novel way so as to easily allow such a process to be added to existing expertise
finding systems.
My first argument is that there is a Duality of Expertise that represents the relationship
between a person’s expertise claims and the opinion of their community towards those
claims. For anyone to have their expertise to be recognised in a social environment and be
given the social label of ‘Expert’, they must fulfil both aspects of this duality. The internal
aspect of expertise is the expertise claims as they are displayed by the individual to the
community through their postings. The external aspect of expertise is the community’s
opinions is the verdict of others on the relative expertise claims of the individual, expressed
in their interactions with the individual making a claim for expertise on a particular topic.
My second argument is that evidence of expertise, both internal and external, can be
found in the linguistic interactions within an online community’s forum. For the internal
aspect, the term usage in an author’s postings relates to their areas of interest, and thus,
their expertise claims. For the external aspect, the community’s opinion is reflected in the
responses written to each author’s postings.
In order to identify and utilise this evidence, I proposed my Expertise Finding Model.
This is a process designed for use in an automated expertise finding software system.
Such a system allows a user to specify a topic as a set of query terms and the system
will determine which person’s expertise profile best suits that topic. My model was not
a system, but can be used within one. It uses a combination of preprocessing, expertise
profiling, relating the profiles to the topic and ranking the profiles. The evidence, profiling
and ranking utilised are all related to the Duality of Expertise.
Therefore, my research examined the Duality of Expertise within online community
forums, the linguistic evidence of such a duality and proposed a model that uses the duality
and the evidence to automatically recognise expertise within such a social environment.

7.2

Analysing expertise in online community forums

The basis for this research is the ability to identify experts who can address specific topics.
The literature review found that efforts have been made to develop expertise finding
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systems that locate experts based on electronic documents like webpages or publications.
However, researchers have not extensively explored using the community context within
online forums. Only the internal aspects of expertise tend to be considered.
To answer the research questions and develop and evaluate my arguments and Expertise Finding Model, I analysed expertise through the dialogue in three main corpora
(Section 3.3.2). Each corpus contains postings from newsgroups or mailing lists that are
publicly accessible. Each of these discussion forums is specialised but the specific expertise
of members varies. The 20 Newsgroups corpora is a publicly available set of postings
from twenty USENET newsgroups from the 1990s. The Corvus corpora was assembled
by me specially for this research project from five public mailing lists. The W3C corpora
is a series of documents from the www.w3c.org website, including a collection of forum
postings.
Each corpus had a different purpose in my research. The 20 Newsgroups and
Corvus corpora were used to develop preprocessing tools that were vital to demonstrate
and evaluate my model. The preprocessor determines crucial metadata for each posting
(Section 3.5). The preprocessor gives each posting a common format and tokenises the
text by sentence and term. Linguistic features were identified for each term including
its part-of-speech, lemmatised form and a set of related WordNet synsets and their hyponyms and hypernyms. The nature of the discussions and postings within these corpora
was analysed in order to guide the remainder of the research in this project. This included
determining a set of dialogue acts that related to the manner in the community responded
to a person’s postings and the utterances within them.
The W3C corpus was mainly used for the evaluation of the Expertise Finding Model.
As part of the TREC2005 and TREC2006 for their Enterprise track Expert Search tasks,
it provided the basis for testing that is repeatable by other researchers. TREC2006 also
included a sample list of known experts associated with certain query terms and a mechanism to evaluate any expertise finding system that attempts the tasks (Section 3.6.2.1).
I developed further preprocessing elements to extract mailing list postings from the W3C
HTML documents (Section 3.5) and a series of postings were manually annotated with
their dialogue acts. The W3C corpus of postings were then used in experiments to evaluate
the arguments and help respond to the research questions.
The experiments were conducted in three stages, each taking a different perspective
on expertise:
1. Knowledge Model - Only the internal aspect of expertise
2. Community Model - Only the external aspect of expertise
3. combined approach - The internal and external aspects of the Duality of Expertise
The Knowledge Model evaluated whether the expertise could be adequately modelled
and recognised solely through evidence of the internal aspect of expertise. For this, experimental runs were conducted that ranked each author’s expertise on the basis of the terms
used in their postings. Comparisons were made between ranking on the basis of single
postings, collections of postings, raw terms, lemmatised terms and semantic concepts.
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The Community Model evaluated whether expertise could adequately be modelled
solely on the external aspect of expertise. These experiments examined whether the replies
to an author’s postings and the dialogue acts within them helped provide a good model.
The combined approach utilised both the internal and external aspects of expertise
to recognise expertise. This was done according to the Expertise Finding Model. Each
experiment examined how the linguistic evidence could best be used to achieve better
results than the Knowledge or Community Models alone.
The experiments used the topic query terms from TREC2006 with the Gold list of
known experts and non-experts. The top 50 ranked results for each topic were compared
to those in the Gold list. The experiments were compared on the basis of their Mean
Average Precision (MAP) and their Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0.

7.3

Outcomes of the research

The experiments with the Knowledge Model showed that expertise cannot be treated
simply as a document retrieval problem. The literature review had found that expertise
finding systems often do little more than search for relevant electronic documents, including forum postings and emails. My initial Knowledge Model experiments used the raw,
unaltered terms in postings as evidence of the author’s areas of interest and thus their
expertise claims. These experiments showed that if an author’s postings were considered
as a collection rather than in isolation, then the author’s areas of interest or knowledge is
better represented (Section 4.3.2).
Further experimentation demonstrated that topics of expertise are best represented
by more than just raw lexical terms. Whereas the terms used in a posting may be used
as evidence of possible interest in a particular topic, unless they match the topic terms
specified by an expertise seeker, they are unlikely to help identify experts of the required
topic. A simple alternative is to lemmatise each term into the root form for the appropriate
part-of-speech. This was the most successful evidence of expertise for the Knowledge
Model.
Another approach used semantic ontologies to associate related terms with each other
within an expertise profile (Section 3.6.2.3). This was tested using the WordNet synset
concepts identified in the preprocessing for each term. It was shown to be more beneficial
to profile the content of an author’s postings using the hypernym and hyponym relationships defined in WordNet, rather than just basing the profile on the term’s synsets
alone (Section 4.4.3). Because of problems with sense ambiguity, this linguistic evidence
of expertise was not as successful as the lemmatised terms. However the experiments conducted with synsets for a single sense are very encouraging and suggest that when used
with sense disambiguation, a person’s expertise claims within a forum are best profiled by
considering their postings collectively and utilising the semantic relationships of the terms
used.
For the Community Model experiments, the dialogue acts present in the community’s
responses to the postings of an author were used to judge if the community is positive or
negative towards the author’s expertise claims (Section 2.4.4.4). Each author was given
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an opinion vector related to which dialogue acts were found in those replies. An Expertise
Opinion Measure (EOM, Equation 5.3) was used to rank the author’s expertise based on
the similarity of the author’s vector to a centroid vector for known experts and a centroid
vector for non-experts.
Early experimental results for the Community Model showed that as for the expertise
claims, the community opinion of an author’s expertise is best determined using a collection of the author’s postings rather than the postings individually (Section 5.5). This
corresponds well to the concept found in the literature review of the “expert” being a
topic-specific label, regardless of whether the internal or external aspects of expertise are
considered. It also emphasises that a single document and how a community responds to
it should not be relied on to represent the entire depth and breadth of someone’s expertise.
The experiments also showed that ranking using a generalised EOM was not as good
as using more simplistic methods which simply ranked authors with any replies above
those without any replies, and methods which ranked authors according to the number of
positive replies received by an author. These both allow postings like spam messages that
contribute little to the community to be ranked low.
If expertise is treated as a duality, then the forum’s expertise profiles contain data
relating to both evidence of the expertise claims in an author’s postings and the opinions
in the community’s replies (Section 5.6). The best use of the EOM by itself occurred when
the centroids were solely based on the dialogue acts in topic-relevant postings. Similarly, it
was better to base an author’s opinion vector on just replies to postings that are relevant
to the topic of expertise being sought, not replies to all their postings. Therefore, attention
must be given to both an author’s expertise claims and the community’s opinion. These
results also support the argument that the community’s opinion is topic-specific, not a
general attribute. A person has to be an expert in something and that is recognised by
the community when judging their relative expertise.
Overall, the best experimental results were achieved using both a relevance score and
the EOM for the ranking. Rather than just using the relevance score as a filter, my
Expertise Finding Model also used the score as the deciding measure for instances when
the EOM for two or more authors was identical. The highest MAP and interpolated
precision scores were achieved when this was used in combination with the other topicbased approaches. This demonstrates the importance of both aspects of the Duality of
Expertise and the way in which the aspects are linked, as the relevance scores for the
claims help determine the relevant postings for the opinion. Neither are independent from
each other.
This relationship was also found to relate to Weigand’s (2010) dialogic action-reaction
model (Section 2.4.4.4), such that each expertise claim by an author truly requires agreement or disagreement in response in order to evaluate its worth to the community and the
expertise profile of the author (Section 6.1). The locutionary acts of the author may put
forth their claim of expertise, but it is the illocutionary acts in the replies to their postings
which indicate the community’s opinion about their true level of expertise (Section 6.1).
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This interpretation of the duality relationship also relates to the relative expertise of the
community. By participating in the forum and sharing their knowledge (or relative lack of
it) in their postings, each author also increases their knowledge through the community’s
responses and the corresponding opinion. Likewise, by encouraging participation in the
forums, the community better determines its own level of expertise in the topics they
discuss and increases the expertise of any members who participate, including the silent
bystanders. This co-evolution allows the community’s expertise to grow. The community
benefits from the Duality of Expertise.
It was also found through experimentation that the best process to determine which
of the forum authors have the required expertise was to
1. determine which authors are relevant to the topic,
2. rank the authors according to the opinion expressed in reply to their relevant postings, and
3. re-rank any ties according to the relevance of their documents.
This Areas of Interest → Community Opinion → Expertise Ranking process also relates
to a manner in which a human expertise seeker may achieve their aim (Section 6.1).
This is reflected in the resulting Expertise Finding Model (Figure 6.1). First they find
a community that is relevant to their target topic. This may be an online forum. Then
they need to work out who may be the experts they are after, according to the opinions
and suggestions of the community. Finally, they can interact or observe the interactions
with these experts to determine who meets their needs best. In this way the Duality of
Expertise underpins expertise finding in any community.

7.4

Answering the research questions

These conclusions allow the research questions to be answered (Section 1.3). My research
investigated how a person’s interaction in an online community’s forum related to their
expertise, but also how this linguistic analysis can be used to identify experts in the
community. The experiments examined the suitability of such a process when implemented
using a variety computational linguistics tools and techniques within an expertise finding
system.
Looking at the first of the sub-questions, I conclude that computational linguistics can
be used to identify expertise within an online community. This can be achieved through
the linguistic analysis of the postings in the community’s online forum according to my
Expertise Finding Model. The computational linguistics techniques utilised in this model
are involved in various preprocessing stages, the construction of expertise profiles according
to linguistic evidence and the ranking of suitability of the profiles according to a given
topic. The manner in which the techniques are deployed corresponds to the Duality of
Expertise, in that the linguistic data relates to both the internal and external aspects
of expertise and all the data is used in the ranking process. Through the experiments,
the use of various linguistic features was examined. It was found that lemmatised terms
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provided the best evidence of the internal aspects of a person’s expertise. For the external
aspects of their expertise, dialogue acts were found to indicate the community’s opinion.
In both cases, it was crucial that the linguistic evidence was obtained from postings and
replies that related to the topic being sought.
For the second sub-question, I conclude that such an Expertise Finding Model can
easily be used in an expertise finding system through the use of existing computational
linguistics techniques and technology, rather than requiring a complex new system to be
developed. My experiments demonstrated this, combining an open source information
retrieval system with various software modules and known computational linguistics concepts and techniques.
Consequently, for the main research question, I conclude that someone’s expertise can
be determined from their linguistic participation in an online community. Furthermore, the
linguistic evidence of both the internal and external aspects of expertise can be associated
with the Duality of Expertise. Any ranking process used to identify experts for particular
topics should reflect this duality. Thus both the participation of the author and the
feedback from their community are vital when recognising and ranking expertise in those
circumstances. My experiments showed that this can be achieved in an expertise finding
system through the implementation of my Expertise Finding Model, which performs better
than simple term searches.

7.5

The ethics of labelling people as experts

The use of any tool like an expertise finder within an online community does raise a number of ethical questions. The expertise profiles relate to individuals. The internal aspects
of their expertise represents the depth and breadth of their contribution to the community. The external aspects of their expertise corresponds to the community’s opinion of
that contribution. As such, an expertise finder is using the profile as a reflection of the
relationship between the individual and the community. This can potentially cause issues
relating to privacy, data access, data management over time and misuse of the expertise
finding system.
While such an expertise finding system is supposed to help the community and those
who seek expertise within it, there is no guarantee that all within the community would
regard it as an aid. Each expertise profile is a representation of the capabilities of a group
member. While it may intend to only be used to identify the expertise of members, it
can also be used to indicate who are not regarded as an expert by the system. In turn,
this may affect who the community does not judge to be an Expert. This may discourage
some people from contributing to the forum.
Part of this potential problem relates to the level of privacy required for the profiles. If
group members or the public can survey the profile, then whom an expertise finding system
judges to be an expert is public knowledge. This could then be used to help discredit
anyone regarded as a “non-expert” within the forum. Alternatively, the expertise finding
system could act as the go-between for an expertise seeker and the group members. If
the system found people with the expertise that matched the seeker’s topics, then it could
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alert the experts, rather than giving their details to the seeker. Such a system existed in
both versions of the Answer Garden (Ackerman and McDonald, 1996). This enables the
privacy of experts and non-experts to be protected. Should an expert wish not to respond,
they can do so without harming their reputation. Likewise, if the group members are using
their own profile to help flag and filter forum postings, then they do not need to be aware
of the profiles of other group members.
This does not stop group members from having ulterior motives when posting as expertise claims and the opinions of community members can be falsified. As identified in the
literature review (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.5.2), behaviour like this has been seen in company
records (Brown, 1998) and discussion forums (U.K. Business Forums, 2009). Similarly
people could seek to interfere with both parts of the Duality of Expertise. Some people
may wish to avoid being contacted (McDonald and Ackerman, 2000). To do so, they may
try to not portray themselves as an expert in what they write or claim. Others may try
to misrepresent their expertise by using terms in their postings that they believe will help
improve their profile (Lichtenstein et al., 2008). Even those who reply to them may wish
to harm or promote the standing of other members through agreeing or disagreeing with
them. However, it must be questioned whether in fact this is a problem. Communities
continually evaluate the expertise and competence of their members (Section 2.4.4.1). The
nature of the Duality of Expertise is that if the claims are false, then the community can
respond and denounce them. If the opinions of individuals are false, then they too can be
countered. If the community feels that some members are working against it, then they
can react and discipline or expel the relevant parties. Any expertise ranking conducted
according to the Duality of Expertise has to be a reflection of the expertise as determined
by the community. If the community does not acknowledge that any postings are false,
then each posting’s content must be accepted within the expertise profile as being true
evidence of the author’s expertise according to the judgement of the community.
Lichtenstein et al. (2008) discuss concerns over the privacy of any postings used by an
expertise finding system, but they are primarily concerned with emails within organisations. The community nature of the forums studied for my research makes the postings
more public. All group members are aware of their contents and can respond. However,
any organisation’s internal mailing lists and forums can be more restricted in who can
post, the relationships between members outside the forum environment and any organisational expectations on the behaviour of those who participate. While the Duality of
Expertise still applies, there are outside pressures on the forum authors that are less likely
to occur in a public forum. The organisational idea of legitimate peripheral participation
will have different norms and structures to that of a public forum.
Similarly, public forums sponsored and run by organisations (Section 2.5.1) are dependent on the conditions placed upon them by the organisation. The organisation may not
wish to use a Duality of Expertise-based expertise finder publicly if it portrays their staff
as having less expertise about their products and services than the public. However, the
organisation may wish to use it as a tool so they can locate experts within the forum’s
community for advice or possible employment opportunities. This is one of the primary
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reasons that research has been done on expertise finders over the last few decades. They
help companies work out who knows what at any moment of time - always a valuable piece
of knowledge.

7.6

Contributions

My research has made various contributions. These include:
• the Duality of Expertise,
• the Expertise Finding Model,
• how linguistic evidence is used in the evaluation of the model,
• the automated manner in which my Expertise Finding Model may be utilised using
a combination of computational linguistics techniques and technologies,
• the Expertise Online Measure as a ranking method of the external aspects of expertise, and
• the Corvus corpus of postings from five professional and semi-professional discussion
groups.
Through the Duality of Expertise construct, my research filled a gap in the understanding of expertise within communities. This construct is a novel perspective on the
nature of expertise within a social environment. With a sociological and linguistic basis,
it portrays expertise as a relative feature of both an individual and their community. Expertise is treated as having both an internal aspect and an external aspect, each of which
are dependent on the other to function. The internal aspect relates to the expertise claims
that a community member presents to the community. The external aspect is the community’s judgement or opinion on the validity of those claims, given the relative expertise
of the community. The Duality of Expertise and its consideration of the external aspect
of expertise are important contributions as most existing descriptions of expertise look
solely at the internal aspect of an individual’s expertise. The importance of an expert’s
relationship with their community was not previously explicitly recognised.
While the Duality of Expertise is a theoretical construct, my Expertise Finding Model
demonstrates how the Duality of Expertise can be deployed within an expertise finding
system. This is an original approach to identifying and ranking expertise. The Expertise
Finding Model’s recognises and uses linguistic data from postings within a community’s
online forum as evidence of the internal and external aspects in the duality. Both aspects
are incorporated in the ranking process. My model reveals how such a duality can be used
to identify and rank expertise within a community environment. The Expertise Finding
Model enactment of the Duality of Expertise allows the social dimension to play a role
when searching online for expertise. This approach has not been explored in previous
expertise finding systems.
The form and use of linguistic evidence by the Expertise Finding Model is also a significant contribution. The combining of parts-of-speech, lemmas and semantic associations
along with dialogue acts was a novel representation of expertise in an expertise finding
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process. This linguistic data enables both the internal and external aspects of expertise to
be profiled, enabling an expertise finding system to identify what lexical terms relate to
a person’s expertise claims and whether the community agrees with those claims. Unlike
the “yellow pages” systems used by many organisations, this linguistic evidence does not
need profile data extracted from company databases or personal web-sites. The profiles
can be updated whenever new postings arrive.
In the experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, I demonstrated that the Expertise Finding
Model can be utilised within a sample expertise finding software system as an automated
process. The experiments showed that through an original combination of computational
linguistics methodologies and tools, the linguistic evidence of expertise can be identified
within forum postings. Similarly, the profiling and ranking of authors’ expertise made use
of computational linguistics and information retrieval methods in a novel combination to
identify the community’s experts for specific topics. The software elements included in the
process can be fully automated and utilise existing techniques and technology. While the
resulting expertise finding process is complex, these elements are easy to implement. This
bricolage contributed to the expertise finding process by allowing the Expertise Finding
Model (and thus the Duality of Expertise) to be easily included in an expertise finding
system.
This implementation of the Expertise Finding Model also demonstrated a new way to
identify and score the opinion of an online community. The Expertise Opinion Measure
(EOM) ranks expertise based on the dialogue acts performed within online forum dialogue.
Not only can this be used to represent the external aspect of a forum author’s expertise but
it also extends our knowledge of community sentiment towards its members. Furthermore,
the EOM can easily be adapted for different dialogue acts.
Finally, my research also produced the Corvus corpus, a new body of English text related to the online discussions within five mailing lists for professional and semi-professional
communities. This corpus is available to other researchers on request, contributing a new
practical resource that can be utilised in future studies of linguistics, expertise and online
communities.
All of these contributions change the way expertise is viewed within a community.
Rather than treating it solely as an attribute of the individual, my Duality of Expertise
construct considers expertise to be a relationship between individuals and their community. Instead of treating expertise finding as an information retrieval task, the Expertise
Finding Model enacts this relationship in an expertise finding process, allowing the evaluation of people’s expertise to consider how they and their community interact. My
experimentation showed that this can be achieved by applying computational linguistics
techniques and technology to dialogues in a community’s online forum, judging the expertise of an individual based on all the dialogue they participated in, not just their own
input to the discussions. My contributions show that it is beneficial to treat expertise
as having an internal and external aspect. If we look for expertise within a community,
then the interaction between the community and its experts must be considered during
our search.
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7.7

Future research

The research conducted for this thesis met all the objectives specified in Section 3.2 but it
also raised more questions. Various opportunities for future research were suggested that
will further expand our knowledge of expertise. These include examining the Duality of
Expertise in new communities and alternative ways to use computational linguistics to
implement the Expertise Finding Model.
The dialogue acts used in my research allow for further studies into how a community
responds to the expertise claims of its members. The acts used in my experiments were
fairly generalised because of the technical nature of the discussion and the outcome of
my review of the dialogue in the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus corpora. Future research
can broaden the range of dialogue acts by dividing the acts into sub-acts. For instance,
a Welcome dialogue act might be used for “Hi everyone” instead of the Inform act and
Thanks might be used for “thank-you for that” instead of Positive. The opinion vector
used in the EOM can also be expanded to include dimensions for any new dialogue act
that is then found to be significant for replies to postings from non-Experts or Experts.
Further work can also be done on the automation of the dialogue act classification.
As indicated in Section 3.6.3, the development of such a classifier is beyond the scope
of my research, but my assumption is that it is possible, based on the success of other
research mentioned in my literature review (Section 2.4.4.4). Such development will help
expand our knowledge of how the linguistic behaviour in dialogue, especially in online
forums, correlates to the external aspects of expertise. It may also help better identify the
expertise claims of an expert based on the dialogue acts they use in their postings.
Sense disambiguation was another area judged to be outside the scope of my research
but ultimately may have a major impact on the success of any expertise finding system.
Future experiments could include a sense disambiguation module in the preprocessing.
This could consider not only the local linguistic context of each term’s usage but also the
term usage in a discussion thread to identify the appropriate sense based on not only what
an author says, but also what others have been discussing. While this is not the same
as the relationship between internal and external aspects of the Duality of Expertise, it
would strengthen the importance of analysing postings in the context of a community’s
dialogue.
Without the issue of the sense ambiguity, more research can also be conducted into
how computational linguistics can be used to profile the internal aspects of someone’s
expertise. This includes expanding the use of semantic associations to better represent
the breadth and depth of someone’s expertise claims. The use of such linguistic analysis
in both the profiling and any subsequent expertise ranking may consider both the form
of the association (e.g., synonym, hypernym, meronym) and the depth of the association
(e.g., how far a WordNet hypernym is from its hyponym). This new research would
broaden our knowledge of how linguistic data can be used to represent the topics covered
by a person’s expertise claims and how computational linguistics can used to automate
the process.
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Another key aspect of the Expertise Finding Model’s preprocessing is the identification
of “non-original” text in postings. This text is elements of a posting that aren’t written
by the posting’s author, like quotations from previous postings, or text that appears in
most of the author’s postings, like welcoming text and signature lines. Many of these were
automatically identified by the preprocessor (Section 3.5.2), but various instances in the
three corpora studied were not expressed in a known format. Further research could extend
the preprocessing to further filter out such irrelevant content. First, using methods like
that described in Zukerman and Marom (2004) text from signature lines could be ignored.
Second, by comparing the content of each posting to that of the parent posting in the
dialogue tree (if any), quoted text can be recognised regardless of the format in which it is
written. Further experiments can also examine how crucial such filtering is when profiling
expertise based on the linguistic content of postings.
Future research can extend our knowledge of how experts and communities interact
by examining the Duality of Expertise in new communities and evaluating the Expertise
Finding Model using alternate online dialogues to those in my study. My research focused
on expertise in three corpora that had general discussion on particular fields of knowledge.
Future work can examine the Duality of Expertise in other online forums that are less
technical and more argumentative. Contrastive studies could also be made with Q&Abased forums. This will further develop the Duality of Expertise construct and continue
to fashion its role in the Expertise Finding Model.
The Corvus corpus collated for this research can also be explored further. A more
in-depth study can be conducted of how expertise is shared and professed in the dialogue
within each of the five communities in the corpus. The Expertise Finding Model can be
used to locate this expertise within the community members with new evaluation processes
based on any known experts that have been identified. The corpus is also available on
request for studies by other researchers.
The experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5 also focused on expertise topics being
expressed as query terms, as provided by TREC2006. However, people seeking an expert’s
help in solving a problem sometimes post their situation to a relevant community’s forum.
The expertise they require is described in their posting, not expressed as a few query terms.
Further research is required on how this can be incorporated with the Expertise Finding
Model. This approach will require a re-examination of how computational linguistics can
be used to rank each expertise profile due to the greater amount of query terms.
While the outcome of my work has produced answers to my research questions, there
are many ways in which my contributions can be further extended. The Duality of Expertise and the Expertise Finding Model represent a new perspective of looking at expertise
finding within an online community, but much more can be investigated about how this
relationship is reflected in other communities, both online or not.

7.8

Final statement

One thing is certain — people will always claim to be experts, regardless of the media
or circumstances. Organisations may treat staff as a source of knowledge but sometimes
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they will find that they must seek outside help. Profiles based on the Duality of Expertise
will help any who seek such expertise within an online community. The Expertise Finding
Model makes it possible to enable the Duality of Expertise within the expertise finding
system they may be using. Expertise finding is not just a matter of looking for topic query
terms. While search engines may find documents and postings that seem relevant, they do
not consider whether the authors actually know what they are talking about, nor whether
their claims at expertise are in good standing within their community. The Duality of Expertise recognises that positive and negative feedback is evidence of a forum community’s
opinion of the contributions from its members. Luckily some group members have already
acknowledged this relationship and welcome opinions on their claims of expertise.
Then again, I’m just starting to learn this stuff, so what do I know ...
If I’m being dense, tell me to shut up. :-)
– D*** W***, TLS.newbie-at-large.
(W3C corpus)
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Appendix A

Preprocessing
This appendix outlines in more detail what issues and methods arose in the preprocessing
(cf. Section 3.5).

A.1

Tools

Various tools were designed for the preprocessing based on existing linguistic or information retrieval technology and methodology. Much of this software was written in Perl or
Bash UNIX script. Additional software was also written to help analyse the linguistic data
obtained from the corpora. This section briefly describes a lot of these scripts, including
the name of the software designed by me or third parties.
Collecting the postings from a mailing list
• Utilising a mail reader to collect postings from each forum.
• Dividing up digests into individual postings.
• Cleaning up irregularities within files
Software: Mozilla Thunderbird, myundigestify.xpi (based on undigestify1 ), split mbox.pl,
FSlint, relabel files.sh, merge divided test for files.sh
Collecting the postings from the W3C corpus
• divided the corpus into files representing individual postings
• identified a total of 198,394 documents in the lists section of W3C
• extracted 172,847 postings as some “postings” were index pages, not the postings
themselves
Software:
• trec separate pages.pl - divide corpus files into separate files per document
• trec w3c separate mail.pl - divide documents up into separate postings
1

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/thunderbird/addon/undigestify/
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• trec convert pre html.pl - from each file, extract the content only relevant to the
posting, including the header information
• trec convert html.pl - convert any remaining html in the files into ASCII text
Meta-level data
Information relating to the postings that is extracted from what would normally be the
header of an email (e.g., subject, author, replying-to).
Software: format corpus initial.pl
Line format categoriser
Format an email with XML tags for the header lines, body and quotes. Also identify
whether the content of the lines is text, tables or code.
Software: format corpus initial.pl
Sentence segmentation
Divide an XML-formatted input line up into sentences. This is largely based on the
sentence splitter software, Sentence Splitter.2 Output with XML formatting.
Software: split xml sentences.pl
Text tokenising
Given an XML-formatted file, divide the words and punctuation up into separate tokens, each separated by spaces. This is largely based on the Penn Treebank tokeniser,
Tokeniser.sed.3 Output with XML formatting.
Software: tokenise xml sentences.pl
Linguistic tagging
Each word in the postings was tagged with a set of labels that correspond to various pieces
of linguistic information.
• part-of-speech
Given an XML-tokenised file, tag the parts-of-speech using the LPost interface4 for
Brill’s tagger (Brill, 1994)
• root or lemma form/s
Determine the lemma form of each word using the WordNet::QueryData5 interface
for WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
• semantic concepts
Determine the lemma form of each word using the WordNet::QueryData interface
for WordNet.
2
3
4
5
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Software: tag xml sentences.pl
Frequency lists
Count the frequencies of the original (raw) words, their lemmas and their semantic concepts for each community, member and the corpus.
Software: count tagged words.pl, count persons words.pl
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
Calculate the tf-idf (Salton and Buckley, 1988) scores of each raw word, lemma and semantic corpus in the frequency tables when compared to the frequencies for the corpus.
Software: count tfidf archive.pl
Community level data
Determine data about the community and their postings (e.g., statistics, thread structure).
Software: recognise threads.pl, gather stats on forums.pl

A.2

Complications with preprocessing

Various issues arose during preprocessing. For some, I wrote new preprocessing code to
handle them. For others, I worked around the problem as I judged that the problem either
wasn’t that major to really be a problem or was part of the data.
Identifying non-textual elements, e.g., code, attachments, tables, ASCII art
• This can’t really be called conversation text and therefore needs to be omitted from
analysis. Otherwise it will add nonsense terms into the profiles or tag part-of-speech
etc. for terms outside of a sentential context. This includes:
– attachments,
– HTML versions of the postings, and
– encoded characters for spaces and carriage returns, etc.
Postings in digests
• Not all members receive the postings as individual postings. Some are received as
a digest of a day’s postings to the group. This means that the digest is not a reply
to a specific post, nor does it have a subject related to a specific thread. However,
such metadata is found within the digest for each individual posting. For correct
processing, the postings and their role within threads must be extracted from each
digest post.
• I needed to:
– Expanding or ‘bursting’ the digests into individual messages.
– Establishing the header content.
– Working out which postings the digests are replying to (i.e., not the digest).
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Signatures
• While these may be sentences, signature sections are not part of the conversation.
Therefore, their content does not really display evidence of a person’s knowledge in
the same way that any terms would if used in a dialogue. Therefore, the text in
signatures may need to be omitted from frequency counts etc.
• This can also include the signing off of an author, including writing their name or
alias, if that does not change much in each posting.
• They are not always at the end of the posting due to posting-final quotations, but
they may help identify such quotes.

Multi-word expressions
• While part-of-speech tagging will help identify some linguistic context of the use of
terms, some terms are part of multi-word expressions. Some of these terms may be
specialised to particular topics e.g., ‘gross domestic product’, ‘upper house’. The
identification of such expressions may help refine the degree of specialisation used
by people and groups.
• This was judged to be outside of the scope of my research and ignored.

Spelling errors and variations
• The authors are human. Spelling errors are made. Words are spelt in multiple ways.
Abbreviations are made, especially in light of the modern Internet/SMS culture.
Some variants will be recognised by WordNet but not all.
• These variations will affect the accuracy of frequency counts for terms, lemmas and
semantic concepts.
• The “correctness” of the terms may reflect on the “professionalism” of the posting
and the group as a whole.
e.g., “I just want 2 know about curing of concrte using carbon dioxide”.
• Names and aliases are used that don’t match the given names for authors. This can
make it harder to associate replies with specific postings. Names are also shortened
in postings.

Who is replying to whom
• Sometimes it is not clear for some reason who is replying to whom. By default, the
postings metadata will tell us. If there is no previous reference posting given there,
then the Subject can be used to indicate at least the thread.
• Quotations within the text can also indicate whom the author is replying to (see
“Replying to multiple postings”)
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Replies that aren’t replies
• Sometimes an community member will start a new thread by replying to an old
thread but changing the subject. This new posting may have nothing to do with
the original thread and thus not really be a reply to another posting. However, the
metadata for the posting will think so.
• This does not seem very commonplace.
• This can result in incorrect thread structures.
Anaphora
• Pronouns can disguise the use of terms. Therefore, the frequency of a semantic
concept can be disguised (Seo and Croft, 2009).
• People can use terms in quoted text as antecedents for pronouns.
• If the reply is short, then the use of anaphora can completely disguise what “topic”
the community member is discussing.
Alternative email addresses and names for authors
• Over time, people change their email addresses. If the identification of community
members uses this, then a person may end up having separate expertise profiles for
each email address. This seems to less often occur for name variations.
• In Yahoo! Groups, some people have an email address, a username and a yahoo
name. The three can all be separate.
• ASSUMPTION: For now, I am using the name as the key identifier, not the email
address. However, this has problems. In at least two instances, the same name (John
and Michael) is used by different authors from different forums. With no surname,
the only way I can separate them is by manually dividing the postings up according
to their forums. Future research may look at how much of a problem it would be
if all the postings from John or Michael were used together. Would the behaviour
of one John in one specialist forum change the profile of another John sufficiently
that the profile cannot be used reliably any more? Note also that some people have
more than one version of their names and two of the Michaels are actually posting
in Electronics 101 (but seem to be different people).
Replying to multiple postings
• Some authors quote multiple previous postings. While the metadata may only indicate one of the postings, the text in the posting tends to indicate the sources of the
other postings.
Spam postings
• Some postings are spam. Their authors are not long term members of the group.
The postings often do not get replies. Hopefully, these two factors will help enable
the postings to be ignored and not factor in influencing any profiles. One issue
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might be the term frequencies for the group which, as a rule, doesn’t consider who
the author was or whether there were any replies. There might have to be a spam
filter applied during the preprocessing so as to identify early on which postings to
ignore for such frequency counts.

Flame trolls
• Some postings are from people who are presenting an argument or opinion that they
know is likely to get replies to the contrary from community members. These “trolls”
are merely trying to start a “flame war” where little of the conversation is beneficial
to the community. Such trolls are harder to identify than spammers due to the number of their postings. However, the negative responses from the community should
(hopefully) help identify them as non-experts in the community’s eyes. Therefore,
it may be best to treat trolls in the same way as any other community members.

Misquoting
• Sometimes posting quote another quoting but the formatting gets astray and terms
from the quote end up on their own line (i.e., . the line isn’t started by a quote
marker (e.g., ‘>’). This is particular the case when a quote contains a quote. This
may be resolvable when the quotes are matched to the original emails. cf. posting
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware/60949 from the 20 Newsgroups corpus.

Tables
• While attempts are already made in the preprocessing to recognise tables, the issue
is then whether text from tables should ever be included in the analysis. My present
viewpoint is no, as there are many complications. For instance,
– Context - The tables rarely place the terms in context, unless you can identify
the table’s title (if any)
– Column wrap - Column entries are sometimes multi-line. This is not presently
handled by the sentence splitter
– Empty cells - Cells can be empty. This can make tables and column boundary
identification hard.

URLs
• URLs and email addresses are not standard terms for pos taggers. However, they
frequently appear in forum postings, especially when quoting text. There is no
standard part-of-speech for them, though they act as proper nouns. Brill’s tagger
seems to prefer to tag them as JJ. Occasionally it tags them as CD or NNP. If I had
time, I would retrain any tagger I use.
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Quotation introductions
• Commonly the start of a quotation will be precede by text like “In article <sheafferC63zt0.Brs@netcom.com>sheaffer@netcom.com (Robert Sheaffer) writes:”. While
this line would help identify what posting was being quoted, it can take many forms
and must be identified for its role. As such, its text is particular to the user and this
will influence the user’s term profile. The questions is whether it should be treated
like any other line of text for the author who is doing the quoting.
Smileys
• Smileys need to be identified so that they are not tokenised into separate punctuation
and not used for sentence splitting. They also can break rules on whitespace that
are used in preprocessing.
Cross-posting
• Some postings are sent to more than one group. If a person is a member of both
groups, should their profile include the posting twice? What about the tf-idf scores
per group?
Mailing list footers
• Mailing lists often add footers to every posting which give information on the mailing
list and how members can manage their membership. If these footers are included
in the analysis, they will influence the term profile for the group and individuals. As
such, they should be treated like signature lines for every member.
Abbreviations and acronyms
• Acronyms often include fullstops, but these days, people treat this as an option.
However, this can cause problems when trying to match it with the use of the terms
with fullstops. The versions with the fullstops also can cause problems with sentence
splitting and term tokenisation. At present, the tokeniser will separate the final stop
from the term but the sentence splitter seems to recognise it as part of the term,
rather than a sentence-final stop.
Attachments
• Postings sometimes include attachments. These are not considered to be part of the
message and need to be identified.
• The attachments may include an html version of the posting. This needs to be
treated like any other attachment.
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Appendix B

Thread analysis
B.1

What replies to what

The structure and content of various popular threads in the 20 Newsgroups and Corvus
corpora was examined. Part of that analysis was on who replied to whom. For an example,
here is the reply structure of thread 30 from the Alternatepower mailing list in the
Corvus corpus. Each number represents a posting. 0 is the opening posting. If a posting
number is to the right of another number, then it is a reply. If a posting number is instead
below another number, then both postings replied to the same posting. For instance both
6 and 30 replied to posting 5.
Thread.alternativepower.30
Thread 30 (105 postings)
0: 1: 2:
3:
4:
5: 6: 7: 8: 9:10:
11:12:13:14:
15:16:17:
18:19:20:21:22:
23:24:25:
26:27:28:29:
30:31:32:
33:
34:

B.2

Content and dialogue acts

The content of the threads were analysed to determine what the overall intention of the
author was in each posting. It was found that there was sometimes a different intention
at the end of the posting. These intentions formed the basis of the dialogue acts used for
the annotation of the W3C test-set (Appendix C).

Appendix B.2: Content and dialogue acts
This sample of the analysis relates to the thread in Appendix B.1. The structure of
each sample component is
• First line:
–
–
–
–

Posting number in thread
Previous posting id
Depth of posting in thread
Posting id in corpus

• Second line: Author
• Third line: Primary intention of author
• Remainder: Other intentions
For the opening posting, the posting id is used instead of the previous posting number
0: 3C18B50C657A4D69ACDB85EDFC5D1F51@JosephPC Alternatepower.786
josephebb
INFORM
1:

0

-: Alternatepower.796

johndolschenko
DISAGREE
question
2:

1

-:-: Alternatepower.814

hikebikerusyked/John
ANSWER
3:

1

-:-:-: Alternatepower.818

hd/Henry
ANSWER
4:

1

-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.821

anzactwo/Alex Markin
SUPPORT/INFORM
5:

1

-:-: Alternatepower.798

brentherman/skrewtz
DISAGREE
6:

5

-:-:-: Alternatepower.803

johnd
DISAGREE
7:
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skrewtz
DISAGREE/CRITICISM?
8:

7

-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.829

johnd
DISAGREE
question
9:

8

-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.844

skrewtz
ANSWER/INFORM
10: 9

-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.849

johnd
DISAGREE
11: 7 -:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.810
henry
DISAGREE/REJECT
12: 11 -:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.831
johnd
INFORM
13: 12 -:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.837
alex
AGREE/THANK
question
14: 13 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.848
johnd
ANSWER
15: 11 -:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.812
alex
SUPPORT?
question
16: 15 -:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.839
number1bowman/Bow Man
ANSWER
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17: 16 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.840
alex
AGREE/SUPPORT
18: 15 -:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.819
Henry
INFORM
19: 18 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.820
alex
DISAGREE
20: 19 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.823
Henry
DISAGREE/COUNTER
21: 20 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.833
skrewtz
DISAGREE/COUNTER
22: 21 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.838
Henry
DISAGREE/COUNTER
23: 21 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.836
Alex
DISAGREE/COUNTER
reflection
question
24: 23 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.845
skrewtz
ANSWER/INFORM
25: 24 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.847
henry
INFORM
26: 21 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.841
henry
CRITICISM
answer/inform
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27: 26 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.842
alex
AGREE/SUPPORT
28: 27 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.843
henry
APOLOGY
INFORM/ELABORATE (CORRECT?)
reflection
29: 28 -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.846
alex
INFORM
30: 5 -:-:-: Alternatepower.799
grantjoh/John Grant
QUESTION
31: 30 -:-:-:-: Alternatepower.809
skrewtz
ANSWER/INFORM
32: 31 -:-:-:-:-: Alternatepower.811
henry
CRITICISM
inform
33: 30 -:-:-:-: Alternatepower.802
johnd
CRITICISM
34: 30 -:-:-:-: Alternatepower.801
alex
INFORM
The following are example phrases relating to various intentions. The number at the
start of each line is the posting number.
AGREE
5: ... It sounds entirely possible to me
17: Reasonably accurate observation ...
AGREE/THANK
13: Thanks for ...
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DISAGREE
1: ... I don’t think you understand ...
6: Actually ...
CRITICISM
8: If you had ..., you would not have made that mistake .
7: I think you just like to argue ...
10: ... but you don’t get out much .
11: ... a bit of a high calling ...
REFLECTION
7: ... I do live ... and I had formative years ....
7: I grew up
7: ... my first 3 years ...
7: My chemistry professor (while I was studying engineering)
10: Years ago ...
QUESTION
1: If ... , how many ... , and how many ... ?
1: Where are you ... from ?
6: Guess what there aint .... ?
6: Have you ever noticed ... ?
7: Why not spend ...
8: If ... , why not just plant ... ?
11: Is .... collapsing ?
11: Is it possible ... ?
13: Could we put ... ?
14: If ... , what does one do ... ?
14: How should that be handled ?
ANSWER/INFORM
3: From cattle ranches .
6: No municipal sewer systems .
INFORM
7: ... I believe that
9: I am certain ...
10: This is what I see ...
10: As far as I know ...
11: ... I’m of the opinion that ...
14: I guess ...

B.3

Agreements and disagreements

For each author in the above samples, I considered the responses they received and gave.
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Responses to authors
What sort of responses did they get for their postings? For each author listed below, a
list of responses is given for each posting in the form of the intentions of the replies. Each
primary intention is capitalised. Any secondary intentions are indicated in lowercase. If
there is no response, then ‘-’ is given.
josephebb
0: DISAGREE
johndolschenko
1: ANSWER ANSWER SUPPORT/INFORM DISAGREE
6: DISAGREE
8: ANSWER/INFORM
10:

-

12: AGREE/THANK
14:

-

33:

hikebikerusyked/John

2:

hd/Henry

3:

-

11: INFORM
18: DISAGREE
20: DISAGREE/COUNTER
22:

-

25:

-

26: AGREE/SUPPORT
28: INFORM
32:

anzactwo/Alex Markin

4:

-

13: ANSWER
15: ANSWER INFORM
17:

-

19: DISAGREE/COUNTER
23: ANSWER/INFORM
27: APOLOGY/INFORM/ELABORATE/CORRECT
29:

-

34:

brentherman/skrewtz

5: DISAGREE QUESTION
7: DISAGREE DISAGREE/REJECT
9: DISAGREE
21: DISAGREE/COUNTER DISAGREE/COUNTER CRITICISM
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24: INFORM
31: CRITICISM
number1bowman/Bow Man
16: AGREE/SUPPORT
grantjoh/John Grant
30: ANSWER/INFORM CRITICISM INFORM

Responses by authors
For each author, what sort of responses did they give to other postings?
josephebb
0:

johndolschenko

1: DISAGREE question
6: DISAGREE/CRITICISM?
8: DISAGREE question
10: DISAGREE
12: INFORM
14: ANSWER
33: CRITICISM
hikebikerusyked/John
2: ANSWER
hd/Henry
3: ANSWER
11: DISAGREE/REJECT
18: INFORM
20: DISAGREE/COUNTER
22: DISAGREE/COUNTER reflection question
25: INFORM
26: CRITICISM answer/inform
28: APOLOGY/INFORM/ELABORATE/CORRECT reflection
32: CRITICISM inform
anzactwo/Alex Markin
4: SUPPORT/INFORM
13: AGREE/THANK question
15: SUPPORT? question
17: AGREE/SUPPORT
19: DISAGREE
23: DISAGREE/COUNTER reflection question
27: AGREE/SUPPORT
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29: INFORM
34: INFORM
brentherman/skrewtz
5: DISAGREE
7: DISAGREE/CRITICISM?
9: ANSWER/INFORM
21: DISAGREE/COUNTER
24: ANSWER/INFORM
31: ANSWER/INFORM
number1bowman/Bow Man
16: ANSWER
grantjoh/John Grant
30: QUESTION
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Appendix C

Dialogue act annotation
This appendix outlines in more detail what issues and methods arose in the dialogue
annotation and the decisions made to work around them (cf. Section 5.3).
Each annotated sentence was given a single letter tag corresponding to one of the
defined dialogue acts (Table 5.10). If the dialogue act was ambiguous, the clearer of the
choices was chosen. By default, a sentence would be marked as ‘o’ for the Inform dialogue
act. If a sentence has multiple clear dialogue acts, then preference was given to Positive
and Negative dialogue acts.

C.1

Ambiguous authorship

If the authorship of a posting didn’t match the authorship of its content, then this was
treated as quoted text and marked as an Other dialogue act. This includes
• forwarded messages
• minutes of meetings
• press releases from organisations
• call for papers
• error logs
• draft documents from committees and working groups
This was generally treated on a case-by-case basis.

C.2

‘Positive’ dialogue acts

Positive dialogue acts generally required very clear indications that the response approved
or was thankful for some aspect of the previous posting. Due to the technical nature of
the W3C forum, no effort was made to understand statements beyond obvious terms and
phrases indicating support to the previous author’s expertise claims.
For example,
This is definately the best way to go
Yes , I do accept this response .

Appendix C.2: ‘Positive’ dialogue acts
I ’m very pleased to hear that .
sounds reasonable and consistent to me at first glance
Phrases saying thanks or responding to thanks sometimes needed to be distinguished
from thanks used as farewells. Either way, they could just be a sign of politeness, but
they still indicate that the responder is indicating approval to the previous posting, even
if they may then disagree with all its content.
For example,
Thank you very much for your detailed and well-reasoned answer
No problem
Not at all !
Agreements with corrections were taken as Positive dialogue acts.
For example,
KB:: I stand corrected ; I dunno what I was thinking .
Oh , sorry .
If the response contains complementary statements to the previous posting, then they
are treated as Positive dialogue acts. Likewise if it is the writing that is complimented,
not necessarily its content.
For example,
Uuuuuh , this is what I ’ve been saying since WWW , where it came up .
I very strongly agree with this point and indeed I said similar things at the f2f in
Amsterdam .
Well put .
It is more accurate and sophisticated than I ’ve expected
Cute !
The agreement need not be with a specific part of the previous posting as long as it
was clear that the dialogue act was agreeing with the postings, not things outside of the
posting (or in other postings).
For example,
To these ends I agree with Ian ’s detailed suggestions .
A terrific set of requirements , which I am in substantial agreement with
Interest in a point (only when it seems that they support or appreciate the contribution)
For example,
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Very interesting
It was hard to classify some dialogue acts which agreed to points in the previous
posting but under certain conditions. These were treated on a case-by-case situation. The
following were classified as Positive dialogue acts.
Yes , * in a particular interpretation*.
It does , in a sense , but the D-interpretations are the only cases where we explicitly
refer to an external naming authority , so the only cases where this issue arises in
the spec .
The following was classified as an Inform dialogue act.
Yes , but it ’s just a special case of request-response .
Various other instances were, as a rule, not annotated as Positive dialogue acts. Instead, they would be Inform dialogue acts.
The agreement or thanks may be with something other than the previous posting.
For example,
There seems to be general agreement that whatever we develop should be able to
accomodate multiple signature technologies .
Thanks to those of you who have submitted your future work proposals
Having separate classes for caption and subtitles would therefore , I think , be a
great idea .
Thanks for phone conversation tonight
With this much , I agree with everything you say in all your messages
ASCII art like smileys were not regarded as text, so were marked as Other dialogue
acts. So were any XML code, regardless of their content.
For example,
.&quot ; :)
>smile / <
If the responder says that points made in the original postings will be considered, but
doesn’t agree or disagree with them, then this was not annotated as a Positive or Negative
dialogue act. While it could be said that it is appreciation and acceptance of the posting’s
content, it was judged to be too vague.
For example,
Added to the issues list as a proposed checkpoint .
Added to issues list .
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I ’m glad you ’ve asked this question .
Issue noted
referred to the working group
Likewise, if the response said “Done” in reply to suggestions or corrections, it was not
clear whether they are saying this has already been implemented or whether they have
gone ahead with the edit. For this reason, these were annotated as Inform dialogue acts.

C.3

‘Negative’ dialogue acts

Negative dialogue acts also had to be very clear.
For example,
Er ... whoa !
I ’m not comfortable with that .
So what ?
I continue to disagree with this concept until I see compelling examples .
If a statement was counter to what it was replying to, it was only treated as a Negative
dialogue act if it was a very direct counter.
For example,
I think I finally did [answer the questions in your last response...]
There were also a number of types of sentences that weren’t annotated as Negative
dialogue acts. Like for the Positive dialogue acts, the disagreement had to be with the
content of the previous posting. Disagreement with postings or concept in general, or
other postings or authors were not regarded as Negative dialogue acts.
For example,
Please do not post additional messages on the subject of ‘cookies’ UNTIL THERE
ARE NEW DRAFTS .
Mere criticism was not recognised because the terminology used was harder to interpret. Terms like “vague” and “too general” are not disagreement or corrections. These
tend to be editorial comments. While it could be said that they are regardless comments
about the structure of the contribution, the borderline between criticism like this and
recognising technical counter-arguments is very hard to judge. For this reason, it was
decided that unless strong negative words, like bad or disagree were used, these types of
sentences were not regarded as Negative dialogue acts.
For example,
Sound too general to me .
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I do n’t believe that your assertion ” The method of establishing a base must be
part of the standard ” holds up .
This is n’t clearly worded .
This checkpoint seems to vague to me
At first blush , this proposal appears to be * really * complex
Like the “under consideration” instances not being marked as Positive dialogue acts,
they also aren’t marked as Negative dialogue acts.
For example,
Possibly , but I am not yet confident enough that XPath 2.0 can even be evaluate
using these interfaces , given significant differences .
Well , maybe : but I want to go on record that this is not why I am primarily
concerned with the RFC 2396 wording .
If the reply indicates misunderstanding, then it is rarely clear whether the misunderstanding is due to the way the original postings were written or the lack of expertise of
the responder. For this reason, misunderstandings were not regarded as Negative dialogue
acts.
For example,
I ’m not sure what this means .
I ’m afraid that I do n’t understand your point here .
I do n’t see it .
Now I ’m really confused .
Please explain .
Maybe I ’m a bit dense , but I can n’t figure out the explanation provided above
I ’m not sure what you mean by &quot;what other views are referred to&quot;

.

That interpretation does n’t make sense to me .
However, there were some instances where disagreement was clear in the message about
the misunderstanding. These were marked as Negative dialogue acts.
For example,
No , that does n’t make sense
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C.4

‘Reflection’ dialogue acts

Reflection dialogue acts were hard to define. As a rule, such sentences related to actions
or experiences in the past. They were reflection-on-action (Schön, 1983).
However, just because something is expressed with the past tense does not mean it
is a reflection. Also, the definition of the dialogue act was meant to cover storytelling of
past experiences, not opinions and conclusions of past and present situations, given past
actions. This was particularly true when it wasn’t clear whether the responder was the
one who was making the decisions or opinions being described.
For example,
Our recent discussions about claims address the &quot;right&quot ; to make such
a claim , but we have in the past not wanted to &quot;require&quot ; interdependencies ( even while the actual interoperability is a good and important thing .
)
In short , we decoupled vendors intentionally , after getting confirmation from assitive
technology vendors that the DOM and other standard interfaces did in fact meet
their needs and they were interested in requiring that those APIs be implemented
.
This includes not remembering things as well.
For example,
Frankly , I can n’t remember anyone , during this debate , introducing the example

C.5

‘Inform’ dialogue acts

The Inform dialogue act is very broad and is hard to define. However, some of the key
types of sentences it includes are:
• statements
• requests
• objectives
• definitions
• opinions

C.6

‘Other’ dialogue acts

Some lines that were judged by me to not contain textual content written by the author,
even if the line’s content is unique to that posting. These were classified as Other dialogue
acts. This includes:
• lines with just punctuation
• lines that are part of a quote
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• lines that are just URLs
• blank lines
• computer code

C.7

Quotations

Postings generally mark quoted text by starting the line with special characters like ’>’.
This allowed the preprocessor to identify quotations in advance (Section 3.5). However,
some postings are irregular in this so their quotations had to be marked as Other dialogue
acts during the annotation.
Sometimes it is hard to format the posting and determine what is and isn’t a quote.
For instance the quotes may be tagged on one line but then split into multiple lines that
aren’t headed by a tag.
For example,
>http://www.w3.org/2002/03/archives-improvements/
>
>Dom, this I believe is most of what I would have to say. I am sorry we have a
lot of our talent tied up in the CSUN conference this week.
In other cases, the author has used coded systems, like their initials or that of the
author of a previous posting, to mark what is quoted and what is written by them.
For example, in the following posting the author ‘CMN’ is quoting ‘JT’:
Some checkpoints have been snipped.
On Thu, 26 Aug 1999 T****@I**** wrote:
5.5 Allow the user to turn on and off rendering of captions.
n/a
HPR does not render closed captions. Clarification: Use &quot;closed
captions&quot; since
&quot;CAPTION&quot; is an element.
CMN I agree - this has been confusing in the reviews I have done with Amaya
(which, as an editor, requires the caption element for all tables) and Opera.
JT
User Interface (Priority 1)
5.6 Allow the user to turn on and off animated or blinking text.
n/a
HPR Does no render animated text.
5.7 Allow the user to turn on and off animations and blinking images.
n/a
similar
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5.9 Allow the user to turn on and off support for user style sheets.
n/a
similar
CMN Actually audio styling is as relevant as visual styling. Support for
style control and suport for CSS are not necessarily the same thing, and that
should be clarified. But I think this and the next checkpoint are certainly
applicable.
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